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To write a detailed description of the Athenian Constitution is hardly a novel
idea; the earliest preserved attempt occurred in the fourth century before Christ.
Such a project is significantly more complicated today because of reliance on documents whose survival is largely a matter of chance. In recent years the number of
preserved documents has greatly increased as a result both of archeological excavation and of chance finds. This material has been carefully organized in the second
edition of the Inscriptiones Graecae (1913-1940) and in the publicationsof the results
of the excavations by the American School of Classical Studies in the Athenian Agora
(continuing since 1933). Yet no comprehensive survey of the evidence for the
Athenian Constitution under the Roman Empire has been undertaken in this century.
In this study the attemnpthas been made to examine the text of every known
Athenian inscription which can be dated to the period after the new constitution of
Sulla, and from these to collect the references to the civic offices and institutions. In
most instances all of these references are cited in one way or another, but occasionally
the numbers of inscriptions have made this impractical (e.g., the prytany lists). Without the work of previous scholars this study would hardly have been possible, and many
of their findings have been incorporated, notably of W. S. Fergtson and Paul
Graindor, Bruno Keil and Josef Delz, and those whose work has been based upon
the material from the Athenian Agora, S. Dow, B. D. Meritt, J. Notopoulos, J. H.
Oliver, A. E. Raubitschek, and many others. Five appendices have been added
presenting evidence for many of the conclusions: the first re-grouping the known
of Roman Athe
dedications by the civic corporporations
second re-interpre-interpretin
material already published,and the last three presenting hitherto unpublishedmaterial.
A systematic investigation of the evidence for alterations and developmentin the
Athenian Constitution has been excluded from the scope of this purely descriptive
not
study. Yet the very gathering and arranging of the evidence has pointed out mniuch
yet noticed, e.g. the first appendix revealed unexpected patterns among the honorary
decrees. The following items in the history of the constitution might be pointed out.
The appropriatenessof using the capture of Athens by Sulla as a point of division is
confirmedby the evidence from alterations in the nature of institutions and documentation.' The first century before Christ is noteworthy for a degree of fluctuation.
Outside of the oil law and the reorganization of the boule there is little evidence of
thleHadrianic reforms, but there is evidence of attempts to revive liturgical institu-

1 Professor B. D. Meritt has called my attention to the numismatic evidence for
change in the
first century B.C., dated to Sulla's sack by Margaret Thompson, Numn.Chron., II, 1962, pp. 275300, but to a later date by D. M. Lewis, ibid., pp. 301-333.
v
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tions.2 Lively activity took place in the second half of the second century after Christ,
coinciding with recovery from a severe and prolonged depression. Numerous changes
in terminology reflect an attempt to bring the institutions of government into harmony
with changing demands. Simultaneously with the lively activity the symptoms of
the coming financial crisis developing throughout the Roman Empire appear. At
Athens indications of the continued constriction of the financial base of the civic
institutions become clear, and the hypothesis is advanced that certain alternations in
the organization and membershipof the boule are related to the confiscations of the
civic endowments by Maximinus Thrax.
This investigation was first suggested by Professor James H. Oliver, and the
author is deeply indebted for his guidance and suggestions. The work was facilitated
by fellowships granted by the Johns Hopkins University and the American School
of Classical Studies. Special gratitude is due to Mr. Frederick C. Crawford and the
trustees of the American School of Classical Studies whose personal generosity has
provided the means for this publication. Professor Benjamin D. Meritt has been
most generous in permitting the inclusion of unpublishedmaterial from the Athenian
Agora and making valuable suggestions. The staff of the Agora Excavations and Dr.
Markellos Mitsos, director of the Epigraphical Museum in Athens, together with his
staff have been of inestimable assistance in facilitating access to the documents in
their collections. Professors Eugene Vanderpool and Henry T. Rowell have assisted
by their readings and suggestions, while the painstaking and patient editorial assistance of Mrs. Lucy Shoe Meritt graces every page. Access to their collections and
bibliographical assistance have been generously provided by the Milton Eisenhower
Library of the Johns Hopkins University, the Library of the American School of
Classical Studies in Athens, and the Widener Library of Harvard University.
DANIEL J. GEAGAN
1965
SEPTEMBER,

"
The most recent discussionof the Hadrianicreformsis to be found in Oliver, Athens of
Hadrian."
2
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There is ample evidence indicating the continued existence of the college of nine
archons through the years following Sulla's new constitution and into the third
century after Christ. This includes the archon lists,1 several documents which refer
to the archons in the plural,2the lists of ephebic magistrates which seem to echo the
structure of the civic constitution,8and occasional references to the lesser archons, the
latest of which are: basileus in A.D. 266/7 and 269/70 (I.G., II2, 3670 and 3669);
the polemarchosbetween A.D. 197 and 217 (I.G., II2, 1076)4 and at mid-third century
(I.G,, II2, 3668); and the thesmothetai in the third century after Christ (I.G., II,
1113, 3702, 3669). This chapter will attempt to analyze the material which we possess
concerning the archons in general, then each of the archonships individually, and
finally the lesser functionaries connectedwith the archons.
A.

THE ARCHON LISTS, THE ARCHONS IN GENERAL

The first of the sources, the archon lists, are the most systematic and informative
documents on the college of archons, and will be used as an outline for the rest of
this discussion. First a few words must be said about the documents themselves
(above, note 1). Since the study by S. Dow certain of these have been dated more
precisely: I.G., II2, 1715 may be assigned to the year 85/4 with confidence8 and I.G.,
II2, 1735 may be narrowed down to the period 50/1-52/3.6 Figure 1 is a schematic
diagram of the composition of the archon lists. One other document, Hesperia, XV,
1946, no. 45, pp. 217-219, although it lists archons, because of its format probably is
For a detailedsummarysee S. Dow,"The Lists of the AthenianArchontes,"
Hesperia,III,
1934,pp. 140-190.The datingusedhereunlessotherwisenotedis thatof Dow. The lists include
(arrangedaccordingto Dow's chronology) I.G., II2, 1714, 1715, 1727, 1717, 1720, 1719, 1718,

1721,1722,1724,1725,1726,1728,1731,1734,1729,1723,1730,1735,1736,Hesperia,III, p. 173,

and I.G., II2, 1736a.
2

I.G., II2,3540,of mid firstcenturyafterChrist,in whichthe ninearchonshonorthe herald

of the Areopagus; I.G., II2, 1076 of A.D. 196-217; I.G., II2, 1077 of A.D. 209/10 uses the word

archontas
to indicatethe wholegroupof civicmagistrates.
3

E.g. in the first third of the third century I.G., II2, 2203, 2208, 2219, 2231, 2235, 2237. It is
interesting that the two latest such documents do not mention the ephebic archons: I.G., II2, 2245
of 254/5 and Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 37, pp. 71-74 of between 260 and 267, although the former
does mention the archon. For the dates of these last two see H. Thompson, " Athenian Twilight,"
J.R.S., XLIX, 1959, p. 66, note 28.
4
See the edition of J. H. Oliver, Haru. St. Cl. Phil., Suppl. I, 1940, pp. 521-530.
5 S. Dow, " Archons of the Period after Sulla," Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, 1949, p. 117.
6 . A.
Notopoulos, "Studies in the Chronology of Athens under the Empire," Hesperia,
XVIII, 1949, pp. 25-26.
1
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not an archon list. S. Dow 7 expresses doubt about the pertinence of I.G., II2, 1723,
1725, 1726, and Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 173. Of these I.G., II2, 1723 omits all the
archons except the eponymous, and his name appears not in the nominative, but in
the formula usual for dating by archon; measurements of I.G., II, 1725 show that
it would not have been high enough to include all of the magistracies expected; the
reason for doubting I.G., II, 1726 is unstated; and the appearance of the hoplite
general casts suspicion on Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 173. Because of its late date the
differences in I.G., II2, 1736a can be excused. A glance at Figure 1 will show that all
of these do fit into the overall pattern of developmentof the archon lists. Thleomission
of one or more magistrates need not be shocking in the light of the anarchies of I.G.,
II2, 1714 and 1734. Certain changes did occur in the format of the list: sometime
between 56/5 and 14/13 the flute player and the archon's herald exchanged positions,
while at about the same time the public slave was replacedby a leitourgos; in the early
first century after Christ the hoplite general appears to have been added before the
herald of the Areopagus, but shortly afterward they exchanged positions.9 In the
early first century after Christ the title kerykiskos replaced that of the herald of the
archon, possibly at the same time as the hoplite general began to appear; a short
while later the auletes gave way to the hieraules.
The latest of the archon lists, I.G., II2, 1736a, contains the names of only five
thesmothetes, while the name of a secretary has intruded between the polemarchos
and the thesmothetai. Dow 10suggests that the secretary is the secretary for the
thesmothetai (Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 55,1; 59,7), who at this time may have been
absorbed into the college of thesnothetai. Another explanation is possible if we
assume that anarchies occurred among the thesmothetai just as in the case of the
eponyinos archon1."Since the names of the lesser archons are not as systematically
recordedas those of the eponymos, the evidence about them is very fragmentary. As
has already been noted all of the archons except the eponymnosare omitted from I.G..
II2, 1723; Dow has observed that I.G., II2, 1725, if reconstructed in proportion to
7

Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 183, note 1, " either doubtfully or certainly different," and p. 166.
Ibid., p. 160.
9 Dow, ibid., 167 would
place I.G., II2, 1723 in a " different class from lists of archontes ";
p.
he hesitates to restore the title of the hoplite general in I.G., II2, 1736 (p. 172), but restores it quite
freely in Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 173. A glance at their positions in Figure 1 shows the probability
of the appearance of the hoplite general in a group of archon lists near the end of the series. No
document intervenes which certainly omits his name.
10 Ibid.,
p. 186.
11After the anarchy of 88/7, there is evidence for seven other anarchies in the Roman period:
at the beginning of the first century after Christ (this is based on the reconstruction of an inscription
by Dow, Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 162, which Dow admits could be done otherwise), in A.D. 83/4,
between 86/7 and 95/6, in 167/8, in 169/70, in 182/3, and around the year 200. This list is based on
the findings of Graindor, Chronologie, p. 11, note 1, p. 12; Oliver, Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 82-89;
Dow, Hesperia, III, 1934, pp. 144-146, 162; Notopoulos, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pp. 48-51.
8
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the other preserved archon lists, would not allow space for all of those usually listed; 12
before the Sullan constitution in the Delian Pythaid of 100/9913 only five thesmothetes appear, while in every other year recorded there are the full six, and the
basileus is missing in the year 102/1.1 A possible parallel may be found among the
ephebes, whose imitation of the civic government reflected the standard Athenian
magistracies,'5 among whom it is not strange to find odd numbers of thesmothetai
(I.G., II2, 2235 and 2237, but none in 2130, 2141, and 2193) or some other of the
archons missing (there is no poletmtarchos
in I.G., II2, 2141, 2219, and 2231). Thus
it should not be surprising to find anarchies in any one of the nine archonships.
The archonships, which commentators generally agree had lost much of their
administrative importance,'6were becoming increasingly important as liturgies (about
which, more below). As a result the senior archonships increasingly became the preserve of the wealthy, who sought or accepted the honor. The financial problem of
finding enough citizens sufficientlywealthy probablywas responsible for the anarchies
listed above, especially in view of the prohibition against serving more than once as
archon. This regulation seems to have retained its force up until the third century,
when we find Publius Aelius Apollonios (I.G., II2, 3688) having served as both king
and eponymous archon, Publius Herennius Dexippos, the man who led the Athenians
against the Herulians (I.G., 1, 369, 3670), having served the same two, and
Titus Flavius Mondon[- - -] of Phlya whose second archonship is recorded (Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 37, p. 71).
The anarchies of the Roman
of repeated archonships
n period
the
ritonthird
and the
are
both
of
the
of
men
fill
the
to
century
symptomatic
shortage wealthy
archonships.
Despite this factor Athens was extremely fortunate in the attractiveness of its archonship not only for native sons, but for foreign princes, Roman notables, and even Roman
emperors. The number of foreigners, coupled with the frequency with which certain
tribes, notably Aiants, controlled the eponymous archonship, has led the majority
of commentators to conclude that the old principle of allotment of the archonships
among the ten tribes had broken down, and that the archonship had become elective
during the period after the Sullan Constitution. S. Dow 18 in his analysis of the

Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 160.
13I.G., II2, 2336, but see the edition of Dow, Harv. St. Cl. Phil., LI, 1940, pp. 116-124, lines
99-104.
14Ibid., line 52, although this may be a case merely of non-payment of the contribution, since
a blank space was left where the name should have gone.
15 On this practice see Graindor, Tibterea Trajan, p. 90.
16 Notopoulos, " The Method of Choosing Archons in Athens under the Empire," A.J.P., LXV,
1944, p. 149; Graindor, Chronologie, p. 9; and others. The evidence for the various functions will
be recorded below.
17 W. S. Ferguson, " Researches in Athenian and Delian Documents, III," Klio, IX, 1909,
pp. 328-329; Graindor, Chronologie, p. 13; Auguste, p. 113; Busolt-Swoboda, p. 935; Accame, II
dominiioromano, p. 166.
18Hesperia, III, 1934, pp. 140-190.
12
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archon lists made a study of the tribes of the archons listed and concluded (p. 180):
" Exceptions to the electoral
principle that no two archontes should be of the same
tribe were freely made after the suppression of the Demos in 91 B.C.; every later
list with more than four preserved demotics of archontes, except 1721 alone, shows
such duplication," a duplication unprecedented in earlier periods. But he also concluded that Beloch's law,19by which the thesmothetai were listed according to their
tribal order, was followed. J. A. Notopoulos 20 also has done an analysis of the
archons of 113/4-163/4. He believes that a new type of allotment cycle had replaced
the traditional archon allotment. He would see a cycle extending over 12 or 13 years
similar to the prytany cycle within a single year, but not without compromise, since
noteworthy people were permitted to serve out of the turn of their tribe. Notopoulos
has broken down the period 113/4-163/4 into 4 cycles, one of 12 years (pre-Hadrianis) and three of 13 years each. In this first cycle (113/4-124/5) only four tribal
affiliations out of the twelve are known, and so the evidence is hardly conclusive. In
the second cycle the evidence is firmer,with six out of thirteen tribal affiliationsknown,
but again this is hardly conclusive. In the third cycle (138/9-150/1) affiliations are
known for twelve out of thirteen, but in five of these cases a tribal affiliation is
repeated, and these five archons have to be classed among the exceptions made in the
cases of outstanding men. Four out of ten tribal affiliations in the fourth cycle must
be treated in the same manner. Thus judgment must be made on the basis of seven
out of thirteen in the former and six out of thirteen in the latter cycle. This is hardly
conclusive evidence. It seems then that the indication of Philostratos 21 that foreign
rulers at least gained Athenian magistracies by election would also apply to all who
gained Athenian archonships. The context of the passage from Plutarch's life of
Perikles 22 makes it clear that the former method of selection by lot was being contrasted with the use of election.
Many suggestions have been made to explain the purpose of the Athenian archon
lists, but the explanation remains elusive. The controversy has centered around the
appearanceof the herald of the boule of the Areopagus, when the lists are otherwise
subordinate officers. Diedrich Fimmen
and
therhonair
completely devoted to the archons
suggested that he served as chairman of the college, especially in view of the preeminence of the Areopagus in the constitution of Roman Athens. Bruno Keil 2
19 Beloch, "Die
Errichtung der Phyle Ptolemais," Neue Jahrbiicher, CXXIX, 1884, pp.
J.
481-488.
20A.J.P., LXV, 1944, pp. 149-165. The charts on which the cycles are plotted out appear
on pp. 164-165.
21
16 (Kayser, p. 333).
Life of Apollonios of Tyana, VIII,
'
22

7rayov.
28

24

IX, aTraL yap apXal KxArpwTaTe

avraAayov
K

revTsat'avov
Kat tL'avTrw ol otaaOKtLa

Eine neue attische Archontatsliste," Ath. Mitt., XXXIX, 1914, pp. 130-137.
Beitrige, p. 65.
"
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wondered that the herald of the Areopagus held so low a position, especially in the
light of Keil's conclusion that only the two major archons were permitted entry into
the Areopagus. His solution saw the college of archons, which really had little else
to do, being granted a share of the judicial powers of the Areopagus and the herald of
the Areopagus participating in their deliberations. It will be shown below that all of
the archons probably entered the Areopagus. The appearance of the herald of the
with the archons
no new phenomenon, since the herald had
Areopagus in lists was
in
served
the
with
a board very similar to that found in the
already
Delphic Pythaid
archon lists.25 Graindor26 rejects Keil's hypotheses and calls attention to I.G., II2,
3540, where the nine archons honor the herald of the Areopagus. Notopoulos 27
offered the suggestion that the archon lists reflected the increased eminence of the
archonshipunder the Roman empire, since they were the lists of public spirited citizens
who gave their money for the good of the city; but this does not explain the appearance
of the public slave nor the minor functionaries. Probably the explanation is to be
found in the details of the new constitutional arrangements instituted by Sulla, possibly as an assurance against repeated archonships.28
Before discussing the archonships individually, it will be in order to survey what
is known of their functions as a college. In the rites in honor of the deified Julia
Domna 29 decreed shortly after A.D.196, all of the archons were to sacrifice each year
to 'AyaOj TvXqton the birthday of Julia Domna (lines 12-13); and on the feast of
Athena Polias the archons, together with all the priests and the herald (of the
Areopagus?), were to offer libation to Athena Polias (lines 28-32) while the remaining civic magistrates performed other rites. From this one might conjecture that
the archons probably
had
roa
a similar
iiar duties
ti in other state rites involving the imperial cult.
References to the performance of civic duties by the archons are lacking. The
word archontas in the decree of honors for the household of Septimius Severus 3
refers to the civic magistrates in general, and the archons are indicated only in so far
as they can be classed
se civic magistrates.
theed
ong
among

26 This fact was first noted by S. Dragoumes, 'ApX. 'EI., 1915, pp. 5-7, mentioned by Kirchner
on I.G., II2, 1717, and recalled by Graindor, Auguste, pp. 112-113, and finally by Dow, Hesperia,
III, 1934, p. 185, who, unlike Dragoumes, does not connect the archon lists with Delphic Pythaids.
The latest of the four lists cited is that of 97 B.C., Fouilles de Delphes, III, 2, 1909-1913, no. 2,

p. 14, which includes apXwv, 8aa(Ttev, 7roXuWapXos,
apXovroc, aTLLKTy;.
26 Auguste,

ofa/oOeraTL,

K7Jpv$

0ov\Xj< T7qS et 'Apdeov wa7yov, Kxipv

pp. 112-114.

27A.J.P., LXV, 1944, p. 150.

28It would appear that this formed an important point, especially in view of the three-year
archonship of Medeios and the two-year rule of Argeios shortly before. See Accame, II dominio
romano, p. 166.
29 I.G., II2, 1076, but see the edition of J. H. Oliver, " Julia Domna as Athena Polias," Harv.
St. Cl. Phil., Suppl. I, 1940, pp. 521-530.
3
I.G., II2, 1077; see also Appendix II, pp. 161-162.
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The most eminent magistracy at Athens remained the archonship eponymous.
Among the Scriptores Historiae Augustae the author of the Vita Gallieni, 11, 3 calls
it summus mnagistratusand Dio Cassius, LXIX, 16 calls it r)v pAyto-rT)v
Trap'avrots
apXrjv.Probably the most significant testimony is to be found in the peoplewho held it:
Roman emperors, foreign rulers, noble Romans, and the most influential Athenians.
Among the Roman emperors are Domitian,31Hadrian,32Commodus,33and Gallienus.3'
Lists of the other noteworthy people would be too long to be included here.
The vast majority of documents citing this archon do so for eponymity, and
these continue through the whole period covered by this study. The known years of
anarchy have been recorded above. The glory of having one's name applied to a year
was reserved for men of wealth, since the office involved considerableexpense. Philostratos (Vit. Soph., II, 20, p. 103) classes it with the hoplite generalship "among
the liturgies which the Athenians consider the greatest." The cursus honorurn(if this
phrase can be used to describe the careers of notable Athenians) of Tiberius Claudius
the hierophant (I.G., II2, 3546) records that " he held the eponymous magistracy for
a imedimnosand fifteen drachnzai.""5 Surely the archonships conferred on foreigners
were not given without some benefits in return. The tremendous benefactions of
Hadrian are well known and need not be recorded here.36The specific nature of most
of the benefactions of archons is unknown, but in one case an extraordinary good
service was performed by Marcus Ulpius Eubiotos, who supplied grain in a time
of famine,37and his only Athenian magistracy seems to have been the archonship
(although he also filled the liturgical position of agonothete of the Greater Pana-

thenaia [Oliver, Gerusia, no. 31, line 37]). But his benefaction was so great that
lesser archonships fell to his two sons, one at least simultaneously with the father
(I.G., II2, 3700-3702). The remaining inscriptions honoring archons do not record
the nature of their good deeds, but one would expect that as in the rest of the Roman
Empire it involved a summa honoraria to the population, like that recorded for
Tiberius Claudius the hierophant, and the accomplishment or expectation of some
major public benefaction. In connection with the archonship Graindor38 has noted
that at Athens there do not seem to have been endowed magistracies, and there is still
no evidence of endowmentsto lessen the burdens of the archonship.
31

I.G., II2, 1996; Fouilles de Delphes,III, 2, no. 65, p. 65.

no. 79, p. 122for testimonia.
See Graindor,
Chronologie,
33A. E. Raubitschek,
" Commodus
andAthens,"Hesperia,Suppl.VIII, 1949,pp.282-283.
34
ScriptoresHistoriaeAugustae,VitaGallieni,11, 3.
85Thisis citedby Graindor,
Chronologie,
pp. 11-12andnote2, whereparallelsarecited.
32

36 See
Graindor, Hadrien, passim.
87I.G., II2, 3697, 3698; Oliver, Gerusia, nos. 31, 32, pp. 125-142 = Oliver, Hesperia, XX,
B. D. Meritt, Hesperia, XXXII, 1963, pp. 26-30.
1951, pp. 350-354
38
Chronologie, p. 12 and note 6.
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The great honor of the office, probably because of the expense it involved and
possibly because of the tradition behind it, is amply attested by lists of magistrates
and the cursus honorum which record the eponymous magistracy before all of the
others. Certain documents would appear to break the practice of listing the archonship first. In a dedication to Ares and Augustus the eponymousdating is by the priest
of Ares; then follow the names of zakoroi and finally the name of the eponymous
[archon of the city] (I.G., II2, 2953). This is a clear case of cult officials having
priority in matters regarding their particular cult. A dedication from a statue of
Claudius (I.G., ,II 3268) has the name of the man who constructed the statue and
that of the hoplite general coming before the name of the archon, but the builder
can be expected to receive first listing, and the hoplite general seems to have certain
interests in the imperial cult (see below, p. 26). The rededication of the temple at
Rhamnous in A.D. 45/6 to the deified Livia has the name of the hoplite general and
priest of the goddess Romnaand Augustus listed before the epoznymos archon.3 This
case partakes of circumstances related to those of both of the preceding instances.
Two mid-second century cursus honorum appear to violate the order of precedence,
but one (I.G., II2, 3593) merely lists current offices before those held earlier, while
the other (I.G., II2, 3618) permitted metrical considerations to predominate. Exceptions to the rule seem more commonnin the third century after Christ. A cursus
honorum from Hephaistia on Lemnos (I.G., XII, 8, 27) permits the gymnasiarchy
to come first, but the archonship still precedes the other magistracies. In the cursus
honorunmof P. Herennius Dexippos, although the archonships are listed first, the
basileus has precedenceover the eponynios, but this is probably a case of their being
listed in the order in which they were held (I.G., II2, 3669, 3670). The same may
be the case in the cutrsusof Cassianus, the initiate from the hearth and hierokeryx
(I.G., II2, 3707), where service as an ambassador, an agonothesia and a hoplite

generalship all come first. Finally in another third century document (I.G., II2, 3687),
a pair of priesthoods are permitted to precede the archonship (lines 10-16), but this
is the only exception among eight cursus contained in the document.
In Hellenistic Athens the adjective eponynmoswas not used to distinguish the
major archon, but it began to appear around the middle of the first century after
Christ.40 The frequency of its appearance remains low throughout the first century
and for most of the first half of the second century after Christ.41 Shortly before
the middle of the second century it increases and continues at a high rate through the
third century. Indeed the tendency during the period of the Roman empire seems
to have been to include the adjective almost always where a cursus honorum was
I.G., II2, 3242, but see the edition of W. B. Dinsmoor, Hesperia, XXX, 1961, pp. 186-194.
As Dow has observed, Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 186, the only document possibly earlier (I.G.,
II2, 2953) is not at all firmly dated. Dow's corrected readings of the archon lists eliminate any
other instances earlier than A.D. 41, when it first appears in I.G., II2, 3268.
41I.G., II2, 3268, 3546, 3547; Hesperia, XII, 1943, no. 18, pp. 67-68.
39

40
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involved or a dedication, while in official documents, especially in the formula of
eponymity, the word archon alone is used. Graindor42 declared that this increased use
of the adjective was not strange in an era when the hoplite general also appeared in
formulas of eponymity, but it is in these very formulas where the adjective is not
used. There are a few exceptions to the distinction in usage made above,43and some
of these need not be thought exceptional. It seems likely that in private documents
at Athens a phenomenonwas occurring which also had taken place among the quattuorviri of the western colonies, that is that the two lower magistrates used the generic
term for all four magistrates in naming themselves, while the upper two usually
distinguished themselves by the term duoviri; thus at Athens all nine archons would
avail themselves of the use of the name archon, while the chief archon had to use
the adjective to defend his dignity. This would explain the case of I.G., II2, 3592
where the man honored was described as apcavra, while three relatives each have the

complete phrase ap6av7ro0S
rqv rTwvvov aipXv.44 I.G., II2, 2931 is a dedication from

the cave of Apollo on the slopes of the Acropolis which reads " by the archon Herennius Dexippos." Herennius Dexippos, the man who saved Athens from the Herulians,
is known to have served both as archon basileus and as eponymos (I.G., II2, 3669,
3670). Among the dedications from the cave of Apollo there are none which were
set up by a man who can with certainty be called an eponymos archon; therefore this
dedicationby Dexippos probablyrelates to his term as archon basileus. This must also
be the case with I.G., II2, 2919 and 2920 in which the word archon alonloeappears.
Two other dedications have the archon's name in the genitive (I.G., II, 2892 and
2893), the latter of which was set up by the secretary of the synhedrion and includes
the name of a thesmnothetesin the nominative. The former may be from a similar
nlonument,where the dedicator is not the archon, but the archon's name is included,
probably for the sake of dating. The problem of distinguishing cannot have been as
acute in the case of public documents, where the use in the formula for eponymity
was the principaloccasion for reference to the eponymous archon.
The archon eponynmoswas also the priest of the consul Drusus from the time of
the death of Drusus until the reign of Hadrian.45 The priestly title appeared always
in the archon lists,46but in other documents it seems not to have been used as regularly during the first century after Christ.
42

Auguste, p. 114.
43 .G., II2, 2919 and 2920 probably were not archons eponymous (see below); I.G., II2,
3672, line 4 did not need to distinguish the dedicatee as eponymos, since it is clear from the
falls short of the end of the line, and J. H.
context; in I.G., II2, 3603 the restoration of ap[Xrov7a
Oliver suggests that ap[XLepeais easier to defend. The statue base, I.G., II2, 3618 has its dedication
in meter. The dedicatee of I.G., II2, 3717 need not have been the civic eponymnos(see below,
p. 100).
44This distinction has already been observed by Dittenberger, S.I.G.s, 869, p. 582, note 1
and by Kirchner, I.G., II2, 3592.
45 On this
priesthood see Graindor, Auguste, p. 157; Tib&rea Trajan, p. 116; Hadrien, p. 171.
46 Dow, Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 149.
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In view of the number of emperors and other distinguished men of affairs,
Romans and Hellenes, who held it, the archonship eponymous cannot have involved
a great deal of administrative responsibility. Yet there is evidence for a certain
number of religious duties. A double chair has been found on the Acropolis, one half
of which is inscribed as belonging to the pyrphoros and the other to the archon; 47
this probably indicates some share in the worship of Hestia. There is clear evidence
for the archon's participation in the imperial cult dating from around the beginning
of the third century 48 in an individual capacity as well as in his capacity as a member
of the college of archons (see above, p. 5), and it would seem that the hoplite general
and he cooperated (line 18) in a function whose nature is lost.49
Working from a passage from Dio Cassius 50 and from a choregic memorial 1
Bruno Keil 52 has concluded that the eponymous archonship involved the agonothesia
of the Dionysia, just as the archonship of the basileus involved that of the Lenaia
(see below, p. 11). Although it had been a regular practice for the archon to assume
this expense (Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 56,5) from around 327/6, the agonothetes began
to appear as a separate individual (I.G., II', 3073-3089) on the occasions when
the demos was choregos. That the archonship did not customarily involve the agonzothesia in the Roman period would seem to be indicated by the distinction between the
two functions made in I.G., II2, 3112 (see below, p. 137) and 3649. Hadrian may have
been attempting merely to revive an old custom, or the connection between the archonship and the agonothesia may have been merely temporary. The possible parallel of
the basileus paying for the Lenaia will be shown below (p. 11) to be faulty.
The sole reference to his participation in civic affairs is to be found in I.G., II2,
1077 (see Appendix II, pp. 161-162), where he is specifically named as one of the
magistrates co-operating with the three civic corporations in framing the gonome. In
I.G., II2, 3705, as Keil53 has observed, the fact that the eponymous archon requested a
dogma of the Areopagites should in no way be taken as an action in an officialcapacity.
The number of dedications set up by archons eponymous is very small. From
the early first century B.C. (and so possibly from the pre-Sullan constitution) there is
47
I.G., II2, 5170. For the pyrphoros see Graindor, Auguste, p. 154 and I.G., II2, 3631, 3804,
3805, 5046, and several lists of aisitoi (see below, p. 111).
48
I.G., II2, 1076; see the edition of Oliver, Harv. St. Cl. Phil., Suppl. I, 1940, pp. 521-530.
49
Although Kirchner, following Premerstein, restores I.G., II2, 1076, lines 16-20 as follows,

[7roL- I craao
a ya/A a T tS 'IovXAa'
s aXaa
TOV Mri7
TOVS T07A]XETas aTpaT [qyov
t
epacri,
TO]V O apXovTa
7D [lloAt I a&LavvtLSpv-atcwVo TC avrw- Opo6]fwt, Iva favvpov[oVs 7 | XT 6X, KTX.]
T
50
LXIX, 16, Ta T, AlowVVla, T7v ucyl[arrv rap' avTols a'PX)V
ap$as, Ev Tr faOTilTrX
XatirpVps
inp(wpP

I.G., II2, 3112, TOV apXov | Ta Kal ayo)voOerTv Atowvctov, referring to King Philopappos of Commagene, then resident in Athens. Graindor, Chronologie, no. 66, p. 95; Tibre a Trajan, p. 51;
followed by Kirchner in I.G., II2, dates this document to 75/6-87/8.
51

52 Beitrige,

p. 51.

58 Ibid.,p. 43.
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an altar found in the Theater of Dionysos (I.G., II2, 2870) ; I.G., II2, 3681 is a herm
set up by an archon eponymnosand neokoros of Sarapis, but it was probably set up in
his religious capacity. It has been shown above (p. 8) that the archons listed in
I.G., II2, 2919 and 2920 were probably not eponymoi, but were lesser archons. The
monumentshonoring archons are too numerous to itemize here, but it should be noted
that Roman emperors, foreign princes, Roman and other foreign notables and
Athenians are honored. One herm (I.G., II2, 3672) found in the Theater of Dionysos

© American School of Classical Studies at Athens
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records that oi a-vvapXovTre set up rov [e]avrriv a'pXovr[a] and there follows a list of
the archons the first line of which reads [apX]cvroyrctWvv[o,]. This is dated to the

second or third century after Christ and seems to have no parallels.
C. THE ARCHON BASILEUS

Ranking next after the archon eponymzosin the archon lists is the basileus, but
his rank is not quite as high when his name appears among the grouped magistrates
of the city. Indicative is a series of ephebic monuments " ranging in date from the
last decade of the second century through the year 230. In each of these, among the
ephebic magistrates, the archon is listed first, then the hoplite general and the keryx
of the Areopagus, and then the remaining archons headed by the basileus. The regularity of this arrangement is not as strict in the few cursus honorumnmentioning the
archon basileus which are preserved. Julius Theodotos the sophist (I.G., II2, 3616
and 4087) is listed as oa-par7yrj7o-avTroKal 3aorAXEvcravrosKa& K7)pvKEVcravro T7r79 e
'Apetov Tra6yovP3ovXrj3s;while the cursus of Publius Aelius Apollonios lists eponymos

archonl, archon basileus, and then hoplite general, epitnelete of the gymnasiarchy, and

herald of the Areopagus (I.G., II2, 3688); and in the cursus of Publius Herennius
Dexippos (I.G., II2, 3669, 3670) the archonship of the basileus actually precedes that
of the eponymos. The former two of these men flourished around the turn from the
second to the third century, and the last in the latter half of the third century. It was
suggested above that in one of these cases the governing factor was the sequence in
which the magistracies were held, and possibly the same factor would hold true in the
other cases here cited. Line 3 of I.G., II2, 3669 reads apeavra rqv -rovoaactXE'oEv
apX7v, and Keil5
Oeo-tioOGTaL

inferred that the name thesmothetai had been expanded

at this time to include all eight lower archons, including the basileus, and that the
eponynos was set apart as a presiding magistrate.
The basileus had primarily religious functions, and certain of these are documented quite explicitly. A decree regarding the restoration and repair of the shrines
of Athens,5"apparentlypassed during the reign of Augustus, relates that the basileus
II2, 2119, 2130, 2193, 2203, 2208, 2219, 2231, 2235.
Op. cit., p. 54.
II2, 1035. For the date of this documentsee Oliver, Gerusia,pp. 133-134and Day,
I.G.,
56
Ec. Hist., pp. 146-148. U. Kahrstedt,who takesno noticeof Oliveror Day, woulddatethe document
54.G.,
55
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and hoplite general were to offer a propitiatory sacrifice to each of the gods and heroes
(lines 12-13); together with the tamias of the sacred diataxis and another magistrate
whose name is lost he has the obligation of publishing an audit of the costs of the
repairs (lines 14-17). In the first century B.C. a law was passed at Athens governing
the sacred procession 5 in which the basileus and his parhedroi play an important part
(see below p. 16 for the parhedroi). From this documentit may be gathered that cases
of asebeia were his 58 to present to the judges (lines 29-30). This is only natural,
since the archontbasileus and the epimneletesof the mysteries had charge of ordering
the procession (lines 36 and 42-43).59 In addition to his duties as a member of the
college of archons it is probable that the basileus had a share allotted to him in the
sacrifices decreed to thledeified Julia Domna,60although any sections recording such
are now lost. Even if he had no share, his wife participated in sacrifices with the
archons and priests and the herald.61The basileus also co-operated with the boule in
handling cases of asebeia against the cult of Isis (Pollitt, Hesperia, XXXIV, 1965,
pp. 125-130; re-edited by Oliver, Gr. Ron. Byz. St., VI, 1965, pp. 292 f.).
Keil 62 believed that the basileus retained the management of the Lenaia from
former times (Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 57,1) citing I.G., II2, 2130, lines 57-60, where,

among other benefactions of the ephebic basileus, it is recorded that he paid for the
Lenaia. But Keil failed to distinguish that this was the ephebic basileus, not that of
the city; and the same sort of connection could be made between the basileus and the
Antinoeia on the basis of I.G., 12, 2059 or the Hadrianeia on the basis of I.G., II2,
2087.
The basileus frequently dedicated a mnemorialto Apollo vnr'"AKpat at the cave

of Apollo on the slopes of the Acropolis.63
D. THE POLEMARCHOS

The third magistrate recorded in the archon lists immediately below the basileus
and he held the same place among the ephebic magistrates. The
was the polemnarchos,
office appears only once among cutirsushonorumn,in that of Publius Herennius Ptolemaios of the mid-third century (I.G., II2, 3668), whose offices included polemarch, an
agonothesia, and keryx of the Areopagus, which is surprising in so low a position.64
to " der proletarischenRepublik unter Mithradates,"Das wirtschaftlicheGesicht Griechenlands,
Bern, 1954,p. 60, note 6.
57
Oliver,Hesperia,X, 1941, no. 31, pp. 65-72.
58A conclusionreachedby Keil, Beitrage,pp. 51-52 on separateevidence.
59For a discussion of these practices in relation to those of earlier times, see Oliver's commentary.
a I.G., II2, 1076, re-edited by Oliver, Harv. St. Cl. Phil., Suppl. I, 1940, pp. 521-530.
61

Lines 30-32, KaL r [r] v Tro [apXov [ rog 8]aaLXtao-av, whom Pollux
7LVT(T- /8aatAeZ)f3aoLktLcrav
iKaAovatv(VIII, 90).
62

defines,

rv 8 cVvoLKovaav

Beitrage, p. 51.

68I.G., II2, 2894, 2897, 2921, 2922, 2929, and see above for I.G., II2, 2931.
64 Again,

this may be a case of the offices being listed as they were held. This document is also
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A single religious function is attested for the polemarch; he was to sacrifice to Julia
on the first day of the Roman year,63a function
Domna [Tr' q,r]p' r&vor'parTOreSoJv
which recalls the one-time military significance of his magistracy. Just as in the case
of the king archon, the polemnarchos customarily dedicated to Apollo

rT'"AKpata at

the cave on the Acropolis.66 He appears in a single dedication from Eleusis (I.G.,
II2 2880), and B. D. Meritt would restore Tro[X4,apXos] on a non-joining fragment
of an inscription which also lists two parhedroi and a gramnmateus.67
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E. THE THESMOTHETAI

The six thesmiothetainormally follow the polemiarchosin the archon lists and in
the ephebiclists, with the exception of the latest of the archon lists,68where a secretary
intervenes, and in which only five thesntothetai are listed. No cursus honorumncontaining this magistracy in cumulation with any other office survives. In I.G., IIf,
3669 Publius Herennius Dexippos, the defender of Athens against the Herulii, was
honored, and among his distinctions was listed apeavra 'rrvrov ,3ao-Xcw evOeO-,uoo!Ecu3apxiv, while another document says simply ap4avra nrv rov /3ao-'AEC,apXqv (I.G., IF,
3670). The significance of the former expression is not clear. Keil,69as we have
already noted, interprets this to mean that by the year 269/70 all eight lower archons

were grouped together as thesmothetes in contrast to the eponymos archon. Another
document (I.G., II2, 3702) has similar phraseology, where Marcus Ulpius Pupientus
in a case where it is
Maximus is described as crvvadpavra rT` irarpt Ev 0Eo0r7oOEraLV,
clear that his father was epotnymnos archon. Therefore c-vvapeavra must mean merely
" was a magistrate at the same time as " and the phrase Ev OE'luoOeratwould refer to
the son alone. This Marcus Ulpius Pupienus Maximus was one of the two sons of
Marcus Ulpius Eubiotos, who was lavishly honored by the Athenians for his aid
during a famine,70 and it would seem logical that both sons were made tlesniothetai,
and the one here mentioned at least simultaneously wvithhis father's archonship, as a
part of that honor.7'
A single document concerns participation in affairs of state by the thesmothetai,
interestingas evidencethat the polemarchas well as the archonand basileusenteredthe Areopagus.

See J. H. Oliver, A.J.P., LXXIX, 1958, p. 57, note 4 and below.
65
I.G., II2, 1076 as re-edited by Oliver, Harv. St. Cl. Phil., Suppl. I, 1940, pp. 521-530.
Parallels to this cult can be found in the Greek East at Priene (F. Hiller von Gaertringen, Inschriften
von Priene, Berlin, 1906, no. 230, p. 147) and at Pizos in Bulgaria (S.I.G.3, 880, line 5).
66 I.G., II2, 2898 (in conjunction with the secretary of the synhedrion), 2899, probably 2900
(but no provenience is given), and certainly 2914 and 2915.
67
Hesperia, XV, 1946, no. 45, pp. 217-219; for greater detail, see below, p. 16.
68
I.G., II2, 1736a. For a discussion of this document see above and below, pp. 2, 15-16.
69

Beitrdge, p. 54.

Oliver, Gerusia, nos. 31 and 32, pp. 125-142, as augmented by Oliver, Hesperia, XX. 1951.
and by Meritt, Hesperia, XXXII, 1963, no. 27, pp. 26-30.
350-354
pp.
71For the family see I.G., II2, 3695-3703.
70
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a letter from a proconsul under Septimius Severus addressed to the t/wesmothetaiand
possibly to others whose names are now lost (I.G., II2, 1113) concerning apparently
sentences of exile. Aristotle (Ath. Pol., 59) relates that the thesmnothetaiin his day
were competent magistrates to introduce many sorts of cases. The largest number
of dedications to Apollo vr' AcAKpavc
come from the thesmothetes. Most are individual
dedications,72but there are two dedicated by groups of tiesmothetai,73 and one
dedicated by a granintmateusof the synhedrion (I.G., II2, 2893) whose crowned name

© American School of Classical Studies at Athens
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is flankedby that of the archon in the genitive case crowned on the left and that of a
thesmothete in the nominative case crowned on the right. Finally, the Iobakchoi
consider the attaining of the office of thesmnothetesby one of their members sufficient
cause for a celebration (I.G., II2, 1368, line 133).
F.

OTHER MAGISTRATES AND OFFICERS

In the archon lists the names of the herald of the Areopagus and, when he
the
nof
the nine archons. These magistrates
appears, of the hoplite general follow those of
will be discussed elsewhere. Then are listed a group of subordinate officers to the
archons, the first of which in the lists after 36/5-18/7 B.C. is the herald of the archon,
while in the earlier lists the flute player occupiedthis position (see Fig. 1). In a pair of
lists of the late first century after Christ the herald of the archon is replaced by the
kerykiskos, whose title probably ought to be restored in I.G.,II2, 1736a.74 The only
certain epigraphicalevidence for the Roman period for the herald of the archon comes
from the archon lists. Aristotle (Ath. Pol., 62,2) reveals that in his day the archons
paid the keep for a herald and flute player, and the herald appearsto have had functions
in the law courts.75 In the Delphic Pythaids of 106 B.C.and of 97 B.C.6 the herald
accompaniedthe archons. There are no other sources concerning the kerykiskos. His
title is formed by the addition of a very common diminutive suffix to the word
for herald,77but no reason for this change in terminology is readily apparent. There
are some references to heralds in other inscriptions where the herald may be the
herald of the archon.

It is probable in I.G., II2, 3699, another dedication of a

statue of Marcus Ulpius Eubiotos, that Aurelius Hermonax, the herald, is herald
to himnas archon, since he honors Marcus Ulpius Eubiotos as his benefactor, and from
Aristotle we know that the archons were responsible for the mnaintenance of the

72I.G., II2, 2881, 2891, 2901, 2902, 2917, 2924, Hesperia, XV, 1946, no. 1, p. 138, Hesperi,
XXIII, 1954, no. 41, pp. 256-257, and Hesperia, XXVI, 1957, no. 33, p. 89.
73 I.G., II2, 2916 and 2923.

74Dow has suggestedthe same correctionon the groundsof letter spacing,Hesperia,III, 1934,
p. 175.

7'Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 64.3; 66,1; 68,4; 69,1.
71
Fouilles de Delphes, III, 2, 2 and 4, pp. 14, 15.
77 For
the formnationof nouns in -iskos, see P. Chantraine, La formation des noms en Grec

ancien,Paris, 1933,pp. 406-407.
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herald. In the light of Aristotle's accounts of the herald's duties in court cases, it
seems possible that the herald in a very fragmentary document 8 is the herald of the
archon. (But see the chapter on the Areopagus, below p. 60, for further analysis.)
Appearing in second place in all of the archon lists after 14/13 (having held
first place until 56/5 or later), with the exception of Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 173 where
he is displaced to third position by the aXr(ovpy)5v ( ?), is the auletes, or hieraules
in the latest documents (see Figure 1). Aristotle (Atli. Pol., 62,2) relates that the
archons supported a herald and flute player. The first certain appearance of the
title hieraules replacing that of auletes in the archon lists can be dated to the end of
the first century after Christ, although the last appearance of auttleteswas around the
middle of the same century. From around 229 B.C. a flute player (auletes) began to
appear at or near the end of the list of people whom the boule honored in the prytany
decrees.7"Between the last decade of the first century after Christ S and some time in
the first half of the second century after Christ 81 among the prytany documents the
hieraules replaced the atletes. Further, it appears among the archon lists that the
auletes or hieraules was not considered of sufficient moment for his demotic to be
name.
ThisThis
to have been true also among the prytany docuincluded in his name
ments.83 It would seem then that there is no reason to doubt that both sorts of
documents contain the name of the same official, i.e. the same flute player served
both the archons and the prytaneis." In at least one instance in the archon lists the
same flute player served two different sets of magistrates (I.G.II, 1 1717 and 1720).
The same will be shown to be true in the prytany lists (see below, p. 109). Can the
fact that the flute player was listed among the aisitoi indicate that the archons no
longer supported him? Why, then, should this change not be carried back to his first
appearance on prytany lists (ca. 229 B.C., see above, p. 13), when apparently his

functions were expanded? Graindor85 is probablycorrect in suggesting that the flute
player had the responsibility of playing for religious sacrifices and the like. It would
seem that this flute player continued to be a hired servant, valued only for his musical
ability, nor did he even have to be an Athenian citizen.
The final personage named on the archon lists is a public slave in the lists around
56/5, but a litourgos in the lists of 14/13 and after. Among prytany documents
78 Hesperia, XXX, 1961, no. 33, pp. 236-237.
79Dow, Prytaneis, p. 17.
80
I.G., II2, 1759, redated by Notopoulos, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 12, to A.D. 96/7.
81
Ilesperia, XI, 1942, no. 11, pp. 40-43, redated by Notopoulos, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 13,
to A.D. 135/6. The word here is restored in greater part. The next two examples of its use do not
occur until after the middle of the second century.
82
I.G., II2, 1728, whlerethe full name is given, 'ACKAa'7rV "Ep1Uovos,without demotic.
83

rl

the same as that of the
E.g. Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 11, p. 42, where the name is 'EAEvL'VLtOq,
or I.G., II2, 1773, ['A(KrX7r7O']
8OTOS
(?) or Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 18, p. 50, EvXacptaTros.

Kta8Os,

See below,p. 109, for furtherdetail.
84

85

Graindor, Auguste, p. 111 hesitated to identify the two.
Ibid., p. 111; so also Busolt-Swoboda, pp. 1058-1059 and note 1.
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a litourgos appeared at the end of the first century B.C.8?From the end of the first
century after Christ he was listed among the aisitoi, and the name became litourgos
in charge of the Skias (I.G., II2, 1759 and 3503, see note 86), although the simple
word litourgos continued in use until the end of the first century after Christ.87 In
the second century it was abbreviated to simply Evr XKaSo.88
If the litourgos of the
archon lists can be equated with the XEirovpyos ErI r?)v Ka'8a of the lists of aisitoi,
then surely the dentosios of the archon lists can only be 6 ev r- ,Kad8LKaO
[Eao-rac] vog
818,o'o,s of the law regulating weights and measures 89 of the end of the second century

The litourgos seems to have been regularly a metic in the archon lists and in the
prytany lists up to 168/9, when Julius Zenobios first appeared90and when later in the
second century citizens served regularly as priest of the Phosphoroi and guardian
of the Skias (beginning with I.G., II2, 1798). The office of guarding the weights
and measures apparentlybelonged to a group of public slaves (I.G., II2, 1013, passinm)
under the direction of a head slave (lines 39-40), who also may have had charge of
the daily ministrations to the archons and prytaneis.9 Apparently in the second half
of the first century B.C. the responsibility of overseeing the public slaves was given
to a metic, probably in order to have a more responsible person in such an office. In
one archon list (Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 173) the word XrcOvis used where one would
expect litourgos, and as S. Dow 92 observes, " it obviously stands in the place of the
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B.C.

X(E)trovpyos." Could this hitherto unattested form possibly be an abbreviation for
is used in I.G., II2, 1758. The
XtrovpyiCv the participle? The form XEtrovppyoVvTro

law governing the mystic procession (Hesperia, X, 1941, no. 31, pp. 65-72, line 21)
indicates the participation of all the public slaves, possibly to assist the basileus and
epimneletaiin ordering the procession.
In one archon list (I.G., II2, 1736a) a gramnmateusis mentioned between the
three major archons and the thcsimothetai.

Various

commentators

have offered ex-

planations. Graindor93 refers to I.G., II2, 2893, where the grammateus of the synhedrion has his name in a crown between that of the archon in the genitive on the left

" I.G., II2, 3503, which has three citations, one for the herald of the boule and demos, one for
the treasurer of the boule and one for the tamias of the sacred diataxis. In the lower right hand
corner is simply the title litourgos and his name. The edition in I.G., II2 appears to have devoted too
many lines to the name, especially in view of the fact that a demotic is not to be sought. A better
reading probably would be (lines 22-25), X?EtT[o]vp[yov] [ erL rT[v Ktdaca] [ [Aaqv[- - - -] ] vos, or

AEtr[o] vp [yoOvrTo], etc.

87Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 2, p. 31.

88Ibid., no. 11, pp. 40-43.

89I.G., II2, 1013, lines 39-40; Graindor,
Auguste, p. 111, hesitates to equate these functions,
although S. Waszynski, De Servis AtheniensiiumPublicis, Diss., Berlin, 1898, p. 13 would do so.
90
Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 18, p. 50, who appears again the next year, I.G., II2, 1776.
91See S. Waszynski, op. cit., p. 13.
92
Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 174.
93 Tibere a Trajan,
pp. 74-75, and followed by Kirchner on I.G., II2, 1736a.
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and that of a single thesmothete in a crown on the right, and suggests that this is the
secretary of the synhedrion of the archons, a secretaryship described by Aristotle,94
and which seems to have continued to exist well on into the Roman period.95 Subsequent to Graindor's comments B. D. Meritt has published a list of magistrates postdating 166 B.C., which includes a reference to gramrnateus to the archon,96which
probably refers to the same office. A secretary also appears in I.G., II2, 1738 and in
Hesperia, XV, 1946, no. 45, pp. 217-219 and he can be connected with the archonship
by means of the two parhedroi also listed, of which each major archon was to have
had a pair.97 Meritt 98 suggests that these two inscriptions also contained the names
of the three major archons, and it would seem likely that the parhedroi of each were
also listed. S. Dow " suggests that the granmmateusof I.G., II2, 1736a may have been
also a member of the thesmtothetai,and that this would explain the reduced number
of thesmothetai and the strange intrusion of the secretary. But the possibility of the
lack of a full complementof archons has been discussed above, and, since this document
is the latest and falls about a century after the next latest such document, it is not at
all unlikely that a change in format had occurred.
To the documents relating to the secretaries of the archons one addition may be
made. The cave of Apollo under the Acropolis was the traditional location for dedication by the archons. In one case there is evidence of a secretary to the archons
dedicating 100 at this shrine. It would seem then that the secretary recorded as dedicating in I.G., II2, 2903, which also comes from this sanctuary, would be the secretary
of the archons.
For the activity of the parhedroi101 the only evidence we have is a reference in
the law regulating the Eleusinian procession,102where they are supposed to aid the
basileus.
G. CONCLUSIONS

The evidence indicates that in many respects the archons were unchanged since
94 Ath.

Pol., 55, 1, [vwv] 8e K)qpovcrtv

Kir/povac 7ravrs
95 He is

o0t evvea apXovre,

OeaO'Er0Tags

SeKarTOq8' o ypa//AuaTevs

IaEv

t

o Tw
rv

Ka. ypa/JTrEca
OerxoOerTWv,

TOVToLT;
Tovu

59, 7,

TOVS8 SucaTraS

7qSavTrou cvXTg eicaoso;.

mentioned in I.G., II2, 2893, 2898, 2930, 3744, S.E.G., XVIII, 1962, no. 53- S.N.
III, 1958/60, no. 1, pp. 3-6. The latest of these, I.G., II2, 2930, is a
'A,vatcov,
Koumanoudes,Ncov
a cult peculiar to the archons.
dedication to Apollo w' "AKpamt,
96 B. D. Meritt, Hesperia, III, 1934, no. 31, pp. 42-43, but republished with further restoration
by M. Crosby, Hesperia, VI, 1937, no. 8, pp. 460-461.
97Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 56, 1; see also Graindor, Tib&rea Trajan, p. 75, note 1.
98Hesperia, XV, 1946, p. 218.
99Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 186.
100I.G., II2, 2893, see above, where not only does the secretary's name appear in a crown in
the center, but the heading of the stone reads 'A7roXXwvt1r' 'AKpa o0 ypapttarcevaas 'EpaTwv aveO)IKCv.
101One other document mentions the parhedroi, Hesperia, XV, 1946, no. 46, p. 219, which
merely records the names of two, both from the same deme.
102
Hesperia, X, 1941, no. 31, pp. 65-72, where the word has been restored by Oliver.
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the days of Aristotle. The major difference consisted in the fact that they were
elected rather than allotted. The management of the Dionysiac festivals by the archon
and the basileusisis credited to them by some, but the evidence is certainly not conclusive. At least in the case of the basileus and possibly in the
e case of the thesmothetai
their functions in the courts are partially reserved. The lesser functionaries attached
to the archons seem to have remained the same since the days of Aristotle, although
their activity in the Roman period is but scantily attested.
Certain of the functions of the various archons must have been initiated after
Aristotle wrote his monograph on the Constitution of Athens. Certainly the participation in the imperial cult was new. The liturgical aspects of the magistracy can
only have increased, especially in the case of the archon eponymos, who was always
a very wealthy and noteworthy person in the Roman period. The anarchies of the
Roman period are to be attributed to the difficulty in finding enough wealthy citizens
to fill the archonships, and not to any political unrest. Such anarchies are to be
expected not only in the case of the archon eponymnos,but among all of the other
archonships as well.
The changes in the archonship and its related offices came about in two ways.
The first was the gradual development in the constitution with the passage of time.
The other was the abrupt change when Sulla imposedhis new constitution on Athens,'03
which was accompaniedby a year of anarchia 104in the case of the archonship. The
gradual changes continued throughout the Roman period. They are reflected by
seemingly minor changes in the sources, as when sometime between 56/5 and 14/3 a
shift in prestige changed the order of the names of the flute player and the herald to
the archon in the archon list, and the public slave was replaced by a metic with the
title leitourgos. At some time in the early first century after Christ the hoplite general
began to be included in the lists and the title of the herald to the archon became
kerykiskos in a manner similar to the changes in the title of the auletes to that of
hieraules between A.D.13/4 and the end of the first century after Christ.
103See Accame,II dominioromano,pp.

167-174.

104Athenaios, V, 51 gives an extremely vivid picture, probablya bit exaggerated,of this
anarchy. The words are attributed to Poseidonios.
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Under the Roman empire the hoplite general rose to a position of prominence
second only to that of the archon eponymos. This appears clearly in the lists of ephebic
magistrates after A.D. 180,' and from a herm dated to the second or third century after
Christ.2 Despite his importance, he seems to have held an office which remained less
prestigious than that of the herald of the Areopagus until the second half of the
second century. The cursus honorun of the first century 3and several from the second
one case the herald
here the
the
him Aresecondopagus,
second to the
himof
century 4 heraldnk
of
the
In
the
intervenes.5
also
and
demos
of the council
ephebic list I.G., II2,
heading
litheAreopagus
herald of the
1990 of A.D. 61/2 the herahold
again precedes the hoplitegeneral.
Areopagurecedes
In no case where the two magistracies are named together onthe same document does
the hoplite general precede the herald of the Areopagus before the middle of the
second century after Christ.0 On the other hand, during the latter half of the second
century the hoplite general seems to have risen in prestige to the point where on rare
occasions he was able to take precedence over the eponymos archon.7 Until the
purpose of the so-called archon lists (see Figure 1) is better explained, there can be
no real accounting for his appearance in these documents beginning early in the first
century after Christ.8 If consideration is given to the change in name of the keryx
of the archon to kerykiskos and the other peculiarities of the first list to include his
name, then it would seem probable that his inclusion signals a constitutional innovation. It has become a commonplaceof commentatorsto remark on the use of the name
I.G., II2, 2119, 2125, 2130, 2193, 2203, 2219, 2223, 2231, and 2235 (restored).

2 I.G.

II2, 3673.

I.G., II2, 3531, 3546, and Hesperia, XII, 1943, no. 18, pp. 66-71.
4 I.G.,
II2, 3592 (twice), and 3687, lines 10-15.
5 I.G., II,
3546, although the magistracies may be listed in chronological order. It is not
uncommon among these documents for the various liturgies also to intervene: a gymnasiarchy in
I.G., II2, 3531, agonothesiai in I.G., II2, 3531 and 3687, lines 10-16, and panegyriarchiai in I.G.,
II2, 3592, lines 3-8 and 8-12.

6 The first instance is I.G., II2, 2085 of 161/2.
7 I.G., II2, 3593, where current offices come before those held previously; 3707, which is
probably arranged in chronological order; and 3618, a metrical document where the meter may
have been the deciding factor.
8 The first certain appearance is in I.G., II2, 1723 of A.D. 13/4, but one of the last documents
the
previous to this has a blank space where either the herald of the Areopagus or the herald of
he
which
on
list
appears
archon
The
first
Areopagus and the hoplite general would be expected.
has certain peculiarities, namely that the only archon mentioned is the eponymos, and his name is
used in the formula for eponymity, and it is the only document on which the name of the hoplite
general precedes that of the herald of the Areopagus.
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of the hoplite general with that of the archon for eponymity. That this usage is not
for the sake of eponymity will be shown below.
In several respects the hoplite generalship was different from the archonship.
From its inception it had been an elective position, since the military functions involved
demandedspecialized abilities greater than would be possessed by the average allotted
office-holder.9 Some sources would place the election on the Pnyx,10 while another
indicates the theater.1' With regard to election reference has been made to I.G., 112,
1069 honoring Julius Nikanor, where lines 7-8 are restored to read - - - -crpar?qyvw]
I
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Although
KEXELporov1,uLevov.12

the only magistracy attested for Nikanor by other

sources is the hoplite generalship, the only preserved document containing a cursus
honorum, I.G., II2, 1069, is fragmentary; therefore the evidence from this inscription
is hardly conclusive. The second major difference from the archonship was that the
hoplite general was never restricted to a single term.13 During the first years of
Augustus' reign Epikrates son of Kallimachos of Leukonoionserved in this magistracy
twice,'4 Antipatros son of Antipatros of Phyla seven times between 40 and 15 B.C.,16
Xenokles son of Theopompos of Rhamnous 16four times toward the end of the first
century B.C., Diokles son of Themistokles from Hagnous more than once, but how
many times is uncertain, early in the reign of Claudius,'7 Dionysodoros son of
Sophokles of Sounion " for the third time between A.D.41 and 54, Gaius Memmius
Sabinus Peisandros '1 twice in the first half of the first century after Christ, Tiberius
Claudius Diotimos son of Theophilos of Besa 20 three times around the middle of
Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 61, 1, who also records that in earlier times the election of the ten
generalshad been by tribes,but that in his time the electionwas at large.
10A survey of the evidence for the location of the election of the hoplite general has been

made by Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, pp. 118-119, who cites as references Hesychius s.v. IIvi
Schol. to Plato, Kritias, 112A, both based on Diogenianus.

and

"1Poseidoniosin Athenaios,V, 51 (213e). Delz's chronologyseems to dependvery much on
the supposedHadrianicreconditioningof the Pnyx, but he fails to notice that this reconditioning
was redated to the fourth century B.C. in a later report. For the first report see K. Kourouniotes
and H. Thompson, Hesperia, I, 1932, pp. 180-192 and the later H. Thompson and R. Scranton,
Hesperia, XII, 1943, pp. 300-301.
12 See
Busolt-Swoboda, p. 938, note 1; Graindor, Auguste, p. 115, who translates the lines as

" strategedesigne,"and Th. Chr. Sarikakis,The Hoplite Generalin Athens, Diss. Princeton,1951,

pp. 73-74. On Julius Nikanor, see A. E. Raubitschek, "The New Homer," Hesperia, XXIII,
1954, pp. 317-319, who calls attention to 'E+. 'Apx., 1895, col. 121, no. 34, line 1 of which reads
[Kce]X.^.por
[v[-Je`vov]. Line 5 contains the name of Julius Nikanor.
18Sarikakis, op. cit., p. 16.
14Ibid., pp. 52-53.
15 Ibid.,
p. 41.
16Ibid., pp. 87-88.
17Ibid., p. 50.
18Ibid., p. 51.
19Ibid., p. 79.
20Ibid., pp. 51-52.
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the first century after Christ, Tiberius Claudius Novius of Oion 21 eight times in the
middle of the first century after Christ, Aiolion son of Antipatros of Phlya22 seven
times in the middle of the first century after Christ, Annius( ?) Ammonios 23 for a
third time in the latter half of the first century after Christ, Titus Flavius Leosthenes
of Paiania 24 for the third time around A.D. 100, Titus Coponius Maximus 25 from
Hagnous twice early in the second century after Christ, and Publius Pompeius Hegias
from Phaleron 26 twice in the first half of the third century.
According to Aristotle (Ath. Pol., 61, 1) originally there were ten generals.
With the loss of the various military functions the other nine generalships seem to
have disappeared, leaving the hoplite general alone to care for the remaining and
increasing civil functions.27 The latest evidence for the function of the generals as a
college is in a series of three ephebic decrees in which the generals and the tamias of
the stratiotic funds are responsible for publication.28The latest document known in
Ferguson's time where the generals appearedas a college was the ephebic decree J.G.,
II2, 1039 of 83-73 B.C.29 The ephebes were here commended for their obedience to

the cosmete and the generals, but the publication of the decree rested with the hoplite
general and the herald of the Areopagus, an important change from the earlier practice whereby the generals and the treasurer of the stratiotic funds had charge of
publication. Of the individual members of the college the latest references all fall in
the second or first century B.C.: to the nauarch or the general for nautical affairs in
a dedicationfrom sometime in the first century;80 to the general in charge of preparedness in the city when he contributed to the Delian Pythaid of 97/6; 3 to the generals
in the Peiraeus from a dedication of 95/4; 32 to the general for Rhamnous and the
coastal lands in a dedication commemorating his election for the year 100/99; 33 to
the general for Mounychia in a list of magistrates from the middle of the second
21 Ibid.,

22 Ibid.,
23

pp. 74-76.
p. 37.

Ibid., p. 40.

24Ibid., pp. 67-68.

Ibid., pp. 47-48
Ibid., p. 60.
27 W. S.
Ferguson,Klio, IX, 1909, pp. 327-328;Keil, Beitrige, pp. 45-47; Busolt-Swoboda,
29
26

of the othergenerals.
pp. 115-116,all discussthe disappearance
p. 1121;Graindor,
Aug#uste,
28I.G., 112, 1040, re-editedin Hesperia, XXXIV, 1965, pp. 255-262 where it is dated ca.
43/2 B.C.;I.G., 112, 1041 of 45/4

B.C.

for the date of which see G. A. Stamires,Hesperia, XXVI,

1957,p. 251 and note 66; and I.G., 112,1042 of 41/0 B.C.All threewere cited by Graindor,

Atuguste,pp. 115-116.
29 For the date see A. E. Raubitschek," Sylleia,"Studies in Honor of Allen ChesterJohnson,

Princeton,1951,pp. 49-57. Notopoulos,Hesperia,XVIII, 1949,pp. 24-25woulddateit to 79/8.
30 I.G.,

II2, 2987. The last accuratelydated referenceis the recordof his contributionto the

DelianPythaisof 97/6, I.G., II2,2336,but see the editionof Dow, Harv.St. Cl. Phil., LI, 1940,
pp. 111-124. line 270.
31

I.G.,II2, 2336, but see the editionof Dow,op. cit., pp. 111-124,line 266.

I.G., 112, 2873.
83I.G., II2, 2869.

32
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century B.c." A second general is listed in I.G., II2, 1759, but Graindor is probably
correct in calling him the general in charge of Salamis, since even during the Roman
period generals were left in charge of Athens' island possessions (see below, p. 27).
With I.G., II2, 1039 (see note 29) the hoplite general and herald of the Areopagus appear as the magistrates charged with publishing. This document is dated
just after the last appearanceof the generals as effective magistrates, although they
are cited in the body of the document with the cosmete as officials whom the
ephebes obeyed (line 51). It would seem then that at this point an importantalteration
had been made in the Athenian constitution which resulted in the reduction of the
lesser generals to ephebic trainers, while the hoplite general assumed an important
position in the civic constitution. There is still a series of three ephebic documents
which fall in the second half of the first century B.C. in which the generals and the
treasurer of the stratiotic funds re-appearas the publishing authorities.35But in I.G.,
IT2, 1043 (38/7 B.C.) the hoplite general and herald of the Areopagus return to
this function. It would seem that the group of three ephebic documents published by
the generals and the treasurer represent a reactionaryalterationin the Athenian constitution occurring in the second half of the first century B.C. On the surface it would
seem that the
the three documents should be grouped together and would represent a
of
renewal the college of generals, although the internal structure of I.G., II2, 1040 36
will be shown below to support its being placed in a different context. Are we to
assume that the college of generals was re-instituted, then allowed to lapse, or may we
accept that the college continued to exist in name only in the formula borrowed from
earlier decrees? The treasurer of the stratiotic funds did continue to appear elsewhere
and he will be discussed in a later chapter (below, p. 114). It is also significant that
by the time of I.G., II2, 1043 the hoplite general is called merely rov orpar-qy6v (line
5), probably indicating the non-existence of other generals with whom he might be
confutsed.37

The hoplite generalship, like the archonship, seemed to have involved considerable expense. Philostratos (Vit. Soph., II, 20 [Kayser, p. 103]) classes it with the
archonshlipas one of the liturgies which the Athenians considered the greatest, while
Plutarch (Praecepta ger. reip., ch. 17 [813d] ) classes it with the prytaneia in Rhodes

and the Boiotarchia among the more burdensome. Although he probably was responsible for numerous other outlays of funds, there seems little doubt that the most
onerous burden was his charge of the grain supply.38The principal ancient reference
84

35

Hesperia,VI, 1937, no. 7, pp. 457-460.

I.G., JJII2,1040, 1041, 1042; for their dates see note 28.
36 This inscription has been republished in Hesperia, XXXIV, 1965, pp. 255-262.
37
Sarikakis apparently overlooked I.G., JJII2,1043 in his study The Hoplite General in Athens.
38
Concerning this function see Keil, Beitrdge, p. 50; Busolt-Swoboda, p. 938; Graindor,
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remains the passage from Philostratos' Life of Lollianos (Vit. Soph., I, 23 [Kayser,
p. 39]), who, when he was hoplite general at Athens, was on the verge of being
stoned because of a bread shortage. Philostratos explains that this magistracy of old
saw to enrollmentsand carried out the affairs of war, but now it cares for foodstuffs
and the grain market. Lollianos got out of his difficultieswhen grain was sailed down
?Vrcv.
from Thessaly and he borrowed money to pay for it, ypYqarcov8 uoa
OVK OVK
39 either had ceased to exist,
Apparently in the days of Lolli the grain treasury
risen
the
of
had
more
or,
beyond the capability of the public
grain
price
probably,
treasury for payment. Apparently the hoplite general was responsible for the administration of the grain supply, and therefore, in a case of high grain prices, would
be expected to provide from his own pocket, if necessary.4"So it seems to have been
in the case of Lollianos (Philostratos, Vit. Soph., I, 23 [Kayser, p. 39]) ; andAthenion,
when he gave four days' grain to the Athenians, who unsuspectingly received chicken
feed instead of proper grain (Athenaios, V, 53 [ 214, e-f]), did so after his election
as hoplite general (Athenaios, V, 51 [213, e] ). At Athens the hoplite general appears
to have been aided by a public grain buyer.41The matter of the grain supply at Athens
was of great interest to the Roman emperors, and at least two are known to have
given the city, if not an endowment, at least an annual gift: Hadrian (Cassius Dio,
LXIX, 16) and Constantine (Julian, Orat.,,I, 8d). An imperial letter (I.G., 112,
Auguste, p. 117; Hadrien, pp. 93-94;,, Day, Ec. Hist., pp. 163-164; Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, p. 67;
LVIII 1954, pp. 128-129; " At r
rt &rXa,"'Ava LVIII,
and Sarikakis, " '0ev 'An.va25 arpaTr7yo t Ta
121-132.
7W 'AOG
vwOvapMjOSLOTqTES TOVcTpaT'0yOV
HAaTWrv, IX, 1957, pp.
crt Taorka,"
WeLaOTLO/LOV
son of TheoXenokles
have
been
to
seems
times
in
Roman
The
by
proposed
grain treasury
89

pomposof Rhamnous(I.G., II2, 3504). Graindor,Auguste,pp. 117-119relatesits foundingto the

Both Graindor (loc. cit.) and Sarikakis, The
defeat of
difficulties of Athens after the
Antony.
this proposal must have been made while
that
conclude
Hoplite General in Athens, pp. 87-88
Xenokles was hoplite general, since the case of the grain supply and the right to introduce proposals
to the boule and demos were provinces of the hoplite general. Very soon after I.G., II2, 3504
another inscription was set up which mentioned the tamias of the sitonic funds, I.G., 112, 3505. This
document apparently was unknown to Graindor, who believed that the sitones (I.G., II2, 3504 and
3680) managed this fund. Such a treasury must have existed in Athens before the Roman period,
since several earlier documents refer to it or to the treasurer of the grain funds, e.g. those from the
second century B.C.: I.G., II2, 1708; Hesperia, V, 1936, no. 15, pp. 419-428, lines 12-13; Ath. Mitt.,
LXVII, 1942, no. 25, p. 23. For the function of the treasury of the Roman period, see Day, Ec. Hist.,
the symbola connected
pp. 163-164. Although the re
are no examples discussed from Roman times,
with grain distribution from Hellenistic times in the Athenian Agora cast some light on the system
of distributions. See M. Crosby, Agora, X, pp. 76-81, 90.
40 On at least one occasion another
person was persuaded to undertake the expense, Marcus
in the third century after Christ and obtained a profusion
rescue
to
the
came
who
Ulpius Eubiotos,
of honors, I.G., II2, 3697, 3698; Oliver, Gerusia, nos. 31, 32, pp. 125-142 as augmented by Oliver,
Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 350-354 and Meritt, Hesperia, XXXII, 1963, no. 27, pp. 26-30.
41
Sitones, I.G., II2, 3504 and 3680. Apparently at Athens the hoplite general was responsible
for the financial risk which in other cities the sitonai undertook. For comments and bibliography
on the sitonai at Athens before the Roman period, see Day, Ec. Hist., p. 21. For comparative
material from the rest of the Roman Empire see Rostovtzeff, Roman Empire, pp. 146-147.
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18a)42 refers to the price of grain. Finally both I.G., II2, 1119 and 108643 mention
the sitonia in connection with criminal jurisdiction, but the connection is not immediately apparent. The function of the hoplite general as the grain magistrate probably
developed from his concern as one of the college of generals for the protection of
the grain crops and the maintaining of the coastal garrisons to protect the shipping
of grain."
Although the grain supply is the most noteworthy of his responsibilities, it
probably is only one aspect of his supervision of markets and shipping (Philostratos,
Vit. Soph., I, 23 [Kayser, p. 39]). His competence is reflected also in the law
regulating weights and measures dating from the end of the second century before
Christ (I.G., II2, 1013, line 46) where he and the prytaneis have the charge of punishing slaves who violate their responsibilities. His control also seems to include that of
shipping in the Peiraeus. In a document from 50/49 B.C. the ship owners and another
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1

group (-c-]evo-ajevo&,

line 1) set up a statue of the general because of his upright-

ness and justice,46while around 15 B.C. the merchants praised Antipatros son of
Antipatros of Phlya for his forethought regarding the safety and security of the
merchants.46 This same sort of concern appears in a passage from Lucian (Nav.,
14),47 where the hoplite general is to be summoned in the case of a ship being sunk.
A source which directly connects the hoplite general with a commodity other than
grain is the oil law of Hadrian 48 where he has the charge of summoning the boule
or ekklesia to punish merchants who attempt to ship oil illegally. Whether his concern
for the food supply belongs in a category with his other police duties is a qtestion
beyond the indications

police duties

4

of our evidence.

Nevertheless

in the light of I.G., 11, 3500,

it is clear that he did have othler

rherea hoplite general of the later

42

Kirchner has conjectured that the Alkamenes of fragment b, line 3 of this same document
was Marcus Aurelius Alkamenes, hoplite general in 209/210.
43See the parallel texts in Keil, Beitrdge, p. 62, note 84. Raubitschek, Hesperia, XXIII, 1954,
p. 318, suggests that I.G., II2, 1119 belongs to the same document as I.G., II2, 1069 honoringJulius
Nikanor. The contents of the two documents appear to be too much at variance to support such
an association.
44 Concerning their care of the grain supply see I.G., II2, 1281, 1299, 1304, all of the third
century B.C. See also Keil, Beitrdge, p. 50, note 62. For the coastal garrisons see J. Pouilloux,
La Forteresse de Rhamnonte, Bibliotheque des iecoles franqaises d'Athenes et de Rome, CLXXIX,
1954, pp. 55, 83-92. The evidence for the connection of the hoplite general with the grain supply
in pre-Roman Athens has been collected by Th. Chr. Sarikakis in HAaTov, IX, 1957, pp. 121-132.
45
I.G., II2, 2993a = Hesperia, III, 1934, no. 66, p. 71. For the naukleroi in Egypt see
Rostovtzeff, Roman Empire, p. 744, note 44, who connects them with the transport of grain.
48Hesperia, XVII, 1948, no. 29, p. 41.
4 For
a commentary see Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, pp. 72-73. Note that the same ship is connected with the civic grain supply later in the passage.
48 I.G., II2, 1100, but see the edition of Oliver,
Ruling Power, pp. 960-963, lines 50-54.
49On the police duties see Keil, Beitrdge, p. 46, note 50, who would refer the police duties to
a lesser strategos on the basis of the second strategos mentioned in I.G., II2, 1759, but this general
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years of the first century B.C. is praised for his concern for the good order of the
panegyris. Since the stone came from Eleusis it is probablethat it has reference to the
Eleusinian festival. It has been shown above that the basileuisand his subordinates
had charge of conducting the procession, and the rites were in the hands of the suitable
religious officials. This would leave to the charge of the hoplite general the fair whllich
must have surrounded the festival. 50 It must be noted that the inscription specifies
the panegyris, and not the procession. The hoplite general was honored once more
for his forethought (I.G., II2, 3501),51 probably again concerning the Eleusinian
mysteries, if consideration is given to the provenience of the stone. Because of the
nature of the fair surrounding the festival, it is quite possible that this policing may
have fallen under his control of the markets, since food vendors must have been the
largest group of sellers. None of the documents cited in this paragraph can be dated
after the end of the first century after Christ.
During the first half of the first century before Christ the hoplite general began
to appear in headings of decrees and in dedications with his name and title given in
the genitive. It has been generally assumed 52 that this was a case of the use of the
name of the general along with that of the archon for the sake of eponymity, but
J. H. Oliver 3 quite correctly has rejected the attribution of eponymity. It is much
more probablethat such a citation of a magistrate's or official's name in the heading
of a decree or in a dedication indicates an interest in the institution either by which or
for which the decree was passed or the monumenterected, or it may indicate a general
interest in the setting up of dedicatory monuments. To disprove the attribution of
eponymitv it should be necessary merely to cite a number of dedications in which
the namie of the hoplite general appears as a genitive absolute, but clearly outside of an
formula of eponymity by the archon or priest.54 Thus, since the hoplite
accompaning

general, or any other magistrate or official so cited, is not cited for eponymity, sonme
other reason for the appearanceof his name must be sought through an analysis of

is probablythe generalin chargeof the islandof Salamis (see below); Graindor,Auguste, p. 116;
Delz, LukiansKenntnis,pp. 74-75.
50For a descriptionof a panegyrisand the surroundingfair see M. Nilsson, Geschichteder
GriechischenReligion, Munich,1955, I, pp. 826-831.
51 Sarikakisbelievesthat this
probablyrefersto the same personas 3500 becauseof the similar
wordingand the similarprovenience,The Hoplite Generalin Athens,pp. 65-66.
52 Keil, Beitrdge, p. 48; Busolt-Swoboda,p. 935; Graindor,Auguste, p. 114; Tibere a
Trajan,p. 76; Accame,II dolninioromano,p. 172 commentson the positionof the hoplitegeneral's
name, but does not attributeeponymityto him.
53 Expounders,p. 82; followedby Sarikakis,The Hoplite Generalin Athens, p. 20 and 'A0rva,
LVIII, 1954, pp. 130-131.
54
I.G., 112,3173, in which two formulaefor eponymityfollow, that of the priestessof Athena
Polias and that of the archoneponymous;I.G., II2, 3175, in which the eponymousarchonwith the
formulafor eponymityappearsat the end; I.G., 112,4176 (for a more recent edition see S.E.G..
XII, 158 and the commentsof J. and L. Robert,Bull. Epigr., 1954, no. 98, pp. 125-126), which
is datedby a priestess;I.G., 112,3277, again datedby a priestess.
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the documents in which his name appears. The name of the hoplite general appears
in documents dealing with four aspects of the civic government: the construction of
buildings and monuments especially those dealing with the imperial cults, the ephebic
institutions, relations with the city's island possessions, and the prytanies.
The first category includes building and monument dedications. I.G., II2, 3173
is an architrave of a building dedicated to Roma and Augustus sometime after 27/6
B.C. The demos is the dedicator, the name of the hoplite general and priest of the
goddess Roma and the savior Augustus is cited immediately after; then the priestess
of Athena Polias and the eponymos archon are named for eponymity. I.G., II2, 3175
is the architrave of the gate of Athena Archegetis to the Roman agora,55constructed
by the demnosfrom funds donated by Julius Caesar and Augustus. Here again appears
the name of the hoplite general, who has inherited the epimeleia of construction from
his father. I.G., II2, 4478 is a dedication by Lucius Aufidius Bassus to Aesculapius

and Valetudo, which contains the name of the hoplite general; A. E. Raubitschek has
restored I.G., II2, 4176 56 to make the hoplite general the epimeletes, but Louis Robert
has shown that it cannot be correct on grammatical grounds; I.G., II2, 3266, from
the early years of Claudius' reign, is a double dedication for statues of a Roman
emperor and a lady of the imperial house who suffered dantmnatio
n-emoriae, dedicated
by the Areopagus, the boule of the six hundred and thle demos, in which the hoplite
general is cited as epimieletes,using his own funds, and in the case of the lady also
as her priest; I.G., II2, 3270 is a dedication of a statue of Claudius by the Areopagus,
the boule of the six hundred and the demtos, followed by the name of the hoplite
general and first agonothetes of the Sebastoi Agones; I.G., 12, 3185 is a dedication
to Hestia, Apollo, the deified Augusti, the boile of the Areopagus, the boule of the six
hundred and the demos by Philoxenos son of Agathokles of Phlya at his own expense, in which, after the name of the donor's father as sculptor, appear the names
of the hoplite general and epimneletesof the city; I.G., II2, 3242

5

is a dedication of

the temple at Rhamnous to the deified Livia, followed by the name of the hoplite
general and priest of Roma and Augustus, then the nalle of the archon; I.G., II,
3273 is a statue base for Claudius dedicated by the Areopagus, the boule of the six
hundred and the demos, withthe
tname of the hoplite general added; I.G., 11,
II3277 is
the Roman dedication added to the Parthenon in 61/2, by which that building was
dedicated by the Areopagus, the boule of the six hundred and the demos to Nero,
with the name of Tiberius Claudius Novius as hoplite general, epimeletes and io?tO55Dated to 11/10-10/9 B.C.

See H. S. Robinson," The Towerof the Windsand the Roman

Market-Place,"A.J.A., XLVII, 1943, pp. 299-303.
56
A. E. Raubitschek, Studies Presented to David Moore Robinson, St. Louis, 1953, II, pp.
331-333, reproducedas S.E.G., XII, 158, but see the remarksof J. and L. Robert, Bull. Epigr.,
1954, no. 98, pp. 125-126.
57
Dated by Dinsmoor to 45/6. See his edition in " Rhamnountine Fantasies," Hesperia,XXX,
1961, pp. 186-194.
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thetes; and I.G., II2, 3182 is a dedication to Dionysos Eleutherios and Nero by a
private individual,with the name of the hoplite general added. In all twelve documents
listed, five were set up by the Areopagus, the boule of the six hundred and the demos,
three by the demos, three by private citizens, and one by the hoplite general himself.
In two the hoplite general is listed as epimeletesof the work.58 In another four, which
concern the imperial house, he holds a priesthood or other office connected with its
cult,59while three more involve the imperial family (I.G.,II2, 3273, 3277 and 3182).
The remaining two fit none of these categories, but this may be due to their incomplete
state of preservation. Since one of those for which the hoplite general was epimelete
involved the imperial cult, while the other, the gate to the Roman market, could be
classified under his concern for the food supply, it may be assumed that his interest in
dedications of most of these buildings and monuments was more truly a responsibility
connected with the imperial cult. In one of these documents he is identified as the
proposer (I.G., II2, 4176). He also proposed the statue of Antonius Oxylos of Elis,
who died while still a youth (I.G., II2, 1072), but this alone should not be used to
indicate a concern of the hoplite general for monuments. He appeared as the reader
of the gnomneof the civic corporationswhen the boule decreedhonors for the household
of Septimius Severus. In the Augustan document concerning the restoration of
temples and sacred lands,60not only is he recorded as the proposer (line 7), but he
seems to be liable to an accounting (lines 2 and 19, if the restorations of Leonardos,
followed by Kirchner, are correct) possibly for overseeing some reconstruction; his
duties in conjunction with the treasurers of the sacred diataxis are recalled in line 19;
line 30 begins a list of specific items which he restored (although he seems no longer
to have been hoplite general, but was completing a responsibility undertaken while
in that office) ; finally he initiated and participatedin sacrifices (lines 28 and 12).
The second type of document in which the name of the hoplite general is cited
in the genitive case is the ephebic decree. The examples are few and it hardly seems
to have been a regular practice. I.G., II2, 1039, an ephebic decree from the year
79/8 61 was passed by the boule on the proposal of the hoplite general.62 I.G., II2,
1990 of A.D. 61/2 is an ephebic decree in whose heading the names of the herald (of
the Areopagus?) and the hoplite general are cited. A single literary reference also
connects the hoplite general with the ephebes.63Ammonios, hoplite general sometime
58 I.G.,

112, 3175, 3266 (for 4176 see note 56).

59
I.G., 112, 3173, 3266, 3270, 3242. On the hoplite generaland the imperialcult, see Oliver,
Expounders, pp. 84-86.
60I.G., II2, 1035; for the date see Oliver, Gerusia,pp. 133-134and Day, Ec. Hist., pp. 146-148.
61Notopoulos,Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pp. 24-25.
62

betweenthe generalsandtreasurerof the stratioticfunds (I.G., II2,
Recallthe alternation

1040-1042) and the hoplite general and herald of the Areopagus (I.G., 112, 1039 and 1043) as

publishing magistrates of the ephebic decrees of the first century B.C.
p. 40;
63 Plutarch, Quaest. Conviv., 9, 1 (736D); Sarikakis, The Hoplite General at Athens,
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dinner for the outstanding instructors. Such concern probably stems from the days
when the corps of ephebes would be absorbed into the citizen army as part of the
command of the generals. In fact, I.G., II2, 1039 mentions the generals with the
cosmete as trainers of the ephebes, possibly reminiscent of the duties of the ephebes
in manning the border garrisons.
The hoplite general was apt to be named in the headings of documents concerning Athens' island possessions. In I.G., II2, 105ib, 3 the name of the hoplite
general as a genitive absolute appears to precede the dating by the eponymnosarchon.
In another part of the same document, fragment a, lines 3-5, the hoplite general, the
herald of the Areopagus and the secretary of the boule and demos all are mentioned,
possibly with reference to a delegation to the island to publish the decree. Nor is
the appearance of the hoplite general in island affairs without precedent, since in a
decree of the Athenians resident in Lemnos about the year 166 B.C. (I.G., II2, 1224,

b 6-a 11) the text to be inscribed in Athens begins with the names of the hoplite
general, the general in charge of Lemnos, and the Ihipparchos.The dedication of a
statue set up by a decree of the Athenians resident in Hephaestia on Lemnos in the
first century after Christ cites the names of the hoplite general in the city, the general
for Lemnos, the herald of the boule and the general for the city.64 All the names are
in the genitive case. Probably the hoplite general, as senior member of the college of
generals, in the Roman period retained command over the generals charged with the
administration for the Athenians on the islands, and so would actually be the chief
magistrate for island affairs. This would explain a statue base from between 200
and 150 B.C. (I.G., II2, 2800), on which the Salaminians set up a statue of the hoplite
general, or the base from shortly before A.D. 61 (Insc. Delos, 1628) on which the
This This would also explain
Athenians resident in the Delian sanctuary set up his statue.
his participation in a visit by a group of prytaiheis of Erechtheis to Salamis in A.D.
96/7.65 A second general is also mentioned in this document and Graindor is probably
correct in believing him to be the general in charge of Salamis.
The largest group of documents in whose heading the hoplite general appears are
the prytany decrees, but these appearances do not begin before the latter half of the
second centutryafter Christ.66 These citations are too numerous to be listed here.
Graindor, Auguste, p. 120; Keil, Beitriige, p. 50; although Graindor, Tibere a Trajan, pp. 96-97
pointed out that these examinations occurred at the Diogenion, this should not alter the significance of
the hoplite general to the ephebic training. For a summary of the evidence see Th. Chr. Sarikakis,
'AOrqva,LVIII, 1954, pp. 127-128.
64
I.G., XII, 8, 26, cited by Graindor, Auguste, p. 116 and Tibere a Trajan, p. 77.
65I.G., II2, 1759, dated by Notopoulos, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 12. On the problem of
the second general see Graindor, Auguste, p. 116; Tibere a Trajan,p. 76.
66 The first certain
appearance is in I.G., II2, 1774. In the light of the complete absence of his
name in the headings of prytany decrees before this date and the profusion of examples afterwards,
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The appearanceof the hoplite general with the prytaneis is no new phenomenon, for
even before he began appearing in the headings of prytany lists he was frequently
honored with an olive crown in prytany decrees. The extant examples include one
document with a crown for the ancestor of the great Herodes Atticus, Herodes son
of Eukles of Marathon,67who was hoplite general sometime before 60/59 B.C.; three
documents indicate a crown for one of the seven hoplite generalships of Antipatros
son of Antipatros of Phlya,'8 dating from 40-30, 29/8-22/1 and ca. 20 B.C.; a list
records a crown for Leonides of Melite 69 from around the end of the first century
after Christ; and a crown is attested for an unidentified hoplite general in the early
second century after Christ.70In a document of A.D. 96/7 .1he is listed among a delegation of prytaneis visiting the island of Salamis.
In the light of the accumulated material it may be well to review the evidence
for a connection of the hoplite general with the prytaneis. From the decree regulating
weights and measures (I.G., II2, 1013, line 46) it is clear that the prytaneis and he
had the responsibility of punishing the public slaves for infractions of the law governing weights and measures. Another clue may come from Aristotle (Ath. Pol.,
43, 4) who says that the prytaneis " prepare the agenda for the assemblies; the main
assembly (ekklesia kyria) in which it is necessary .

.

. to pay the expenses relative to

grain and relativreto guarding the countryside," both of which are responsibilities of
the hoplite general. With respect to the grain supply it has been believed that Xenokles
son of Theopompos of Rhamnous was hoplite general when he proposed the law
establishing the grain treasury (I.G., II2, 3504, and see note 39, above). Several
other decrees proposed by him have been discussed above,72and he was one of the
magistrates responsible for the publication of the ephebic decrees I.G., II2, 1039 and
1043. I.G., II2, 1044 mentions the hoplite general and the boule in successive lines
(lines 11-12) but the document is so fragmentary that no inference can be drawn.
On the basis of the restoration of his title in I.G., II2, 3618, of I.G., II2, 1072, and
of I.G., II2, 1077, Dittenberger 73 attributed the exclusive ius curn populo agendi to
it would seem that the restoration of the first two lines by G. A. Stamires in Hesperia, XXVI,
1957, no. 97A, pp. 246-258, dated to 21/0 B.C., was inappropriate, nor do his restorations account
for the erasures in the first two lines.
67
Hesperia, III, 1934, no. 41, p. 54 = Dow, Prytaneis, no. 98, pp. 166-169.
68I.G., II2, 1059= 1758 = Dow, Prytaneis, no. 105, pp. 173-174; I.G., II2, 2467 = Dow,
Prytaneis, no. 110, pp. 178-181; Dow, Prytaneis, no. 116, pp. 186-191.
69
Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, no. 60, pp. 216-217.
70Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 8, p. 39.
71
I.G., II2, 1759, dated by Notopoulos, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 12.
72
See pp. 25-26 for public monuments, p. 26 for ephebic documents.
73 t Zu den attischen
Ephebeninschriften," Hermes, XII, 1877, pp. 15-16, but see also Kaibel's
restoration as republished by Kirchner, I.G., II2, 3618. On the ius cum populo agendi, see also
W. S. Ferguson, Klio, IX, 1909, p. 328; Keil, Beitrdge, pp. 34, 50, 54; Busolt-Swoboda, p. 938;
Graindor, Auguste, pp. 117, 120; Hadrien, p. 94.
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the hoplite general, either alone or in conjunction with other magistrates. But the
investigations of Keil T4have called attention to an Athenian decree published at Epidauros around A.D. 40-42 (I.G., IV2, I, 82-84
S.I.G.3, 796B), where the same man
made the proposals both to the Areopagus and to the boule and demos. Indeed,
although it is only a negative criterion, this man is not known ever to have been a
hoplite general at Athens, nor is the proposer of I.G., II2, 1078, a decree of the demos
to restore the Eleusinian mysteries. Rather in the latter document the proposer is the
archon of the Eumolpidai, a man to whomnthe good order of the mysteries was a
concern. That the proposer need not have been the hoplite general is confirmedby the
results of Delz's investigations "'of the text of Lucian (for a fuller discussion see
the chapter on the boule and ekklesia below).
One aspect of the relationship of the hoplite general to the boule and demos
where there is no doubt was his authority to summon either assembly as a tribunal
to try cases in violation of Hadrian's oil law.76 Indeed the emperor enjoins him to
summon one or the other, depending on the amount of oil involved in the violation, on
the day after the apprehension. Thus it would seem that the hoplite general could
summon the boule or ekklesia, at least in certain judicial cases, and had the right,
albeit not the exclusive right, to present proposals to the boule and demos.
General references have been made above to the jurisdiction of the hoplite
general and it may be well to collect the references here. It would seem that he was
competent to press prosecution in each of the fields where he had authority. The
evidence is fragmentary and does not cover all of the areas but it should be sufficient
to show at least the probability of this conclusion. In his control over trade he is
responsible for prosecuting those apprehendedattempting to transport oil illegally.77
That he also had control over shipping in the Peiraeus is evident from a passage in
Lucian,78and this passage would make sense only if he had jurisdiction or the right
to prosecute in such matters. I.G., II2, 1118 is a grain law which mentions the hoplite

general, but whether court action is involved is uncertain. There is also sufficient
evidence to connect him with the handling of cases of asebeia. In I.G., II2, 1035, the
law governing the restoration of temples and sanctuaries, the hoplite general probably
had a share in the prosecutions.79 A passage of Lucian 80 clearly indicates that complaints against those who mention the namnesof the Eleusinian priests were brought
before him. Finally, the nature of the criminal actions is unclear, but the hoplite
general is definitely concerned in a letter from a proconsul to the thesmothetai and
74

Beitrdge, p. 34.

75 Lukians Kenntnis,

p. 123.
see the edition of Oliver, Ruling Power, pp. 960-963.
but
1100,
I.G.,
77Note 76 and the comments of Graindor, Hadrien, p. 92.
78
Nav., 14 as cited and commented upon by Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, pp. 72-73.
79 See Sarikakis, The Hoplite General in Athens, p. 71.
8oLex., 9-10; see the comments of Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, pp. 73-74.
76

II2,
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193-211).
The hoplite general also seems to have had certain religious duties at Athens.
That he probablyhad authority over the fair surroundingthe Eleusinian mysteries has
been shown above. I.G., II2, 1044 connects him with the Eleusinian mysteries, but
the nature of the connection is obscured by the poor state of preservation of the
inscription. His concern for the restoration of sacred properties (I.G., II2, 1035) also
has been treated above. His religious duties included making the expiatory sacrifices
together with the basileits (line 12) at the various shrines and he may have participated
in accusations of asebeia (line 9). Finally, it would seem that he shared a concern for
sacred properties in general. It is by no means unusual to find him holding a priesthood or office connected with the imperial cult.81 In the decree of divine honors for
Julia Domna 82 his office appears in line 17, but the stone breaks off in such a way as
to obscure his function.83 Line 28 specifies that he is to make sacrifices to " Good
Fortune," whlilethe other mnagistratespour libations. Finally he seems to be the competent authority for cases of asebeia against the Eleusinian priests (Lucian, Lex.,
9-10). There seems to have been no regular cult to whlichlthe hoplite generals mlade
dedications. From ca. 200 B.C. a single dedication by a hoplite general to the hero
Strategos is known.84But the only other certain reference is the notice of the shrine in
I.G.,1II2, 1035, line 53. Finally the law concerning the restoration of sacred properties
(I.G., II2, 1035 line 44) mentions the old strategcion, which apparently was a shrine,

or at least an historical landmark in the days of Augustus.85
It is obvious from the material collected that the hoplite general's job was hardly
leisurely. It would seem from the evidence that he was the principal civic magistrate
and that the good order of the city depended upon him. Obviously he was also surrounded by large numbers of lesser functionaries who carried out the details. Their
functions will be discussed in a later chapter. The amount of work demandedprobably
explains why the Roman emperors before Constantine did not undertake the office.6
81 On the

hoplitegeneraland the imperialcult see Oliver, Expounders,pp. 84-86.
I.G., II2, 1076,but see the editionof Oliver,Harv. St. Cl. Phil., Suppl.I, 1940, pp. 521-530.
83
Althoughvon Premerstein,followedby Kirchner,I.G., II2, 1076, restoredthe line to read
I | yaXipa rT 'JovXtas etaor? - - -1.
TO
oaUta e
iro
TaXLTra
OV
OVrS 67r]Aetra'
[--UTpaT[yov
cX
no.
the inscriptionHesperia,XXIX,
221.
It
seem
that
would
48, p.
84Hesperia,XV, 1946,
1960,no. 80, p. 56 might also be such a dedication.The only alterationwould be to read the sigma

of

82

|

o-TparrTyt

in line 3 as a capital letter. This, then, would be the second instance in our records of

a dedicationto this hero.
85

On the strategeion see Wycherley, Testimonia, pp. 174-177.
"
Julian, Orat. I, 8c indicates that Constantine, although he was basileus and master of all,
thought it fitting to assume the title of their strategos." J. H. Oliver (per litteras) questions the
interpretation of this office (strategos) held by Constantine as that of hoplite general; he thinks it
possible that strategos meant chief magistrate just as the Latin word praetor sometimes does. If this
is so, then he would have held the archonship. However, he recognizes that Julian would have
known that the title of the Athenian chief magistrate was archon, and not strategos.
86
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It is also clear that the many noteworthy Athenians who held it cannot have performed
most of its functions in person, but must have been able to delegate their authority.
That the office remained unchanged through the whole period of Roman domination
would be impossible, but the traces of change are difficult to interpret. Certain indications are unmistakeable. From the time of Sulla he and the herald of the Areopagus
began to publish ephebic documents, except for short intervals in the second half of
the first century B.C. By the end of the century he and the herald of the Areopagus
published again. Further indications from the ephebic documents are lost as the
format changes to the typical Roman format. From shortly before the year A.D.13/14
the hoplite general began to appear in archon lists. Another facet worthy of consideration is that his appearance in the genitive case in dedications is confined to JulioClaudian times. Finally his appearance in the headings of prytany decrees does not
begin until A.D. 167/8. This seems to coincide with his promotion above the herald
of the Areopagus in cursus hontorum and must represent a further rise in his prestige.
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The official address of the polis of the Athenians during the Roman period was
"the boule of the Areopagus, the boule of the five (or six) hundred and the demtos

of the Athenians." 1 The boule of the Areopagus, which had once been the dominant
council of Athens, but had since sunk to a position of relative obscurity, rose again in
the Roman period to become the most prominent of the three corporations of the
Athenian government, and its name was usually placed first when the three corpora-

tions were listed together. The dominant position of the Areopagus was recognized
by Cicero 2 when he wrote sed id praecise dicitur, ut si quis dicat A theniensium remn
publicamconsilio regi, desit illud " Arii pagi," sic, cum dicimus providentia mundudtnt
administrari, deesse arbitrato deorum. Elsewhere Cicero indicates the veneration sur-

rounding this august body.3 Even in processional order the Areopagites marched
before the other citizens,4 and in an Eleusinian list5 the Areopagites are separated
from the rest of the citizen body. Bruno Keil 6 has raised the question of how the
boule of the Areopagus was able to act in conjunction with the boule and demios
since there was no clearly defined constitutional relationship such as that between the

boule and demos to serve as a precedent for common action. In this chapter the

evidence for common action will be examined. Then a few remarks will be made about
action in the name of the synhedria, and finally about decrees in the namneof the polis.

A. THE AREOPAGUS, THE BOULE AND TIlE DEMOS
The most common examples of the co-operative decrees of these three corpora-

1See Hesperia,X, 1941, no. 32, pp. 72-77, lines 29-30, a letter from the archonsand boule of
Toulouse (althoughthe letter from Narbonne,lines 11-12, was addressedonly to the Areopagus
and boule of the six hundred) ; I.G., II2, 1101, a letter from Hadrian; Graindor, Rev. Belge, VI,
1927, pp. 753-754, a letter from Antoninus Pius; Hesperia, XXX, 1961, no. 31, pp. 231-236=
Oliver, Gerusia,nos. 24, 25, pp. 108-122, a pair of letters from Commodus;I.G., 112, 1111 and
1109+ 2771 + 3412 (see Raubitschek,Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, 1949, pp. 287-290 and Oliver,
4.J.P., LXXI, 1950, pp. 177-179), two more letters from Commodus.These documentscover a
range of time from the end of the first centuryafter Christto the end of the second. See also the
dedications by the three corporations listed in Appendix I, pp. 140-145.
2 De nat. deor., II, 29, 74, composed in 45 B.c. For the date see A. S. Pease's edition M. Tulli
Ciceronis de natura deorum, I, Cambridge, 1955, pp. 20-22.
3 Ad Att., I, 14, 5.

I.G., 112, 3606, lines 24-26, the accountof the processionwhich met Herodes Atticus when
he returnedin triumph.
5 See
AppendixIII.
4

6

Beitrige, pp. 30-31.
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tions are to be found in the numerous dedications on statue bases, herms, etc.7 Several
formulae were used, of which by far the most common reads: 1 g 'Apetov irayov,f3ovA7
4at 16fovXArTrV 0 (or X) Ka' 6 8&uos.8 Appendix I catalogues over ninety examples
of this, ranging in date from before the middle of the first century B.C. (I.G., II2,
4106) through the end of the fourth century after Christ (I.G., II2, 4222, although
by the time of this dedication the boule had 300 members). The people honored
include such lofty personages as Roman emperors and such local celebrities as
initiates from the hearth (I.G., IP2, 3551) and heroized deceased (I.G., II2, 4042).
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Many names have no indication of office or other reason for the dedication. Several
of the documents bear an indication of a third party who served as the epimelete of
of the Areopagus, the
construction or as the constructor.9 In the latter case the bouttle
boule of the five (or six) hundred, and the demos passed the decree, but the cost of
construction was borne by this third party. In at least one instance (I.G., 112,3664)
the three corporations are named as constructors. In some cases when the three
corporations were the constructors, epineletai were assigned to the work (see below,
pp. 120-121) ; these probablywere expected to make some sort of contribution. These
epimeletai range from the father of the dedicatee (I.G., II2, 3551) to the hoplite
general (I.G., I12, 3266). However the majority of monuments bear no record of
a third party either as constructor or as epimeletes. Still one suspects that the majority
were privately financed, including even many of the statues of the Roman emperors
or members of the imperial famnily."0It is probable that any Athenian able to muster
sufficient resources of wealth and prestige was able to obtain decrees of the three
bodies for the sake of setting up a monument.
A certain amount of evidence concerning the procedure followed in passing a
decree of this sort has been preserved. From the end of the first century B.C. a decree
passed by the ekklesia honored Julius Nikanor (I.G., II2, 1069). The text is fragmentary, but in line 5, apparently among the considerations, appear the names of the
boule of the Areopagus
and of the boule of the six hundred, possibly cited as prece1
dents. Graindor suggests that the ekklesia had the function, if not of merely
7A

list is containedin Appendix I. Referencemust be made to the collectionsof documents

and analyses made by Graindor,Auguste, pp. 104-105; Tibere a Trajan, pp. 62-71; Hadrien,
pp. 86-92, but the huge increase in documentation since these volumes has made it advisable to recatalogue the inscriptions without reference to previous material.
8 A variant of this formula puts the name of the demos first. For the pair of examples see
9
I, p. 144.
Appendix
7tL,uA

OeVTrogrVsqaOvaOrEw

(I.G., II2,
3629); `rtpEX,0e&vTos
II2,
Irpovoa's TOo (I.G..
JJ2,

2021, 2103).
II

10See I.G.,

2,

(I.G.,

112, 3551,

3261,

3612);

avao6VTOT (I.G.,

I12, 3238,

3268,

3266, 3271, 3571, 3798, 3287, Hesperia, XII, 1944, no. 25); ;8ar-s

II2,
3449); aveO9,Kav (I.G.,

3956, 3959);

or some other such formula (I.G.,

3238, 3266, and 3268, where constructors are cited; I.G., 112, 3261, 3266, 3271

cite epimeletai.
" Auguste, p. 105.
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ratifying the proposals of the other two bodies, at least of following their examples
and decreeing the same honors. The real significance of the document seems to lie
in the attestation of a separate meeting of the ekklesia and in the sequence in which
the three bodies decreed, a sequence different from that on another document cited
below. Four statue bases bearing dedications to Julius Nikanor are still extant.12
These were constructed by the three corporations, but there is no evidence to connect
any one of them with the inscription just cited, and so there is no definite indication
of how the dedication based on such a decree would have been worded.
Half a century later the wording both of the dedication and of the decree can
be compared in the inscriptions from a statue base for Titus Statilius Lamprias.1
The three inscriptions include the dedication indicating that the boule of the Areopagus, the boule of the 600 and the demos were responsiblefor the dedication; a decree
of the Areopagus; and a decree of the ekklesia. The details of the deliberations
recorded in the two decrees will be treated elsewhere, but the following items, all
noted already by former commentators,13ought to be cited: first, the decrees of the
boule and demos preceded the decree of the Areopagus in time; then, the Areopagus,
when it framed its decree, saw fit to change the wording of the dedication, eliminating
Titrovfrom the patronymic (lines 38 and 17), changing the position of the word
vtov (lines 38 and 17), substituting 'pcoa (line 17) for aperqj9 EveKEV (line 38) and
'
correcting 7 f3ovXi)r 'Apeiov rdayov(line 37) to i7 :e 'Apeiovirdyov/3ovX' (line 16);

and finally the decree of the Areopagus mentions only two of the three ambassadors
chosen by the demos (lines 45-46 and 19-20). The decree of the Areopagus was the
one promulgated, if we look to the wording of the dedication. The importance of the
Areopagus is brought out by this fact and by the fact of its control over publication,
i.e. the ratification of the embassy with the alteration in the number of ambassadors
and the provision for the dispatch of a written text signed with the state seal by the
herald of the Areopagus. Thus the decree of the Areopagus, the later in time, was
assured against change, while the popular decree actually was altered.14 It is also
noteworthy that the same man made both proposals. It is obvious then that the decree
of the Areopagus was not mere confirmationby vote of a proposition approved by the
boule and demos; but it was a separate decree with different wording. Ratification
of a previous decree by the boule and demos occurs only in the case of the embassy
(KarEorarOq),and even here only two membersof the embassy are named.
A third document, published since the investigations of Keil," is the decree in
12 I.G.,

112,3786,3787,3788, 3789. On Julius Nikanorsee Raubitschek," The New Homer,"

Hesperia,XXIII, 1954,pp.317-319.
13

I.G., IV2, I, 83-84 = S.I.G.3,796B; see the commentsof Keil, Beitrdge,pp. 2-14; Graindor,

a Trajan,pp.62-65;Busolt-Swoboda,
p. 937.
Auguste,p. 105;TibWre
14
side.
side
texts
the
by
Keil,Beitrdge,pp. 5-11,has published
15
see no. 32, p. 142; for additional
second
for
a
copy
no.
31,
125-141;
pp.
Oliver,Gerusia,
piecesof bothstonessee Oliver,Hesperia,XX, 1951,pp. 350-354,and Meritt,Hesperia,XXXII,
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honor of Ulpius Eubiotos passed around A.D. 230. Here again there is a decree of the
boule and demos, followed by the decree of the Areopagus. Both decrees were passed
within the same month, but the interval between them and the order in which they
were passed are not known, since the heading of the former of the two decrees is
lost. It seems likely that, as in the decrees for Lamprias, the decree of the Areopagus
was later in time. Oliver observes 16 that the decree of the Areopagus again differs
from that of the boule and demunos
as follows: the Areopagus' decree does not distinguish between precedentedand unprecedentedhonors in articles 1-8; it transposes
the section concerning the throne and concerning the immunity from taxation and
liturgy down to near the end of the decree; finally a section, unclear because of the
poor preservation of the stone, on the appointment of a committee of prominent
Athenians is added. Oliver believes this delegation had the duty of bearing the news
to Ulpius Eubiotos, but it is equally likely that they were charged with seeing that
the provisions of the decree were accomplished,just as the embassy in the Lamprias
decree probablywas charged. Here again the decree of the Areopagus was a document
entirely separate from that of the boule and demos, and here again it was the final
version.
Two of these documents indicate that the Areopagus acted completely independently on a motion already passed by the other two corporations. The first, the decree
for Nikanor, seems to show the Areopagus decreeing first. In this case it is not clear
which of the decrees would be promulgated, nor whether the demos did any more than
ratify a decree passed first by the Areopagus and then by the boule. The relationship
between the boule and the demnios
will be discussed in a later chapter.
It was not necessary that each of the three corporations be a party to every
decree, since dedications by each individually or by only two are preserved in quantity.
In one series of the latter type the name of the demos is missing (see Appendix I,
p. 143). This ranged from the first century after Christ through the fourth century,
although the majority fall in the first century. A pair of series passed by the
Areopagus and the demtos,one with the name of the Areopagus first (see Appendix I,
pp. 143-144) and one with that of the detmosfirst (see Appendix I, p. 144), fill
the whole period of the first century B.C. through the third century after Christ,
although the majority fall in the early first century after Christ. Possibly of a similar
type to these are a small group of dedications erected according to the hypominematismos of the Areopagus and the eperotema of the boule (see Appendix I, pp. 147-148,
those marked with an asterisk) and those theater seats dedicated by a hypomnematismos (of the Areopagus) and by a psephisma (see Appendix I, p. 148).
One dedication adds the name of the genos of the Eumolpidai to those of the
1963, no. 27, pp. 26-30. Gerusia, no. 31 will be quoted according to Oliver's original line numbers,
no. 32 according to Meritt's.
16

Hesperia, XX, 1951, p. 354.
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civic corporations as a fourth body passing the decree (I.G., II2, 3523). It would
seem that the decree had originated in the genzos,and that the genos had it proposed
to the three civic corporations.
boule 1 has on its
the and the boule
One of the statue bases decreed by threopagus
Areopagus
face the cursus honorum of the man honored, Q. Trebellius Rufus, while on either
side are a pair of letters, one from the magistrates and senate of Toulouse apparently
in thanks for the honors bestowed on a native son, and the other, which is very poorly
preserved, from the conciliun provinciaeNarbonensis. The latter of these is addressed
only to the Areopagus and the boule of the six hundred, i.e. the dedicators of the
statue. The former is addressed to all three corporations, the official address proper
to the polis of the Athenians. Apparently both were notified of the decree; the one
sent thanks only to the decreeing corporations, the other to the whole city.
Finally several dedications of the three corporations are headed Kara ra B6favra
(and one which lacks the name of the demos), . Icrapk'vi0 or anotaerwart,and Kar
EiEpcoWrna (see Appendix I, pp. 144-145). It will be shown below that the last of these
formulae is proper to decrees of single corporations, and it would appear that its
appearancewith all three was merely an arbitrary extension of the formula. It is not
clear exactly how the extension should be justified, whether it represented a joint
session, or mere ratification by the second parties of the decree of the first, or some
other procedure. One of these documents, I.G., II2, 4210, has a noteworthy feature.
The archons, boule and demos of the Phoenician city of Tripolis erected a monument
to Aemilius Juncus, and at the bottom was the formula er Tn7ra 'v7 r~g gf 'Apeiov
irdyov /3ovX7JKa' rn /3ovXj,s rcZv(D Ka' rov 87t/Lovrcv 'AO,rva`wv. Since a psephisma
had already been passed in Tripolis providing for the erection of the monument, the
Athenians used the word &etrf^/qura,evdrv to indicate that theirs was the second

psephisma. Here it would seem that the motion for the decree in Athens must have
been introducedby ambassadors from Tripolis.
B. THE SYNHEDRIA

A number of documents from Roman Athens identify the corporation involved
as the synhedrion or, in the plural, the synhedria. The term synhedrion could be
applied to the synhedrion of the thesmothetai, the synhedrion of the gerusia, the
synhedrio'nof the Panhellenes, the synhedrion of the Areopagitai, and the synhedrion
of the five (or six) hundred. The word synhedrion itself is used to indicate both
the place of meeting of a council or the council itself.18 Several inscriptions can only
refer to a place of meeting: I.G., II2, 1108 19 records purchases made for a synhedrion

in order to supply free distributions-here probably the reference is to the synhedrion
17Oliver,Hesperia,X, 1941,no. 32, pp. 72-77; see also Oliver'scommentary.

Wycherley,Testimonia,pp. 126-128.
See the text of Oliver, Gerusia,no. 24, pp. 108-120,line 31, and the comments,p. 4.

18 See
'9
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of t
another
document lists
liof the synhedrion thehe gerusia as the location
rusia;
for erecting a statue and stele. The instances where the word explicitly refers to a
session of a particular council will be treated each in its appropriateplace, i.e. the discutssionof the council so listed, but certain documentswhere the reference is not specific
might well be listed here. References to the synlhedrionof the thesmothetai have been
discussed above (pp. 12-13) .21 In a letter a Roman magistrate commentsupon a decision
of a synhedrion,22which Oliver, after having limited the possibilities to the synhedrion
of the Areopagus or that of the Panhellenes, once associated with the synhedrion of
the Panhellenes, because the Areopagus, in approaching the Roman magistrates,
customarily did so in conjunction with the boule and demos. This reasoning was
rejected by the Robert and Delz because of the subject of the document, a judicial
matter. It will be shown below that the Areopagus possessed broad competence as
a court of law. Since this would be a matter involving only the Areopagus as a law
court and not the administration of the city as a whole, to see the Areopagus as sole
addressee need not be unexpected. A decree in honor of Hadrian, according to the
interpretation of Graindor,23also mentions a synhedrion (line 11). Since the document would appear to discuss matters of concern to the Athenians rather than to the
Greeks as a whole, it seems more probable that the discussion concerns a synhedrion
other than that of the Panhellenes, as Graindor suggests, possibly the Areopagus.
A further judicial matter, the judgment concerning an Eleusinian endowment,24
contains references to the most august synhedrion; and Oliver suggests that this also
is the Areopagus. One other probable example of the word used to refer to the
Areopagus is I.G., II2, 3699, a dedication set up " by the dogma of the most august
sytnhedrionand the whole city." 5 Because of the fragmentary condition of I.G.,
II, 1352, the corporation to which the word synhedrion applies is not clear. There
are also several references to synhecdroior members of a synledrion. In I.GC.,TII,
1089 26 they are members of the synhedrion of the Panhellenes, as Oliver has suggested; and the synhedros in a documentof A.D. 203 7 probablybelongs to an Athenian
cotuncil,but precisely which is not certain.

oOliver
no. 31,
linesrus
1and
, 13ia,
[38],
[39]; and no. 32, as republishedby Meritt,
XXXII, 1963,pp. 26-30,lines [2,] [27], and [28].
Hesperia,
21
He is mentioned in I.G., II2, 2893, 2898, 2930, 3744, S.E.G., XVIII, no. 53 = Koumanoudes,
latest of these, I.G., II2, 2930, is a dedication to

Ncov 'AOi'vatov,III, 1958/60, no. 1, pp. 3-6. The
Apollo 'V7' AKpatq, a cult peculiar to the archons.
22

Oliver, Hesperia, X, 1941, no. 34, pp. 78-82; J. and L. Robert, Bull. Epigr., 1944, no. 82,

pp. 203-204; Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, p. 157.
23 Graindor, " Etudes epigraphiques sur Athenes a l'epoque imperiale," R.E.G., XXXI, 1918,
pp. 227-237.
24 I.G., II2, 1092; see the edition of Oliver, "The Eleusinian Endowment," Hesperia, XXI,
1952, pp. 381-399.
26
See Keil, Beitrdge, p. 31.
26
See the edition of Oliver, Hesperia, X, 1941, no. 35, pp. 82-83.
27
Hesperia, X, 1941, no. 37, p. 87.
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The plural form synhedria also appears. It represents the decreeing body in a
pair of dedications (I.G., II2, 3640 and 3748), both passed according to the eperotema
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of the synhedria.28 An ephebic document honors the cosmete for his philotimia
toward the synhedria and the demos and the ephebes (I.G., II2, 2103). The honors
decreed for the householdof Septimius Severus 29 were passed at a session of the boule
on the proposal (gnome) of the synhedria. All four examples can be dated to the
last half of the second or to the third century. The use of the plural form suggests a
joint session of two or more corporations, such as that at Priene called the boilekklesia.30 There is no clear statement of which of the corporations were parties to
the deliberations of the synhedria. The ephebic document (I.G., II2, 2103) suggests
that the demos was excluded, but it would seem that the word demos in this instance
was applied to the massed citizenry of Athens as opposed to the participants in the
civic corporations. It seems most probable that the three corporations were represented, but there are no indications of how they were represented or the procedures
of a meeting.
C. THE POLIS

Among the dedications there is a group whose nature remains obscure. These
are the decrees of the polis.3 The evidence which remains tends to confuse the issue
even more. A dedicationof the boule of the Areopagos, the boule of the six hundred,
and the demos in honor of Titus Coponius Maximus of Hagnous has the phrase " the
polis " at the bottom, much in the manner in which the name of the dedicator might
appear (I.G., II2, 3571 of before A.D. 117/8), with the result that " the polis " would
seem to be identified with the three decreeing corporations. Just after the middle o-f
the same century Herodes Atticus set up a statue of Flavius Dorotheos with the polis
and demos decreeing (I.G., II2, 3605), and this would seem to indicate that the demnos
was not a party to the deliberationsof the polis. A third dedication (I.G., II2, 3699)
dated to the first half of the third century after Christ, wvasset up by a dogma of the
most august synhedrion (of the Areopagus) and the whole city, thus indicating that
the polis excluded the Areopagus. The theater seat reserved for M. Ulpius Eubiotos
and his sons was set up by the polis (I.G., II2, 3700). On this last there is a control,.
28 For the
eperotema see below, pp. 45-47. In addition to the synhedria, the Areopagus alone
and the boule alone, but never the demos alone, were able to pass eperotemata. This formula is
used in several instances in dedications in the names of all three corporations (Hesperia, X, 1941,
no. 42, pp. 242-243; I.G., II2, 3613, 3669) and in the names of the boule and demos (I.G., II2,
3982, 3678), but these are probably examples of the situation described above on p. 36.
29 I.G., II2, 1077; see the comments of Keil, Beitriige, pp. 32-34, who does not trust this document to be a genuine reflection of Athenian governmental functions. For another explanation see
Appendix II, pp. 161-162.
30Inschr. Priene, Berlin, 1906, no. 246, p. 150, line 9. This is cited by Keil, Beitrige, p. 33
as a parallel for common sessions called synhedria.
31 For
examples of these see Appendix I, pp. 145-146.
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since we possess the decrees by which honors, including this theater seat, were granted
around A.D.230 by the Areopagus, the boue, and the demos to Eubiotos.32 B. Keil 33
accepted that the dedications by the polis representeddedications passed cooperatively
3,
by the boule and demos, while Graindor saw an historical development from a time
when the polis represented all three corporations until a time when it came to be
identified with the mass of the citizens who were not Areopagites. As additional
support he cites I.G., II2, 3945 honoring Mestrios Euphrates for his goodwill toward
the Areopagus and in regard to the whole city. This interpretation is supported by
the division of the citizens of Athens into Areopagites and non-Areopagites.35 The
result would seem to be a seucatuspopilusque of the Athenians more truly resembling
the Roman than did the boule and the demos, since the boule was not traditionally
sufficiently aristocratic for this purpose. The large concentration of dedications by
the polis begins from after the middle of the second century after Christ, not far
when the first decrees of the synhedria began to appear. Aside
distant from theet
from the theater seat for Eubiotos, the only other documents which would conthe non-Areopagites pre-date this time. On
tradict an identification of the polis withth
3699 whichthe
the other hand IG
distinguishes the polis from
Areopagus falls
thelast half of the second
neatly into this period. It would seem thatof years of the
century were years of constitutional development at Athens, here witnessed by two
instances of new terminology.
D. CONCLUSIONS

It was noted above that the officialaddress of the polis of the Athenians was "tthe
boule of the Areopagus, the boule of the five (or six) hundred, and the demos." These
supposedlywere the three organs of public business, but there is no evidence, outside
of the honorary decrees, on their methods of cooperation or administration. Imperial
letters 36 on many matters were addressed to the three corporations. Those well
enough preserved to permit conclusions discuss such matters as the setting up of a
gerusia and celebrations in honor of the emperor. There is no evidence on how
such letters would be processed upon their arrival in Athens. For the joint functions
of the three councils we must rely on our knowrledgeobtained from dedications and
hlonorarydecrees.
32
Oliver, Gerusia, nos. 31 32, pp. 125-142. For new fragmients see Hesperia, XX, 1951,
pp. 350-354, and Hesperia, XXXII, 1963, no. 27, pp. 26-30.
83 Keil,
Beitrdge, p. 31, followed by Oliver, Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 351-352.
34
Graindor, Hadrien, pp. 91-92.
35See below, Appendix III, the Eleusinian catalogue.

36The extant imperial letters are:

I.G., II2, 1101, from Hadrian; Graindor, Rev. Beige, VI,

1927, pp. 753-754 from Antoninus Pius; Hesperia, XXX, 1961, no. 31, pp. 231-236= Oliver,
Gerusia, nos. 24, 25, pp. 108-122; I.G., IIJ2, 1111; I.G., II2, 1109 + 2771 + 3412 (see Raubitschek,
Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, 1949, pp. 287-290 and Oliver, A.J.P., LXXI, 1950, pp. 177-179), all
from Commodus.
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The indications are that when a monumentwas decreed by all three corporations,
its backers had presented it separately to the Areopagus and to the boule and demos
and to any other decree passing body (such as the genos).

It was a matter of prestige
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to accumulate the names of several of these bodies.37 That this accumulation was
unnecessary can be seen from the many decrees by individual corporations. The decree
was probably
of the Areopagus
since this council had the
the
sought after, the
areopaguter,
probabhaly mostthis
greatest prestige. It would seem to have been the more common practice to introduce
the motion first into the least prestigious assembly and to work upwards (for the
cooperationbetween the boule and demos, see below pp. 62-67). Each of the decreeiing
bodies passed its own decree, and sometimes there were apt to be clashes in tlhe
wording. It is clear in the case of the decree for Lamprias (see above, p. 34) that
one finally used, although the names of the other
the decree of
Areopagus was thethe
corporations who had decreed were incorporated into the dedication. The question
remains to be answered whether the decree of the Areopagus was the one finally used
because it was passed by the most prestigious corporation, or because the Areopagus
was the last corporation to decree. The honors for Nikanor (see above, p. 33)
other corporations. It would
the citing decrees of
represent the decree of the ekklesi
seem that only the last decree to be passed could have incorporated in its dedication
the names of all the decreeing bodies.
As the evidence continues to accumulate there are more and more indications
that the latter half of the second century after Christ was a period of activity andi
constitutional development, following periods of stability before and after Hadrialln.
The major portion of

dence is the

changing terminology of tllhe

dedicatory monuments,but also some indications with reference to the hoplite general
have already been cited. To these there might now be added the introduction of

dedications in the names of the synhedria and the polis.

37
As alreadyrecognizedby Keil, Beitrdge,p. 31. Accumulationsbeyondthe ordinaryare to be
found in I.G., II2, 4210 and 3523 (see above, p. 36) and this practiceis mockedby Lucian, Tim.,
51, where a decreeis to be passedby the bouleand the demos and the Heliaia phyle by phyle and

andin common.
by allthedemesindividually
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The Areopagus was the predominant corporation of Roman Athens. Because
most of our information about the Areopagus comes from the Roman period, there
is very little comparative material to be cited. With the rise to prominence of the
Areopagus its president, the herald of the Areopagus, rose along with the hoplite
general to become one of the two ruling magistrates of Athens. This chapter will
attempt to analyze the Areopagus and its activity, first by a discussion of its appearance as a body decreeing monuments, then by an analysis of its other prerogatives,
and finally by a survey of its structure and procedure. The chapter will conclude
with a section concerning the herald of the Areopagus.
A.

DEDICATIONS,

THE HYPOMNEMATISMOS,

THE DOGMA, THE EPEROTEMA

Bruno Keil' has already observed that fron the middle of the first century
before Christ the Areopagus was competent to pass decrees on its own initiative, as
well as in conjunction with the other political bodies of Roman Athens. The largest
single group of dedications by the Areopagus alone have merely the namneof the
Areopagus in the nominative to represent the dedicating body. These include statue
bases, columns, and herms (see Appendix I, pp. 146-147). There is a single relief
plaque, but this is a votive offering and therefore is of a slightly different nature from
the thehers.The time span for these documents extends from 42-40 B.C. (I.G., IaI,
4113) until around A.D.218/9 (Hesperia, IV, 1935, no. 27, pp. 64-65). A comparison
of the people honored in these dedications
with those honored
in
onthe
name of all three
corporations shows a difference in the quality of the recipients. Those honored in the
name of the three corporations comprise a group in which Roman citizens predominated and many mnembersof the imperial famnilywere in evidence; in the dedications by the Areopagus alone Athenians without Roman citizenship predominate, and
only two members of the imperial family appear, Tiberius before his accession (I.G.,
II2, 3243) and Livia, mother of the emperor Tiberius (Oliver, Cl. Phil., LX, 1965,
p. 179). In several (see Appendix I, p. 147) of these documents the names of the
person or persons who requested and probably constructed the monuments are recorded with the word arnro-a6vog. These include two fathers, two sets of ephebes, a
group of fellow archons and a pair of students. On the other hand, in one case (I.G.,
II2, 3817) it is recorded that the Areopagus itself set up the monument, and it seems
probablethat it also saw to the votive relief to Asklepios and Hygeia (I.G., II2, 3197).
1 Beitrige,

p. 30.
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Of the rest, some may have been paid for by private citizens, but there is no definite
evidence.
Many of the decrees of the Areopagus alone are headed with phrases such as KarTa
Tov vTroiwv71jaTto-/LoP,

KaTa

To

EvOEpcoTna,

*

Ltro-a/E'7v

or

/ot/fL-part,

KaTa Ta SoavrTa

or soy/LarT.Two of these formulae appear to have been the exclusive property of the
Areopagus:

Kara Tov viro1fvq7,uLaTUJ-Fov and

'oy/.aTt. Neither

is used to describe a decree
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of any other corporation,and, with only one exception in the case of the latter, neither
is used of joint actions of the Areopagus and any other corporation. The term hypoinmnematismos
appears in inscriptions from the first century after Christ, although its
earliest appearance had been in an exchange of letters by Cicero.2 It is noteworthy
that no preserved example is definitely dated later than A.D. 166/7, although this may
be merely an accident of our sources. The strictness with which the hypomnemniatismos
was reserved for the Areopagus is attested by a series of monuments jointly decreed
by the Areopagus and the boule of the five hundred in which the decree of the Areoand that of the boule by eperotema (I.G., II2, 3933,
pagus was by hypomneniatismnos
3982, 3678). On a number of theater seats a similar distinction is made between the
hypomnematismosand the psephiswma, but no corporations are named. The phrase
Kar' eirepcorr),a is used in decrees both of the Areopagus and of the boule and in joint
decrees, while Kara ri*frfJto-aappears surely only on these theater seats; KacO'fro/v.wIjarLT-JLovon the theater seats must refer to a decree of the Areopagus.
Of the documentslisted in Appendix I (but excluding the theater seats) recording
a hypomnematismosof the Areopagus sixteen are sufficiently well preserved to indicate definitely whether or not a third party is recorded as the constructor of the
monument. Of these only two (3584, 3803) did not contain the name of a third party.
Therefore dedicatory monuments erected according to a hypomnematismosmust have
all been requested by and built by a third party. This conclusion is inherent in the
formula itself, since there is a direct avoidance o-f stating that the Areopagus dedicated, rather it only records a permission, as it were, by wvhicha given party might
construct a monument. That all the monuments erected according to a hypomnematismnos did not record this formula in the dedication is illustrated by the decree for
young Lamprias (I.G., IV2, I, 82-84 = S.I.G.3, 796B), where the hypomnnenmatismos
is recorded in the text of the decree of the Areopagus, but the formula of dedication
lists the boule of the Areopagus, the bouttleof the six hundred and the demos as
dedicators.
What, then, is the hypomnemnatismos?B. Keil,4 following U. Wilcken's papyro2Ad Att., V, 11; Ad Fain., XIII, 1, dated to 51 B.c. by R. V. Tyrrell and L. C. Purser, The
Correspondence of M. Tullius Cicero, Dublin, 1914, III, pp. 43-51; on the hypomnematismos at
Athens see U. Wilcken, Philologus, LIII, 1894, pp. 80-126; Keil, Beitriige, pp. 14-26; BusoltSwoboda, p. 937; Graindor, TibHre a Trajan, pp. 62-65; E. Bikerman, "Testificatio Actorum,"
Aegyptus, XIII, 1933, pp. 349-355.
8 I.G., II2, 5101 (== W. Merckel, Hesperia, XVI, 1947, pp. 76-77), 5122, 5151.
4 Beitrdge, pp. 14-26.
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logical studies,5stresses the fact that the word is the same as that used by magistrates
in the cities of the Roman Empire as the name for their daily records. E. Bikerman 6
further refines the definition by distinguishing between the continuous descriptionr
of the course of the day's business (comtmentarii)and individual accounts of specific
cases (acta), and he equates the hypomnecmtatisnzoiof the magistrates with the acta7
He finds no contradictionswhen he applies this distinction to the hypomnemcatismos of
the Areopagus at Athens. Is this hypomizematismos merely one item in the minutes
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of a session of the Areopagus, or is it a name applied to a decree? Etymologically the
word was formed by adding a suffix, which was commonly used in the koine for the
formation of technical vocabulary,8to the word hypomntema,which appears frequently
in Hellenistic Athenian epigraphical formulae, as in tva 8e Kat v7r6o'v7pua
vrTapXxor
9
in order that a record exist, let so and so inscribe this
o7ro(W8' av vrOFvrjLavr6apX
(,
word
Thus
the
decree, etc.").
hypotmneatismos is a technical term based on the word
for a record or reminder. This would seen to support the view that the hypomnematismos was a minute of a session. Support is found in the custom in Roman Athens
of not inscribing the full texts of decrees on dedications, but merely of referring to
monumentandthe
manner in which the dedication was approved
the body which voted
( 5tticrapvi, Soy/pa-r, Kar EiTEpOrY)La,
etc.). Any questions could be settled by a
reference to the extensive public records of Roman Athens.10 Does this picture jibe
with the literary and epigraphicalreferences to the hypoinemlutismos? Cicero equated
the hypomnematismoswith a decretnm; 1 and he sought that this be rescinded (tolli).
of this
are not preserved. The only
hypompneetatisdmnos
Unfortunately the contents
actual text of a hypomniematisnosis the decree honoring the youth Lamprias (I.G.,
S.I.G.3, 796 B), where it is recorded that the herald of the Areopagus
IV2, I, 82-84
was to write to the city of the Epidaurians and to dispatch the hypornnematismos
signed with the public seal. This parallels a clause in the decree of the boule and
demos by which an embassy was to be chosen to convey the psephisma of the boule
and demos. The two documents inscribed on either side of the monument obviously
are the hypomneiatismos and the pseplhisa1tarespectively. A third century decree 12
5Philologus, LIII, 1894, pp. 80-126.
6" Testificatio Actorum," Aegyptus, XIII, 1933, pp. 349-355. Bikerman's view is
strongly

commended by C. .B. Welles, Royal Correspondence in the Hellenistic Period, New Haven, 1934,
p. 284, note 13, although it was not incorporated into his text.
7
Pp. 351-352. " Die 'Ephlemeriden' waren Aufzseichnung iber einzelne Tage, der 'Hypomnenmatismas'Protokoll fiber einen Einselakt, die ersten wurden auf Rollen, der zweite als Einzelschrift aufgesetzt." Italics his.
8 P. Chantraine, La formation des noms en Grec ancien, p. 144.
9 Inscriptions using these formulae did not continue in Roman Athens.
10 Wycherley, Testimnonia,pp. 150-151, records the types of data stored in the Metroon.
"11
Ad Fam. XIII, 1, decretumnillud Areopagitarum, quemnvropv^pjarwtov illi vocant.
12
Oliver, Gerusia, no. 31d, line 56, p. 129, but according to the emended reading by Oliver,
Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 350-351, cited by Meritt, Hesperia, XXXII, 1963, no. 27, p. 29.
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uses a verbal form (vreo,,.laruorat), which can hardly be explained unless the hypois a type of decree.18Finally reference must be made to the dedications
mnemnatismos
set up according to a hypomnematismosof the Areopagus and an eperotema of the
boule of the five hundred (Appendix I, pp. 147-148) and to the theater seats set up
according to a hypomnematismosand a psephisina (Appendix I, p. 148). In bothiof
these instances the hypomnematismosis equated with a type of decree. The accumulated evidence from Roman Athens consistently uses the word hypomnematismos in
such a way that it must be definedas a decree of the Areopagus.
The second formula apparently reserved exclusively for the Areopagus in
dedications reads SoyarL 'ApeoTrayEtr6v.'4 There is a single exception to this, I.G., II',
3699, a dedication by a dogma of the most august synhedriont and the whole city (see
Appendix I, p. 149). In view of the exclusiveness of the dogma as an Areopagite
dedication elsewhere, in this instance the synhedrion can only be the Areopagus. This
is another example of the practice by which the formnulaproper to the action of only
one corporation was extended to include also the action of another corporation (see
above, p. 36). Possibly in instances of this sort the dogma of the Areopagus was read
to the boule and demos, who merely approved it as it stood.15 With a single exception
(I.G., II2, 3995) whose date is far fromnaccurately determined, all of the dogmtata
have been dated in the third century after Christ. It would appear then that the use
of the term hypomnematismos (see above) at no time overlapped the usage of the word
dogma; and that dogma seems to have replaced hypomncmatismos as the name of the
decree of the Areopagus in the late second or early third century.16 As Keil (p. 43)
recognized, the initiative for dogmata lay outside of the official organs of government.
Every sufficiently preserved example lists a third party as constructor of the monument, and in one case the formula [a] rrq'capEvovappears (I.G., II2, 3705). This then
is another respect in which the dogma resembles the hypomnematismos. The term
appears also outside of the public constitution of the Athenians in the constitutions of
private organizations, as in a decree of a college of women (I.G., II2, 1346) from
early imperial times and in a series of resolutions of the Iobakchoi (I.G., II2, 1368)17
of the second half of the second century after Christ. A possible contradiction to the
exclusiveness of the dogma as a decree of the Areopagus can be found in the honors
decreed for Marcus Ulpius Eubiotos 18 dated to ca. A.D. 230. Here the decree of the
13

Keil, Beitrdge,p. 23, had to recognizethat, since the will of a corporationcan be ascertained

only through a vote of some type or other and that this would be expressed in the form of a decree,

was a decree.
the hypomnematismos
14 On

the dog~masee Keil, Beitrige, pp. 24, 36, 43.

13I am indebtedto Prof. J. H. Oliver for this suggestion.
a6Although the single example of the verbal form (see above, note 12) appeared around 230

after Christ.
17M. N. Tod, Sidelights on Greek History, Oxford, 1932, pp. 86-87, translatesdogmata in this

documentas " statutes."
18 Oliver,

Gerusia, no. 31, pp. 125-141 and the second copy no. 32, p. 142; for additional
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boule and demnoscloses with the resolution that this dogma be in effect for all time.

In a decree of the boule guaranteeing the sanctity of the cult places of the Egyptian
Isis (Hesperia, XXXIV, 1965, pp. 125-130) J. J. Pollitt has restored in line 14
ro8e[roSoy] | pa. This restoration is convincing in the way it fills the lacuna. Support
may be adduced from the phrase ra o8avTa

/8ovXjy,which appears in lines 17. Ap-
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parently while the word dogma never appeared in a dedication to describe the action
of any corporationbut the Areopagus, it could be used in the text of a decree of other
corporations to describe their own actions.
to describe
Several dedications passed by the Areopagus use the name eperotemna
the action of that corporation (see Appendix I, pp. 148-149). The earliest firmly dated
example falls around the middle of the second century after Christ.'9 Two others are
not precisely dated and may be earlier.20??
Every single example, as Keil has already
noted,2 involved a third party to construct the monument. The parties who set up the
dedications represent a broad range of Athenian society: parents of those honored,
some businessmen of the Peiraeus, and the Eumolpidai.
A few remarks must be made about the eperotema in general. The word is used
of dedications passed by the boule of the Areopagus, the boule of the five hundred, and
the demos (see Appendix I, pp. 144-145, three documents) ; by the synhedria (see Appendix I, p. 145, two documents); by the boule of the five hundred and the demnos
(Appendix I, p. 152, two documents); by the boule of the Areopagus (Appendix I, pp.
148-149, fourteen documents) ; and by the boule of the five hundred (Appendix I, pp.
of the boule of
153-154, sixteen documents). Several of those set up by the eperotenma
the five hundred or by the eperotemnaof the boule of the five hundred and the demos
were also set up by hypomnematismosof the Areopagus,22so that the action of the
Areopagus is contrasted with that of the boule or the boule and demos. Out of all the
eperotemnata,a date before the Hadrianic tribal reforms has been suggested for only
four,23but none securely.24Indeed all of the other dedications by eperotemawhich may
belong before the middle of the second century are dated only on the fact that they
pieces of both stones see Oliver, Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 350-354 and Meritt, Hesperia, XXXII,
1963, no. 27, pp. 26-30. Line enumeration for Gerusia, no. 31 is that of Oliver's original publication;
for no. 32 that of Meritt. Lines 29 of no. 31 and 18 of no. 32 read [er7a TavTra vX]dTTrtv TO SoylAa
e|k TOyanravra Xpovov]. A discussion of the procedures in the passing of this decree is contained in
Oliver, Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 350-354.
,,I.G., II2, 3607, a dedication to Regilla, whom Herodes married probably after A.D. 143
(Graindor, Herode Atticus, p. 81) and who died in A.D. 160-161 (PIR2, I, 720).
?I0
I.G., JI2, 4200/1,

dated by Kirchner to the first century after Christ; and I.G., II2, 3566,

dated only to either the first or second century after Christ, both apparently dated only by letter
formls.
21
22
23

2t

Beitrdge, pp. 41-42.
I.G., II2', 3678, 3933, 3982; III, 966b.
For I.G., II2, 3933, 4496, 4200/1, 3566 by Kirchner.

As already has been noted by Keil, Beitrdge, p. 37.
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are later than the Hadrianic reforms. The earliest firm date is a dedicationof a statue
of Regilla (I.G., II2, 3607) and this is estimated to fall around the middle of the

second century after Christ. There follow shortly after several more which can be
firmly dated. The time at which the word eperotcma can be said with certainty to
have appeared recalls the time of replacemient of the hlypomntiezatisinos of the Areo-
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pagus by the dogma of the Areopagus although both changes cannot have been
which we possess
contemporary.25It is noteworthy that the earliest dateableeperotenma
was a decree of the Areopagus.
There can be little doubt that a dedication by eperotema involved a third party
who desired to erect the monumenthimself, since all but a very few of the dedications
according to an cpcrotcmalist a third party either as requesting it or, more commonly,
as setting it up. Those honored by a decree of this sort generally tended to be
Athenians-magistrates and religious functionaries, although there are a few exceptions. Those requesting includeda broad cross-section of the Athenian social structure
-parelnts and children, a group of business mnenof the Peiraeus, friends, and Athenian
magistrates. Although the majority of the monuments are statue bases or herms,
plaques and steles also appear. The question now arises about the nature of the
eperotema. B. Keil 2Ghas gathered the evidence for the significance of the word. In
the sphere of making decrees it does not appear before Roman times, although it had
been used as a legal term fromna miuch earlier date. He defines the verb Erepwrav as

" to raise an official or formal inquiry," but he sees the response as including a legal
obligation on the part of the person responding. He concludes that in Roman Athens
the question posed was posed by the civic corporation to a friend or relative of the
person honored, asking them to undertake the expense and supervision of constructing
a monumentwhich the corporationdecreed, and the answer of the personwould commit
himnto this expense and supervision.

He finds support in the fact that only Athenians

were honored, since the civic corporation would hardly expect an Athenian to undertake an honorary onument to a foreigner. It is surprising that Keil was able to
reach this conclusion in view of the examples found not only outside of Athens,27
but also in Athens itself, of the use of the wvordE1TepTravto describe the placing of a

propositionbefore a corporation for a vote. A clear example is found in the laws of
the Iobakchoi, where the prohedros " put the question ' Whoever wishes the statutes
which have been read to be ratified and engraved on a column will raise his hand.'" 28
Since the time of Keil's monograph the decrees in honor of Ulpius Eutibiotoshave
25 That

there was an interval between is guaranteed by the dedications both according to the
of the
eperotema of the boutleor of the boule and demos and according to the hypomnemnatislmos
in
third
the
short
to
a
be
dated
to
all
These
decrees
relatively
qutarterof
period
ought
Areopagus.
the second century after Christ.
26Beitriige, pp. 36-42.
27
As for example S.I.G.3, 898, line 17 or 901, line 10.
28
I.G., II2, 1368, lines 20-24, as translated by M. N. Tod, Sidelights on Greek History, p. 87.
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been published.29In the second decree, that of the Areopagus, the heading begins:
"And on the fifteenth day of the same month, on the motion of Aurelius ... of the
Council. The president put the question." 30 Thus, if the verb Erepwravmust be taken
to mean " to put the question," an action of the chairman of a meeting, and it is used
with this meaning in the Roman period in Athens and elsewhere, then it would seem
that an eperotemawas a " putting of the question" to a meeting. In the two preserved
decrees in which the president " put the question" the procedure seems to have been
as follows: 81 The text of the decree was read to the assembled members, then the
chairman of the meeting asked for affirmative votes or negative votes. The reader
of the decree in each case was someone other than the chairman, probably the person
seeking the decree. There is no evidence of any discussion in either meeting. In the
decree of the Iobakchoi the provisions for publication are not included in the text of
the decree, but appear in the words of the president when the matter was put to a
vote. The evidence necessary to distinguish an eperotemca from any other sort of
decree is still not sufficientto warrant conclusions. Indeed, the difference may lie not
in the procedure of the meeting at all, but in the way in which the person desiring
the decree approachedthe decreeing corporation. In such a case the evidence probably
would not appear in the texts of decrees.
A formula etymologically related to the formula 8y/lart is the phrase KaTra rad
8S:avra,32 but unlike the former it appears in the headings of acts not only of the
Areopagus alone, but of the boule of the Areopagus, the bofle of the five (or six)
hundred and the demos together, of the boule of the Areopagus and the boule of the
six hundred together, and of the boule of the five (or six) hundredalone. A discussion
of the significance of the term can wait until more evidence is presented infra. Of
the three documents of the Areopagus alone sufficiently well preserved to permit a
jutdgment (I.G., II2, 3659, 3667, 3812), only one (I.G., II2, 3667) has an indication
of a third party erecting the monument. Although the majority of documents belong
to the third century, two could be earlier. I.G., II2, 3521 was dated " init. s. I p."
on the false assumption that Augustus was meant or on the misleading evidence of
undateablelettering.33 Kirchner identifies Aurelius Herakleides of I.G., II2, 3989 with
29
Oliver, Gerusia, nos. 31, 32, pp. 125-142; Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 350-354; B. D. Meritt,
Hesperia, XXXII, 1963, no. 27, pp. 26-30.
30The translation is that of Oliver, Gerusia, no. 31, lines 32-33.
31In the decree of the Areopagus of the Eubiotos document the procedure is related in a very
abbreviated fashion; but immediately before this decree there stands the decree of the boule and
demos, in which the procedural details are given much more fully. It seems logical that the
abbreviated nature of the Areopagite decree is due to the similarity in procedure between it and
the decree immediately before.
32 B. Keil would like to
identify the two, Beitrdge, pp. 23-24. A recently published decree of
the boule might lend support, Hesperia, XXXIV, 1965, pp. 125-130, lines 14 and 17.
33Oliver,
Expounders, p. 84, says that it seems to date from the Julio-Claudian period. For a
discussion of the fortunes of the high priest at Athens see Expounders, pp. 89-100.
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the Stoic philosopherof the second century after Christ.34
The verb crfoti and its noun derivative 040o-jua were used to describe decrees
of the Areopagus (see Appendix I, p. 150). Since some form of these words is
used for decrees of the boule of the Areopagus, the boule of the five (or six) hundred
and the demos together, of the boule and demos, of the boule of five hundred, of the
the demos,
the city alone, a discussion of the significance
and
demos, of the city and tof
of the term will be reserved until more evidence has been accumnulated.B. Keil 35 has
suggested that the term psephismadid not properlybelong to decrees of the Areopagus,
but that it was used only insofar as the verbal form was proper to describe any formal
canvassing of the membersof a body to obtain the decision of the group. The evidence
of the texts would tend to bear this out. Of the eleven examples cited, two are
andactually use the word psephos to indicate generally the decision of the
metrical 3 and
group by means of canvassing. The use of the noun psephisma applied to a decree of
the Areopagus is rare, appearing only once (I.G., 1123945)
among the remaining
nine dedications; of these seven use the verbal form ri tCa,Evrqq while one is too
poorly preserved to permit a reading (I.G., III, 965e). The phrase Kara fxn?oya
never appears in dedications approved by the Areopagus. In approximately half the
recorded examples a third party set up the monument, and it would seem that such
decrees did not originate in the Areopagus.
B. POWERS OF TIE AREOPAGUS

In the democratic constitution of Athens the Areopagus had ceased to occupy
the foremost place, but under the Roman Empire there is ample testimony that it had
regained a position of predominance. There is practically no evidence for its participation in administering the city, except insofar as its name appears in the official
address of the polis, but there is ample testimony for its expanded judicial competence.
The Areopagus never did lose its judicial significance, and a scholiast to Aristides'
Panathenaic Oration 3' drew a contrast between the Areopagus of his day, which was
merely a law court, and that of Aristides' day, which is called a bouleuterion and is
said to have ruled the politeia.
Shortly before the Roman period the boule of the Areopagus appears as the court
to try infractions against the law regarding weights and measures.38 The pertinent
On Aurelius Herakleides,see Graindor, Hadrien, p. 208.
35Beitrdge,pp. 23-24.
34

3

+'X7w

I.G., II2, 4006, povXrs ye 'ApedaK r/o,

o-'r,lx' &vOa8and I.G., II2,

3632, line 21, r'v tEv apa

"Ap-ft 4kXq O?Tw 8ovX..
7

Dindorf,III, 335, 18-21to 194, 8, scholiaBD, whichseemto have gone backto a very

old source, according to F. W. Lenz, " Scholien zu Aristeides' Panathenaikos I 306, 3 Dindorf,"

Philologus,CVII, 1963,pp. 278-287.

I.G., II2 1013, see the second copy published with corrected readings for the first by
Meritt, Hesperia, VII, 1938, no. 27, pp. 127-131; see also the comments of Keil, Beitrdge, pp. 56,
61, 75. The pertinent section includes I.G., II2, 1013, lines 56-60; Meritt, lines 8-12.
38
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section of the law reads, " If anyone is detected acting mischievously (KaKovpytv)
with regard to the measures and weights preserved in the Skias and in Eleusis and
in the Peiraeus and on the Acropolis, whether he be a magistrate, a private citizen,
or a public slave, let him be liable to the law for the punishment of malefactors
And let the boule of the Areopagus have the concern and let it punish
(KaKocpycov).
any malefactor (KaKovpyo3vra) in these matters according to the laws in effect concerning malefactors (KaKoVpywv)." KaKovpyEtv in Attic legal terminology was a very
broad term.39 The letter of Hadrian concerning fish sales 40 left to the realm of the
Areopagus cases where fishermensold their catch to as many as three different buyers.
Here again is a case involving falsification, and possibly it may be grouped with those
listed above. Tacitus refers to a condemnation for falsum. by the Areopagus.4" Although we know nothing of the precise nature of the crime, it is well possible that
falsumn 42 also fell under the general heading of kakoirgia.

This group may also include

infractions punished by the Areopagus according to a document dealing with the price
of grain,43but the poor preservation of the text does not permit more specific knowledge about the nature of the crimes.
There is evidence of the continued jurisdiction of the Areopagus in cases of
kidnapping,44where the penalty apparently was death.45 A charge of assault (rpavua,o,g) also belonged to the jurisdiction of the Areopagites.46 These would all seem
to fall under the 4ovLKat&iKaC,47
traditionally belonging to the Areopagus. A speech
of Himerios 48 attests that in the fourth century after Christ the Areopagus decided
concerning status as a free man; the Areopagus is addressed as those who " now
judge for the Athenians concerning freedom." A pair of documents from the time
of Septimius Severus 49 concern the Areopagus and sentences of exile; but there is
also a line reading roZq1pocrvXta [E7rrqotLJ]. The texts are poorly preserved and the
39 For

definitions and bibliography see Sandys edition of Aristotle's Constitution of Athens,

London, 1912, pp. 199-200,notes to 52, 1 and Keil, Beitrdge,pp. 61-62.
40

I.G., 112, 1103; see Graindor, Hadrien, p. 129; Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, pp. 152-153; Oliver,
"Athens of Hadrian," p. 124.
41
Tacitus, Annales, II, 55. For comment see Keil, Beitrdge, p. 61; Graindor, Auguste,
pp. 44, 107; Tibere a Trajan, pp. 7, 66.
42
The crime of falsum " in the field of penal law . . . covers any kind of forgery, falsification
or counterfeiting," Adolf Berger, An Encyclopedic Dictionary of Roman Law (=-Transactions of
the American Philosophical Society, XLIII, 2, 1953), p. 467. The literary examples of the use of
the word are collected in Mayor's edition of Thirteen Satires of Juvenal, London, 1889, p. 115,
to I, 67. For an examination of the possible Greek equivalents see Keil, Beitriige, pp. 61-62.
43
I.G., 112, 1118; see also Keil, Beitrdge, p. 62.
44 Lucian, Bis Acc., 13, 15-17; Vit. auct., 7; see Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, pp. 108-109.
45
Ibid., pp. 108-109, note 48.
Lucian, Bis Acc., 24; Timon, 46; see Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, p. 180.
47 Lucian, Anach., 19, and Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, pp. 182-183 and Keil, Beitrdge, p. 71.
48 The Areopagitica, Deubner, no. 7, Colonna, no. 7.
49
I.G., II2, 1086 and 1119; see the texts and commentary of Keil, Beitrdge, pp. 62-63, note 84.
4a
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readings are not clear. Keil noted, with reference to this last pair of documents, that
the Areopagus could pass sentences of exile, and for support he cited one additional
text."
Graindor 1 argues that the dedication of a statue of the Areopagus by the
Athenian cleruchs of Hephaistia must represent a decision in their favor by the
Areopagus, and indeed there is a series of documents from about the right time
regarding disputed land on Lemnos (I.G., 12, 1051, 1052, 1053) which he would
connect with the dedication so as to attribute jurisdiction over lands to the Areopagus.
by which
Such a competencemight well be an explanation of the hypomnemnatismos
for
private building
Memmius was granted the lands containing the house of Epicurus
fell under the
cases
these
Whether
Ad
Ad
XIII,
Faiz.,
1).
11;
V,
Att.,
(Cicero,
which
traditionally belonged to the Areocategory of concern for the sacred lands,
pagus, is not certain. The most recent evidence on this competence comes from the
fourth century B.C.-a decree defining its share in the surveillance of the sacred orgas
dated to 352/1 B.C.52 and a legal case involving sacrilege to the sacred olive tree.53
The account of Paul's speech before the Areopagus illustrates its surveillance
over the introduction of foreign divinities.54 There is also possible evidence for surveillance over contagious diseases, according to an imperial letter,55if a restoration
of the name can be accepted. A fragmentary letter from an Imperial official with
judicial competence appears to have been sent to the Areopagus.56 Oliver interprets
the case as being one for non-fulfillment of a liturgy. A restoration of the name of
the Areopagus, as suggested by Oliver in his publication,57in another document,
permits us to view the Areopagus making a decision over a public endowment,although
the nature of the judgment is lost.
Bruno Keil has gathered the evidence to indicate certain functions of the Areopagus were performed by commission,68but in only one instance did he produce
evidence from the Roman period, and this, relating to the inspection of the ephebes,
has been shown faulty by Graindor.59 Commissions cited by Keil include that to
50I.G., II2, 1113, but only as restored by Keil does it lend support.
51
Auguste, pp. 105-107, using as evidence I.G., XII, 8, 26.
52
I.G., 112,204, lines 16-23; see Graindor, Auguste, p. 107 and Keil, Beitrdge, p. 60.
"3 Lysias, Or. VII; see Keil, Beitrdge, p. 60.
54Acts, XVII; see the very thorough analysis by Graindor, Tibkre a Trajan, pp. 67, 116-124,
and the comment of Keil, Beitriige, p. 60.
55 B. D. Meritt, Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, no. 30, p. 23, where line 12 may possibly be restored
--to read Trv i 'A [pet'orryov flovuXkv

.

Oliver, Hesperia, X, 1941, no. 34, pp. 78-82. For the attribution of this document to the
Areopagus, see above, p. 37.
57I.G., II12, 1092; see the edition of Oliver, "The Eleusinian Endowment," Hesperia, XXI,
1952, pp. 381-399.
58
Keil, Beitrdge, pp. 72-77.
59Graindor, Tibere a Trajan, p. 66.
56
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apprehenda conspirator (p. 72); they investigate the removal of a sacred olive tree
(p. 72); 60 and apparently a commission was addressed over buildings on the Pnyx
(pp. 72-74). The evidence that a commission from the Areopagus controlledAthenian
coinage is clear (p. 75).61 There was also a commission to oversee the education of
youtlhs (pp. 75-76) 62 Thus far there is no sure evidence for the Roman period, but
in two aspects of the functions of the Areopagus, evidence may now be advanced.
Delegations were chosen to serve on embassies, either solely composedof Areopagites,
as that embassy sent to a Roman magistrate in the second century after Christ,63or
as part of embassies representing the whole Athenian state, as was probably the case
with the embassies sent to the imperial court or to other cities by the boule of the
Areopagus, the boule of the five hundred, and the demos.6" The other sphere of
activity where there is evidence for activity of the Areopagus through commissions
is in its functions as a court. Bruno Keil 65 has already conjectured that in the Roman
period the Areopagus in less importantcases did not sit in plenary session, but in small
as a basis for an interpretation of the passage from Cicero's
groups, and he uses this as
pro Balbo, 30, Athenis in numero iudicum atque Areopagitarum, certa tribu, certo
nunwero . . Thus the tribe and number would be used as the basis for allotment into
courts. Unfortunately Lucian does not describe the principles of allotment of judges,
but his picture of a day of court in the Bis Accusatus is most informative. Zeus finds
that the work accumulating for him to handle is too great, so he calls a day of court,
for which Dike and Hermes allot the cases to juries. For our purposes here the
important points to notice are that, although the jurors are supposed to be allotted
from all of the Athenians and paid three obols a day (Bis A cc., 12), the allotment
is to take place on the Areopagus hill, the traditional meeting place for the boule of
the Areopagus, and that the juries selected to hear each case vary in number from
three to nine (Bis Acc., 13). One of the cases for which a jury of seven was allotted
was a case of kidnapping (Bis Acc., 13), a crime falling within the jurisdiction of
Apparently in many sacred matters the Areopagus functioned by commission. See also the
representatives attached to a committee making an inventory, I.G., II2, 839, line 26.
60

61 See also Day, Ec. Hist.,
p. 35.

62
See also Graindor, TibHre a Trajan, pp. 66-67, although the mere fact of the Areopagus of
the Roman period being responsible for some ephebic dedications need not prove that it had charge
of the education of youth. Several dedications indicate ephebes and cosmetes honored by the boule
of the Areopagus, the boutleof the five (or six) hundred, and the demos (I.G., II2, 2021, 2103, 3008,
3731) and in one case the demos honored a cosmete (I.G., II2, 3741) and in another the boule a

sophronistes
63

(I.G., II2, 3735).

Hesperia, X, 1941, no. 34, pp. 78-82. For the attribution to the Areopagus see J. and L.

Robert,Bull. Epigr., 1944, no. 82, pp. 203-204 and Delz, LukiansKenntnis,p. 157.

64 E.g. one mentioned in an imperial letter, I.G., II2, 1109 = Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, 1949, pp.
286-290 = A.J.P., LXXI, 1950, pp. 177-179; that sent to Epidauros must have included some
representative of the Areopagus, I.G., IV2, I, 82-84 == S.I.G.,3, 796B; and an embassy sent to
Lemnos included at least the herald of the Areopagus, I.G., II2, 1051.
'I Beitriige, p. 74.
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the Areopagus (see above, p. 49). Delz,66 who has analyzed the references contained in Lucian, suggests that the selection of jurors from the people at large and the
payment of three obols are retrojections to earlier custom on the part of Lucian.
Indeed, in an Athens where popular juries had contained numbers of 501 in order to
prevent chicanery, and especially in a period of aristocratic influence,which the Roman
theat the thought of permitting juries as small as three to be
period was one wonders
selected from the people at large. Such small courts, of course, would greatly increase
the importanceof the Areopagites as individuals, and indeed Delz is able to produce
clear evidence of such an occurrence, although from the fourth century after Christ.
A letter of Alciphron 6 relates how three parasites were apprehendedand imprisoned,
but a man among the first of the synhedrion of Areopagites opened up the prison;
and another relates how the presiding officer of the Areopagus saw that a man never
got to trial.68 Delz also cites the increasing use of the term Areopagite to distinguish
an individual member, citing Lucian D. Meretr., 7, 2 and Scytha, 2, to which three

epigraphical references may be added.9 These all would appear indicative of an
increased prestige on the part of the individual Areopagite, a fact possibly explained
by an increase in influence as individuals.
The Areopagus also began to be a dedicatee of statues. The Athenian inhabitants of Hephaistia 70 set up a personification of the Areopagus (cited above, p. 50),
and a statue base of the first century after Christ which is still preservedwas dedicated
to Hestia Apollo,
the divi Augusti, the boule of the Areopagus, the boule of the six
,
denos.7l
and
the
hundred,
Finally, in a prytany decree of ca. A.D. 120 the treasurer of
wbutthbut
the
iisformulae
honored with
formulae, but the name of the Areopagus
the
customarythe
has been added to the list of those for whom he sacrificed.72
C.

PROCEDURE AND STRUCTURE OF THE AREOPAGUS

The question of how a session of the Areopagus was conducted still remains. A
certain amount of evidence concerning the passing of honorary decrees may be

66
Lukians Kenntnis, pp. 154, 159.
Alciphron, III, 7 (Schepers), cited by Delz, Lukians Kenutnis, p. 180 and Keil, Beitrage,
p. 76, note116, cites it as an example of a single man entrusted with the powers of a commission
of the Areopagus.
68 Alciphron, III, 36 (Schepers), cited by Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, p. 180 and Keil, Beitrage,
p. 74, note 108, who sees the Areopagite as head of the commission empowered to handle the case.
69I.G., II2, 3689 and 3690 of A.D. 225-250 and 4017 of uncertain date. From around the
beginning of the third century is the document published as Appendix III. See Delz, Lukians
Kenntnis, pp. 21, 180, cited in this connection as well as an indication of the rising prestige of the
Areopagus. It would seem senseless to list all of the documents where the council is called the
boule of the Areopagites rather than the boule of the Areopagus.
701
I.G., XII, 8, 26.
71 I.G., II2, 3185; see the comments of Graindor, Tibere a Trajan, p. 176.
72
I.G., II2, 1073 and 1074-= Dow, Prytaneis, no. 121, pp. 193-197= Oliver, A.J.P., LXX,
1949, pp. 299-308, 403.
67
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gathered from the few texts of decrees of the Roman period preserved. The place
of meeting is not certain. The hill of Ares was the traditional location, and the
evidence of Lucian73 would indicate that from this location jury panels were still
assigned to hear trials. But there is also evidence for the use of the Royal Stoa in
the fourth century B.C.'4 During the Eleusinian Mysteries the boule of the Areopagus
sat in Eleusis.75 Trhis may explain the divisions into Areopagites and others in an
Eleusinian list.76 In Lucian's account of a day of court (Bis Acc., 12) Hermes, the
herald, makes the solemn announcement of the session. So also must the herald of
the Areopagus have published the time and place of meetings for the sake of litigants
at court and possibly also for Areopagites if the session were not a judicial session.
A passage from Cicero would seem to indicate that seating in the Areopagus was by
tribe and number (pro Balbo, 30). Ferguson 7 suggests that this may indicate the
divisions of the Areopagus for work by commission and Keil 78 seems to arrive at
about the same point by a tortuous route; but seating in assigned sections need not
seem strange if the parallel from the fifth century B.C. of the boule being seated by
letters is cited.79 Such divisions could have been used as a basis for allotment into
courts, but there is no evidence.
Two documents are preserved which record proceedings of a decree of the boule
of the Areopagus; both supposedly represented plenary sessions. From around the
years A.D. 40-42 there is the honorary decree for Lamprias found at Epidauros.80The
p)reamblecontains the date and states that the Areopagus was meeting at Eleutsis.
Instead of etre, customary in decrees of the boule and demos, the formula Xoyovq
E,ovmo-aro appears, echoing the Roman verba fecit.8 This is followed by the simple
word E8o:E,which Graindor 82 sees as still another echo of the language of a senatus

consultumn.The man making the proposal does not seem to hold any special rank,
although Graindor suggests that he is at least a simple Areopagite. Although one
wvouldsuspect that only a member of the Areopagutscould address that council, there
is as yet no certain indication. There are three instances where action is taken through
73Bis Acc., 4, 12. See Delz, LukiansKenntnis,pp. 153-154.
Pseudo-Demosthenes, XXV, 23.
75I.G., IV2, I, 83 -S.I.G.3, 796B, II, cited by Graindor, Tibare a Trajan, p. 63; Hadrietn,

74

p. 129.
76 Republished here as AppendixIII.
77 W. S. Ferguson,HellenisticAthens, London, 1911, p.

420.
Keil, Beitrdge, pp. 66-67.
7Schol. to Aristophanes,Plutus, 972 = Jacoby,Fr. Gr. Hist., III B, 328, 140 =--Wycherley,
Testimonia,no. 396, p. 130. B. D. Meritt has called my attentionto the evidence for placingthe
restorationof democracyin 410 B.C.; see Hesperia, X, 1941, pp. 319-320 and the referencesin
S.E.G., X, 119.
80I.G., IV2, I, 83 = S.I.G.3,796B, II; see Keil, Beitrige, pp. 2-12; Graindor,Auguste, p. 105;
Tibere a Trajan,pp. 62-65.
78

81
82

Keil, Beitrdge, p. 25; Graindor, Tibere a Trajan, p. 63.
Loc. cit.
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a representative,83but these all involve groups of people and there is no indication that
the representativeswere able to address the Areopagus personally.84In the text of the
decree the considerations are all expressed in the genitive absolute, and the decisions
of the council follow. The herald is charged with the dispatch of the hypomnematismos
to the city of the Epidaurians, which he is to seal with the public seal, and finally the
embassy is approved.86This embassy had been selected by the boule and demos to
carry its psephisma to Epidauros, while the hypomnematismosof the Areopagus was
dispatched in written form sealed by the state seal. Apparently the Areopagus had
to approve the embassy of the boule and demos before it was sent.
The second document is the decree in honor of Ulpius Eubiotos from ca. A.I).
230, of which portions of two copies are preserved.86Meritt would restore a prytany
date at the beginning of the decree of the Areopagus (no. 32, line 21), which, although
it may fit the lacuna, hardly would seem in place in the heading of a decree of the
Areopagus. In the session of the Areopagus the prohedros put the question after one
Aurelius had spoken the proposal (yvtcfp/v,no. 31, lines 32-33; no. 32, line 21-22).
Again the formula describing the introduction of the proposal is not that to be
expected in decrees of the boule and demos, nor yet is it the same as in the decree for
Lamprias, rather the word used is ayopevcravrogas a genitive absolute. Then the word
8Sonefollows, apparently with the name of the decreeing council. This decree calls
the presiding officerof the Areopagus a prolhedros,while Plutarch (an sei resp. ger.
sit, XX, 794, A-B) mentions the epistasia of the Areopagus. An undated dedication
(I.G., II2, 4228) refers to [rTs e{ 'Apeiov 7ray]ov /3ovXrs KaL rov [8n7ov] aOwLov
71yeJuov[a] and Alciphron uses the verbal form (Ep., III, 36) 7rporevie to refer to the

chief man. Keil 87 believes that the herald possessed the epistasia and that the reference in Alciphron was to the presidency of a commission of the Areopaggs. The
herald actually did sit as president,but the evidence
question may be raised whether thehe
to give a definite answer is still missing. It ought to be noted here that the herald of
the boule and demos who seems to have held an office somewhat analogous to that
of the herald of the Areopagus did not preside
at sessions of those corporations.
seside
The manner of voting in a meeting is not clear either. While the decrees in
honor of Ulpius Eubiotos specify the raising of hands in the meeting of the demos,
they leave no indication of how voting in the Areopagus was accomplished. In a pair

83I.G., II2, 3737, where the ephebes of 136/7-169/70 requestedpermissionto erect a herm
through their cosmete; I.G., II2, 3804, of the latter half of the second century after Christ, where
Gaius and Mauros represented a group of students in seeking honors for a teacher; and I.G., II2,
3008, of around A.D. 112, where Anthesterios son of Isidoros acted in behalf of his fellow ephebes.
84 See Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, p. 123.
85 For a discussion of at<praLT meaning a commission see Keil, Beitrage,pp. 25-26.
86 Oliver, Gerusia, nos. 31, 32, pp. 125-142; Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 350-354; Meritt, Hesperia,
XXXII, 1963, no. 27, pp. 26-30. The line numbering of Gerusia, no. 31 is according to Oliver's
original publication, of no. 32 to Meritt's.
87
Beitrdge, pp. 54 and 74, note 108. On the herald of the Areopagus see below.
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of metrical inscriptions (I.G., II2, 3632 and 4006) the vote of the council as a whole
was termed a n4o05, which word had originally been applied to the use of a pebble or
other such ballot, but which by the Roman period could be applied to any sort of
vote. In court cases Lucian uses the term -/9o4opEtv 88 for voting, and the procedure
he describes is either the use of pierced and solid ballots described by Aristotle,89or
the use of black and white pebbles. Delz correctly believes that these are antiquarian
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references in Lucian on the grounds that such voting procedures would be strange in
a court as small as those described above. In the light of the evidence of voting
by show of hands being the most comnmonlyattested procedure in various sorts of
meetings (see below), it is safe to assume that the decree for Eubiotos reflects the
method of voting in plenary sessions of the Areopagus.
The decree for Eubiotos continues, listing the honors conferred upon him, and
finally indicating that a commission of six was to be chosen probablyto bring the news
to Eubiotos, or possibly to oversee the construction of the monument. Thus in both
the decree for Lamprias and that for Eubiotos the ultimate publication is covered by
the decision of the Areopagus.
Before proceeding to the discussion of the herald of the Areopagus it may be well
to make a few remarks on the composition of that council. Bruno Keil, followed by
basisthe
of
which Photius
the
to a speech of Himerius
Busolt-Swoboda,9 on the basistitle
gavof
(Or., XXV, Colonna), believed that the proconsul of Greece named Areopagites in
the fourth century after Christ, and on the basis of a note of a scholiast to Aeschylus'
Eunienides (Schol. Ml to line 743), that the Areopagus of later times contained
thirty-one members. But Edmund Groag 90 has interpreted the fragmentary words

of Photius to the effect that the speech was delivered in honor of the proconsul, not
in thanks for the speaker's having been made an Areopagite, but to celebrate the
the
scholiast to Aeschylus gives no
bestowing of this honor on
indication of whether thirty-one was the actual number of Areopagites, or a dramatic
number, or to what period this figure ought to be assigned. As early as the middle of
the second century after Christ and frequently in the third century 91the title KpaTr&o-To 92 began to be applied to the Areopagites as a group, but its use was not consistent,
88

Bis Acc., 8; Pisc., 24; Eun., 2; see Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, p. 161 and note 29.
Ath. Pol., 68, 4. Lucian's reference is in Bis Acc., 35; see Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, p. 163.
Another passage speaks of a white and a solid ballot, Lucian, Apol., 15; see Delz, p. 164.
90Keil, Beitrdge, p. 81; Busolt-Swoboda, p. 936 and note 14; but compare E. Groag, Die
Reichsbeamten von Achaia in spdtromischer Zeit, Dissertationes Pannonicae, I, 14, 1946, p. 34. Two
other Roman proconsuls seem to have also been Areopagites, Claudius Illyrius toward the middle
of the third century after Christ (I.G., II2, 3689 and 3690) and Rufius Festus in the fourth century
(I.G., I12, 4222).
91I.G., II2, 3607, clearly to be dated before the death of Regilla in A.D. 161; I.G., II2, 3697,
3698, both from before the middle of the third century after Christ.
92 Artur Stein, " Griechische
Rangtitel in der romischen Kaiserzeit," Wiener Studien, XXXIV,
1912, p. 162, produces evidence showing that this title was in use for those of the equestrian order
from Hadrianic times.
89
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since I.G., II2, 3705, dated 238/9-243/4 " on the basis of the archonship of Flavius
Asclepiades, and I.G., II2, 2773, an endowment left to the Areopagus by the same
Flavius Asclepiades when he was herald, do not use it. An Eleusinian list of the
end of the second or beginning of the third century (see Appendix III), which lists
the Areopagites separately, indicates that not all of the Areopagites used this as a
predicate of rank individually. At an earlier date the Areopagites were given the
honorific title of semnotatoi.94
It would be superfluous to repeat here the evidence of Ferguson and Keil9 that
the Areopagus was recruited from ex-archons, but the conclusion of Keil that only
the eponymnosand basileus were eligible requires re-examination. He bases his conclusion on the cursus hoiorumn of the heralds of the Areopagus, assuming, probably
correctly, that they also would have been members of that august body. He found
no example of a herald who had served any archonship lower than either archon or
basileus. Oliver has since cited one document in which it is clear that a former polemarch became herald.96In connectionwith the problemof ex-archons becoming Areopagites, attention should be called to I.G., II2, 1714, an archon list dated by S. Dow 9
to the year of anarchy 88/7, in which Athenodoros son of Athenodoros Aixoneus is
a thesrnothetes. Among the members of the Delian Pythais of 97/6 B.C.98the herald

of the Areopagus is a man of the same name. One must conclude here that both
documents cannot refer to the same man, but must represent two generations of the
same family.
An Eleusinian list, republishedhere as Appendix III, should begin to offer more
specific data on the size of the Areopagus, from which some deductions about the
composition should follow. This list is arranged according to tribes, and at the top of
eachltribal list there is a catalogue of Areopagites. For the attested tribes the numnbers
of Areopagites are as follows: " for Erechtheis, between nine and eleven names; for
Aigeis the numbers are not clear; for Pandionis, eight names; for Ptolemais the evi93

See Notopoulos,Hesperia,XVIII, 1949, pp. 40-41 who would be more precise,placingthe

document in 239/40.
94I.G., II2, 3637, 3656, 3760, 3817, Hesperia, XXXII, 1963, no. 72, p. 49; no. 73, p. 49.
The earliest of these is I.G., II2, 3637, after the middle of the second century after Christ. The
rest are from around the end of the second or the beginning of the third century after Christ, when
the title becomes fairly regular for the Areopagites. I.G., II2, 3705 of the mid-third century is an
exception and I.G., 112, 2773 refers to the most august synhedrion of the Areopagites.
95W. S. Ferguson, "Researches in Athenian and Delian Documents, III," Klio, IX, 1909,
pp. 328-330; Keil, Beitrdge, pp. 82-87.
96 Oliver, "A New Letter of Antoninus Pius," A.J.P., LXXIX, 1958, p. 57, note 4, citing
I.G., II2, 3668 (= I.G., III, addendum 714a).
97
Hesperia,III, 1934, pp. 144-146.
98 I.G., 112, 2336, but see the edition Dow, Harv. St. Cl. Phil., LI, 1940, p. 121, line 183. The
date of the heraldship recorded here is somewhat in doubt; see Kirchner on I.G., 112, 2336, but not
enough so as to affect the sequence of the two documents in question.
99For discussions of the means of arriving at these figures, see Appendix III.
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dence is not clear; for Hadrianis no names are preserved; and for Kekropis, five
names. Thus for three tribes there are between twenty-two and twenty-four names
of Areopagites
an average of seven or eight each. A projection of this
preserved,
for thirteen tribes makes a total of between 91 and 104 Areopagites. Although this
falls short of the number of 150 which Keil estimated as a result of the inclusion of all
ex-archons, still it is considerablyabove his estimate of 30, if only the two top archons
were included, or Oliver's estimate of 45 100 as a total if the three top archons were
included. Oliver makes a good argument for having a number less than 150, when he
points out that the thesmothetes " perhaps tended to be more mature." 100 Nonresidents undertaking the eponymous magistracy and anarchies, not only in the
eponymous archonship but in all nine archonships, would tend to reduce this figure
even more. Keil's findings that the herald was more likely to have been eithler
eponymos or basileus is probably due to the fact that these offices and the heraldship
were undertakenonly by the miostprominent men.
D. THE HERALDOF THE AREOPAGUS

Just as the Areopagus rose to a predominant position in Roman Athens, so also
did its chief officer, the herald of the Areopagus. His name is frequently coupled
with that of the hoplite general, and together they seemnto have been the principal
civic magistrates of Roman Athens. One indication of the herald's rise to prominence
is the appearanceof his name in the archon lists (see Chapter I and Figure 1), where
from the very first list in 88/7, with a single exception (I.G., II2, 1723) where the
name of the hoplite general intervenes, his name appears immediately after those of

the archons, while the name of the hoplite general does not appear until the later
archon lists. Thus far the only acceptable explanation for the appearance of the
herald of the Areopagus and the hoplite general in these lists is their rise to prominence as the ruling magistrates. Their position after the thesmothetai can only be
attributed to the prestige traditionally associated with the archonships. The ephebic

documents 101which name the ephebic magistrates list the hoplite general and the
herald of the Areopagus even more prominently. Beginning from around A.D. 180
they take second and third position between the archon and the basileus. The evidence
of cursus honorumnconfirmns this ranking,""' although in four instances the title of

herald precedes that of hoplite general.103In cuirsusfrom later periods it is not strange
to find an archonship other than the eponymos listed, and this archonship is given
100Hesperia,XXVII,

1958, p. 46.

1I01.G., II', 2119, 2125, 2130, 2193, 2203, 2219, 2231, 2235.
102
I.G., II2, 2086 of 163/4; I.G., IV2, I, 691; I.G., II2, 3688 of the early third century after

Christ. In the last of these two archonships,eponymosand basileus,head the list.
103

I.G., II2, 3546 of the end of the first century after Chlrist, and 3592 (three times) of

165/6-168/9.
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priority over the heraldship of the Areopagus.'04 The heraldship of the Areopagus,
indeed, was important enough to warrant honor for itself alone, for in certain dedications no reference is made to any other magistracies or public services.1'05Such honors
were bestowed on him by the nine archons,'06by the boule of the Areopagus, the boule
of the five hundred and the demos,107by the city,108by his sons 109according to the
doxanta of the most august synhedrion of the Areopagites. One obscure reference is
to be found in a prytany decree, where the name appears in the heading in the genitive
case between the names of a gymnasiarch and a priest of an eponymous hero.1"0
Otherwise the name of the herald of the Areopagus in the genitive is unprecedented
in such a position. The herald also appears as a dedicator in two instances (I.G., II2,
3558, 4075), but these probably do not represent any action in an official capacity.
Finally in the honors decreedthe imperial house in 209/10 (I.G., II2, 1077) the herald
of the Areopagus participatedin the committee which preparedthe gnome for presentation to the boule.
The primary function of this herald would appear to have been his presidency
over meetings of the Areopagus and his function of principal organizer and record
keeper for the business brought before the Areopagus.1" The question arises whether
his presidency is the same as the epistasia recorded by Plutarch (an seni resp. ger.
sit, XX, 794 A-B), or the prohedria of a third century inscription,1"2or the protos
of Alciphron (Ep., III, 36) or the hegemon of an undated inscription (I.G., II2, 4228).
The expression of Alciphron may be compared with a similar reference in another
letter (III, 7) where a man is described as ev rols lrpcroTLof the synhedrion of the
Areopagites. From this, and from the unspecific reference in I.G., II2, 4228 it seems
to follow that the terms indicate not presidency, but prestige, in the same fashion as
princeps or principes were used of certain Roman senators of the Republic."3 The
I.G., II2, 3616 from the end of the second century after Christ, 4087 from the beginning
of the thirdcentury,3668 from the mid-thirdcentury,and 3688 of the early third century.
165Such an omission is rather surprising,since there must have been at least an archonship
to obtainadmissionto the council.
100I.G., II2, 3540 of the middleof the first centuryafter Christ. Note also his appearancein
the archonlists.
107I.G., II2, 3622 after the middleof the secondcenturyafter Christ.
108
I.G., II2, 3666 beginningof the third centuryafter Christ.
109I.G., 112, 3667 of the mid-thirdcenturyafter Christ.
104

110

Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 7, p. 37.

54. On pp. 79-81 Keil comparesthe organizationof the Areopagusand
its heraldto that of an English town counciland its clerk.
112 Oliver,Gerusia,nos. 31 and 32, pp. 125-142;Hesperia,XX, 1951,pp. 350-354; B. D. Meritt,
Hesperia,XXXII, 1963, no. 27, pp. 26-30.
118As opposedto Keil, Beitriige,pp. 74-75, note 108, who believedthat committeechairmanships were involvedin Alciphron,Ep., III, 36, while the man mentionedin Ep., III, 7 is called a
solitarycommissioner(p. 76, note 116) and the word protoiis ignored.For the protoi see Oliver,
Ruling Power, pp. 953-958.
"11Keil, Beitrdge,p.
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evidence still is not definite that the herald possessed the epistasia during a meeting of
the Areopagus, but the nature of his responsibilities would indicate that he did.
In an honorary decree from Epidauros (I.G., IV2, I, 83) the Areopagus charges
its herald to write to the city of the Epidaurians and to send them the hypomnematismos sealed with the public seal.'14 The function of publication also appears in
a pair of ephebic documents of the first century B.C. (I.G., II2, 1039, 1043), where it
is shared with the hoplite general, although he hardly seems suited to this context,
since the decree being published is one of the boule and demos in one case and of the
boule in the other. The possession of the state seal represents an important change
from former custom-for in the days
theof
democracy the epistates of the prytaneis
held the state seal.115Keil argues that if the seal were possessed by the epistates of
the prytaneis, his successor in possession would also possess epistasia."16He also
appears as a member of a delegation to visit the island of Lemnos, together with the
These functions he may have
hoplite general and the herld of the boule and deos.7
ex
as
the
of
the
performed officio
principal representative
Areopagus. His appearance
so often in conjunction with the hoplite general has led Keil 11 to another argument
that he was presiding officer of the boule of the Areopagus. Keil sets up a parallel
structure of the hoplite general presiding over the boule and ekklesia and the herald
of the Areopagus over the Areopagus. Unfortunately the presidency of the hoplite
general is not proven, but only surmised on the basis of his being able to summon
either assembly as a law court (see above), while it would seem that the closest opposite
number to the herald of the Areopagus would be the herald of the boule and demos,
who also was included in the embassy to Lemnos.118
The functions of the herald of tthe
judicial realm are more clear.
In Lucian's Bis Accusatus,1"9when Zeus realizes that he is unable to handle all of the
business falling upon him and decides to call a day of court sessions, the announcement
of the day of court falls to Hermes (Bis A cc., 12); and Hermes announces the cases
to Dike, who in turn assigns jurors and courts. In this function Hermes, the herald
par excellence, can only represent the herald of the Areopagus (as Delz suggested,
who identifies Zeus with Hadrian and Dike with the governor of the province). This
function is echoed in actual events in the terms of Hadrian's letter on fish sales,'20
See Keil, Beitrdge, pp. 53-54; Graindor, Tibere a Trajan, p. 65 and note 2.
115W. P. Wallace, "The Public Seal of Athens," Phoenix, III, 1949, pp. 70-73.
114

16 Keil, Beitrdge, pp. 53-54.
117

118

I.G.,II2, 1051 of after 38/7

B.C.

I.G., II2, 1051, line 4, where

Kxpve

is probably a better restoration than ypapTCi'1.

See also

the oil law of Hadrian, where the herald of the boule and demos appearsin line 13; I.G., II2, 1100
Oliver, Ruling Power, pp. 959-963.
119 See Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, pp. 153-156.
120 I.G., II2,

1103, lines 7-8; see also Graindor, Hadrien, p. 95 and note 4; Delz, Lukians
Kenntnis, pp. 152-153; Oliver, "Athens of Hadrian." o. 124.
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where the endeixis is to be made to the herald of the Areopagus, indicating that it
would fall to him to put the matter on a court docket.12' An inscription cited above 122
as possibly referring to the herald of the archon, might'as well refer to the herald of
the Areopagus. The words of lines 6 and 7 introduce " those unpunished" and " those
exercising eisagoge," indicating a document concernedwith legal matters. Except for
a pair of references to setting limits the meaning is obscure. Finally a document
dealing with grain prices 123 mentions the Areopagus and a herald, probably of the
Areopagus. This also probably deals with regulation of prices and the procedures to
control prices. These functions in the judicial sphere would tend to confirm his duties
as the man who preparedagenda for the various commissions and served as manager
of the business of the Areopagus.
In the religious sphere, a single possible reference to the herald of the Areopagus
is preserved 124 in a document decreeing honors for Julia Domna, where a group of
magistrates, including the [archons], all the priests, and [the herald, were to pour
libations] while the hoplite general offered first sacrifice. The high rank of the surrounding magistrates would suggest that this herald was the herald of the Areopagus.
AS BENEFICIARYOFENDOWMENTS
E. THE AREOPAGUS

A pair of documents attest to the Areopagites being beneficiaries of wills, one
from near the end of the second century after Christ 20 and one from ca. A.D. 240
(I.G., II2, 2773).126 The latter of these two documents records the gifts of a herald

of the Areopagus to that most august body (lines 1-8). These included meals in
the prytancion (line 12) for the last month, a fixed sum to be given to each Areopagite on the twelfth day of Skirophorion and on the birthday of the legator, anlda
pair of similar gifts to be distributed individually, the nature of which is nlow lost.
There follows a list of dispositions for his heroon, followed by the word kephalaion,

which can mean either a chapter or a principal,12then the word for a " disposition." 1:s
Certain similarities between this and the former of the two documents may be cited.

121Although a distinctionmay be made between ceideixisand apagoge (U. Paoli, Studi di
Diritto Attico, Pubblicazionidella R. Universit/adegli Studi di Firenze, Facolta di lettere e di
filosofia,IX, 1930,p. 238), it wouldseemthat the procedureof bringingeitherbeforethe courtwould
be similar.
122

See p. 14; Hesperia, XXX, 1961, no. 33, p. 236, whlere MIerittlikens the hand to that of

secondcenturyimperialletters.
123 I.G., II>, 1118b,lines 5 and 7; see above,p. 49 and note 43.
124 I.G., II', 1076, re-editedwith new fragmentsby Oliver, Harv. St. Cl. Phil., Suppl. I, 1940,
pp. 522-535,lines 28-30.
125Hesperia,XXX, 1961, no. 32, p. 236; see the commentsof Oliver, Hesperia, XXX, 1961,
p. 403 and J. and L. Robert,Bull. Epigr., 1962,no. 107, p. 145.
126 L. Robert has collecteda numberof such wills. See St. Anat., Paris, 1937, pp. 379-380,
note 5 and Bull. Epigr., 1949, no. 205, p. 153.
127
128

For

meaning "principal," see Laum, Stiftungen, I, p. 147.
see Laum, op. cit., I, p. 116.

KefaXaaov
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set out at interest (line 4), connected with
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birthday celebrations. A second principal is listed, followed by the regulations for its
use. Oliver 130suggests that the sums at the end might have to do with the cult of
the dead, and such a cult would seem to pertain to both documents. The distributtions
to the Areopagites or to anyone else would guarantee their participation in such a
cult, it would seem.
F.

CONCLUSIONS

Precisely when and how the Areopagus was raised to its predominant position
in the Roman constitution is not clear. Very significant is the appearance of decrees
in its name, alone or in combination with other councils, from the middle of the first
century B.C. But even before these Cicero gave evidence of its importance.13'The
herald of the Areopagus appears to have risen in prominence at a date earlier than
that at which our evidence first indicates a dominant position for the Areopagus. He
figured prominently in the Delian Pythaids from 103/2-97/6,132 in the Delphic
and in the archon lists.1"4Very shortly after the refortums
Pythaids of 128 and 97 B.C.133
of Sulla he appears as publishing magistrate in an ephebic document.'35The evidences
of changes in its position in the state are few before the fourth century after Christ:
in the last third of the second century the hypomnematismtosgave way to the dogmna;
in the second and especially the third centuries the word Areopagite and its plural
became common, indicating more emphasis on the individual members; and in the
third century the members seem to have been predominantly Roman knights. In the
fourth century the Areopagus appears to have become primarily a judicial body. At
this period also, it seems that individual Areopagites exercised very summary rights
of jurisdiction. These taken together can only indicate a radical constitutional reform,
but like the changes due to the Sullan reform, its details are obscure.
A note must be added that I.G., II2, 13221 is not Attic and that the reading of
is false."3
line 10, 'Apeorayo [v] ol ra(l(ia),
129 A codicillunmis a " written document containing dispositions of a testator to be valid after
his death," A. Berger, An Encyclopedic Dictionary of Roman Law, Transactions of the American
Philosophical Society, XLIII, 2, 1953, pp. 392-393.
130 Hesperia, XXX, 1961, p. 403, note 2, who also mentions parallel documents.
131 De nat. deor.,
II, 29, 74; Ad Att., I, 14, 5; V, 11, 6; Ad Fain., XIII, 1, 5.
132 I.G., II2, 2336 and 2454. See the text of Dow, Harv. St. Cl. Phil., LI, 1940, pp. 116-124.
133Fouilles de Delphes, III, 2, 1909-1913, nos. 2 and 3, p. 14.
134 See
Figure 1.
135I.G., II2, 1039, III, lines 63-64; see Raubitschek, " Sylleia," Studies in Honor of Allan
Chester Johnson, pp. 49-57.
136
L. Robert, " Hellenica," Rev. de Phil., XVIII, 1944, pp. 39-40.
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THE BOULE AND THE DEMOS
Alongside the Areopagus in Roman Athens the boule and the ekklesia continued
to function. They will be discussed under six major headings, two each for the boule,
and demntos
acting together, for the boule acting alone, and for the demos acting alone.
The former of each pair of headings will deal with dedications, the latter with decrees,
procedure,and structure. The documentation for the sections on dedications is to be
found in Appendix I.
A.

DEDICATIONS OF THE BOULE AND THE DEMOS

In the Roman period the officialtitle of the government of the polis of the Athenians became " the Boule of the Areopagus, the Boule of the five (or six) hundred, and
the Demos," 1 but the former title, " the Boule and the Demos of the Athenians "
continued to appear in dedications.2 The simplest example of this continued usage
was the awards of wreaths or crowns. This award, customary to the boule and the
demos, never appears to have been shared with the Areopagus. The most common
recipients of these crowns are religious functionaries: basket bearers, initiates from
the hearth, and in one case a bearer of the secret symbols of Athena Polias. The single
certain exception to this pattern is a pair of crowns included in a group of nine (I.G.,
II2, 3218), where the crowns awarded by the boule and the demos recall service by
an Athenian nauarchos as archon of the Kerykes and as an ambassador.8 Each of
the inscribed stones contains at least a pair of crowns, all for the same person, and the
aforesaid monument of the navarch (I.G., II2, 3218) records nine awards, although
only two of these are from the Athenian state. No one of the documents is certainly
later than the first century after Christ, and only two have been put forward as
possibly being later.
The names of the boule and the deimosappear as dedicators of statues. As with
the crowns, the shorter form of the name of the boutleis used (i.e. simply " the
boule ").4 The beginning and the end of the series of statues dedicated by the boule
1 See Appendix I, pp. 140-145; in a small number of documents the name of the demos appears
in an especially prominent position, either in front of that of the boule of the Areopagus, or in front
of that of the boule of the six hundred. These exceptions will be discussed below.
2 Graindor
already has analyzed the types of decrees known at his time. Because of a large
increase in sources it is necessary to rework the material. In order to avoid repeated reference to
his excellent studies a general acknowledgment is here made to Graindor, Auguste, pp. 101-102, 104,
108; Tibere a Trajan, p. 67; Hadrien, pp. 87-90.
3 For an interpretation of this inscription see Rostovtzeff, Hellenistic World, II, p. 949.
4In one document the long form is used, I.G., II2, 4211. Kirchner, following Michaelis (Rh.
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and demnosfall at dates later than those of the award of crowns. The greatest concentration of statues falls late in the first century before Christ and early in the first
century after, correspondingwith the concentrations of statues by the boule alone and
the demiosalone (for a suggested explanation, see below, p. 83). The social position
of the people so honored covers a wide range, although no Roman emperors appear.
Dedicatees include Drusus Caesar (I.G., II2, 3257) and Queen Glaphyra (I.G., II2,
3437/8) daughter of king Archelaos of the Cappadocians, several notable Romans,
prominent Athenians, and religious functionaries. Three of the bases indicate that
the boule and the demos themselves set up the statues (I.G., II2, 3490, 3887/8, 3649
[restored]), and it would seem logical to suppose that this were true of all, especially
in view of the large number of foreigners, whose benefits to Athens must have far
outweighed the cost of their statues.5 One of the bases held a statue of a girl four
of whose crowns were recorded on it (I.G., II2, 3554, already mentioned above).
Finally, both among the crowns and among the statues there are two examples of a
dedication in which the name of the demos precedes that of the boule (I.G., II2, 3884
and 3489).
Three documents are recorded using longer formulas. A herm and a statue
398 3678), both set up by third parties, were decreed by the hypomnema(I.G., II 3982,
tismos of the
the
Areopagus and by the eperotemaof the boule and denos. The eperotema,
as will be shown below, appears to have been the exclusive property of the boule of the
five hundred and the boule of the Areopagus. The denmosparticipated in it only in
both of
other two corporations. The third document was
conjunction with one orthe
a dedication set up according to the psephisma of the boule and demos (I.G., II2,
2246). It shares a stone with another inscription dated to around 276 B.C., but seems
to be undated itself.6 If the restoration were correct, this would be the only example
of a dedication Karaqreito-,ra of the boule and demos, except for some theater seats
is much more likely. The
(Appendix I, p. 148), but the restoration 4tcraaevr'v

lus., XVI, 1861, p. 225), restores the lengthened form to I.(u., II2, 4166. On the other hand Dittenberger, I.G., III, 596 and Loewy, Inschriften griechischer Bildhauer, Leipzig, 1885, no. 67, p. 54,
do not restore the lengthened form. If Loewy's sketch is correct, there would not seem to be room
for the horizontal stroke of the tau of the article. There seems no reason to disallow the possibility
of a vacant space between the name of the boule and that of the demos.
e Keil, Beitrdge, p. 42, sees the fact that the eperotema was used only for the sake of honoring
Athenian citizens as evidence for his interpretation of the eperotema (see above, pp. 45-47) on
the grounds that no Athenian would have undertaken to pay for honors to a foreigner if asked by
the decreeing corporation. On the contrary, it appears to me that the eperotema was addressed to the
decreeing corporation by an Athenian desiring to erect a statue at his own expense, and dedicatees
tended to be people related to him by blood, office, or other such. On the opposite side, the high
concentration of foreigners among the other sorts of decrees is not that individual Athenians would
not accept the responsibility of paying for the monument, but that the benefactions of these people
were to the city as a whole, not to individuals.
6 The two documents clearly are separate. Koumanoudis ('ApX.TEO.,1890, pp. 108-110, no. 4)
refers it to Roman times, while Kirchner merely calls it the " pars antica."
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two of these documents to which a date may be assigned both should be placed after
the middle of the second century after Christ.
It has been shown above (see pp. 38-39) that from
th
e middle of the second
century after Christ dedications set up in the name of the polis probably represent
dedications of
the
othe
denmosas opposed to dedications by the Areopagus.
This date also marks the beginning of the heaviest concentration of dedications of
the polis (Appendix I, pp. 145-146), which continues through
thee of the
third
throughe middle
century. The range of people so honored includes a Roman Emperor, Marcus Aurelius
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(I.G., II2, 3409), Julia Domna (I.G., II2, 3415), several notable Romans and native

Athenians prominent in many categories. In six instances a third party is mentioned
as epimeletesof
work and
the twice the polis is said to have been the constructor. Not
a single third party constructor appears. Thus the boule and demos appear to have
been financially responsible for the work. The epimelete probably was allotted funds
for the project, but was probably expected to contribute something from his own
resources.7
B.

PROCEDURES FOR JOINT ACTION OF TTIE BOULE AND THE DEMOS

The procedures for cooperation between the Areopagus on one hand and the
boule and demos on the other have been discussed above (see pp. 32-36). Decrees

continued to be issued in the name of the boule and demos jointly. These might be
studied to see if these two corporationsmaintainedthe same relationshipto one another
as formerly.
The earliest preserved decrees from Roman Athens inclutde a group of three
ephebic documents, which probably are to be dated during the second half of the
first century B.C.8 It has already been suggested that these three probably form a
group representing a reaction to the constitution of Sulla as exemplified in I.G., 112,
1039 and I.G., II2, 1043, on the basis of the appearance of the generals and the taminas

of the stratiotic funds as publishing magistrates, while the documents representing

the Sullan Constitution were published by the hoplite general and the herald of the
Areopagus. This change of publishing magistrate probably is related to a more
significant change also reflected in this group of inscriptions, that is, the alternation
between the boule alone and the boule and demos as the decreeing corporations. I.G.,
II2, 1039, to be dated to the period 83-73 B.C.,9 and I.G., II2, 1043 of 38/7 B.C. are both

7 It would not be
surprising if the epimelete were expected to add a portion of his own money
to the funds allotted him in order to make the monument more grandiose, or even it is possible that
the public treasuries would award him insufficient funds. The epimeletes of work certainly are
prominent enough people. Epimeletes for constructing monuments also appear in other types of
(ledications; those of the boule of the Areopagus, the bottle of the five (or six) hundred, and the
demos (eleven instances); of the boule of the Areopagus and the demos (one instance); although
in cases of dedications such as these third parties appear sometimes as actual constructors.
8 I.G., II2, 1040, 1041, 1042; see above, p. 20, note 28.
9 For the date see Raubitschek, " Sylleia," Studies in Honor of Allan Chester Johnson, pp. 49-57.
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decrees of the boule alone, while I.G., II2, 1040, 1041, and 1042 all contain indications
of cooperation between the boule and the demos. Two of these (I.G., II2, 1041 and
1042) are distinguished by the reappearance,although much restored in the preserved
texts, of the proposal to reimburse the allotted prohedroi in the succeeding assembly
and to offer to the assembly the proposal of the boule,
the th
thus recalling the standard
probouleutic function of the pre-Sullan boule. The other decree (I.G., II2, 1040 9)
resembles the two decrees of the boule alone, except that in the heading appears the
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formula E'8o0fvrrj /3ovXr Kaotr 8e7Rj&)otjust before the name of the proposer. Further,

the resolution is sufficiently well preserved to indicate that it was a decision of the
boule and the demos. Another decree to be dated to 49/8 B.c.'0 bears some resemblance
to the last of these ephebic decrees. Its opening formula indicates that it also is a
decree of both the boule and the denmos( [E?8oev irj 83ovX\tKat TGWJSrt]

, which fits

the space), and the publishing officer of the decree immediately above it is the tamias
of the stratiotic funds. This document probably can be grouped wviththe ephebic
decree I.G., 112, 1040.

In addition to these decrees there are several other documents in which cooperation between the boule and the demos is indicated. These were for the most part
passed in an assembly, and it would seem logical to suppose that they represent a
continuation of the probouleutic function of the boule.1"An honorary decree for a
dadouchos of ca. 20 B.C.,12 passed in an assembly, according to the headings, would

the
appear to have been a joint effort of the boule and demos in
similarity
of its structure to that of another decree, clearly indicated as a decree of the boule
This
and the deos
his
decre
latter is the decree in hoor of Lamprias dated to ca. A.D. 40-42,
the
to
the
heading, was passed in an assembly, but according to the
which, according
wording of the resolution is a decree of the boule and the demos. A slightly different
sort of document is I.G., 12, 1072,14since it was passed in a meeting of the boule
and not in an assembly, but the formula of the resolution would indicate that it was a
joint decree of the boule and demos."5This clearly could not be used to argue in favor
9aA new edition in Hesperia, XXXIV, 1965, pp. 255-262.
0
I.G., II2, 1047. See also Accame, II dominio romano, p. 174, who cites it as an example of

continued cooperation between the boule and the demos. The date of the archon is confirmed by
W. B. Dinsmoor, The Archons of Athens in the Hellenistic Age, Cambridge, Mass., 1931, p. 282.
11The documents in this section will be discussed again below insofar as the texts preserved
for us are products either of a meeting of the boule or of the assembly.
12 I. Chlr.
Threpsiades, 'EAevtvtaKa, I, 1932, pp. 223-236; re-edited by P. Roussel, Mtelanges Bidez
(= Annuaire de l'Institute de Philologie et d'Histoire orientales de l'universite de Bruxelles, II)
1934, pp. 819-834.
13 I.G., IV2, I, 84 = S.I.G.3, 796 B, III; see also Graindor, Tibere d Trajan, pp. 62-65; Delz,
Litkians Kenutntis, p. 138.
4
See Graindor, Tibere a Trajacn,pp. 69-70.
15 Keil, Beitdige, p. 29 and note 34, suggests that the boule alone was able to pass decrees valid
as decrees of the boule and demos. Graindor, Hadrien, pp. 86-87 did not hesitate to accept it as a
decree of the boule and the demos.
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of a continuation of the probouleutic function of the boule. Finally the decree of
honors for Ulpius Eubiotos 16is somewhat exceptional and will be treated separately.
To the epigraphical evidence there may also be added the material gathered by
Josef Delz in his analysis of the works of Lucian,17which contain three parodies of
Athenian decrees (Tim., 50-51; Deor. Conc., 14; Nec., 19). These parodies contain
basically the same elements as Athenian decrees, but the arrangementof these elements
differs. In only one of these is it clear that the proposal is presented at an ekklesia
(Deor. Conc., 14). The other two do not state at what meeting they are presented,
and in one case (Timon, 50) the context indicates that " the demos has been assembled
and both councils are waiting." Of the decrees in Lucian's works, only that one in
the Deor. Conc. contains a heading.
Delz, in his analysis of the decrees, stressed the following points. The epigraphical documents continued to use the long standard formula " so and so d7rev,"
while the decrees in Lucian all have the phrase " so and so etrermv yvA v." He compares this to similar usage in Thucydides in order to offer an alternative to the
proposal of Householder 18 that the formula in Lucian was a borrowing from Aeolic
Cyme. This matter of the wording of the formula would not seem to have deep
constitutional significance, since gnomnemeans merely a proposal not yet voted to the
status of a decree (see Appendix II, pp. 161-162). The real contribution of Delz in
analyzing the decrees is the recognition that the clause opening the resolution, eSoxocu
KatrS 8'pwt, was peculiar to Roman times (p. 138).19 Indeed, except for
rjt SovXAj&

the decrees assigned to the period of reaction in the second half of the first century
before Christ, all of the decrees passed in the assembly and one decree passed in a
boule (I.G., II2, 1072) begin their resolution with this formula. Delz concludes that
the word 8eSo&Xat,
formerly used in the probouleumaof the boule and referring only
to the action of the boule, when it came to be used in the Roman period to introduce
the resolution of both the boule and the demtos,would indicate that the probouleutic
function had been lost. His suggestion is that a common session may have passed
the decrees (p. 139). This would not be much different from the boulekklesia at
Priene.20 The use of the formula as Delz views it does not necessarily prove that the
probouleutic function was lost, since the phrase 8E8S0Oat 'rt ,3ovX7t,which of old was
16Oliver,Gerusia,nos. 31, 32, pp. 125-142;Hesperia,XX, 1951,pp. 350-354; Meritt,Hesperia,
XXXII, 1963,no. 27, pp. 26-30.
17LukiansKenntnis,pp. 136-141. Delz treatsnot only the parodiesof decreesfound in Lucian,
but he also analyzesthe epigraphicalmaterial.
18F. W. Householder," The MockDecreesin Lucian,"T.A.P.A., LXXI, 1940,pp. 199-201.
19A problem arises in connectionwith the decrees reported in Lucian, since the formula
openingthe resolutionuses the imperativemood, ratherthan the infinitive. The differenceis that
betweenthe directand indirectdiscourseof the literaryand documentarysource.
20
Inschriftenvon Priene, no. 246, p. 150; see the commentsof Keil, Beitrdge,pp. 32-33, who
believesthat in Athens there were joint meetingsof the ekklesiawith both councils.
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used in the resolution of probouleumtata,became the formula to introduce the resolution of actual decrees of the boule in the Roman period, and it appears, although
restored, introducing the resolution of a decree of the demos alone (I.G., II2, 1078).
Therefore it would seem that a change of wording in the formulae occurred in the
became the standard introduction to resoluRoman period and that the word 8ES6'x0aL
tions of any decree. There is no proof that the loss of probouleutic function caused
this change. The question is still open whether these decrees of the boule and demos
passed in a session of the assembly were passed by the assembly alone in the name of
of
both corporations, or were passed by the assembly on the basis of a probouletluma
the boule.
To attribute these changes to a new procedure of common meetings is certainly
incorrect, since there appears to be evidence for separate meetings of the bouttleand
the demos at which each assembly acted separately on the same proposal. This appears
in two separate decrees, both probablydated within the last quarter of the first century
B.C.21 Further, there are indications that the boule at least was able to decree alone
in the name of the boule and the demnos(see below, pp. 79-80), and the possibility
suggests itself that the assembly had the same prerogative, especially in view of the

extraordinary prominence of the demnosin the Augustan age (see below, p. 82)
and the decrees of the boule and the demos for which there is no record of the action
of the boule (see above, p. 65).
Before concluding this discussion of probouleuinata reference must be made to
the decrees for Ulpius Eubiotos 22 passed ca. A.D. 230 by the three corporations. The
very lateness of its date ought to be warning enough not to group it with the documents of the first century B.C.listed above. The preserved portions of this document
are composed of two decrees, the latter of which appears to be a decree of the Areopagus and the former, although the heading is lost, to be a decree of the boule and the
demtnos.The former decree offers no information concerning the relationship between
the boule and the demos but in the latter there occurs the phrase 23 " just as the boule
fore-considered concerning these." This passage would seem to indicate that the
probouleutic function had not been lost, even at this late date, although it hardly
seems likely that its form remainedunchanged.

I.G., II2, 1069, a decreein honor of Julius Nikanor,in which the names of the boule of the
Areopagusand that of the six hundredappearin the considerations,which led Graindor(Auguste,
pp. 104-105) to concludethat even if the assemblydid nothing more than ratify the decisionsof
the two councils,at least it met separatelyand voted separately. A decree concerninghonors for
the emperorAugustus (I.G., II2, 1071 but see the text of G. A. Stamires,Hesperia, XXVI, 1957,
no. 98, pp. 260-265 and the commentaryof Graindor,Auguste, p. 101), probablypassed by the
boule,clearlyindicatesin line 4 that the demoshad decreedbeforehand.
22
Oliver, Gerusia,nos. 31, 32, pp. 125-142;Hesperia,XX, 1951,pp. 350-354; Meritt,Hesperia,
XXXII, 1963, no. 27, pp. 26-30.
28 Gerusia,no. 31, lines 39-40; Meritt, Hesperia,XXXII, 1963, no. 27, pp. 26-30, lines 28-29
(restored); Oliver, Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 350-351, suggests a variant restorationnot adopted
21

by Meritt.
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The boule appears alone in the role of dedicator. Just as the boule and demos
could award crowns jointly, so also several crowns awarded by the boule alone are
preserved (see Appendix I, p. 152). Besides those accompanying prytany decrees
(omitted from the list given in Appendix I), crowns were awarded to athletes (I.G.,
II2 3158) and religious functionaries of the same sort as those whom the boule and
demos so honored (I.G., II2, 3727). The preserved monuments are hardly numerous
a number
enough to warrant further conclusions. Likewise the boule alone dedicatedicated
of statues (see Appendix I, p. 153). Graindor2 has already observed that the boule
by itself appears as a dedicatorof statues and herms only during the reign of Augustus
and then againthe
not ntil
reign of Hadrian. The present list includes his examples
and some new documentation,but there is no call to alter his conclusions. In connection
with the list in Appendix I, it is necessary to cite also I.G., II2, 3579, a herm which
the boule set up according to its own doxanta,2 dated to sometime after the Hadrianic
reforms. It should be noted that the concentrationof dedications of statues, especially
that under Augustus, coincides admirably with similar concentrations dedicated by
the boule and demos and by the demos alone. More will be said about this later.
A single document indicates that the boule itself set up the statue (I.G., II2, 3636),
and there is no indication of action by a third party in any of the dedications. So it may
be assumed that the boule wvasresponsible for the setting up of all which bear its name
in the nominative. In a single case, not a statue, but a herm (I.G., II2, 3735) was
dedicatednot with the usual formula, but with the words: " having been honoredwith a
herm also in the tholos by the most august boule of the five hundred." Another (I.G.,
II, the
the of
first century after Christ, was a statue of
4475a), from the beginning
a man healed by Asklepios and Hygeia, set up by the boule on the orders of the god.
A group of herms (see Appendix I, p. 153) was set up " with the boule decreeing."
All of these appear to post-date the Hadrianic reforms. One bears an indication
that a husband requested the mnonument(I.G., II2, 3960), and another that the
prytaneis set it up (I.G., II2, 3680). Only one with certainty can be said not to have
indicated the name of a third party.26 It seems probable that all of the decrees in this
category were passed at the instigation of a third party and that the third party paid
for the monument. There is a single example of the formula " so and so requesting
from the boule of the five hundred,"in this case a mother seeking to set up a statue of
her son (I.G., II2, 3996).

Before continuing with an analysis of the types of decrees passed by the boule,
24

Auguste, pp. 77, 104, 108; Tibere a Trajan, p. 67.
IHadrien, p. 90, wanted to emend the reading, but concerning this see below,

5 Graindor,

p. 70.
26 I.G., JJII2,4007, but republished with a new fragment by Oliver, Hesperia, X, 1941, no. 65.
pp. 260-261, and again with an improved text, Expounders, p. 78.
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notice should be taken of certain items where the name of the boule is conspicuous by
its absence (see Appendix I, pp. 143-144). There seems to be a concentration of such
in the early first century after Christ and a scattering in the first century before and
down into the third century after Christ. These may be adduced as further evidence
that the boule and ekklesia were able to act separately.
This would seem to be a proper occasion to discuss the use of the word psephisnma
or words related to it as used in dedications. The participial form *-qta'apf/'v is
the most common, appearing in decrees of the boule of the Areopagus, the boule
of the five hundred, and the demos (see Appendix I, pp. 144, three instances); in
decrees of the boule of the Areopagus alone (see Appendix I, pp. 150, eight instances); in decrees of the boule of the five hundred alone (see Appendix I, p. 153,
four instances); in decrees of the city and the demos (see Appendix I, p. 146, one
instance); and in decrees of the city (see Appendix I, p. 146, three instances). The
word psephos appears twice in metrical inscriptions recording decrees of the boule
of the Areopagus (I.G., II2, 3632 and 4006). The word /i4oio-ar& occurs certainly
only once (I.G., II2, 3945) in a decree of the Areopagus, and, indeed, is the sole
example of a dedication using psephismnaor a related word which can be dated before
the Hadrianic reforms. In I.G., II, 3969 7qftcrJLaT&
is restored in a dedication
of
e
the
boule
of
boule
of
the
five
hundred and the demios.
the
the
probably
Areopagus,
The phrase Kara *-qOty.fiahas been restored in a single dedication approved by the
boule and demos (I.G., II2, 2246). Except for the theater seats dedicated Kara
iotFr a,s27where the expression may well refer to a decree by the boule and demos,

the phrase does not appear in dedications. It might be suggested that I.G., II2, 3969

and I.G., II2, 2246 be restored q

craev

. Quintus Trebellius Rufus, in his cursus

hoitorum28 dated to Domitianic times, is described as " having been honored by a
psephisma for the setting up of statues and likenesses in every temple and noteworthy
the
of
pdecreeto
spot in the city." Traditionally a psephisa was the name applied
the people based upon the probouleua
of tboule,
the
as was probably the case with
the three ephebic documents of the democratic reaction (I.G., II2, 1040, 1041, 1042),
but it is clear that in the Roman period a psephismtamight emanate from the boule
alone 29or from the demos alone.30The majority of the texts using the word psephisma

belong to the early period of the Roman empire, the first century B.C. The first sure
27 I.G., II2,

5101, 5105, 5121, 5122, 5124, 5138, 5151.

28

Hesperia, X, 1941, no. 32, pp. 72-77; see also Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 80.
29
boue
As for example in the case of I.G., II2, 3625, a dedication of the boule
the of the Areopagus, the
boiile of the five hundred, and the demos, but subscribed i( 5r/pa)/3(ovAXt?) or I.G., II2, 1039, an
ephebic decree from between 83 and 73 B.C., whose heading bears the legend /3ovAi qr^acAarTa.
Indeed in the publication clauses of decrees of the boule alone (I.G., II2, 1043, and the prytany
decrees, see below) the term psephisma is used.
30 I.G., II2, 1071, as restored by Graindor, Auguste, p. 101, and re-edited by G. A. Stamires,
Hesperia, XXVI, 1957, no. 98, pp. 260-261, where the phrase appears 7p] 6TrpOV E1/r'ao Oaa,oO
or I.G., II2, 1078, whose publication clause calls the decree a psephisma.
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occurrenceof qr w-oap,uvr7
in a dedication must be dated not long after the Hadrianic
and
continue
reforms,3
they
through the first half of the third century after Christ.
The word is used only in dedications including one or the other boule; it never appears
with the name of the denos alone, although the demnios
can be included, possibly as
approving the psephisma of either boule.
Probably the most characteristic formula used by the boule in decreeing honors
reads: KalraTro &reparr-,9jar-T ,3ovX'^grCovP>(see Appendix I, pp. 153-154).

The first
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securely dateable examples all post-date the Hadrianic tribal reform. Kirchner has
suggested a date in the first century after Christ for I.G., II2, 3933 and in either the
first or second century after Christ for I.G., II2, 4496, although in neither case is
there any secure criterion. The latest could fall about the middle of the third century

after Christ (I.G.,

II2,

3815).

The dedicatees seem to be limited to noteworthy

Athenians. Of the monuments sufficientlywell preserved to contain the information,32
only two (I.G., II2, 3638, 3815) do not contain the name either of the constructor or
the requestor of the monument. Those who requested monuments include parents,
friends, and fellow magistrates.
Finally the boule was able to use the formula Kara ra 86oavra (see Appendix I,

p. 154). Only three examples are preserved, one of which has a strange formula
(I.G., II2, 3579), in which the namneof the boule appears in the nominative, and not
the dative. Graindor 3 would emend this to a dative case on the grounds that there are
no other examples of either boule executing its own decisions. In Roman Athens,
where decrees of honor were so common and could be quite extraordinary, it does
not seem unreasonable that the boule requested permission of itself to construct a
monument. Since there are so few dedications using the formula KarT ra S64avra

of the boule, it is preferable to discuss all the dedications according to thle doxanta
of any and all corporations together.
There is no sure example of dedications Kara Tra86eavra outside of those of the

Areopagus (Appendix I, pp. 149-150, six documents) and those of the bouleof the five
hundred (Appendix I, p. 154, three documents). In both of those attributed to
the Areopagus, the boule of five (or six) hundred, and the demos (Appendix 1,
p. 144) the formula is restored, and in the sole example attributed to the Areopagus
and the boule of the six hundred (Appendix I, p. 144), the readings are not above
suspicion. The earliest firmly dateable example (I.G., II2, 3008, ca. A.D. 112)34 is
among those in which the formula is restored. The remaining dedications whose
readings are undisputed all can be placed in the latter half of the second century or
the third century after Christ.35The majority of these dedications indicate that a thlird
31I.G., 1II2, 4210; for L. Aemilius Juncus, see PIR2, I p. 55, no. 355.
32I.G., III, 965, 966b;
no. 17 are too

33Hadrien,p. 90.

Hesperia,XIII, 1945,

poorlypreserved.

34Dated by the reappearance of the archon and an ephebe in the ephebic list, I.G., II2, 2023.

35I.G., II2, 3521 has been dated to the early first centuryafter Christ,probablyon the basis
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party was responsible for the monument, and this probably is true of the remainder.
The people honored all seem to be Athenians, ranging from important magistrates and
priests to men of learning. The dedicators seem to cover a wide range of Athenian
society. Because of the meager number of such decrees, few firm conclusions are
possible. There are no records of procedures which can be definitely related to a
dedication passed according to the doxainta.
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D. THE BOULE: DECREES,STRUCTURE,PROCEDURE
The boule continues to be the corporation addressed by the prytancis seeking to

set up a statue of their treasurer 36 or to honor him with a crown; 37 indeed the continuity of prytany decrees passed by the boule continues down from the time before
Sulla into the times of Augustus, it would seem. In later times only one list is preserved, and that from the time of Hadrian.38 In a number of other instances where
the prytaneis propose honors, they are granted by decree of the boule. Around A.D.
132/3, prefixed to a decree in which the prytaineishonored themselves, is a dedication by the boule of " the herald." 39 In another dedication of the early third century
(I.G., II2, 3680) the prytanecisset up a herm of a man on his becoming sitones with
the boule of the five hundred decreeing. This dedication is followed by a list of the
prytaneis. Somewhat after A.D.200 the prytaineishonored the epistates and " sacred
Elder" with a herm according to the eperotema of the boule of the five hundred.40
Below this dedication they also appended the decree by which the prytaneis honored

themselves. But dedications by the prytaneis need not have been passed by the boule
of the high priest of the Augusti,or on the basis of letterforms. The use of the word "Areopagitai"
insteadof " the bouleof the Areopagus" would indicatea muchlater date.
36 I.G., II2, 1050= Dow, Prytaneis, no. 97,
pp. 165-166 of the early first century before
Christ; Hesperia, XVII, 1948, no. 13, p. 29 of around 80 B.C.; no. 14, p. 30 of 64/3 B.C.; I.G.,
II2, 1049=- Dow, Prytaneis,no. 101, pp. 170-171 of 57/6 B.C.; I.G., II2, 1048=-Dow, Prytaneis,
no. 113, pp. 182-183 of 45-20 B.C.;Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, no. 50, p. 198 of the end of the
first centuryB.C.; I.G., II2, 1070= Dow, Prytaneis,no. 119, p. 193 of shortlybeforeA.D. 19; I.G.,
II2, 1073+ 1074 - Dow, Prytaneis,no. 121, pp. 193-197 --Oliver, A4.J.P.,LXX, 1949, pp. 299300, 403, of ca. A.D. 120.
37 I.G., II2, 3219 of
62/1 B.C.; Dow, Prytaneis, no. 100, p. 170 of mid-firstcenturyB.C.; ibid.,
no. 112, p. 182 of the third quarterof the first centuryB.C.; ibid., no. 114, pp. 183-185of the age
of Augustus; ibid., no. 115, pp. 185-186 of 25/4-18/7? B.C.;ibid., no. 116, pp. 186-191, of ca.
20 B.C.; Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, no. 49, p. 197 of the end of the first century B.C.; Hesperia,
XXIX, 1960, no. 41, p. 34 of around the year 1; Hesperia, IV, 1935, no. 7, pp. 38-40 = Dow,
Prytaneis,no. 120, p. 193 of the early first centuryB.C.; Hesperia,XXXIII, 1964, no. 62, p. 217 of
the first centuryafter Christ.
38 I.G., II2, 1073
+ 1074= Dow, Prytaneis, no. 121, pp. 193-197==Oliver, A.J.P., LXX,
For furtherdiscussionof the prytaneissee below.
403.
299-308,
pp.
1949,
39I.G., II2, 1763; this is a herm, and, althoughthe two documentsare lettered in different
sizes.,they wouldseemto be partof the samemonument.
40
I.G., II2, 1817= Oliver, Gerusia,no. 29, p. 125. Notopoulos,Hesperia,XVIII, 1949, p. 37,
would date this documentto shortlybefore220/1 after Christ.
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alone. After A.D. 125 and probably in the third century the prytaneis of an unknown
phyle set up a statue of the priest of Artemis Kalliste according to the eperotema of
the boule of the Areopagus, the boule of the five hundred, and the demos.4 I.G., II2,
1077 is a decree in honor of the imperial house of Septimius Severus prefixed to a
prytany list which apparently was passed in a boule convoked 6ri roZs [evayy]eXioLi,
based on a gnome of all three corporations. However, the resolution reads as if it
were a decree of all three corporations.42Certainly no decree prefixed to a prytany
list lacks the name of the boule, and the percentage of such decrees by the boule in
contrast to the otherwise small number of honorary decrees passed by the boule is
doubtless significant. Dow 43 has analyzed the post-Sullan prytany decree and has
concludedthat it is based on the old " second " decree, that is the decree of the boule
in which a particular person, the treasurer, is praised. These decrees lack a headinlg.
The archon date alone indicates when they were passed. rThetreasurer alone is hlonorl-ed
on the basis of the good report by the prytaneis and aisitoi, while the aisitoi receive
citations. The boule grants permission to erect a statue of the treasurer in gilded
armor with an inscribed base. Dow believes that these decrees are a prelude to the
time when the prytaneis honor themselves, since already the " first " decree, honors
for the prytaneis by the boule and demos, is lost. During the time of Augustus the
habit of honoring the treasurer of the prytaneis seems to have been lost. After this it
apparently became customary for the prytaneis, when they wished to honor anyone,
still to apply to the boule, but then have prefixed a simple dedication to the prytany
list without any decree. The decree of honors for Atticus and Vibullia Alcia resorts
to the older forms because of special circumstances.
A parallel change to that in the prytany decree can be found in the ephebic
decrees. Just as that portion of the prytany decree in which the demos acted was
lost, so in the ephebic decree the boule became the sole decreeing authority (I.G., I I2,
1039 and 1043). Except for the periods of democratic reaction (I.G., II2, 1040, 1041,
and 1042) the boule remained in charge of the ephebic institutions at Athens.44
Indeed one of the preserved ephebic speeches (I.G., II2, 2291b, line 6) is addressed

to the boule. The post-Sullan ephebic decrees, i.e. those passed by the bouttlealone,
each contain several sections. Only the first has a heading giving the date, the place
of the meeting, the proposer, etc. Its considerations refer to the report of the cosmnete,
and the resolution states that the boule has decidedto accept the sacrifices and to honor
the cosmete and the ephebes. The second section lists the proposer, and then proceeds
directly to the considerations, which are based on the proposals of the ephebes to
41

Hesperia,X, 1941, no. 42, pp. 242-243. For the date, decrees by eperotemashould not be

dated before the middle of the second century after Christ (see above), and dedications to Artemis
Kalliste seem to belong to the third century (see Oliver in Hesperia, X, 1941, p. 243).
42 For an
interpretation of this document, see Appendix II, pp. 161-162.
43
Prytaneis,pp. 25-26.
44 As has
already been recognized by Keil, Beitrige, p. 57.
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honor their cosmete, and the resolution, which grants the honors and permits a
statue of the cosmete to be set up. The third decree begins immediately with the
considerations, which list the noble deeds of the ephebes, while the resolution grants
honors to the ephebes. This decree also contains the publicationclause that the hoplite
general and the herald of the Areopagus were to publish the decree. I.G., II2, 1043
also contains a fourth decree honoring one of the ephebes proposed by the ephebes and
the cosmete. The format is similar to the second decree.
Aside from the prytany and ephebic documents, the boule alone passed several
other decrees. The hieropoioi who served on an embassy to the shrine of the Kabeiroi
in Lemnos were honored with a decree passed in a session of the boutlein 75/4 B.C.45
It contains a standard heading writh the dates and speaker, but also the phrase E8o0ev
Tre /ovX&. After the considerations the resolution begins TrxEcayaGE 8eSo0'xatreC

/3ovX&.It is noteworthy that the publishing magistrate, probably the tamias of the
stratiotic funds, was required to make a special accounting to the demos. I.G., II2,
1046, decreeing repairs to the old temple of Asklepios in the year 52/1 B.C., was a
decree of the boule alone, although the heading opens with the phrase 'AyaO&TVrXr
Tr f3ovXj9s Kat ToV 8/.OV

In addition to the data for dating and the
TOv'AAOqvaLbov.

other data of the heading, the meeting is identified as a boule in the bouleuteriont.The
considerations record that the priest of Asklepios approachedthe boule, but the name
of the proposer is that of another man. The resolution indicates that it has seemed best
to the boule to permit the priest to make the repairs. To this decree is added a section
which records the completion of the repairs and that the priest set up at his own
expense the memorial plaque to Asklepios and Hygeia and the demnoson which was
recorded the decree. A decree of the boule for celebrating the imperial birthday passed
in 22/1 B.C. 4"was passed by the boule alone, but apparently the decree was based on a

previous decree of the demos. The heading gives the appearance of having used a
shortened format. The resolution is lost. A decree of A.D. 27/8 47 honors Philoxenos,
son of Philoxenos. Except for the absence of the opening phrase, the heading resembles that of the decree of repairs to the temple of Asklepios. The considerations
recorded the name of a group of people who approached the boule, but this unfortunately is lost, as is the resolution. A document guaranteeing the protection of the
boule to the cult of Isis at Teithras,48passed probably in the first century after Christ,
can only have been a decree of the boule. Only the conclusion of the decree and the publication clause are preserved, but the contents are called ra 80oavra r/j 83ovXjr,
and the
publicationwas so that " the boule might give evidence that it exercised great concern
45 S.

Accame,AnnuariodellaScuolaArcheologicadi Atene, III-V, 1941-43,no. 6, pp. 83-87.
Hesperia,XXVI, 1957, no. 98, pp. 260-265 - I.G., II2, 1071.
47 Hesperia,XXXIII, 1964, no. 51, pp. 199-200.
48 Oliver's
text, Gr. Rom. Byz. St., VI, 1965, pp. 292f. The decree guaranteesthe protection
of the sanctuaryby declaringthat prosecutionsfor asebeiacould be broughtagainst violatorsand
46

guarantees that the boule and basileus will see to the cases.
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was a decree of the boule and demos. The heading resembles that of the decree for
Philoxenos. The considerations do not indicate where the proposal originated.
The size of the boule through the opening years of the third century is amply
attested. The number of six hundred members was retained from Hellenistic times
up to the reforms of Hadrian, when it was reduced to five hundred. Various dates
have been assigned to this reform. Graindor,49for reasons too involved to be summnarizedhere, argued that the reforms accompanied the first visit in 124/5, while
Kirchner 50used 127/8 as the effective date of the reforms. The most recentsuggestion
is that of Notopoulos,61who by the evidence for the rotation of tribal cycles shows
that the tribe Hadrianis began to function in 127/8, but the actual creation of the
tribe he pushed back to 126/7 in order to allow some time for its integration into the
regular cycles.
In the third century the size was changed again, this time to seven hundred
fifty (I.G., II2, 3669 of 269/70), while a pair of fourth century sources (I.G., II2,
3716 and 4222) indicate a boule of three hundred members. Can the cessation of
prytany lists around the end of the first quarter of the third century after Christ
have been connected with the enlargement of the bouile? Very few documents which
mention the boule have been dated after this time. These include I.G., II2, 3815, which
Graindor52 would like to put in the third century and Kirchner would place toward
the middle of the third century, but which Notopoulos 53 would bring down to the
second decade of the third century on prosopographical grounds. Oliver restores
Rsrwv D 0'] on a base in honor of the wife
.,lb[t'raplzv,l7s Trh crEpwvo] rdr~la /3ovX[7
of the sophist Apsines of Gadara.54At the end of the second line where Oliver restored
a leaf there would have been space for the restoration TN. In a decree for Publius
Herennius Ptolemaios from the middle of the third century (I.G., II2, 3668) the word
five hundredis restored where the line might just as well have read [7 eg 'Apeiov7rdyov
which would fill approximately the
/3ovrfl] | [ial r /3ovXi ] r&v [NNKat] [68&uo0],
same number of letter spaces. B. D. Meritt restores 1 ,ovXq rcov<( in line 28 of Sacred
Gerusia no. 32,5 but this might just as well read simply 6r fiovXAJ.One might ask
why such a break with tradition as this enlargement of the council and the cessation
of prytany decrees might occur, and the answer most readily available at this period
49Hadrien,pp. 18-33, who also cites previousopinion.

50Notes to I.G., 112, 2021 and 2037, following U. Kolbe, " Studien zur attischen Chronologie
der Kaiserzeit," Ath. Mitt., XLVI, 1921, pp. 121-128.
51Notopoulos, " The Date of the Creation of Hadrianis," T.A.P.A., LXXVII, 1946, pp. 53-56.
52
Chronologie,p. 278.
53Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 36.
54 Hesperia, X, 1941, no. 65, pp. 260-261; but see the more recent edition in Expounders, p. 78.
5Oliver, Gerusia, nos. 31, 32, pp. 125-142; Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 350-354; B. D. Meritt,
Hesperia, XXXII, 1963, no. 27, pp. 26-30.
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would be financial difficulties. It will be shown below that toward the end of the
second century the bouleutai regularly served twice and in the early third century
three times on occasion. This reveals a decline in the numbers of those able to bear the
burdenof this office. Still, such a drastic change might require a more serious financial
shock to the government of the polis. Such did occur under the emperor Maximinus
Thrax (A.D. 235-238) who plundered the wealth of the cities.56 Indeed the loss of
the endowments which covered so much of the annual expenses of the city would have
been a blow serious enough to occasion drastic remedies. The precise nature of the
changes at Athens are not clear, but a reduction in the number of those eligible to become bouleutai and an expansion of the boile might well indicate that the boule had

become a permanentbody of all eligible rather than one elected annually. Possibly this
can also be related to the almost complete cessation of honorary decrees, since the costs
of inscribing and setting them up would have created too great an expense.
Epigraphical evidence dealing with qualifications for membership in the boule
is lacking. In Athens of the fourth century B.C. the right to serve in the boule was
open to all Athenian citizens; indeed distribution was forced by the limitations to two
terms as bouleutes (Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 62, 3). Eligibility based on citizenship
(Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 42) involved descent from citizen parents on both sides, enrolla
ment in a deme at eighteen
years of age, and two years' service in the ephebiccorps.
There are signs of change from this system in Roman Athens. The clearest evidence that increasingly fewer Athenians were getting an opportunity to serve in the
boule is to be found in the prytany lists, where in the second and third centuries after
Christ there was a rapidly increasing frequency of nmenwho served second terms,
despite the fact that the preserved prytany lists hardly give a complete picture of
the annual board of five hundred bouleutai.67Indeed in the second half of the second
century third terms begin to be attested, as for Vibullius Theophilos of Paiania 8 and
Heliodoros son of Artemon of Kydathenaion,59whose name appears four times. Both
56Herodian,VII, 3, 5; Zosimos,I, 13, 3; see Rostovtzeff,RomanEmpire,p. 453.

67 The best attestedtribe is Pandionis,for which betweenthe years aboutA.D. 160 to 170 there
are two completeand four partiallists of names (Hesperia, XVI, 1947, no. 78, p. 176, whose date
does not certainlyfall within this period; Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 15, p. 48, whose date is placed
only around160; I.G., II2, 1772; 1.G, II2, 1773; Hesperia,XI, 1942, no. 20, pp. 53-54; I.G., II2,
is
pesserved.
During this ten year period400 bouleutaifrom
1776), in which a total of 122 names

this tribe must have held office. Eighteen of those whose names are preserved were serving a
second time within the ten years, while another four served one or two terms outside of this period.
We know this despite very meager documentation. For the tribe Akamantis among three lists
(Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 12, p. 43, dated between A.D. 146-165; I.G., II2, 1774 of 167/8; and
I.G., II2, 1775 of 168/9) which preserve 114 names, thirteen names appear twice. If consideration
is given to the paucity of our sources, it seems very likely that the complete lists of bouleutai for
every year would show that practically every member served twice.
58 I.G., II2, 1772, 1773; Hesperia, XXXIII,
1964, no. 68, p. 223.
59I.G., II2, 2478; Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 15, p. 48; I.G., II2, 1773; and I.G., II2, 1776;
although two of these need not necessarily be prytany lists.
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of these men are members of the tribe Pandionis, the best attested for this period.6
The conditions of admission to full citizenship through the ephebeia also had
undergone changes. In the first third of the third century B.C. the ephebeia ceased
to be compulsory and service was reduced to a single year 61with the result that the
poorer families ceased to send their sons for training. It is generally assumed that
the ephebeia at this time ceased to be a prerequisite for the exercise of the rights of
citizenship.62 Under the Roman Empire the ephebate remained the preserve of the
wealthy, whether through census requirementsor financial considerations is not indicated by our sources. The question must be posed whether full citizenship rights still
were consequentto ephebic service. Such seems to have been the case at Alexandria,63
whose constitution is said to have resembled that of the Athenians.64 Although the
indications from Athens are not conclusive, they lend a certain amount of support.
The ephebesparticipatedin a mock civic government, and thus the ephebeiawas really
a training school for those who were preparingto assume their place in the government
of the polis. This apparently had replaced the Hellenistic custom whereby they had
actually attended meetings of the ekklesia and boule.65The epzebeia could serve as a
road to citizenship for foreigners.66 Although the evidence has not been gathered
systematically, it is striking the number of bouleutai attested in prytany lists who
either have been ephebes or ephebic magistrates. The relationship of the boule to
the ephebeiahas been discussed above. Although the question is still open, the evidence
to date would seem to indicate that admission to the boule probably was dependentdet
upon enrollment in a deme and ephebic service, and like the proposed boule at Alexandria the Athenian boule guarded the ephebic rolls, thus preserving the narrowness
of the curial class.

There are indications that an attempt was being made to adhere to the old two term limitation.
Note especially that of all those for whom a second term is attested, only these two appear a third
time and see below, p. 96, note 40.
61Chr. Pelekidis, Histoire de l'Ephebie attiqie, Paris, 1962, pp. 165-170.
62
o. W. Reinmuth, "Ephebate and Citizenship in Attica," T.A.P.A., LXXIX, 1948, pp.
0e
218-219. Pelekidis (p. 185) implies the same when he calls the ephebeia " un honneur important
pour le citoyen," but apparently not a necessity.
63 The evidence and parallels are collected by R. Taubenschlag, The Law of Greco-Roman
Egypt in the Light of the Papyri2, Warsaw, 1955, pp. 590-592, and notes 36 and 37. The principal
documents illustrating the point for Roman Alexandria are two: Claudius' letter to the Alexandrians,
P. Lond., 1912, see the text and notes of Tcherikover and Fuks, Corpus Papyrorum Judlaicarum.
Cambridge, Mass., 1960, II, no. 153, pp. 36-55; and the " Boule Papyrus," P.S.I. 1160, see the text
and notes of H. Musurillo, The Acts of the Pagan Martyrs, Oxford, 1954, no. I, pp. 1-3, 83-92,
and Tcherikover and Fuks, II, no. 150, pp. 25-29.
64 P.
Oxy., 2177; see the text and notes of H. Musurillo, op. cit., no. X, pp. 61-63, 196-204.
A certain Athamas, an Athenian, when challenged as a witness, upheld his competence to testify
before Caesar by the affirmationthat the Athenians and the Alexandrians used the same laws.
65
Chr. Pelekidis, Histoire de l'Ephebie attique, pp. 273-274.
66
Many questions regarding admission of foreigners to citizenship through the ephebeia are still
unresolved. See Pelekidis, op. cit., pp. 184-196 and Reinmuth, T.A.P.A., LXXIX, 1948, pp. 211-231.
60
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The traditional meeting place of the boule was the bouleuterion,67 and there is
evidence that it continued to sit there during the Roman period.68 As formerly, the
session after the Eleusinia was held in the Eleusinion in the city.69 But there were
several other places of meeting attested for the Roman period, such as the theater
and the Theseion;TM the session in the theater, according to the heading of I.G., II2,
1043 had been transferred there from the Panathenaic stadium, and so the stadium
mnustalso be cited as a meeting place. Whether the fact that both of the last cited
decrees are ephebic may have some connection with the meeting place is a question
well worth consideration.
The prohcdroi continued to preside at meetings of the boule (see below, p. 113).
Their relationship to the herald of the boule and demos, who rose to very great
prominence under the Roman empire (see below, pp. 104-106), is not yet clear.
A wide range of people seem to have been able to approach the boule. Honorary
decrees frequently opened with the phrase irporooSov frovo-a/zEvot. This appears when
the prytaneis and the aisitoi sought honors for their treasurer 71 or the ephebes sought
honors for their cosmete.72 The formulaic use of a r77cracaevoin the dedications may

well be related to this usage. Those seeking dedications included fathers (S.E.G.,

benefaction seems to have been able to have a decree introduced which empowered
him to undertake the work, as when the priest of Asklepios desired to restore the old
temple (I.G., II2, 1046), and votaries of the cult of the Egyptian Isis were able to
have a decree introduced guaranteeing the sanctity of their precincts (Hesperia,
XXXIV, 1965, pp. 125-130). Other decrees originated among the corporations of the
polis. The first decree of the ephebic documents, although it is based on the report
of the cosmete, seems to have originated among the bouleutai (I.G., II2, 1039 and
1043). A decree regulating the celebration of Augustus' birthday apparently was
patterned on an earlier decree of the demnos.73Special procedures seem to have been in
force governing decrees of honors for the imperial house (see Appendix II, pp. 16167

Busolt-Swoboda,p. 1025.

6

I.G., II2, 1046 of the year 52/1

69

Busolt-Swoboda,p. 1026. I.G., II2, 1072 of

B.C.

A.D.

116/7.

1039, both cited by Busolt-Swoboda, p. 1026, note 3.
71Hesperia, XXVI, 1957, no. 61, pp. 213-214; I.G., 112, 1048, 1070. Some omit this formula
and the word a7ro,aitvolvmtvis left: A.J.P., LXX, 1949, pp. 299-308; Hesperia,XXIX, 1960, no. 41,
p. 34; I.G., I12, 1049, 1050.
72I.G., II2, 1039 and 1043, the second decree. In the latter in the fourth decree also this
70 I.G., JJII2,1043,

formulaappearswhen the ephebesand theircosmetesoughthonorsfor Sosis, son of Sosis, of Oe.
73Hesperia,XXVI, 1957, no. 98, pp. 260-265.
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162), and these would explain the bottlepassing a decree based on the gnomneor proposal of the synhedria (I.G., II2, 1077). The person originating or requesting a decree
of the boule was not necessarily the same as the one who addressed the proposal to the
corporation. Thus in I.G., II2, 1046 it is not the priest of Asklepios, nor in the ephebic
second and fourth decrees (I.G., II, 1043) is it an ephebe (although the list for the
tribe of the speaker of the fourth decree is not complete) who addresses the proposal
to the boule. Certain items seem to have been addressed by the hoplite general as the
celebrationof Augustus' birthday T4and the honors decreed for the house of Septimius
Severus (I.G., II, 1077), but these are probably due to his interest in the imperial
cutlt. The proposals probablywere still fore-consideredby thleprytaneis, who saw that
of the boule or a civic magistrate was assigned to read it to the full assemllbly.
a memnber
In the preserved documents of the Roman period the actual activity of thle boule
appears to have been restricted to accepting sacrifices in behalf of the community
by the ephlebes,honoring the ephebes and their cosmete, and crowning them with
olive branches (I.G., II2, 1039, 1043, the first decree); honoring the ephebes and
crowning themnwith a gold crown (I.G., II2, 1039, 1043, the third decree); honoring
and crowning with olive branches among others the treasurer of the prytacteisand the
hieropoioi;75 and honoring and crowning with gold as benefactors of the citizens the
high priest and his wife.76 Under Augustus, and again under Hadrian and his successors, it erected statues, but for the pre-Hadrianic times this authority seems to have
in the Roman market and its
been exceptional.77The construction of the agorainomnion
dedication to Antoninus Pius was the responsibility of the boule of the five hundred.78
A document poorly preserved only in the sketches of Fourmont (I.G., 12, 3726) and
unique for Roman Athens records that a father dedicated (a statue of) his daughter
Eutychia, while the boule presented the daughter with r-j PIFAIA..Unfortunately
the reading is not satisfactorily resolved. Otherwise its authority appears to have been
permissive rather than active. It permitted the priest of Asklepios to make repairs
to the old temple (I.G., II2, 1046) and a statue of Antonius Oxylos to be set up (I.G.,
II2, 1072); it permitted the ephebes to crown their cosmete with gold and set up his
statue (I.G., II2, 1039, 1043, second decree); and it permitted the prytaneis (and
aisitoi) to set up statues of the treasurer of the prytcaueis(I.G., II', 1048, 1049, 1050,
1070) and of the high priest and his wife,78and there is no reason to believe that it
could not give itself permissionto set up a statue 79of the priest of the savior Asklepios.
74

Ibid.

I.G., II2, 1048, 1049, 1050, 1070; S. Accame.Annuzario,III-V, 1941-43,no. 6, pp. 83-87.
76I.G., II2, 1073+ 1074= Dow, Prytaneis, no. 121, pp. 193-197-= Oliver, A.J.P., LXX,
1949,pp. 299-308.
77 See
AppendixI, p. 153 and abovep. 68; and Graindor,Auguste,p. 108.
78 I.G., II2, 3391; see also H. S. Robinson,A4.J.A.,XLVII, 1943, p. 304.
7 I.G. II 3579. G90,
would emend this unprecedenteddocument. See
Graindor,
Hadrien,
75

above, p. 70.
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publication and/or construction rested with the demos. Thus the demos would have
a check on the boule's undertaking actions on its own authority. This would also
explain why the treasurer who published the honors for the hieropoioi 80 acted on a
decree of the boule alone, but was accountableto the demos. The expenses of the two
ephebic decrees (I.G., II2, 1039 and 1043) passed by the bottle alone were handled by
the hoplite general and the herald of the Areopagus. The charge of setting up and
inscribing the prytany decrees fell to the secretary of the prytatneisand the cost must
have been borne by their treasurer. The priest of Asklepios (I.G., I2, 1046) paid
not only for the repairs to the temple which he desired, but also for the stele on which
the decrees giving him permtissionand the record of the composition of the work were
recorded. The boule included careful instructions on publication in the decree to
protect the Egyptian goddess (Hesperia, XXXIV, 1965, pp. 125-130), but these instructions were addressed to those who had proposed the decree. The actual publisher
was Demophilos son of Dionysios of Sounion, also called Daphos, a cult functionary.8
Bruno Keil has suggested that the boule had the ability to formulate decrees in
the name of the whole community. As examples he cited four documents where the
t 83ovrt), but
resolutions indicate that they were decrees of the bottle (8ES0XOa r&
which appearedto be decrees valid for the whole community either because they were
subscribed both 7 /3ovX\ and 6 8&0/o or because they began with the phrase acya0Gj
OV'AO'qvatcov.82The following may be added to his
nvyxrr3j^ 80ovX73 Kac rovi &rffLoov

evidence. The d ereefor the hieropoioi who ent to Lemnos 83 is a decree of the boule
according to the heading and yet, if Accame's restoration is correct, the publishing
officerof the demos, the treasurer of the stratiotic funds, has charge of publicationand
is accountableto the deIos. The decree to set up a statue of Antonius Oxylos of Elis
was passed at a meeting of the sacred boule in the Eleusinion, and only the bottle is
81 For

a description of a meeting of the boule, which probably had changed little from earlier

sr /3ov8A
roa Ka
8rpovandalso containsa pairof crowns(lines 76-79) hon-orinthe ephebes,one
awarded by each corporation. I.G., 2, 1041 is one of the
oephebic decrees of the democratic reaction.
It is a decree of the boule containing the provisions for transmission to the demos, although the only
evidence for any
aactivity by the demos is the publication by the generals and the treasurer of the
stratiotic funds. I.G., II2, 1046 is the decree of the boule to permit the priest of Asklepios to repair
the old temple. It opens with the phrase ayaO1L Tv'Xrj 7T fT3ovXS Kal Trov SJOVrov
'AOGfvatwv.
83
Accame, Annuario, III-V, 1941-43, no. 6, pp. 83-87.
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mentioned in the considerations, yet the resolution indicates that " it was resolved
by the boule of the six hundred and the demos " (I.G., II2, 1072). Shortly after the
middle of the second century after Christ a statue base dedicated by the boule of the
Areopagus, the boule of the five hundred and the demos (I.G., II2, 3625) bears at the
bottom the legend T( brw-a) B(ovX
A). Finally I.G., II2, 1077 was passed in a session
of the boule, but the resolution indicates that " it was resolved by the boule of the
Areopagus, the boule of the five hundred and the demos of the Athenians." This
documentis somewhat exceptional and the participationof the other corporations mlay
have been through their cooperation in framing the gnome (see Appendix II, pp.
161-162).
The name of the Council originally was simply " the boule." With the reemergence of the boule of the Areopagus to a predominant position it became necessary to distinguish the two. This was done by the use of the title " the boule of the
six hundred " (or later " the boule of the five hundred "). An early form was recorded
in I.G., II2, 1013 of the second century before Christ, in the law concerning weights
and measures, in which both councils are mentioned. Here the reading is -4/3ovXr ol
;eaKoco'oL. The form later to become regular appeared around the middle of the first

century before Christ, and the first appearanceis in the dedications of the three corporations jointly, where differentiation is most important (I.G., II2, 4106 and 4111).
The old short form of the namnecontinued in use in documents of the boule and the
demos or in documents of the boule alone, but there are only few scattered examples
after the second century after Christ.
The boule possessed a judicial competence according to the termtsof Hadrian's
oil law.84 In cases of attempts to export oil contrary to the provisions of the law, if
the quantity of oil were less than fifty amphoras, the boule would judge the case, but
if it were over fifty amphoras, the ekklesia. If the informer were a crew member of
the ship carrying the oil, the hoplite general was to summon the boule or the ekklesia
on the following day. In case of an appeal to the emperor or to the proconsul the
demos was to elect syndics to represent the civic government. The decree of the boule
cult of Isis
Isies
theguarantees the votaries the right of phasis to the boule
protecting the votaricult
and the basiles 85 incases
cases of asebeia against this goddess. This competence in the
realm of judicial matters can be seen to a degree even before the Roman period, since
in the law concerning weights and neasures the boule of the six hundred was to make
sure that the archons punished transgressors (I.G., II2, 1013, lines 6-7) and to keep
vigilant that no seller or buyer used false measures (lines 16-18). It would seem
4I.G., II2, 1100; see Oliver, Ruling Powzver,pp. 960-963, lines 47-55. For comments see
Graindor, Hadrien, pp. 74-79, 92, 94; Keil, Beitrage, p. 63.
85 On
phasis to the basileus see E. Derenne, Les proces d'impiete, Bibliotheque de la faculte
de philosophie et lettres de l'Universite de Liege, fasc. XLV, 1930, p. 241; U. Paoli, Studi di diritto
attico, Pubblicazioni della r. Universita degli studi di Firenze, Facolta di lettere e di filosofia, IX,
1930, p. 239. For the Isis inscription see Oliver, Gr. Rorn. Byz. St., VI, 1965, p. 292.
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probable that the boule had comnpetencealso in other realms of the judicial organization of the city.
Certain references to individual members of the boule are preserved. Cassius
Dio 86 indicates that according to a law of Hadrian, no bouleutes in person or through
an agent was to undertake tax farming. It would seem that before this time members
of the boule may have used their influence wrongly in undertaking tax farming. In
the second and third centuries after Christ a certain amount of prestige seems to have
accrued to membershipin the boule, since this membershipbegins to be mentioned in
cursus honorun,87 and although it does not indicate any extraordinary amount of
prestige, still it should be recorded that any Iobacch attaining membership had to
treat his fellows (I.G., 112, 1368, line 131). The members of the boule also became
beneficiaries of distributions of money. According to the terms of an endowment
established perhaps around 135 or 140,88each member of the boule (line 16) was to
receive a sum of unworn Attic drachlmaiprobably at the Eleusinian Mysteries. It
would seem that the bequest was a gift of a Cretan, Flavius Zenophilos, given when
his son received the distinction of being initiated a+' eo'rtac. The inscription which we
possess is a stipulation added in A.D. 165 to cover a surplus, the said surplus to be
used to benefit the Eleusinian functionaries listed at the bottom, " even though not of
bouleutic rank." 89 An imperial letter of the emperor Commodus (I.G., II2, 1111) also
refers to members of the boule. The meaning is far from clear, but the references to
the tenth month and to each month recall expressions appearing in endowments for
distributions of benefits or for celebrations of feasts. May not this document regulate
some benefaction set up for members of the boule?
In the inscription recalling Herodes Atticus' triumphal return (I.G., II2, 3606,
lines 24-26) in the processional order the boule follows the boule of the Areopagus.
In the mid-first century after Christ the boule of the six hundred was listed among
the dedicatees of a votive offering.90 Two very fragmentary decrees of the imperial
period also mention the boule, although the context is far from clear. In one (I.G.,
II2, 1122, line 20) a decision of the boule is mentioned, and the rest of the context
would indicate matters dealing with relations with Rome. In the other (I.G., II2,
1123 b3) even the case of the word boule is not preserved. The context is not clear.
E. THE DEMOS: DEDICATIONS

The demos is the third of the corporations of the Athenian government named in

LXIX, 16; see Graindor, Hadrien, p. 79; Day, Ec. Hist., p. 193; B. d'Orgeval, L'Empereur
Hadrien: Oeuvre legislative et administrative, Paris, 1950, pp. 231-232.
87
Fouilles de Delphes, III, 2, 105; I.G., II2, 3169/70, line 3.
88
I.G., II2, 1092, but see the text and comments of J. H. Oliver, "The Eleusinian Endowment," Hesperia, XXI, 1952, pp. 381-399.
89 Translation, Oliver, p. 392, of lines 43-44.
I0I.G.. 112, 3185; see Graindor, Tibere a Trajan, p. 176.
86
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the official address. Its opinion was expressed in the ekklesia. Dio Cassius 91 relates
that Augustus took away the powers in the ekklesia from the citizens in 31 B.C. How
much power rested in the hands of the people will be reviewed in the succeeding pages.
As in the case of the other corporations a beginning will be made with dedicatory
monuments.92
At the outset notice must be taken of the joint decrees in which the deimiosappears
in a position of unprecedentedprominence. In a pair of dedications of statue bases
for a hoplite general, both seeming to belong to the end of the first century B.C.,3 the
name of the demos preceeds both those of the boule of the Areopagus and the boule
of the six hundred. A second pair are dedications of the demos and the boule of the
Areopagus, one dating to around 71 B.C. (I.G., II2, 4104) and the other to ca. 50 B.C.
(I.G., II2, 4109). A single statue base (I.G., II2, 3884) was dedicated by the demos
and the boule. Kirchner would place this around the end of the first century B.C.,
apparently on the basis of letter forms. A large number of dedications made by the
boule of the Areopagus and the demos, without the boule of the six hundred, appear
in the first quarter of the first century after Christ (Appendix I, pp. 143-144). A
single dedication has the names of the boule of the Areopagus, the demos, and the
boule of the six hundred (Hesperia, XXVIII, 1959, p. 87= I.G., II2, 4209).
Finally a series of crowns awarded by the demnosand the boule are to be dated after
86 B.C.94

The largest single group of dedications from Roman Athens was made in the
name of the demos alone.95They begin with Sulla himself 96 and the last firmly dated
example belongs to the year A.D. 145/6.97 A moderate number is to be found in the
first half of the first century B.C. and a substantial increase in the second half of the
same century, but it is during the reign of Augustus that the largest concentration
appears, since well over half can be dated to the period 27 B.C. to A.D. 14. The numbers
continue to be only slightly diminished during the early years of Tiberius, after which
91LI, 2, 1; for comment see Graindor, Auguste, p. 103.

92 See
Appendix I, pp. 154-159. Again it may be noted that Graindor has already analyzed most
of the material, but his conclusions will be considered only when pertinent, since the wealth of new
material warrants an entirely new study. See Graindor, Auguste, pp. 102-103; Tib1re d Trajan,
pp. 69-71; Hadrien, p. 89. Decrees made in conjunction with the other corporations have been
discussed elsewhere.
93I.G., II2, 3500, 3501; Kirchner sets the date on the basis of the spelling 'Ap7ov. Graindor,
Musee Belge, XXVII, 1923, p. 285, no. 302, dated the hoplite general named in I.G., 112, 3500 to
the early empire.
94I.G., II2, 3489; Notopoulos, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pp. 24-25 re-dates the archons mentioned in this document to 77/6 and 76/5 B.C.
95 See Appendix I, pp. 155-159.
96I.G., 112,4103, but o 8,,uosis restored. The next dateable example is Hesperia, XXIII, 1954,
no. 35, pp. 253-254, of the year 72 B.C.
97I.G., I1I2,3741; two are assigned to later dates: I.G., 112, 3583, 4212; but their poor state of
preservation leaves the restoration of the nanmesin doubt.
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there is a gap until almost the middle of the century, where another fairly large
grouping falls, apparentlywithin the rule of Claudius. After this group the examples
become scattered. The dates of the concentrations of these documents in the early
empire do not conflict with the dates of the documents in which the demos attained
unprecedentedprominence. It hardly seems likely that Augustus deprived the demos
as a whole of its power. The reasons for such a sharp increase in dedications under
Augustus are not specifically stated, but the very prominence of the people honored
might well suggest that the Athenians had found a new source of revenue after
Augustus cut off the lucrative selling of citizenship around 20 B.C. (Dio Cassius,
LIV, 7,2).98 Indeed this is the only pre-Hadrianic period in which the boule set up
statues (see above), and also during the reign of Augustus came the real concentration of statues dedicated by the boule and demos (see above). The people honored by
the demos alone included the emperor himself (Hesperia, XXVIII, 1959, p. 67),
countless members of the imperial family, foreign monarchs, the most noteworthy
Romans and a few Athenians. The majority of the dedications are statue bases,
but there is a scattering of other types. A few indicate that the demos itself was
responsible for setting up the monument."9 Since there are no indications that a
third party did the building of any of these monuments, it is most likely that this fell
to the demtos,although in one instance it was done with moneys donated by Julius
Caesar and Augustus (I.G., II2, 3175). One base bears the name of the demos in the
nominative, the name of the dedicatee, Sempronia Atratina in the nominative, and
finally the name of Caligula as the restorer of the monument.'00Outside of these monuments, the demnoswas not very active regarding dedications. Two examples of the
award of crowns are recorded.10"The dedications of the demnosdo not extend beyond
the end of the second century after Christ. The latest certainly dated example falls
ca. A.D. 170.102The last before that date belong around the middle of the secondcentury
after Christ (I.G., II2, 3583 and 3741). Thus the waning influence of the ekklesia
is reflectedin the dedications.
F. THE EKKLESIA: DECREES,ORGANIZATION,PROCEDURES
The texts of several decrees are preserved which contain indications that they
were passed in a session of the ekklesia. Most are joint decrees of the boule and the
demos, probably indicating the continued use of the probouleuma. They include I.G.,
II2, 1047,103dated to 49/8 B.C., which contains parts of two probably contemporary

98See Day, Ec. Hist., pp. 170-171.
99I.G., II2, 3427, 3428, 3514, 3509, 3513, 3897, 4138, 3913, 4158; Hesperia, XV, 1947,
no. 63; I.G., II2, 3510, 3752, 3717.
100I.G., II2, 5179; see Graindor, Tib&rea Trajan,
9-10.
101I.G., II2, 4013, undated, in which there is alsopp.
a matching crown by the boule, and I.G.,
II2, 3639 of around A.D. 170.
02 I.G., II2,
3639, dated by a reference to the invasion of the Kostobokoi in A.D. 169/70.
103See Accame, II dominio romano, p. 174.
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decrees. Not enough of the first is preserved to permit any firm conclusions concerning it, but the second has been restored convincingly to indicate that it is a decree of
the boule and the demzospassed in an ekklesia kyria. A decree in honor of a dadouchos 104was passed sometime around 20 B.C. by an ekklesia kyria. Its heading begins
ayaRtjLTvt'xf1js ,/3ovXfJ5Ka[[rov Sr,uo]v roV'AO[qvaicov], which would seem to indicate
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that it was a joint decree.105A decree in honor of Julius Nikanor o106belonging to the
end of the first century B.C. is a decree of the ekklesia alone, it would seem, since
decrees of the botle of the six hundred and of the boule of the Areopagus served as
precedents, not probouleumata. The decree for Lamprias 107was passed ca. 40-42 in
an ekklesia kyria as a decree of the boule and the demos before it was sent on to the
boule of the Areopagus. An imperial letter of ca. A.D. 130 108 apparently discusses a
gnomneof the boule and demos sent to the emperor for approval before it was finally
passed as a decree. An honorary document of A.D. 203 109contains portions of two
decrees, in both of which, it would seem, shortened forms of the heading were used.
There is no indication of which corporation passed the first, while the second mentions an ekklesia (line 12). It may be that as in I.G., IV2, I, 84 the former was a

decree of the Areopagus and the latter of the bottle and the demos passed in an
ekklesia. Around A.D. 220 the demos alone passed a decree concerning the restoration
of the Eleusinian mysteries.110The ginomeof the demnoswas to have been read to the
boule of the Areopagus, the boule of the five hundred, the hierophant and the genos
of the Eumolpidai, indicating, it would seem, that they were informed of the contents
before the decree was finally passed (see Appendix II, pp. 161-162). As in the decree
above, the heading appears to be of a shortened form. The first of the two decrees in
honor of Ulpius Eubiotos, passed ca. A.D. 230,111 appears to have been a decree of the
boule and the demos, probably passed in an ekklesia, although the heading is not preserved. Finally, one of the parodies of decrees in Lucian 112 is a decree of the boule and
the demos according to the resolution, but it was passed in an ekklesia.
104

K. Kourouniotes, 'EXEVILVtaKa, I, 1932, pp. 223-236 = P. Roussel, Melanges Bidez, II, pp.
819-834. J. Notopoulos, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 12, would set the date at 21/0 B.C.
105
Or so Keil would have to conclude if we accept his belief that such a heading on a
decree of the boule alone indicates validity as a decree of the whole community, Beitrdge, p. 29.
106I.G., II2, 1069; see Graindor,
Auguste, p. 101; Accame, II dominio romano, p. 178; Raubitschek, Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, p. 318.
107I.G., IV2, I, 84 = S.I.G.8, 796 B, III; see also Keil, Beitrdge, pp. 4-14; Graindor, Tibere
a Trajan, pp. 69-70; Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, p. 138.
108
Hesperia, X, 1941, no. 33, p. 78; see also Appendix II, pp. 161-162.
09I.G., II2, 1116+ 1081/5=Hesperia,
X, 1941, no. 37, pp. 85-90.
110I.G., II2, 1078; see also Keil,

Beitrdge,p. 28; Accame,II dominioromano,p. 180; Oliver,

Cl. Phil., XLIV, 1949, p. 202; Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, p. 139. Notopoulos, Hesperia, XVIII,
1949, pp. 37-39 would date this document to A.D. 221/2.
"'Oliver, Gerusia, nos. 31 and 32, pp. 125-142; Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 350-354; B. D.
Meritt, Hesperia, XXXII, 1963, no. 27, pp. 26-30.
112 Deor.
Conc., 14-18; see Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, pp. 136-146, but especially 144-146.
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Notice must be taken of the series of three ephebic documents of the reactionary
period in the second half of the first century B.C. Two of these were decrees of the
boule to be transmitted to the demos as probouleumata (I.t., II2, 1041, 1042), but
there is no record of the action of the demos. The third, I.G., II2, 1040 + 1025, re-

edited by Reinmuth,1"who dates it in or near 43/2 B.C.,contains both a decree of the
boule and a separate decree of the demos.
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There is evidence that during the Roman period the demos, like the boule, was
able to pass valid decrees by itself (I.G.. II2, 1069, 1078), although probably subject
to the approval of the other corporations. The demtos was competent to set up statues

(see Appendix I, pp. 155-159) and to decree honors (I.G., II2, 1069), although they
were based on previous decrees of the boule of the six hundred and the boule of the
Areopagus."4 The demos seems to have been the originating corporation of a decree
regulating the celebration of the Eleusinian festival (I.G., II2, 1078), although its
gnonmehad first to be approved by the other corporations.15 In this decree the demos

issues instructions to the cosmete of the ephebesgoverning their participation. A decree
concerning the celebration of the emperor's birthday,"1passed by the boule between
27 and 20 B.C.,apparentlywas based on a previous decree of the demos.
Although there is ample testimony for the several meeting places of the ekklesia
in Athens before the Sullan invasion,"7 the indications for them are few during the
Roman hegemony. Two inscriptions and a passage from Philostratos indicate the
continued use of the theater."8 The Pnyx appears to have returned to use for the
election of the hoplite general, but this also occurred in the theater."9 Delz offers
evidence to indicate that the Agora also was used, but this is not certain.1l9aMcDonald (pp. 60-61) arranges the evidence chronologically and suggests a return to the
Pnyx at the time of Apollonios' refusal to attend the assembly in the theater. A
Hesperia, XXXIV, 1965, pp. 255-272.
See Graindor, Auguste, p. 105.
115On the use of gnomnehere, see below, Appendix II, pp. 161-162.

113
114

11: I.G. I,

, 1071; see the editionof G. A. Stamires,Hesperia,XXVI, 1957, no. 98, pp. 260-

265, who gives bibliography.
117 The
history of the meeting places of the assembly is studied in detail by William A. McDonald, The Political Meeting Places of the Greeks, Baltimore, 1943, pp. 44-61, for the Classical
and post-Classical times. His list includes the Pnyx, the Agora for ostracism, the precinct of
Dionysos, the Peiraeus and the theater for regular meetings, and on extraordinary occasions at
Kolonos, the theater of Dionysos at Mounychia, and the Odeion of Perikles.
118 K. Kourouniotes, 'EXAevaLaKa', I, 1932, pp. 223-236 = P. Roussel, Melanges Bidez, II, pp.
S.I.G.3, 796B, III; Philostratos, Vit. Apol., IV, 22, p. 141 Kayser.
819-834; I.G., IV2, I, 84
The most recent discussion of the meeting places during the Roman period is to be found in Delz,
Lukians Kenntnis, pp. 117-120.
119For the Pnyx see Schol. to Plato, Critias, 112a; Hesychius, s.v. IIvvu; for the theater
Alciphron, II, 2, 3 (III, 10) and Poseidonios in Athenaios, V, 51; p. 213e.
119 Delz,
op. cit., p. 120; see also McDonald, op. cit., p. 60, who does not recognize this as a
true meeting place of the ekklesia.
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passage from Lucian (I. Tr., 11) and archaeological evidence are cited in support.11'b
There has been much discussion about the right to make proposals in an ekklesia,
and most investigators limit it to magistrates or Areopagites.120An honorary decree
for a dadouchos121 was presented to the demos by a commission selected by the genos
of the Kerykes. Although the commission contained many prominent Eleusinian
functionaries, the speakerwas among the lesser members,a hymnagogos, although still
a member of a distinguished family, Diotimos son of Diotimos of Halai. The
honorary decree for Lamprias (I.G., IV2, I, 82-84 = S.I.G.,3 796 B, III) was proposed both in the Areopagus and in the assembly by the same man, who was then
selected as a member of the embassy to the city of the Epidaurians. It would seem
that he probably must have been a member of the Areopagus to have addressed that
but even this is not certain. Because of his both proposing and particiaugust body,122
in
the
embassy, it would seem likely that he was one of the initiators of the
pating
Of
I.G., II2, 1078 it is the archon of the Eumolpids, the clan traditionally
proposal.
entrusted with the guarding of the Eleusinian mysteries, who proposed the measures
for the restoration of the mysteries. In each of the decrees cited, the person addressing
the assembly appears to have been one who was interested in obtaining the decree
proposed. This is unlike the procedure before the boule, where the speaker usually
was a person other than the individual or the members of the group who originated
the proposal. The evidence from the parodies of meetings written by Lucian 123 would
indicate a restriction on the right to speak, but this seems to have been based on factors
other than the current holding of a magistracy or a council seat.
In the Athens of Aristotle the rights of citizenship gained through registration
in a deme and a term of service as an ephebe, conditions which were fulfilled by
every son of two Athenian parents, guaranteed a seat in the ekklesia. The right to
address that assembly was open to any citizen who wished. There are indications that
this was not true at Athens in the Roman period. An imperial letter of the late second
century which discusses eligibility for the gerusia specifies that a candidate should be
among otl

KKXqo-ta'OVr7E Ka,ra

ra votL.oueva.l2

The verb EKKX'-Ltd4eLVmay mean simply

" to attend the assembly," but more probably it indicates the right to participate by
speaking. The evidence from Lucian indicates that not all those attending had the
right of addressing the assembly. Such a restriction would not have been without

119b McDonald cites Graindor, Hadrien, p. 85, for the reconstruction on the Pnyx. Graindor
cites K. Kourouniotes and Homer A. Thompson in Hesperia, I, 1932, pp. 139-192. Thompson has
since revised his chronology in Hesperia, XII, 1943, pp. 297-299, and the only firm evidence for
renewed use in Hadrianic times are " lamps and other finds " (McDonald, p. 80).
120Keil, Beitrdge, p. 34; Graindor, Auguste, p. 103; Tibere a Trajan, p. 70; Accame, II
dominio romano, p. 180. Above, pp. 28-29, there is the evidence concerning the hoplite general.
121 K. Kourouniotes, 'EXEcvwvaKa,
I, 1932, pp. 223-236 = P. Roussel, Melanges Bidez, II, pp.
819-834.
122As Keil, Beitrdge, p. 34, concludes.
123 As
gathered by Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, pp. 122-123.
124 Oliver, Gerusia, no. 24,
pp. 108-120, and a new fragment, Hesperia, XXX, 1961, no. 31, pp.
comments of Oliver, Hesperia, XXX, 1961, p. 402.
see
and
the
6
lines
18;
231-236,
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precedent in Athens."2' In the dialogues of Lucian Hermes restricts the privilege of
OeCv, ots Eertv
speaking to r&ivrTEXEtoV

(Deor. Conc., 1; I. Tr., 18).126 The gods who
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were common and artless were excluded from an active role, while those of precious
materials or of venerable age were given various priorities (I. Tr., 7).127 This assembly then was divided into those who had full rights and those who could only listen
in silence, and probably participate in voting. There is no evidence connecting this
situation with that at Athens, but it is highly likely that the right to address the
assembly was the preserve of a special class, and to identify this class with those
who had the right to seek membership in the boule is a temptation. According to
Lucian (I. Tr., 26) Apollo was found wanting only in age. Otherwise he was "a
completely proper man to make a speech, having graduated from the ephebes some
time ago and having been inscribed in the lexiarchikon of the twelve, and having just
missed being in the boule of Kronos." It is possible that every son of Athenian parents
still had the right to attend the sessions, but without having had the ephebic training
he was probably relegated to a passive role, except in the matter of voting; and all
of the recorded votes appear to have been unanimous.128
The competenceof the demos when decreeing jointly with the boule seems to have
remained very broad. In three ephebic documents of the second half of the first
century B.C. (I.G., II2, 1040, 1041, 1042) the usual resolutions were made: in the
first decree to accept the benefits of the ephebic sacrifices, to honor the cosmete and
the ephebes, and to crown each with an olive wreath; in the second to permit the
ephebes to crown the cosmete with a gold crown and to set up his statue; and in the
third to honor the ephebes and crown them with a gold crown and to announce the
crown at the various festivals and to honor the lesser ephebic officials and to crown
them with olive wreaths. In the other documents the assembly is found awarding
praise and olive crowns,'29setting up statues,30 including that of a Roman emperor,'"'
and providing for the publication of its decrees.132It also appears to have been able
to award meals in the prytaneion '1 and in the Tholos,"'1chrysophoreia,'13prohedria
125
See Busolt-Swoboda,p. 997, citing Deinarchos,I, 71, who indicatesa restrictionto landowners in 324/3 B.c. Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, p. 112, note 30, commentson the possibility of
such a situationin RomanAthens.
12B

SeealsoDelz,pp.37-38,123.

See Delz, p. 123. The idealizedkingdom of philosophersof Herm., 23 would not grant
citizenshipto all. See Delz, p. 38.
127

128

Gerusia, nos. 31, 32, see note 111; I.G., II2, 2090.
AppendixI, pp. 154-155; I.G., II2, 1037; 1990; Gerusia,no. 31 (see above,note 111).
180
I.G., IV2, 1, 84 = S.I.G.3,796 B, III; Hesperia,X, 1941,no. 37, pp. 85-90; Oliver, Gerusia,
no. 31 (see above, note 111); Lucian, Timon, 51 (see Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, pp. 143-144); and
Appendix I, pp. 155-159.
181See the proposals which the boule and the demos offered to Hadrian, Hesperia, X, 1941,
no. 33, pp. 77-78.
132
I.G., II2, 1047; IV2, I, 84 =- S.I.G.8, 796 B, III.
183
Hesperia, X, 1941, no. 37, pp. 85-90; Gerusia, no. 31, line 15 (see above, note 111) ; I.G.,
129See
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in the games,'3 seats in the theater of Dionysos 137 and the resulting exemption from
taxation and liturgy throughout Attica and the islands belonging to the Athenians and
invitation by the prytaneis to the Dionysiac games each time they were celebratedand
the honor of a front seat.'38 It would seem that a commission to investigate credentials for citizenship could be appointed by the ekklesia.39 In the decree for Ulpius
Eubiotos there were certain provisions which Oliver viewed as unprecedented140 and
therefore considered separate from ordinary competence; these include (Oliver's
translations), " Invitation to the Theatre by the prytaneis on the occasion of every
public procession and of every assembly meeting, for himself and his two sons, with
the honor of a front seat and of a share in sacrifices and libations "; and " Participation in the kind of public maintenance to which the hierophant [and the daduchus]
were entitled, and in all distributions made out of state funds or out of private
benevolence [to the Athenian Councillors?]."
In addition to the items of competencefound in decrees, there is evidence for the
following items: the demos voted permission for gladiatorial shows; '1 it elected
hoplite generals;142 and it constructed and dedicated buildings.143The boule and the
demos also seem to have concernedthemselves with honors for the Roman emperors."4
The demos also seems to have had a judicial competence. The most explicit
reference is the oil law of Hadrian.'45 According to the terms of this law, any case
of an attempt to export olive oil illegally in which over fifty amphoras were involved
was to be judged by the ekklesia; it was to be summoned on the day following the
apprehension,if the informant was a crew-memberof the ship carrying the oil. The
hoplite general did the summoning. Further if an appeal were to be made to the
was to elect syndikoi to represent it, or if the
emperor or to the proconsul, the deEmos
II2, 1990,line 9. Sitesis in the prytaneion
also is an endowedprivilegefor the membersof the
on certaindates,according
to the termsof thewillof a herald(I.G.,II2,2773of ca. A.l).
Areopagus

240). On sitesis see Graindor,Tiberea Trajan,p. 70 and Wycherley,Testimonia,pp. 166, 173-174.
134
Oliver, Gerusia,no. 31, line 15 (see note 111).
135Hesperia, X, 1941, no. 37, pp. 85-90; see also Graindor,Tibere a Trajan, p. 71, who

citesI.G.,II2,4193,althoughthecorporation
makingthe awardis not named.
136
137
138

Oliver, Gerusia,no. 31 (see above,note 111).
Ibid.; AppendixI, pp. 148, 152.

Oliver, Gerusia, no. 31 (see above, note 111).
Lucian, Deor. Cone., 15, but compare Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, pp. 40-41.
140
Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 353-354.
141
Lucian, Dem., 57; Graindor, Hadrien, p. 89; Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, p. 116.
142
See above, p. 85.
143
I.G., II2, 3173, 3179, 3175, 3242 = Hesperia, XXX, 1961, pp. 186-194.
144
Hesperia, X, 1941, no. 33, pp. 77-78; note that the decree regulating the celebration of the
imperial birthday (Hesperia, XXVI, 1957, no. 98, pp. 260-262) originated in the demos.
145I.G., II2, 1100; see the edition of Oliver, Ruling Power, pp. 960-963; for discussion see
Keil, Beitrige, p. 63; Graindor, Hadrien, pp. 74-77; Day, Ec. Hist., pp. 189-192; B. d'Orgeval,
L'Empereur Hadrien: Oeuvre legislative et administrative, pp. 231-232; Delz, Lukians Kenntnis,
139

p. 115.
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oil had already been shipped before the information, the demos was to bring suit in
the home city of the offender and before the emperor. Lucian 1'6 seems to indicate
that certain cases of asebeia could be tried before the demos. If Lucian is to be
trusted,"7the demos was competent to decide on a death penalty in a case of eisangelia
and confiscation of goods.'48 Kirchner has restored I.G., II2, 1113 to indicate that the
demos also might decide on exile, but the restoration more probably ought to read
"the boule of the Areopagus," as Keil has suggested.149The demos seems to have
been charged with the choice of admtinistratorsto look after the property of orphans
(I.G., II2, 1080). Another document,'50a judgment by the legate L. Aemilius Juncus,
has a line connecting the demos with some sort of a decision over land measures.

The meetings of the demzoscontinued to be presided over by the prohedroi; 11
although the shortened headings of the later decrees do not mentionthem,152ca. A.D. 230
it was a prohedros who put the decree for Ulpius Eubiotos to a vote.'53 The evidence
from Lucian indicates that the herald (of the boule and demos) announced the
meeting,'54since in both passages Zeus ordered Hermes to make the announcement.
According to the epigraphical evidence1'5 voting was by show of hands " yea " and
"nay." Confirmation can be found in Lucian,'56where Zeus refused to ask for
"nays," knowing that they would prevail. The election of the hoplite general also
was accomplishedby show of hands.'57
The publication of decrees of the boule and demos traditionally fell to the
treasurer of the stratiotic funds together with the generals, as was the case with the
146

Dem., 11; see Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, pp. 115-116.
Gall., 22; see Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, p. 127; Busolt-Swoboda, p. 1009.
148 Lucian, Tim., 36; Gall., 22; Delz, Lukians Kenntnis,
p. 127; note also that confiscation was
the penalty under the terms of Hadrian's oil law (lines 27, 32-33, 41, 44-45).
149Keil, Beitrige, p. 63, note 84.
10 I.G., II2, 3194; see also Oliver, A.J.P., LXIX, 1948, pp. 438-440 and A.J.P., LXXVIII,
147

1957,p. 35.

15 I.G., II2, 1047; 'EAXvonvtaK,I, 1932, pp. 223-236 = Melanges Bidez, II, pp. 819-834; I.G.,

II2, 1069; I.G., IV2, I, 84 =- S.I.G.3, 796 B, III; Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, p. 115, also cites I.G.,

II2, 1072 and 1077, but these are decrees of the boule.
152
E.g., Hesperia, X, 1941, no. 37, pp. 85-90 = I.G., II2, 1081/5 + 1116, 1078.
153
Oliver, Gerusia, nos. 31, 32, see above, note 111.
154 . Tr., 18; Deor. Conc., 1; see Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, pp. 122-123. About the herald
of the boule and dentos, a very prominent man in the period of the Roman Empire, see below,
pp. 104-106.
155 Oliver, Gerusia, nos. 31, 32, see note 111 above. The record of the
approval of Herodes' gift
of white dress for the ephebes indicates that a similar procedure was used (I.G., II2, 2090), although
there is no indication of which corporation was acting.
15 Deor. Conc., 19, but see also Tim., 36, iKKXcXrLaoari?ioqfopvoaas, see Delz, Lukians Kenntnis,
p. 161 and note 29, p. 127.
but Alciphron, II, 2, 3, (III, 10) uses ESo'ov.
57Hesychius, s.v. IIviL, who uses XEtpoTovwatv,
Lucian (Tim., 36) uses the word tio4lop-raas, but Delz believes that the secret ballot by pebbles

was not used underthe empire,LukiansKenntnis,p. 127.
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was published by the secretary of the prytaneis, but the treasurer of the stratiotic
funds paid the expenses. The treasurer of the genos of the Eumolpidai was instructed
to publish the decree containing regulations for the celebration of the Eleusinia (I.G.,
II2, 1078), a decree passed by the demos alone. The decree of honors for Lamprias
passed by the boule and denmos(I.G., IV2, I, 84 = S.I.G.3, 796 B, III) was to be
published by a group of ambassadors, but this embassy was ratified later by the
Areopagus.
Finally an honorary decree mentions a prostates of the demos and of the boule
of the five hundred,'15which Oliver would translate as patronus ordinis et populi or
patronus decurionumet populi, and a dedication was set up to Sextus, " the age long
hegemon of the boule of the Areopagus and the demos." 1' Finally I.G., II2, 1098,
which mentions the demos several times, is actually not a letter from a Roman magistrate, but an honorary decree from the second century B.C.160

G. CONCLUSIONS
Although there is evidence that the boule and the demos continued to function as
before, it is clear that the reform of Sulla resulted in an augmentation of the powers
of the boule at the expense of the ekklesia. This is reflected in the wide scope of
decrees that the boule was able to pass on its own authority, without the vote of the
ekklesia. The boule passed prytany decrees and was the corporation which approved
dedicationsby the prytaneis; and except in the periods of democraticreaction it passed
ephebic decrees. Several other decrees of the boule have been listed where there is no
evidence of the cooperation from the demos. The preserved texts of decrees passed
jointly by the boule and denmosemanate from meetings of the demos in an ekklesia,
where the probouleumtaof the botle officially became a psephisia. The ekklesia also
gives evidence of having been able to pass valid decrees on its own authority.
The dedications preserved from Roman Athens probably should be classed into
two categories: dedications made by the corporations and those merely approved by
them. The former may be identified by the appearance of the name of the corporation (s) in the nominative. The others have a formula employing less direct attribution
-according to the eperotema, to the dogma, to the hypomnematismos,or with such
and such decreeing, etc. This latter class of dedication reflects vigorous constitutional
activity in the latter half of the second century after Christ, for changes in terminology
occur, which probably reflect more basic changes. The dogma of the Areopagus
158
159

Oliver, Hesperia,X, 1941,no. 37, pp. 85-90.
I.G., II2, 4228; see above,p. 58.

in Wien, Phil.-hist.K1.,LXI,
160SeeA. Wilhelm,Anzeiger,Akademieder Wissenschaften
1924,p. 128,no. 4.
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replaced the hypomnematismos;the eperotema of either the boule of the five hundred
or of the Areopagus came into use. The participial form of the verb " to decree " had
already come into usage in the second quarter of the century. The demos seems not
to have participatedin this latter form of dedication at all, while the boule participated
in the former only under Augustus and after the beginning of Hadrian's reign. The
demos fades out of the picture in the later years of the second century.
A major constitutional change occurred at the end of the first third of the third
century, when the boule was expanded to seven hundred fifty members. Later in the
fourth century it was cut back to three hundred. The details of other changes in the
third century are not clear because of poor documentation. It was around the same
time that prytany decrees ceased to be passed.
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An analysis has been made now of the functions of the thre
thr corporations which
constituted the government of the polis of the Athenians and of the major magistrates
of the polis. One of these corporations, the boule, was divided into twelve or thirteen
committees, each of which took a turn in sitting as an executive council for a given
period of the year. These were the prytaneis, who during their tenure resided in the
Tholos. Closely connected with the prytaneis in our documentation were the aisitoi,
or lesser functionaries who had the right to meals at public expense. Finally there
were several other officialsof the boule about whom a few words must be said.

A. THE PRYTANEIS
The prytaneis continued to be recorded through the course of the Roman period
down into the third century after Christ.1 The reforms under Sulla are clearly
reflected by the prytany decree, as S. Dow has shown.2 From the earlier prytany
documents the post-Sullan decree preserved only the second decree, that is the decree
of the boule honoring a single individual, in this instance the treasurer of the prytaneis.
No heading, other than the archon date, appears in these decrees.3 The prytaneis in
company with the aisitoi requested from the boule honors and a crown for their
treasurer, and usually, although not always,4 permission to set up his statue in gilded
armor. There followed the list of the prytaneis and citations for various civic officials
and aisitoi. That the decree of the boule included honors for the prytaneis themselves

1 The latest date applied to a prytany list (Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, no. 59, p. 49) is 227/8230/1 by Notopoulos, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 40, dating by the archon [- - -] of Marathon,
the younger. This date is dependent upon Notopoulos' identification of the Aurelioi omitted in
I.G., II2, 1828 (p. 38), which is faulty. A firmer date can be fixed to I.G., II2, 1832 by the inclusion
of the name of Alexander Severus. Thus the limits can be set between 222/3-234/5. Within this
period various years are suggested (see Notopoulos, p. 40). Otherwise there is a whole series
which can be dated in the 210's or 220's. (For a discussion see Oliver, A.J.P., LXX, 1949, pp.
305-307, note 15.)
2
Prytaneis, p. 25; see also Graindor, Auguste, p. 108; Accame, II dominio romano, p. 173.
Dow's list of post-Sullan prytany decrees has been brought up to date by G. Stamires, Hesperia,
XXVI, 1957, p. 248, note 45, and to the composite list may be added Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, no. 28,
p. 21; no. 41, p. 34; no. 56, p. 47; XXXIII, 1964, no. 47, p. 196; no. 48, p. 197; no. 49, p. 197;
no. 50, pp. 198-199; and XXXIV, 1965, no. 6, p. 96.
3 There is a
single exception, Hesperia, XVII, 1948, no. 14, p. 30.
4
Merely honors and a crown were awarded in Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, no. 47, p. 196; XII,
1943, no. 14, pp. 50-60; Dow, Prytaneis, no. 116, pp. 186-191.
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was very rare, although not completely unheard of.5 With a single exception,6all of
the preserved post-Sullan prytany decrees occur before the end of Augustus' rule, or
within a short while after.7 The fortunes of these decrees are probably related to
the ability to find a citizen sufficiently wealthy to perform the sacrifices required in a
style sufficiently magnificent to warrant such honor, and thus to the fortune of the
treasurer of the prytaneis (see below). Awards of crowns do not generally appear in
the prytany lists of a later period.8 Those for whom citations are preserved include the
treasurer of the prytaneis,9the hoplite general,'0 the treasurer of the stratiotic funds,"
the herald of the boule and the demos,12 the treasurer of the sacred diataxis,'3 the
secretary and the sub-secretary,14the treasurer of the boule and demos and the secrethe treasurer of the boule,"1the secretary of the synhedrion,'7the
tary of the demnos,"1
a
eponymos,'8 priest of the Phosphoroi19 and a litourgos.20
5

Ibid.

6 Dow, Prytaneis,no. 121, pp. 193-197- Oliver, A.J.P., LXX, 1949, pp. 299-308, 403, dated
aboutA.D. 120. Merittwould date (Hesperia,XXIX, 1960, no. 56, p. 47) to aboutthe same period
on the basis of letter forms. If this is correct, then this document would be the latest example of
a decree of honors for a treasurer of the prytaneis.
7Dow would date Prytaneis, no. 119, p. 193 to before A.D. 19, and Prytaneis, no. 120, p. 193
to late in the reign of Augustus.
8 But there are exceptions: Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 8, p. 39 of the first or early second century

afterChrist.

9 Dow, Prytaneis,no. 98, pp. 166-169,before 60 B.C.;no. 104, p. 173, mid-firstcentury B.C.;
Hesperia, III, 1934, no. 28, p. 39, mid-first century B.C.; XII, 1943, no. 14, pp. 56-60, 50-40 B.C.;
Prytaneis, no. 107, pp. 175-176, 45-30 B.C.; no. 108, p. 176, late 40's-early 30's B.C.; no. 110,
pp. 178-181, 29/8-22/1 B.C.; no. 113, pp. 182-183, ca. 45-20 B.C.; no. 116, pp. 186-191, ca. 20 B.C.;
Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, no. 63, p. 218, first century after Christ; XXXIV, 1965, no. 6, p. 96.
10Dow, Prytaneis, no. 98, pp. 166-169, before 60 B.C.; no. 105, pp. 173-174, ca. 40-30 B.C.; no.
110, pp. 178-181, 29/8-22/1 B.C.; no. 116, pp. 186-191, ca. 20 B.C.; Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, no.
60, p. 216, end of the first century B.C.; XI, 1942, no. 8, p. 39, first or early second century after
Christ.
11Dow, Prytaneis, no. 102, pp. 171-172, mid-first century B.C.; no. 110, pp. 178-181, 29/8-22/1
B.C.; no. 116, pp. 186-191, ca. 20 B.C.
12 Dow, Prytaneis, no. 107, pp. 175-176, 45-30 B.C.; no. 108, p. 176, late 40's-early 30's B.C.,
in which the name is written out in full. The abbreviated form, " the herald of the boule," is used
in Prvtaneis, no. 110, pp. 178-181, 29/8-22/1 B.C.; no. 116, pp. 186-191, ca. 30 B.c.; Hesperia,
XXX, 1961, no. 72, p. 261.
13 Dow, Prytaneis, no. 108, p. 176, late 40's-early 30's B.C.; S.E.G., XVIII, no. 53 = S. N.
III, 1958/60, no. 1, pp. 3-6, beginning of the first century after Christ.
Koumanoudes, Niov 'AArovatov,
14
no.
110,
Dow, Prytaneis,
pp. 178-181,29/8-22/1 B.C.
"5Ibid., no. 116, pp. 186-191, ca. 20 B.C.
16
Ibid., no. 108, p. 176, late 40's-early 30's B.C.;no. 110, pp. 178-181, 29/8-22/1 B.C. (restored).
17
S.E.G., XVIII, no. 53 = Koumanoudes, Neov'AOivatov,III, 1958/60, no. 1, pp. 3-6, beginning
of the first century after Christ.
18Hespe-ia, XXVI, 1957, no. 97A, p. 246, 21/0 B.C.; XXXIV, 1965, no. 6, p. 96, although this
is a very early date for the appearance of an eponymos; see above, p. 27 and note 66 for more
concerning this decree.
19
Dow, Prytaneis, no. 99, pp. 169-170, mid-first century B.C.
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Around the middle of the first century after Christ the later series of prytany
lists begins, in which the prytaneis, usually in conjunction with the aisitoi, honor
themselves.2l Although citations do not usually appear, various magistrates and
officials are named in the headings, among the list of prytazneis,or among the aisitoi.
The format of these lists is very simple. The heading usually records that the prytaneis of such a tribe and the aisitoi, honoring themselves, inscribed the stele; The
date is usually given simply according to the archon, but often the month, the prytany
date and/or the secretary's name are included; and many lists are dated also by reference to an event involving this or that Roman emperor. Certain civic magistrates
and officials occasionally appear in the heading with their name and office given as a
genitive absolute; this does not seem to be for the sake of eponymity, but rather should
be taken as an indication of a connection between the functions of the magistrates so
named with those of the prytaneis (see above, pp. 24-25). The most common magistrate to be cited in this manner was the hoplite general, whose appearance became
customary, although not necessarily constant, from around A.D.167/8.22 The evidence
for the relationship between the hoplite general and the boule has been summarized
above (pp. 27-29). This sudden appearanceof his name may well be viewed as significant in the light of other indications of change at Athens within a few years before
or after this, such as the substitution of the word dogma for hypomnematismosas a
name for a decree of the Areopagus and the appearance of other new formulae in
dedications (see above, pp. 44-45). On two occasions the name of the herald of the
boule and demos is cited in a heading,23and on another occasion the herald of the
Areopagus.24 Liturgists also were apt to appear, as the gymnasiarch,25the panegyriarch,26and an agonothete.27Finally there were officialsof the phyle and the priest
of the eponymoushero.28Although it was usual for the prytaneis and aisitoi to honor
and inscribe themselves, sometimes they were (honored and) inscribed by the secre-

20Ibid., no. 108,
p. 176 (if this is really such a citation, see note 86, p. 15), late 40's-early
30's B.C., about which Dow notes that the citation for the litourgos, who was a foreigner, came at the
"
very end of the series and that it did not have the prytaneis " superscribed.
21
See Accame, II dominio romano, p. 173 and Dow, Prytaneis, pp. 6, 26.
22
Only one example of such a citation is preserved from before this date, Hesperia, XXVI,
no.
97, pp. 246-260, of 21/0 B.C.,a restoration by Stamires which has been challenged above,
1957,
p. 27, note 66. In the following documents dated after 167/8 his name is certainly lacking: I.G.,
II2, 1776; Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 21, p. 55; I.G., II2, 1795, 1794; S.E.G., XIV, 92; I.G., II2, 1805;
Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 30, p. 65 and in several others it is probably lacking.
23
I.G., II2, 1773a, after the middle of the second century after Christ, and in an early prytany
list, Dow, Prytaneis, no. 106, pp. 174-175, ca. 40-30 B.C.
24
Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 7, p. 37, mid-first century B.C.
25
Ibid.
26I.G., II2, 1792 =A.J.P., LXXI, 1950, no. 2, p. 174 of A.D. 192; Hesperia, XXIX, 1960,
no. 59, p. 49 (restored), of the early third century.
27
I.G., II2, 1759, of the late first century after Christ.
28
Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 7, p. 37, mid-first century after Christ.
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tary of the bouletai of their tribe.29 Several of these prytany lists were inscribed on
statue bases or herms, the dedications for which were prefixed to the prytany list.
The dedicators were either the boule or the prytaneis according to a decree of the
boule (see above, pp. 71-72). Dedicatees included the herald (of the boule and
demos) ,o the archon,31the epistates of the prytaneis,32 the priest of Artemis Kalliste,33
a sitones,34 and a man whose function is not specified.35
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The evidence would seem to indicate very little change in the structure of the
prytanies at the time of the reforms of Sulla. The boule continued to have six hundred
members divided into prytanies of fifty members each.36 Hadrian's new constitution
had a very evident effect on the prytanzeis,since from the time of the change there
were only five hundred members of the boule distributed among thirteen prytanies.
Various views have been advanced concerning the size of each prytany. Those who
contemplate an even 500 members of the boule 7 are forced to assume that the
prytaneis from some tribes numbered 38, while those from others numbered 39.
Graindor38 saw that the number of names listed in the complete prytany lists ranged
from 40 to 42, and he estimated that the post-Hadrianic boule must have contained
at least 540 members. This surplus of 40 or more was then taken as evidence that
the tribe Hadrianis was created after the reduction of the boule to 500, and that the
creation of Hadrianis had caused the surplus. It now seems likely that the reduction
of the boule from six hundred to five hundred and the creation of Hadrianis occurred
simultaneously in the light of the solution offered by Raubitschek,89when he formulated the rule of thumb that the eponymos of a tribe should not be counted among the

29 I.G., II2, 1764A, of A.D.
138/9; 1775, of A.D. 168/9; 1777, of A.D. 168/9; Hesperia,XXVI,
1957, no. 97B, pp. 247-248, late second century; XXXIII, 1964, no. 68, p. 223 of the end of the
second century. Kirchner,following Dittenberger,restoredthe name of the epistatesof the prytaneis in this function in I.G., II2, 1821 (early third century), but he might just as well have
restoredthe name of the secretary.
80 I.G., II2, 1763, ca. A.D. 132/3.
81 I.G., II2, 1791, ca. A.D. 180/1-181/2; 1804 of the end of the secondcenturyafter Christ.
32 I.G., II2, 1817 of the third
century;4014 of unspecifieddate; S.E.G., XVIII, 81 of the second
centuryafter Christ.
33 Hesperia,X, 1941,no. 42, p. 242, probablyof the thirdcentury; for the date see above,p. 72,
where it is shown that the eperotemaprobablydid not appear before the middle of the second
century after Christ. Oliver notices in his publicationthat all other referencesin inscriptionsto
ArtemisKallisteare fromthe third century.
84 I.G., II2, 3680 of the early third century.
35
Hesperia,XXXIII, 1964, no. 64, p. 219, sometimeafter the Hadrianicreforms.
36 The full
complementof 50 prytaneisis preservedin Dow, Prytaneis, no. 106, pp. 174-175;
no. 116,pp. 186-191;and no. 121, pp. 193-197 (as restored).
87 Ibid., p. 196.
38Hadrien,pp. 83-85.

s9 " Note on the post-HadrianicBoule," repas 'AvrTovlov KepapuorovXAov
(= 'EratpedaMaKceovtKWv
Ka @?0oXoyLKr,
IX, 1953), pp. 242-255. Note
:,rov8iv, 'ErLarrnovtcat IIpay/aTera, Sc,pa t AXoXoyLKr

that I.G., II2, 1077 is a catalogueof Pandionis,not Hippothontis,p. 252.
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number of prytaneis if his name occurs at the end of the list or above the list of the
first deme; but if it appears within the list, then it ought to be counted. The secretary
of the bouleutai should be included in the count whether his name appears at the end
or among the prytaneis.0 Thus when the names of the secretary and the eponymos
appear together at the foot of a prytany list, the former is to be included in the count,
but the latter not. If these rules are observed in counting the prytaneis the result will
be that in each preserved complete list the total number will equal 40. The advantage
of such a system is the use of a round number (recalling that the Attic system of
numberingwas decimal) and an equal number for each tribe. The disadvantage would
be the total of 520 members of the boule, but this objection appears inconsequential
in the light of the regularity of the appearanceof the same number of prytaneis. The
date of this reform has been treated above (see p. 74).
The order in which the various tribes served as prytanizing tribe must still have
been determinedby lot; at any rate the various tribes appear in many varied positions
in the order of prytanies.41In the ordinary Attic year of 354 (355) days 42 each prytanizing tribe would be in office for 27 or 28 days (29 or 30 in intercalary years). S.
Dow 43 found that among the prytany documentsavailableto him there was no example
of more than two tribes receiving honors in a given year. From the beginning of
Roman times through the Hadrianic period the evidence is too scanty to permit a
conclusion; but through the remaining years of the second century, where many
decrees may be accurately dated, there seemed until recently to be no evidence of more
than two awards in a single year, although the appearance of two awards is not
infrequent in a given year.44 For the archonship Tineius Ponticus, A.D. 168/9, a third
Although in I.G., II2, 1775 this secretary is named in the heading as the publishing magistrate,
his name is not included in the list of prytaneis, and, if it were included, it would mean that there
was an extra prytanis. The explanation probably is due to the secretary's having already served
twice as prytanis, the maximum number of times according to a standing rule (see below for more
details), and therefore, although he is secretary, he cannot be a member of the board.
41 For
example Antiochis appeared in the sixth prytany in 138/9 (I.G., II2, 1764A), twelfth in
the last decade of the second century (1805), and eleventh and fifth in the early third century (1818
and 1831); while Akamantis was second in 167/8 (I.G., II2, 1774), eighth in 168/9 (1775), first in
169/70 (1778), and seventh in the early third century (1821).
42
See B. D. Meritt, The Athenian Year, Berkeley, 1961, pp. 3-15 for the length and divisions
of the year.
43 Prytaneis, p. 7.
44
In those marked with an asterisk the names of two separate tribes are preserved. In the
others the names of one or both are lost, although two separate decrees are preserved: in the
archonships of *Praxagoras (I.G., II2, 1764A, 1765), of *Tiberius Claudius Demostratos (Hesperia,
XI, 1942, no. 12, p. 43; XVI, 1947, no. 77, p. 175), in the *anarchy after Tineius Ponticus (I.G.,
II2, 1778 and 1776), in the archonship of Flavius Harpalianus (Hesperia, XVI, 1947, no. 81, p. 179;
I.G., II2, 1786), in the hoplite generalship of Munatius Vopiscus (I.G., II', 1801; Hesperia, XI,
1942, no. 26, p. 62), in the archonship of *Demostratos (Hesperia, XXVI, 1957, no. 60, p. 213;
I.G., II2, 1795), and in the hoplite generalship of Flavius Philostratos (Hesperia, IV, 1935, no. 13,
p. 51; I.G., II2, 1803), in the third century in the hoplite generalship of Pomp. Hegias (I.G., 12,
40
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document has now been found and is published here in Appendix V.45 In the third
century multiple decrees for a single year are more frequent. From the year of the
archon Gaius Quintus Kleon we possess four prytany lists, among which the names of
three tribes are preserved; 4 and from the year of Domitius Arabianus, three lists
preserving two tribal names.47 Around the end of the first quarter of the third
century prytany documents dwindle and disappear.48
Although there is no evidence to prove or disprove the point, it may be assumed
that the prytaneis continued to act as the executive council for Athens while the boule
was not in session and to prepare matter for presentation to the boule. There is evidence for certain specific functions of the prytaneis. In addition to the usual round
of state sacrifices there is evidence of participation in some of the religious festivals
of the city. There is little doubt that a record of a delegation of 24 prytaneis visiting
Salamis between 90 and 100 was to indicate their participation in a festival.49 The
presence of the name of the agonothete in the heading and the notation that Antigonos
the younger was victorious in the epos leave little doubt that the inscription concerned
games. Graindor suggested that these were the Aianteia to celebrate the heroes of
Salamis, in which the ephebes participated in a naumnachia.Another list, whose
provenience is unknown,50may also represent such an embassy. In the first place
there is a similarity of personnel (see note 50 for a list) with some exceptions. In
the second place in neither document is there any sign of a division between the
names of the prytaneis and those of the other officials. An ordinary prytany decree
separates these officials from the grouped prytaneis, but in these documents all belong
to the same group. Another document from Salamis records a visit by a small delegation of six prytaneis of Hippothontis. It was cut into the living rock sometime in the
1831; Hesperia, III, 1934, no. 44, p. 57) and in the archonship of *Aur. Dionysios (I.G., II2,

1816,1817).
"5

The others are I.G., II2, 1775 and Hesperia, XVI, 1947, no. 80, p. 178.
I.G., II2, 1826, Pandionis; 1825, Attalis; 1823, Akamantis; Hesperia, XV, 1946, no. 73, p.
240, the tribe is lost.
47 Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 32, p. 67, Ptolemais; I.G., II2, 1824, Attalis; 1830, the tribe is lost.
48 See note 1.
49I.G., II2, 1759. See Graindor, TibHre a Trajan, pp. 68-69; Notopoulos, Hesperia, XVIII,
1949, p. 12 would date this document to A.D. 96/7.
50 Dow, Prytaneis, no. 105, pp. 173-174 = I.G., II2, 1059-- I.G., II2, 1758 of 40-30 B.C. The
magistrates listed may be compared with those of I.G., II2, 1759 (second column):
hoplite general
flute player
flute player
46

secretary for the prytaneis =-repl

TO /3/,Ua

general
checking clerk
subsecretary
= litourgos for the Skias
litourgos
The hoplite general of 1759 appears in a citation in Prytaneis, no. 105. The checking clerk and
subsecretary do not appear in 1759 and the second general is missing in Prytaneis, no. 105.
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third century as a dedication to " the god." 51 Obviously this is not a delegation of
the same sort as the others, and for that matter may have been merely a personal visit.
An ordinary prytany list of the Roman period was found at Eleusis.52 The unusual
proveniencecoupledwith the appearanceof the name of the emperor as panegyriarch
has led Oliver to the following points in explanation: " 1) because of the services
performed by the prytaneis for the penteteric festal assembly at Eleusis, 2) because
in the year of the festal assembly the Council was accustomed to hold its last meeting
of the first prytany ... at Eleusis." The panegyriarch appears in the heading of one
other prytany list.53 Within the city of Athens the decrees for Ulpius Eubiotos 5
record as an extraordinary honor accorded him invitation to the theater by the prytacneis"[at all the religious processions] and at the popular assemblies." 55 The earlier
precedentedhonors included eiskalesis to the Dionysiac games, again probably by the
prytaneis.56 The evidence for the relationship between the prytaneis and the gymnasiarchy has been summarized by J. H. Oliver.57 The role of the prytacneis in the
management of these festivals is not as yet clearly defined, but it would seem that it
must have been substantial and that it may have involved considerableexpense.
The prytaneis also had a series of annual state sacrifices for which they were
responsible.58 The cults for which there is evidence 9 include Artemis Boulaia/
Phosphoros and the phosphoroi, Apollo Patroos/Prostaterios, Athena [Archegetis],
and some traditional gods whose names are not specified. Two dedications by the
treasurers of the prytaneis for the benefit of the phyle have as dedicatees Zeus Boulaios
and Hestia Boulaia.60 It would seem that the prytaneis probably had charge of the
continuing round of rites of the state cult insofar as the cults of the civic government 6 were involved. These sacrifices must have involved considerable expense,
for which the prytaneis or their tribe was responsible. At various periods various
devices were hit upon to cover the costs.
It is clear that the prytany decrees honoring the tamias represent the gratitude
I.G., II2, 1811; Notopoulos,
Hesperia,XVIII, 1949, p. 43, woulddatethis afterA.D.217.
52I.G., II2, 1792, but see the text and commentsof Oliver, " Attic Inscriptionsconcerning

51

A.J.P.,LXXI, 1950,no. II, pp. 174-177.
Commodus,"
68Hesperia,
XXIX, 1960,no. 59,p. 49 (restored).
64Oliver,Gerusia,nos. 31, 32, pp. 125-142;Hesperia,XX, 1951,pp. 350-354;B. D. Meritt,
Hesperia,XXXII, 1963,no. 27, pp.26-30.
5 Translationby Oliver. Restorationconfirmedfrom line 46 and from Meritt,Hesperia,
XXXII, 1963,no. 27, p. 26, line 13.
56 As Oliver, Hesperia,
XX, 1951,p. 353.
57 "
FinancialAid to the Tribes of Roman Athens,"A.J.P.,LXX, 1949, p. 301.
Dow, Prytaneis,pp. 14-15; Oliver,A.J.P., LXX, 1949,pp. 302-303.
Dow, Prytaneis,pp. 8-9; H. Thompson,The Tholosof Athensandits Predecessors,Hesperia,
IV, 1940,pp. 137-141;Wycherley,Testimonia,p. 256, s.v., Prytaneis.
Suppl.
60Hesperia,XII,
1943,no. 17,p. 65 of 53/2 B.C.andno. 16,p. 63 of thefirstcenturyB.C.
61Accordingto the distinctiondrawn by Oliver, Demokratia,the Gods and the Free World,
58

59

1960,see p. 172.
Baltimore,
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of the prytaneis for his having underwritten these expenses.62 No matter in which
of nmanyways his title is expressed,63he is honored for having performed all of the
sacrifices falling to the prytaineiswith regard to the boule and the demos from his own
funds and for having taken care of all the other matters suitable to the prytaneis well
and generously. In the reign of Augustus the list of the treasurer's benefactions was
apt to be more profusely stated, but the items do not seem to be very different.64The
treasurer of the phyle appears twice in later documents, in A.D. 90-100, in the record
of the delegation to Salamis (I.G., II2, 1759) and once in the third century (I.G., II2,
1827). The embassy to Salamis is probablythe last appearanceof the treasurer in the
function which is being surveyed here, for shortly afterwards a new system for paying
the expenses of the sacrifices was inaugurated.
In the reign of Hadrian an endowment was set up by Claudius Atticus and
Vibullia Alcia to cover the expenses for the tribe to which their families belonged,65
and later Claudius Atticus did the same for the other tribes,"6if Oliver's interpretation
of a series of six statue bases is correct. When Atticus died between 134 and 138
this endowment probably was among the funds recovered by his son Herodes at the
expense of the Athenians (Philostratos,

Vit. Soph., II, 1, p. 58, Kayser), and the

prytaneis would have been in dire straits until a new system couldbe worked out. Anna
Benjamin 67 suggests with great plausibility that a pair of dedications on either side
of an opisthographic stele, probably belonging to a complete series, which indicate
62Dow,
Prytaneis, pp. 13-15.
63 In the
inscriptions several titles are applied to this treasurer: the tamias of the prytaneis
(Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, no. 47, p. 196 [restored]; XII, 1943, no. 14, pp. 56-60; Dow, Prytaneis,
no. 111, p. 181; no. 116, pp. 186-191; Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, no. 63, p. 218), or their tamias
(Hesperia, XVII, 1948, no. 13, p. 29; Prytaneis, no. 116, pp. 186-191), or the tamias whom they
selected from among themselves (Hesperia, XVII, 1948, no. 14, p. 30; Prytaneis, no. 101, pp. 170171; Hesperia, XII, 1943, no. 14, p. 56; Prytaneis, no. 114, pp. 183-185; Hesperia, XXVI, 1957,
no. 97A, p. 246; Prytaneis, no. 116, pp. 186-191; Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, no. 49, p. 197; Prytaneis,
no. 119, p. 193 [in this last the expression " from among themselves " is missing]), or the tamias
from among themselves (Prytaneis, no. 98, pp. 166-169; no. 112, p. 182), but sometimes he is called
simply the tamias (Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, no. 28, p. 21 [restored]; Prytaneis, no. 104, p. 173;
Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, no. 50, p. 198), the tamias of the phyle (Hesperia, XII, 1943, no. 14,
p. 56; Prytaneis, no. 107, pp. 175-176; Hesperia, XXXIV, 1965, no. 6, p. 96), the tamias of the
members of the phyle (Hesperia, XVII, 1948, no. 13, p. 29 [restored]), and once only the treasurer
of their term (e4' `avrTv; Hesperia, XXVI, 1957, no. 97a, p. 246). That these all are applied to
the same officer is guaranteed by decrees which use two or three different titles.
64For examples see Dow, Prytaneis, no. 116, pp. 186-191 of ca. 20 B.C.and Hesperia, XXXIII,
1964, no. 50, p. 198 of the end of the first century B.C.
65 Oliver, " Patrons Providing Financial Aid to the Tribes of Roman Athens," A.J.P., LXX,
1949, pp. 299-308, 403.
66I.G., II2, 3597, a-e; D. Hereward, IIoX,uov, A, 1949-51,

SVle/LKTa

X'. On these bases see

Graindor, Herode Atticus, p. 20, note 1, p. 28, note 1, and especially pp. 30-31, who recognized
the relationship between the bases and the honorary inscription, but did not have the proper
interpretation.
67 "
The Altars of Hadrian in Athens," Hesperia, XXXII, 1963, no. 1, pp. 73-74.
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honorary citations for Hadrian by the tribes Hippothontis and Aiantis, may have
been dedicated as a result of an imperial donation to defray the prytany costs until
a new system might be worked out. It is also a possibility that dedications prefixed
to prytany decrees (see above, p. 95) represented gratitude on the part of the
prytaneis for donations beyond the funds otherwise available.
The method which was hit upon after the death of Atticus and the loss of the
endowment was the selection of a wealthy member of the tribe, who was called the
eponymnosand who might or might not be a member of the prytany.68The eponymos
appearednot only in the prytany lists, but in certain other documents. In the Agora
was found an almost perfectly preserved herm, bearing the name of Moiragenes, son
of Dromokles, from Koile, eponymos of the tribe Hippothontis;69 in two instances
this function appears in cursus honorum.70 At the time of the Severi the eponymity
of the prytaneis began to be shared with Athena Polias, in what Oliver cites as the
fourth stage of the developmentof the prytany system under Roman rule.7
A problem arises with a pair of prytany decrees which make reference not only
to a tamias, but also to an eponymos.72 One is the usual decree of honors for the
tamias, but the eponynios is cited with a crown. Doubt has been cast upon the restoration of the name of the hoplite general in the heading (see above, p. 27, note 66),
but the rest of the text appears correct. The second of these decrees is not without
difficulties. Both officialsare named in citations. That for the tamias reads ra [u] |av
ArqLrj7prpov
lVIvX NI KorrpaLTro. Even if we accept an interlocking word order of
the name and titles, that an individual is indicated as awarding the crown is peculiar.
Further the eponymos is a foreigner, an Alexandrian. The awarding of crowns is characteristic of the earlier decrees, and this fact indicates that the eponymos cannot be
the same as that in the post-Hadrianic lists. Stamires had suggested that the eponymos
of the former decree was the priest of the eponymous hero, but the presence of a
foreigner in this office in the new decree would rule this out. Therefore the honorific
title of eponymnosmust have been in existence for some time as a reward for benefactors, but became regular only when it was applied to the donator of funds for the
year's prytany sacrifices.
Oliver, "Patrons Providing Financial Aid to the Tribes of Roman Athens," A.J.P., LXX,
1949, pp. 299-308, 403; Raubitschek, "Note on the post-Hadrianic Boule," rfpas 'AvrTwvLovKepaxo7rov'XXov,
pp. 242-255, both of whom give lists of the eponymoi, Oliver chronologically and Raubitschek by tribe. To their lists the following recently published documents might be added: Hesperia,
]Aos
XXXIII, 1964, no. 66, p. 221, second century after Christ, of Ptolemais, eponymos [- 'A4poSLao[ov], listed above the panel; no. 68, p. 223, end of the second century after Christ, of
Pandionis, eponymos Fl. Alkibiades, listed above the panel.
69
Hesperia, V, 1936, pp. 16-17 of the second century, cited both by Oliver and by Raubitschek.
70I.G., II2, 3623 and 3675, both restored, both cited by Raubitschek.
71I.G., II2, 1817, 1824, 1825, 1826.
72 Stamires, Hesperia, XXVI,
1957, no. 97A, pp. 246-258; Meritt, Hesperia, XXXIV, 1965,
no. 6, p. 96.
68
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The other functionary who appears regularly in the prytany lists is the secretary
of the bouleutai. That he was secretary only to the bouleutai of his own phyle is
shown from his complete title.73 Further, whenever the secretary of the bouleutai is
included in a prytany list, he is the fortieth member of the prytany." In the lists his
name is not given among his fellow demesmen, but as the last of the prytaneis, just
above the aisitoi, although on occasion his name is included in the list of his deme."7
In some lists he appears as the inscriber, and in this case his name is given in the
heading; but when this is the case his name should appear again among the prytaneis."
The heading of one list records a secretary inscriber who is not one of the prytateis,77
since his name does not appear in the fully preserved register of forty prytaneis, but
a glance through the other prytany lists shows that he had already served twice as
prytanis."7 Thus it appears that the prytaneis wished him to serve as secretary, either
because it involved a certain amount of honor, or much more likely, expense, but the
limitation to two terms as bouleutes was too firmly set to permit him to serve again.
Therefore the solution, until now unprecedentedin our sources, of having him serve
as a secretary of the bouleutai,but not as a bouleutes,was used. Such a necessity may
be a sign of the shrinking numbers of the curial class who were willing to undertake
extra burdens. The secretary of the bouleutai does not appear at all in the prytany
decrees of the era antedating the introduction of the simple lists. Indeed the function
of publishing which he occasionally undertook was previously cared for by the secrevaveIav. This change reflects a deeper change in the nature of the prytany
tary Kara7rp
for
the prytany decrees recorded an honor paid by the city as a whole to
document,
certain outstanding boards of prytaneis." The post-Sullan decrees were proposed by
the prytaineis to honor their treasurer, but the decision still lay with the boule, and
were honored each year. The
lists of
ribemere
apparentlythe treasurers of only two tribes
no
indicate
the
of
the
for
for
the
prytaneis longer
gratitude
distinguished service,
city
prytaneis now honor themselves and the publication seems to be their own responsiThe secretary of the bouleutaiof the tribe Akamantis," I.G., II2, 1775; see also Hesperia,
XXVI, 1957, no. 97B, pp. 247-248, where it is restored.
74 .G., II2, 1773, 1774, 1776, 1782, 1794; Hesperia, IV, 1935, no. 11, p. 48; I.G., II2, 1783,
1824, 1077.
7Hesperia, XXVI, 1957, no. 62, pp. 214-215.
76 As in
I.G., II2, 1777. In several other lists where he appears as inscriber the list of names
of the prytaneis is not sufficiently well preserved to show the second appearance of his name;
Hesperia, XXVI, 1957, no. 97B, pp. 247-248; XXXIII, 1964, no. 68, p. 223. The inscriber of
I.G., II2, 1764A is identified only as secretary for the second time. It would appear likely that he
was secretary of the bouleutai, since it would hardly be expected that an annual official would
inscribe the monthly register of prytaneis. Here again the second appearance of his name in the list
is lost.
77 I.G., II2,
1775, Philoumenos son of Eros of Kephale.
78 Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 12,
pp. 43-44, line 21 of A.D. 146-165; I.G., II2, 1774, lines 52, of
73"

A.D. 167/8.

79Dow,
Prytaneis, pp. 26-27.
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bility. The final and logical developmentalong these lines was the setting up of more
than two prytany documents each year, the first preserved example being in 168/9,
while in the third century the custom was more frequent (see above, pp. 96-97).
Among the lists of prytaneis the names of Roman emperors,either living or dead,
also appear, carefully placed at the very top of the list. The tribe Hadrianis and its

deme Besa were proud of their imperial nmembersand on at least three occasions
mentioned their names.80 In connection with this the controversy concerning the
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appearance of " Aurelioi " in a pair of prytany documents ought to be noted.81 Notopoulos-and, for a while, Oliver half agreed with him-presumed that the Aurelioi
were Roman emperors named on prytany lists, but it is clear now that the Aurelioi

were the listed prytaczeiswho had become Roman citizens according to the Constitutio
Antoniniana.
Besides the aisitoi, to be treated below, other officers of administration or priests
are mentionedin the prytany documents. Frequently the priest of the eponymoushero
appears among the prytaneis,82who, as Oliver has shown,83is not to be confused with
the epoxnymos. His title is listed after his name as a courtesy if he happens to be a
member of the prytany. Another such courtesy was extended to the exegete if he

happenedto be a prytatnis.84The earliest example of such a notice is around 180 and
the latest in the early third century.
The lists frequently also designate the epistates of the prytaneis,85 but his name

appears in its ordinary position in the list. In only one preserved document is his

name set apart (I.G., II2, 1801). The heading of one list has been so restored that he
appears as publisher, but a more likely restoration would be yraminnateus of the prytaneis.86 He also has appeared as the dedicatee of herms on which the prytany lists
were inscribed.87 In the two of these sufficiently well preserved to permit a complete

reading of his titles, he also is recorded as holding an additional religious office.
80

I.G., II2, 1764B of either 141/2 or 142/3 listing the deified Hadrian; 1795 of the late second
century listing Commodus and the deified Hadrian; 1832, of the reign of Severus Alexander (see
Oliver, Hesperia, XX, 1951, p. 347, note 1) listing the emperors Marcus Aurelius Severus, the
deified Hadrian, and the deified Commodus.
81 I.G., II2,
1824 and 1825; see Notopoulos, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 38; Oliver, A.J.P.,
LXX, 1949, p. 305, note 15; Notopoulos, Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 65-66; Oliver, Hesperia, XX,
1951, pp. 346-349; M. N. Tod, Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, XXXVII, 1951, p. 95; E. Sch6n-

bauer, Journal of Juristic Papyrology, VII/VIII,

1953/4, pp. 117-120; Raubitschek, repas 'AvrTovov

p. 245, note 1; J. and L. Robert, Bull. Epigr., 1953, no. 61, pp. 134-135.
82Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 21, p. 55; XVI, 1947, no. 82, p. 179; I.G., II2, 1794, 1801, 1806.
83
Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 30 and A.J.P., LXX, 1949, p. 305.
84
I.G., II2, 1794, 1791, 1818 (where the pythochrestos exegetes was eponymos). These
documents are all cited by Oliver, Expounders, as I 40, I 41, I 46.
85
I.G., II2, 1801, 1813, 1814, 1820, 1833, 1825, 1828; Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 34, p. 69.
86
I.G., II2, 1821; the epistates is nowhere else recorded as the publisher of a prytany list. The
secretary of the bouleutai did so commonly, and there are indications elsewhere that he sometimes
was called the secretary of the prytaneis (see above, p. 101).
87 I.G., II2, 1817 == Oliver, Gerusia, no. 29, p. 125; S.E.G., XVIII, 81; I.G., II2, 4014.
K?paoo7rov'Aov,
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Aristotle (Ath. Pol., 44) describes the functions of the epistates. He was chosen by
lot to serve for a night and a day, nor could he serve longer nor a second time. In
his possession were the keys to the sanctuaries containing the public moneys, the
public records, and the public seal. He had the responsibility for alloting the nine
prohedroi and their epistates for meetings of the boule or the demos. Since only one
epistates is included in each prytany list, and since it is considered worthwhile to
mention his name, it seems that during the Roman period the epistates served for the
whole term of the prytany.88 Nothing of his functions at this period is known, except
that he probably no longer had exclusive access to the public seal, since in one decree
the duty of sealing a diplomatic communication fell to the herald of the Areopagus
(I.G., IV2, I, 83 = S.I.G.3, 796B, II).
One as yet unexplained reference to the prytanzeisfound in Lucian 89 indicates
that a malefactor was to be taken and handed over to the prytaneis. Delz suggests
either that this might have been a new competencefalling to the prytaneis, or that this
is recalled that the prytaneis were a standing committee to manage affairs between
sessions of the boule, then it is possible that they possessed some share of judicial
competence. One other reference in a decree of honors for Hadrian to rov Trpvravtv
,fuijpvis referred by Graindor to a cult of Zeus Prytanis, but the reference is not clear.90
B. THE AISITOI

The prytany lists of the Roman period usually contain a section composed of
Eleusinian priests and various magistrates entitled the aisitoi. These represent a
group of officials and priests privileged to partake of meals and lodgings at state
expense in the Tholos along with the prytaneis.9' From the third century B.C.as a
group they shared with the prytaineisthe task of proposing the treasurer of the prytaneis to the boule for honors, and this function continued through the life-span of
the post-Sullan prytany decree. In the prytany lists of the Roman period the aisitoi
joined with the prytaneis in honoring themselves and inscribing the stele, or in being
honored and inscribed if some other official undertook to set up the stele. From the
very beginning of the prytany lists of the Roman period catalogues of their names are
included, although some lists did appear without them.92The usual list includes three
or four of the Eleusinian priests: the hierophantes,the hierokeryx, the dadouchos, and
the altar priest, followed by the herald and secretary of the boule and demos, then the
man about the rostrum, the checking clerk, the flutist, the Skias guardian, and the
88

As observedby Graindor,Tibere a Trajan, p. 68, note 2.

89 D.

Meretr., 15, 2; see Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, p. 150.
90Graindor, Rev. 1t. Gr., XXXI, 1918, pp. 227-237.
91Dow,
Prytaneis, pp. 22-23.
92

As for exampleI.G., II2, 1817,wherethe lower part of the secondcolumn,normallyoccupied

by the aisitoi,was left blank.
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subsecretary. A number of other officials appear on occasion-the priest of the
Phosphoroi, the fire-bearer,a treasurer, and the oiketai. Each aisitos, with the exception of the Eleusinian priests, will be treated in turn.
The herald of the boule and demos held a very
low position among the officials
3
honored in the pre-Sullan prytany decrees. Dow describes his position succinctly:
" In the
end, the degradation of the treasurer of the boule saved the herald fromn
remaining next to last." A rising prominenceis reflected in three documents involving
the herald Kallikratides in the period after 40 B.C.94and in three other citations fron
the late first century B.C.95 Dow notes that this rising prominence accompanies the
ascent of the herald of the Areopagus to his leadership. His prominenceis so great by
the final third of the second century that in his first appearance among the aisitoi,
not only does the herald of the boule and demtoscome before the other civic officials,
but even the Eleusinian priests.96 His regular position by 166/7 becomes that of first
place among the civic officials, just after the Eleusinian priests,97and this position is
maintained without change into the third century, to the end of the prytany lists.
In certain years it would seem that there may not have been a herald of the
boule and demos, since he is omitted in some prytany lists.98
The herald of the boule and demos is a frequent dedicatee of herms and statues-

dedicated by his fellow officials,99by the boule,"? by the polls (restored),101 and by his
93
Dow, Prytaneis,
94 I.G., II2, 1757=

p. 17.

Dow, Prytaneis,no. 106, pp. 174-175 (see also Graindor,Auguste,p. 121),
wherehis name in the genitive case suppliesthe whole preservedheading;I.G., II2, 3502, 3503 =
Dow, Prytaneis,no. 107, pp. 175-176and no. 108, p. 176, wherehis citationappearsin a positionof
greatlyincreasedprominence.
95I.G., 112,2467 = Prytaneis,no. 110, pp. 178-181,of the beginningof the rule of Augustus,
where his citationappearsin the first row betweenthose of the treasurerof the prytaneisand the
hoplitegeneral;Prytaneis,no. 116,pp. 186-191of ca. 20 B.c., wherehis citation(title restoredin part)
comes second after that of the hoplite general; Hesperia,XXX, 1961, no. 72, p. 261, where only
his citationis preserved. In all of these the title is shortenedto " the heraldof the boule,"which is
actuallythe sameoffice,accordingto Busolt-Swoboda,p. 995; Dow, Prytaneis,p. 191.
96
I.G., II2, 1796= Hesperia,Suppl.VIII, 1949, pp. 279-280, dated by Notopoulos,Hesperia,
XVIII, 1949, pp. 41-42 to beforeA.D.165; and Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, no. 65, p. 220 of about
the samedate. The phenomenonis repeatedin I.G., II2, 1790- Oliver,A.J.A., XLV, 1941,p. 539,
dated to 179/80 by Notopoulos,tab. 1, but by Oliver to ca. 197, " On the Order of the Athenian
Cataloguesof Aiseitoi," Harv. Th. Rev., XLIII, 1950, pp. 233-235. This last documentseems
strangelyout of place,for by the periodto whicheitherscholardatesit, the Eleusinianpriestsalways
were the first aisitoi listed.
97I.G., II2, 1773, 1774; Hesperia,XI, 1942, no. 18, p. 50; I.G., II2, 1775, 1776, 1781, 1794,
1795; Hesperia,IV, 1935, no. 11, p. 48; XI, 1942, no. 6, p. 36; no. 4, p. 33; I.G., II2, 1798, 1806,
1806a, 1799, 1815, 1077.
O8Hesperia,XI, 1942,no. 13, p. 45; I.G., II2, 1808, 1797; in Hesperia,XI, 1942, no. 21, p. 55

the Eleusinianpriestsare recordedamongthe aisitoi.
only99
Hesperia,XXXIII, 1964,no. 61, p. 217, part of a dedicatorymonumentcontaininga recessed
relief the natureof which is no longerevident.
100
I.G., 1I2, 1763, a herm containingthe list of prytaneis. The dedicationdoes not specify
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antikeryx.'02 The augmented prestige of the herald of the boule and denos is also
reflected in cursus honorunm.A statue base from the end of the first century after
Christ (I.G., II2, 3546) lists this office third after those of eponymous archon an(d
herald of the Areopagus, while an ephebic list from the third century indicates that
the cosmete had also served as agorantomosand herald of the boule and demos (I.G.,
II2, 2223, although this is hardly an impressive cursus). Certain other cursus honorumft
list only the name and title of a herald, although they probably refer to the herald
of the Areopagus.'03 His name also appears in the genitive case in the headings of
documents, in a prytany list of the latter half of the second century after Christ (I.G.,
II2, 1773 a), on a marble urn dedicated in the early third century (I.G., II2, 4949),
and possibly in an ephebic decree.104Finally the name of a herald, but not specifically
of any council, appears in the nominative case in a prytany decree, but in an unknown
context (I.G., II2, 1779). Because this is a prytany decree, he may well be the hherald
of the boule and demos.
It would appear that the office of herald of the bottle and demos had gained in
theRoman period. Dow has
in pre-Roman times the herald
ast shown
prestige in the
was a skilled professional who was likely to hold office for an extended period of time.'05
A comparisonof names of the heralds of the Roman period shows no patterns of long
term or repeated service. It would appear that the office had become an annual one,
held by the members of the leading families of the city. One inscription even
includes a summa honoraria of two denarii paid by Tiberius Claudius (Oinophilos)
the hierophant.1.
The evidence for the functions of the herald is not extensive. The clearest is to be
found in Hadrian's oil law 10 which indicates that the producers of oil should " file
with [the elaionai and] the herald (of the Council and Demos) [a declaration as to
the amount and character] of the harvest and hand over two [copies] and get [one
copy back] with an endorsement" (trans. Oliver). If it is recalled that the boule
which herald is the dedicatee, but the herald of the boule and demos is the one most likely, because
of his close connection with the prytaneis.
101I.G., II2, 3618, metrical. The
subject of the dedication had already served as hoplite general
and archon.
102
Meritt, Hesperia, XXXII, 1963, no. 71, p. 48; A. N. Oikonomides, Ta 'A&rvaiKa, XIV, 1959,
no. 23, pp. 7-10, republished by Meritt, loc. cit.
103
Hesperia, XII, 1943, no. 18, p. 67; I.G., II2, 3531, 3687 (twice). In the last of these it
appears to have been the herald of the Areopagus (Graindor, Auguste, p. 115) and this is probably
true for all.
104
I.G., II2, 1990 of A.D.61/2. Again this may just as well be the herald of the Areopagus.
105
Dow, Prytaneis, p. 17.
106 I.G., II2, 3546; Graindor, Tibere a Trajan,
pp. 67, 145. For the man's cognomen see A.
Wilhelm, Anzeiger Akad. Wiss. Wien, LXXII, 1935, pp. 83-90.
107
I.G., II2, 1100; see the edition of Oliver, Ruling Power, pp. 960-963, lines 11-16; although
the full title of the herald is not given, it seems probable that it was the herald of the boule and
demos; see Graindor, Hadrien, pp. 76, note 1 and 95, note 4; Oliver, Ruling Power, p. 962.
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or the ekklesia were the competentcourts for deciding cases of violation of the oil law,
then the herald must be pictured as their executive officer, among whose duties would
be the keeping of records for use in meetings concerning this matter in much the same
way as the herald of the Areopagus probably was responsible for records of business
over which that assembly had charge or jurisdiction.108Our evidence indicates two
noticeable differences between the heraldship of the Areopagus and that of the boule
and demos. The information regarding violations of Hadrian's decision on the sale
of fish (I.G., II, 1103), which were to be tried before the Areopagus, was to be given
to the herald of the Areopagus, who, it seems, called the court together and presented
the case, while violations against the oil law were reported to the hoplite general, who
had the competenceto summon the courts. It seems likely that the herald of the Areopagus presided over its meetings, while the indications are that the prohedroiand their
epistates continued to function in the boule and ekklesia (see below, p. 113). Still
these are minor items when weighed against the vastly increased prestige, the evidence
for management of business, and the obvious parallelism in Lucian where Hermes,
the herald par excellence, summonedthe Areopagus to its day of court in one instance
(Bis Acc., 4, see above, p. 53) and in another the participants in the celestial
ekklesia,09 and they contradict Keil's contention 11 that the hoplite general was the
opposite number in the boule and ekklesia of the herald of the Areopagus. Rather it
seems that Graindor was correct in suggesting the parallel between the herald of the
Areopagus and the herald of the boule and demos."' Indeed a commission sent to
Lemnos to publish the decisions from Athens regarding the disputes of the Lemnian
cleruchs consisted of the hoplite general, the herald of the Areopagus, and then a
magistrate of the boule and demos, whose title might well be restored as herald to
balance the presence of the herald of the Areopagus (I.G., II2, 1051).
This herald had an assistant, at least in the latter half of the second century
when a pair of dedications of statues of the herald were set up by his antikeryx.12
This assistant herald appears also in a pair of prytany lists among the aisitoi."' The
same man is named in both of these latter, probably indicating an office held over
several years.
108

See above, Chapter IV, pp. 58-60, and Keil, Beitrdge, pp. 79-80, who compares him to an
English town clerk in his relation to the town council.
109Deor. Conc., 1; I. Tr., 18; see Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, pp. 122-123.
Keil, Beitrige, p. 54.
11i Auguste, p. 121; Hadrien, p. 76, note 1.

110

112 For both see Meritt, Hesperia, XXXII,
1963, no. 71, p. 48. One is a republication with the
corrected restoration of antikeryx, a word unsuspected before its appearance in the new document
here published by Meritt. For former restorations see S.E.G., XVIII, 83; J. and L. Robert, Bull.
Epigr., 1961, pp. 158-159, no. 269. For the date of this document see Oliver, Hesperia, XXXII,
1963, p. 318.
113 I.G., II2, 1077 of A.D. 209/10, where his name immediately follows that of the herald; and
Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 6, pp. 35-36, restored on analogy with I.G., II2, 1077.
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The second of the civic officialsappearing in the lists of aisitoi is the secretary of
the boule and demos."4 Normally he follows the herald immediately, but in the documents in which the herald precedes the Eleusinian priests, he follows the priests. On
one occasion another officer intervenes between herald and secretary, the antikeryx
(I.G., II2, 1077).
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much lower position, with the man about the rostrum and one other official intervening.115The name of the secretary of the boule and demos is much less likely to be
missing from a list of aisitoi than that of the herald."6 This secretary had an undersecretary, who in the lists of the Roman period usually appeared in last place (see
below, pp. 110-111). Like the herald, the secretary rose from a relatively low position
in pre-Roman times, where his place in the list of citations was above those only of
the undersecretary,the herald, and the flute player.1" He, like the herald,in pre-Roman
times was a skilled professional subordinate who could rise to greater things eventuthe other hand, in the prytany lists of the Roman period the office seems to
ally. On te
me the
thename is repeated are in the cases of two
have been annual, since the only times
documents from the same year. From the post-Sullan decrees, only two citations are
preserved, both near the bottom of the stele.18 In a record of an embassy to the
cleruchs of Lemnos sometime after 38/7, Koehler, followed by Kirchner (I.G., II2,

1051), has restored the secretary of the boule and demos after the hoplite general and
the herald of the Areopagus. It would seem more likely to find the herald of the boule
and demos, an official of some prestige (see p. 104, above), rather than the still very
lowly secretary of the boule and delmos. Evidence from deposits in the Athenian
Agora associated with the Herulian destruction in the late third century after Christ
indicates that the secretary of the boule issued lead tesserae."' Miss Crosby suggests
that they were " possibly for use by members of the boule at some festival," or they
may have been used for one of the endowed distributions to the bouleutai (see above,
p. 81).
The next official in order in the majority of the lists of aisitoi is the man about
the rostrum (7rEpTr 3,8jua). Ferguson first recognized that he was the same officer as
The usual positon for this official
the secretary for the prytanies (KardTrpvTaveaav) .l2
Meritt's restoration of the list of aisitoi,Hesperia,XVI, 1947, no. 87B, p. 182, line 1 ought
to be changed from [ypa/yiaTa evs A[ovA?vriv - - -] to [ypauuar] evs /3 [ovrj); Kal Srjtov].
115Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 36, pp. 70-71. Oliver restores the secretary for the prytaneis, but
it will be shown below that he and the man about the rostrum are the same; for a new edition see
Notopoulos, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pp. 16-17.
116I.G., II2, 1806 is the only case where his name alone of the civic aisitoi is missing. Hesperia,
XI, 1942, no. 21, p. 55 contains only the names of the Eleusinian priests.
117
Dow, Prytaneis, p. 16.
118
Ibid., no. 110, pp. 178-181, where he is next only to his subsecretary and the treasurer of the
stratiotic funds, and no. 116, pp. 186-191, where he is last.
119M.
Crosby, Agora, X, pp. 112-113.
120
W. S. Ferguson, " The Athenian Secretaries," Cornell Studies in Classical Philology, VII,
114
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in the lists of the aisitoi was immediately following the secretary of the boule and
demos, or second after him with the checking clerk intervening. On only two occations when the other civic aisitoi are preserved, is this official clearly lacking.12' For
the modern scholar the greatest significance of this secretary is the use of his name
in establishing dates for inscriptions on the basis of Ferguson's Law of tribal cycles.1'22
Although the basic soundness of the system as worked out by Notopoulos for the
Roman period cannot be challenged, frequently the cycle is extended over long periods
of time on the basis of a single document. The frequent interruptionsor changes which
occurred in Hellenistic times are not at all allowed for in the cycles of Roman times,
and such irregularities may well account for the difficultiescited by scholars.'23
The most important attested function of this secretary was the publication of
decrees of varied sorts: prytany,124ephebic,125
and of an unidentified type.126All but
one of these fall in the first half of the first century B.C., and the one exception comes
other occasion during the Roman
only a few years after the mid-century. On only one othe
period does he appear as the publishing magistrate, in the year 120, of the decree
in honor of Claudius Atticus proposed by the prytanteis.'27 He continued to be cited
in the headings of the decrees of the boule and/or of the demos as the secretary in
office when the decree was passed 128 with a few exceptions: the two post-Sullan
ephebic decrees 129 and a decree of honors for the hieropoioi who were sent to the
Kabeirion on Lemnos, passed in 75/4.130 The inscriber of one prytany decree is
identified only as the secretary for the second time (I.G., 112,1764A) but it is more
likely that he is secretary of the bouleutai (see above, p. 95, note 29). The man

Graindor,p. Tibe
1898,p. 65. Seealso
pp.9, 14-15.
121

Traa,

79-80; Notopoulos,Hesperia,XVIII, 1949,

Hesperia,XI, 1942, p. 31, no. 2 and I.G., II2, 1799.

" Ferguson's
Lawin Athes undertheEmpire,"
Notopoulos,
A.J.P.,LXIV, 1943,pp.44-45;
"Studiesin the Chronology
of Athensunderthe Empire,"Hesperia,XVIII, 1949,pp. 1-57.
123W. B. Dinsmoor,
Hesperia,XXX, 1961,p. 190,note 30; Oliver,"On the Orderof the
122

Athenian Catalogues of Aiseitoi," Harv. Th. Rev., XLIII, 1950, pp. 233-235; A.J.P., LXX, 1949,

pp. 305-307,note15.
124 I.G., II2, 1050 =
Dow,Prytaneis,no. 97, pp. 165-166of the earlyfirstcenturyB.C.;Hes29,
XVII,
13,p. of ca.80 B.C.; XII, 1943,no. 14,pp. 56-57of ca. 50-40B.C.; I.G.,
1948,
peria,XVIIno.
II2, 1049 =- Prytaneis, no. 101, pp. 170-171 of 57/6 B.C.
125

I.G., II2, 1041 (restored) of 47/6- 43/2.

I.G., II2, 1062 of mid-first century; 1047 of 49/8 B.C.
127 I.G., II2, 1073 + 1074 = Dow, Prytaneis, no. 121,
pp. 193-197 = Oliver, A.J.P., LXX,
403.
1949, pp. 299-308,
128 Hesperia, XVII, 1948, no. 14, p. 30; I.G., II2, 1046, 1047;
Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, no.
51, pp. 199-200; P. Roussel, Melanges Bidez, II, pp. 819-834 == K. Kourouniotes, 'EXvoatvaKa,I,
1932, pp. 223-236; Hesperia, XXVI, 1957, no. 98, pp. 260-265; I.G., IV2, I, 84= S.I.G.3, 796B,
III; I.G., II2, 1072; Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, no. 52, p. 200; I.G., II2, 1077, 1078; see also Lucian,
Dear. Conc., 14.
129 I.G.,
II2, 1039 and 1043. The heading of the three decrees of democratic reaction are lost.
130 S. Accame, Annuario, III-V, 1941-43, no. 6, pp. 83-87.
126
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about the rostrum was a memlberof the delegation of prytaneis visiting Salamis in
A.D.90-100 and of another such sacred delegation.131This secretaryshipwas an annual
office and Notopoulos 132 suggests that the office was elective, since he finds one man
serving in two separate cycles.
Alternating with the secretary for the prytanleis in third and fourth position
among the aisitoi was the checking clerk (antigrapheus). On a single occasion his
name was relegated to a place below the undersecretary, the litourgos and the secretary.133For the Roman period he does not seem to be known outside the lists of
aisitoi. He does appear in one of the two prytany pilgrimage lists."34His office has
been known since the fourth century B.c.,'13but he seems always to have been of very
low rank. In the later Roman period he was the last of the annual officers, for in the
lists of aisitoi there followed only the professionals who served from year to year.
Still the prestige of the checking clerk had once reached such a height that until about
A.D.170 his name followed those of the herald and secretary of the boule and demosand
came before that of the man about the rostrum.
Grouped at the end of the lists of aisitoi were the skilled professionals, whose
services were maintained for periods of many years. The first of these was the
hieraules or flute player. It has been shown above that this was probably the same
as the official who appeared in the archon lists, and that the archons probably shared
his services with the prytaneis and the boule and the demos (see above, pp. 14-15).
His varying fortunes in different periods have also been noted. His professional
services were retained for periods of several years, and it would seem that a change
in personnel need not have taken place coincident with the beginning of a new magisterial year, since in the course of 168/9 Eucharistos, who had been flute player from
some time in or before 165/6,136by the eighth prytany had given way to his successor
Epigonos, who served at least through 169/70.1"' Epigonos' successor Epaphroditos,
also called Aphrodisios, the son of Epaphroditos, served for a period of well over ten
years."88The auletes took part in the embassy to Salamis for the games and in the
In these lists his name comes first of the particiother unidentifiedsacred emnbassy.'39
for
the
hoplite general in I.G., II2, 1759.
pating officials,except
31I.G.. II2, 1759, 1059 = I.G., II2, 1758 = Dow, Prytaneis, no. 105,
pp. 173-174.
Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 10.
133Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 2, pp. 31-32.
132

134 Dow, Prytaneis,no.

105, pp. 173-174.

135Ibid., p. 19; Busolt-Swoboda, p. 1043.
136
Hesperia, XII, 1943, no. 23, p. 77; I.G., II2, 1774; Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 18, p. 50.
137 I.G., II2, 1775, 1776, 1781.
13Hesperia, III, 1934, no. 43, p. 56 of 173/4; I.G., II2, 1794 of ca. 180; 1795 of ca. 181;
Hespcria, IV, 1935, no. 11, p. 48 (but compare Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, p. 246) of 182/3; I.G.,
II2, 1796 -Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, 1949, p. 279 of 186/7; Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 6, p. 36 of ca.
186. Dates are given according to Oliver, Harv. Th. Rev., XLIII, 1950, p. 234.
139I.G., II2, 1759; Dow, Prytaneis,no. 105, pp. 173-174= I.G., II2, 1059- I.G., II2 1758.
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The two final regular aisitoi were the subsecretary and the Skias guardian, who
alternated in sixth and seventh place-the subsecretary holding seventh position from
169/70 on (I.G., II2, 1776) and the Skias guardian holding it before that. A sketch
of the history of the development of the Skias guardian has been given above (pp.
14-15). He began as a public slave (demosios) charged with overseeing the weights
and measures preserved in the Skias or Tholos. Sometime in the latter half of the
first century B.C., before 14/13, the duty was given to a metic and his title was changed
to litourgos. By A.D. 173/4 a citizen appearedin this office.140At the end of the first
century after Christ the title litourgos for the Skias appeared twice (see above, p. 15
and note 86), and in the lists of aisitoi he is generally called Ermr7rv S.KLaa or crmLaKLa5o0. Around the end of the second century after Christ the priesthood of the Phosphoroi appeared either instead of or in addition to the function of Skias guardian.141
The only two instances where the demotic of the Skias guardian is given are when his
office was coupled with the priesthood of the Phosphoroi (when the office was held by
Hermeias son of Hermeias of Azenia and by Aristides son of Theogenes of
Phrearrhoi). After Aristides, Protion, for whom no patronymic nor place of origin
is given, takes up the officeof Skias ardian, but not that
of pries of
hathe
Phosphoroi.
In the earlier period of Roman domination, while the prytaineiswere still being recorded with the post-Sullan prytany decree, the priest of the Phosphoroi was honored
with a dedication by the prytaineisof his own tribe.142Since he was clearly a citizen
at a time when the guardian of the Skias was probably still a public slave, the two
offices cannot have been connected.
In a single prytany list the hieraules and the Skias guardian have the same
name, Eleusinios, and it seems possible that at least this once the same man occupied
both functions. The litourgos participated in both pilgrimages of which we have a
record."39Between 40 and 30 B.C. a group of citations for civic officials, probably
from a prytany decree, contains the name
of the
but the context in which
nlitourgos,'4
he appears is not certain.
The final member of the aisitoi was the subsecretary. In the prytany decrees of

140 At least this is the first time that the demotic of the
litourgos was given, Hesperia, III, 1934,
no. 43, p. 56; Julius Zenobios (Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 18, p. 50; I.G., II2, 1776) who held the
office in 168/9asand 169/70, also was an Athenian citizen.
141In place of: Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 24, p. 58; XVI, 1947, no. 87b, p. 182; I.G., II2, 1077;
in addition to: Hesperia, III, 1934, no. 43, p. 56; I.G., II2, 1795; Hesperia, IV, 1935, no. 11, p. 48;
I.G., II2 1796.
142 Dow,
Prytaneis, no. 99, pp. 169-170 = I.G., II2, 1755 of the mid-first century B.C.
'43Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 11, pp. 40-43 of 135/6.
144
Dow, Prytaneis, no. 108, p. 176 = I.G., II2, 3503. It has been thus far assumed that the
litourgos was cited in the same manner as the other officials, but without the name of the prytaneis
given as the body granting the honors. Dow believes that this was due to the fact that the litoourgos
was not a citizen, but a metic. There is no guarantee that the title should be restored as a nominative
(as Kirchner) or as an accusative (natural if he were the object of a citation), since a genitive
absolute could also fit the preserved traces. For an improved restoration see above, p. 15, note 86.
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the pre-Sullan period the secretary of the boule and demos and his subsecretary occupied the fourth and fifth places in the list of those receiving citations, coming after
the treasurer of the prytaneis, the secretary of the prytaneis and the priest of the
eponymous hero, but ahead of the herald of the boule and demos, the flute player,
and the treasurer of the boule."4 In the only group of citations from the post-Sullan
period in which he appears 14 the name of the subsecretary appears in the last row
of citations, on the left of his secretary, who occupies the center. There is no wreath
carved for the subsecretaryand his name appears with neither patronymicnor demotic.
In the prytany lists of the Roman period his name is apt to be given without patronymic
and/or demotic, although other lists which include the name of the same man usually
attest both of these. In the prytany lists of the Roman period the subsecretary was
the seventh aisitos among the civic officials, following the hieratlles, but preceding the
guardian of the Skias, until the year 169/70 (I.G., II2, 1776), when, with the advent
of Myron son of Myron of Lamptrai to office, he changed places with the Skias
guardian, who at this time was an Athenian citizen.'47 The secretary of the boule
and demos, on the other hand, in the prytany lists of the Roman period had moved up
to a position second only to the herald.48 The subsecretary was a perennial office
holder and must have been a professional clerk employed for the sake of continuity
in record keeping, since the secretary was an annual official. In one of the pilgrimage
documentshis name appears, last except for the litourgos."4
Certain other people appear occasionally among the aisitoi, as Aelius or Aurelius
the pyrphoros,50but he is a religious official and need not be of concern here. On
several occasions the single word grammzateus appears. In one fragmentary list from
the end of the second century it must be referred to the secretary of the boule and
demos because of its position in the list.'1' The final name in a list of 191/2 bears the
abbreviation rP 152 which is usually resolved to mean grammateus. The abbreviation
and name appear in the position where the title and name of the subsecretary usually
145
146
147

Dow, Prytaneis, pp. 4, 16.
Ibid., no. 110, pp. 178-181 = I.G., II2, 2467 of 29/8-22/1 B.C.
For the citizenship of Julius Zenobios see Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, p. 31.

A very fragmentarylist of 187/8, Hesperia, XVI, 1947, no. 87a, p. 182, has the name
of the secretaryfollowingthat of the hieraules. It may be arguedthat the restorationof the title
of the secretarybe emendedto the subsecretary.Unfortunatelyno confirmationis to be found from
comparisonof names, since the names of the subsecretariesfrom some years before and after are
all lost.
149
Dow, Prytaneis, no. 105, pp. 173-174 -- I.G., II2, 1059 = I.G., II2, 1758 of ca. 40-30 B.c.
148

160 I.G., II2, 1796 of 186/7; Hesperia XI, 1942, no. 4, p. 33 of 187/8; I.G., II2, 1077 of 209/10,
in all of which he appears just after the Eleusinian priests and before the civic officials. In Hesperia,
XI, 1942, no. 5, p. 34 of 191/2 Oliver has restored his name convincingly between that of the man
about the rostrum and of the antigrapheus.
151 Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 3, p. 32.
152
Ibid., no. 5, p. 34.
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appear. A list from the end of the first century before Christ has the name of a
secretary following those of the subsecretaryand the litourgos.153 The specificationas
to which secretary is referred to has been lost. This same list has another peculiarity
in that the name of the aintigrapheus (partially restored) follows the name of the
secretary. A list from the late second century (I.G., II2, 1806) has as a final entry
prtp[v]rdvecovN[-- -], which is the abbreviation for yp(aptlares ) .rp[v]rdvEcov
an office probably to be identified with the [ypa,uLareOv]
fovXevr7cv of
N[---],
no.
5, p. 34, both of whom
I.G., II2, 1796 and the yp(appamr?w)of Hesperia, XI, 1942,
also appearat the end of the list (see also p. 102 above and note 86). A prytany list of
around 200 after Christ (I.G., II2, 1815) contains a pair of abbreviatedtitles between
those of the herald of the boule and demos and the man about the rostrum which read
A . The first can only be resolvedyp(a llarevs) vrp(vTrveov) K[---],
1PhK and PBA
an officialnot usually expected in this position; the second yp(a/autarev,) f3(ovXj^ Kal)
8(rVjov), who appears regularly here among the aisitoi.
A list from the late second century, found on Salamis, contains the names of a
tamias and six slaves for the Tholos (I.G., II2, 1799). The treasurer may be the
treasurer of the boule (see below p. 115). The slaves for the Tholos probably are
related to the hestiouchoi listed in a prytany decree from the first century after
Christ.154With these hestiouchoi are a pair of men called klerotoi who probably have
related functions. These slaves also are probably related to those discussed above
(see pp. 14-15) .15
A few final observations must be made concerning the aisitoi. The order in
which they are listed tends to be surprisingly regular. Those listed fall into three
groups: first the priests, who are of no concern here, then the annual officials, the
herald of the boule and demnos,the secretary of the boule and demos, the man about

the rostrum, often called the secretary for the prytaneis, and the antigrapheus; the
final three names are the perennial professionals who served for periods of several
years. They are either slaves or hired specialists and include the hieraules, the
guardian of the Skias, who can also be the priest of the Phosphoroi if he is an Athenian
citizen, and the subsecretary. These last can be valuable as criteria for dating, since
their terms extend over several years, but one caution ought to be added, that individuals are apt to leave the list for short periods of time, then reappear.156
163

Ibid., no. 2, pp. 31-32.
1964, no. 63, p. 218.

1'4 Hesperia, XXXIII,

155On the publicslaves see 0. Jacob,Les ksclavespublicsa Athenes (= University of Liege,
Bibliothequede la Facultede Philosophieet Lettres, XXXV, 1928), and S. Waszynski,De servis
Atheniensium publicis, diss. Berlin, 1898.

156 See the referencesgiven by Notopoulos,Hesperia,XVIII, 1949, p. 23 and the list given by
Oliver,Harv. Th. Rev., XLIII, 1950,pp. 233-235.
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Aristotle relates '" that in his day the epistates of the prytaneis had the duty of
selecting by lot nine prohedroi, one from each of the non-prytanizing tribes, and an
epistates from the prytanizing tribe who were to preside at meetings of the boule or
demos. The evidence would seem to indicate that they continued to function in the
Roman period, since in the vast majority of decrees passed in either council or ekklesia
the epistates of the prohedroi and his symprohedroi are recorded as putting the
motion to a vote. In each of these, as was customary, the name of the epistates was
given.'58 Two of the ephebic decrees of the democratic reaction in the second half
of the first century B.C. whose texts are sufficiently well preserved contain at the
beginning of the resolution the decision to reimburse the prohedroi.'59In some later
decrees where the voting procedure is described the man who puts the question to a
vote is called a prohedros,'6 although the word prohedros was a generic term for
anyone who presided at a meeting.16l There were a few decrees in whose heading no
reference was made to the epistates of the prohedroi and his symprohedroi.'2 In the
sole mock decree from Lucian with a heading preserved (Deor. Conc., 14) Poseidon is
listed as prohedros and Apollo as epistates.
Two prytany decrees contain citations for the tarnias of the sacred diataxis, one
from the late 40's or early 30's B.C.163where he is in the company of the herald of the
boule and demos, the treasurer of the boule, and the litourgos, and one from the early
first century after Christ.164The major source regarding his functions is the law
concerning the restitution of sacred properties from the time of Augustus,'65in which

'67 Ath. Pol., 44; on the prohedros and his symprohedroi in pre-Roman Athens, see Dow,
"The Preambles of Athenian Decrees Containing Lists of Symproedroi," Hesperia, XXXII,
1963, pp. 335-365.
158Hesperia, XVII, 1948, no. 14, p. 30, a post-Sullan prytany decree from 64/3 B.C.,although
other such decrees usually do not have headings; I.G., II2, 1046, 1047, 1043; I.G., IV2, I, 84 I,
S.I.G.3, 796 B, III; P. Roussel, Melanges Bidez, II, pp. 819-834 - K. Kourouniotes, 'EXAcvtvLaKca,
1932, pp. 223-236; I.G., II2, 1069; Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, no. 52, p. 200; I.G., II2, 1077. These
documents are scattered over a time span ranging from 64/3 B.C.to A.D.209/10.
159I.G., II2, 1041, 45/4 B.C. and I.G., II2, 1042 of ca. 41/0.
160 I.G., II2, 2090 of
165/6 and Oliver, Gerusia, nos. 31, 32, pp. 125-142; see also Hesperia, XX,

1951, pp. 350-354; B. D. Meritt, Hesperia, XXXII, 1963, no. 27, pp. 26-30; Gerusia, no. 31, lines
30-31; Meritt, line 20.
161 I.G., II2, 1368, lines 20-21;

Oliver, Gerusia, nos. 31, 32, pp. 125-142;

see also Hesperia,

XX, 1951, pp. 350-354; B. D. Meritt, Hesperia, XXXII, 1963, no. 27, pp. 26-30; Gerusia, no. 31,
lines 32-33; Meritt, lines 21-22.
162 I.G., II2, 1039 of 83-73 B.C.; S. Accame, Annuario, III-V, 1941-43, no. 6, pp. 83-87 of 75/4
B.C. Hesperia, XXVI, 1957, no. 98, pp. 260-265 - I.G., II2, 1071 of 22/1 B.C. and I.G., II2, 1078
of ca. A.D. 220 both mention an epistates, but with a different formula, so and so reaoraTrL,but he

may merely have been the epistates for that particular session (Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 44, 2).
163
Dow, Prytaneis, no. 108, p. 176 = I.G., II2, 3503.
164
S.E.G., XVIII, 53 -- S. N. Koumanoudes, Neov 'AOvaLov,III, 1958-60, no. 1, pp. 3-6.
165
I.G., II2, 1035, lines 10-20; for the date see H. S. Robinson, A.J.A., XLVII, 1943, pp. 298299; Day, Ec. Hist., p. 148; Oliver, Gerusia, pp. 133-134.
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this treasurer appears as a major official. His responsibilities included the supplying
of victims for sacrifice and a share in the inscribing and setting up of the stele, for
which he was to be reimbursed at least in part by those appointed. He also had a
hand in leasing and selling sacred property 166 in association with the hoplite general
and the basileus. By the time of the decrees of honors for Marcus Ulpius Eubiotos 1"'
ca. A.D. 230 the single treasurer had given way to a board. Oliver suggests that this
may have occurredduring the Hadrianic reforms. Precisely what function this board
served with regard to the decree of honors for Eubiotos is not clear. Another inscription from some time between A.D. 170 and 190 168 records a payment of three-hundred
two denarii from the sacred diataxis to the imperial fiscus. A diataxis " was a permanent arrangement in regard to the distribution of funds," 169which was not voted
anew each year, like a budget, but continuedin effect until altered by special legislation.
The connection of the treasurer of this fund with the prytaneis is not clear, but
Graindor 17 suggests that the boule retained some control of financial matters, or
preserved certain functions with regard to cults.
Another tamtiasoften cited by the prytaneis was the treasurer of the stratiotic
funds.17 He also was the dedicatee of a statue by the boule and demos (I.G., II',
3506) .12 His principalattested function was as publishingmagistrate. So he appeared
with the hoplite general in the three ephebic decrees of the democratic reaction (I.G.,
II2 1040, 1041, 1042), and a decree whose purpose is not preserved (I.G., II', 1047),
where he alone is to pay the expenses. He is to pay some unidentified expense in a
decree concerning the problems of the cleruchs of Lemnos (I.G., II2, 1053; after the
middle of the first century before Christ). I.G., II2, 1062 is a decree of the middle
of the first century whose purpose is not clear, but which contains the suggestive
passage: " in order that this decree might not [with passage of time become] obsolete,
let [the secretary] of the prytaneis inscribe this decree [on a stone stele] and place it
[on the Acropolis and in the dikasteria, and let the treasurer of the stratiotic funds]
pay the costs incurred, in order that when these [have been accomplished,no motion
contrary to the laws] or prejudicial might come about, [but that there might remain
for the] Athenians the democratic and the customary [
]," which may well
argue to a connectionwith a democratic reaction in the mid-first century. Dow '3 has
166

Ibid., p. 134, which presents the most recent discussion of this treasurer.
Ibid., nos. 31, 32, pp. 125-142; Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 350-354; Meritt, Hesperin, XXXII,
1963, no. 27, pp. 26-30. For no. 31 see Oliver's first edition, lines 12 and 55; for no. 32 see Meritt.
line 19.
168
Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, no. 37, pp. 29-32 = Oliver, "Athens of Hadrian," pp. 126-127.
169
Oliver, Gerusia, p. 133; see also L. Robert, Hellenica, IX, 1950, pp. 14-18.
167

170

Auguste, p. 122.

Dow, Prytaneis, no. 102, pp. 171-172 - I.G., II2, 1756 (ca. 50 B.C.); Prytaneis, no. 110,
178-181
=I.G., II2, 2467 (ca. 29/8-22/1 B.c.); Prytaneis, no. 116, pp. 186-191 (ca. 20 B.C.).
pp.
172 Dated
by Koehler, Ath. Mitt., IX, 1884, p. 162, as hardly more remote than the principate of
171

Augustus.
113"

The Archons of the Period after Sulla," Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, 1949, pp. 116-125. The
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published a double list of magistrates arranged by archon years. The first list is
headed " these served as treasurer." Dow believes that because of their prominence
these treasurers were probably those of the stratiotic funds, after having eliminated
the other treasurers. One final document must also be introduced as evidence.74 This
is a decree in honor of the hieropoioi who served on an embassy to the shrine of the
Kabeiroi on the island of Lemnos. The publication formula, as restored by Accame,
reads: "let the treasurer [of the stratiotic funds give for the] inscribing [and setting
and] let
up of the stele from] the sacred funds drachmas [to the amount of
him make an accounting to the denmos."This decree is to be dated to the year 75/4 B.C.
It seems clear now that the treasurer of the stratiotic funds, at least in the Roman
period, was almost exclusively connectedwith the demos (though earlier he could draw
money from funds at the disposal of the boule; see below, note 179), since, in the one
documentof Roman date where he is instructed to publish by the boule, he is required
to make an accounting to the demos. In the other decrees passed by the dentos in the
first century B.C. the publicationclauses are not preserved. The democratic reaction of
the last half of the first century may be connected at least with the three ephebic documents, and so can be said to have been responsible in part for the frequency of
appearancesof the treasurer of the stratiotic funds at that time. This treasurer does
not seem to be attested after the end of the first century B.C.
On several occasions the prytaneis honored the tantias of the boule 1' with a citation. Whether the treasurer in the archonship of Aristaios, awarded a crown by the
boule (I.G., II, 3219 of 62/1), is this same treasureris questionable. A dedication
from the final years of the first century B.c.176honors the treasurer of the boule and
the treasurer of the grain funds in the archonship of Apolexis. The tamias who
appears at the end of a list of aisitoi for ca. 180 17 is possibly the tamias of the boule.
These represent our complete knowledge about this treasurer in the Roman period,
but he probably is the direct descendant of the treasurer elected annually from among
the members of the boutlein the fourth century B.C.178It was argued above (p. 79)
that the boule did not commandlarge funds. Would not the existence of this treasurer
contradict this viewpoint? This treasurer is hardly as prominent as the treasurer of
the stratiotic funds or of the sacred diataxis. There is no evidence of his performing
joining of the two stones made in this article by Dow is challenged by N. Herz and W. K. Pritchett,
" Marble in Attic Epigraphy," A.J.A., LVII, 1953, pp. 81-83, on the basis of geological findings,
but this would not affect the conclusions reached in this study.
174
S. Accame,Annuario, III-V, 1941-43, no. 6, pp. 83-87.
175Dow, Prytaneis, no. 108, p. 176 = I.G., II2, 3503 of the late 40's or early 30's B.C. (restored);
Prytaneis, no. 110, pp. 178-181 - I.G., II2, 2467 of 29/8-22/1 B.C. (restored) ; Hesperia, XI, 1942,
no. 8, pp. 37-40 of the first or early second century after Christ.
176 I.G., II2, 3505 of 8/7-1 B.C. Dittenberger's restorations, preserved by Kirchner, are not
convincing.
177

178

I.G., II2, 1799. Notopoulos would date this to A.D. 183/4, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, Tab. 1.
Busolt-Swoboda,

p. 1044.
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any activity. It would therefore seem likely that he concernedhimself only with small
matters. There is a single reference to the treasurer of the boule and demos 1" who
may well be the same officialif we can assume that the inscriber of the decree mistook
the title " treasurer of the boule " for a shortened form of " treasurer of the boule and
demlos" in the same manner as the secretary of the boule and denmoswas sometimes
shortened to secretary of the boule.
D.

CONCLUSIONS
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The prytany documents seem to be very sensitive to the political fluctuations of
Athens. It was noted above how they changed drastically with the beginning of Sulla's
new constitution. The next question to arise is when the prytany lists of the Roman
period replaced the post-Sullan prytany decrees. The decrees continue into the first
century after Christ, but the latest date cannot be set. The earliest date assigned to
a prytany list of the Roman period is the end of the first century after Christ 180on
the basis of the title litourgos, but it would seem that this title may have continued
into the second century also, since the title 7r' )v KL6asa did not appear until A.D.
135/6.181 If this is so, then the first accurately dated prytany list of the Roman
period 182 can be dated shortly after the Hadrianic reforms. It has already been
shown how the gaining of an endowment at about this same time relieved the need of
selecting a treasurer to pay for the sacrifices. Whether this was connected with the
Hadrianic reforms is a moot point, but it certainly would have done away with the
need of honoring the treasurer, which was the main purpose of the post-Sullan
prytany decrees.
The traces of a reorganization in the second half of the second century are
of the
oe
reflected in the prytany decrees, for it is only during this period that the order
aisitoi reaches its final form, for it was during the 170's that the subsecretary and
n about
the
te rostrum moved up
a
the Skias guardian exchanged places and that the an
before the antigrapheus. This coupled with the changes recorded in other chapters
point to a period of rapid constitutional development, reflecting an interest in the
conduct of government which is best attested by the great mass of prytany lists of
the Roman period, which begins from around the 160's and continues into the third
century.

179
Dow, Prytaneis, no. 116, pp. 186-191 of ca. 20 B.C. Earlier, in the third century, the boule
had its own funds for publication which were doubtless handled by the treasurer of the boule, but
they could be drawn on by the treasurer of the stratiotic funds as well. Cf. I.G., II2, 674, lines 19-21.
and the citation in Meritt's article " Polyeuktos and Philoneos," in The Classical Tradition:
Literary and Historical Studies in Honor of Harry Caplaln,Cornell University Press, Ithaca, New
York, 1966, p. 39.
180
Oliver, Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 2, pp. 31-32.
181
Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 40, no. 11.
182
Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 13, p. 45 of A.D. 130-150; Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 11, p. 40 of A.D.
135/6. For the date of the latter see Notopoulos, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 13.
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A numberof magistrates and officialsdo not fit readily into the various categories
of civic institutions discussed above, and they form the subject matter of this chapter.
For the sake of convenience they may be divided into four categories: the epimneletai
of various sorts, financial officials, the nomothetai and police officers. A final section
includes references to magistrates and officials who cannot be identified precisely.

A.

EPIMELETAI

A wide assortment of epimeletai are attested for Roman Athens, and it would
seem that they might be broken down into four categories. The first includes a group
of important civic magistrates, such as the epimelete of the city, of the Peiraeus, or of
the Agora. A second is composed of those who were concernnedwith the care of
particular buildings, such as gymnasia, courts, or the prytancion. The third class
involves those charged with public construction. The final group will not be discussed
in this chapter: it includes administrators of trust funds and endowments, as the epimelete chosen by the denmosto oversee the property of orphans (I.G., II2, 1080, lines
4, 9) or the epimelete of the gymnasiarchy of Hadrian (see below, pp. 130-131).
The epimelete of the city 1 was indeed an important magistrate; only the most
important men in the city tended to undertakehis office. The known epimeletes include
Titus Coponius Maximus,2 Tiberius Claudius Theogenes (I.G., II2, 3449, mid
first century after Christ), Tiberius Claudius Diotimos,3 Tiberius Claudius Novius
(.G., II2, 1990 of ca. A.D. 61/2), Hermaios son of Hermaios of Kolonos (I.G., II,
3542 + 3548 of the first century after Christ), Tiberius Claudius (Oinophilos) the
Hierophant,4 Tiberius Julius Herodianus (I.G., II2, 1103 of A.D. 124/5, or a little
later), Quintus Alleius Epiktetos,5 Coponius Maximus (Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 95),
and Julius [- - -] the Hierophant (I.G., II2, 1792).
1On this
magistracy see Graindor, Auguste, p. 123; Tibere a Trajan, pp. 80-81; Hadrien,

Heia,
XXIV, 1955, p. 90 and note 8; "The Main Problem of the Augustus
p. 96; Oliver,Hesper,
Inscription from Cyme," Gr. Romn.Byz. St., IV, 1963, pp. 115-122; and especially pp. 163-164
of his article " Augustan, Flavian, and Hadrianic Praefecti lure Dicundo in Asia and Greece,"
A.J.P., LXXXIV, 1963, pp. 162-165.
2
Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 8, p. 39, late first or early second century after Christ.
3
Hesperia, XII, 1943, no. 18, pp. 67-68 of ca. A.D. 60.
4 I.G., II2, 3546 of the end of the first century after Christ. For the name see Oliver, " The
Senatorial but not Imperial Relatives of Calpurnia Ar[ria]," A.J.A., LV, 1951, pp. 347-349, who
reproduces Wilhelm's (Anzeiger Akad. Wiss. Wien, LXXII, 1935, pp. 83-90) text of I.G., II2,
3548a.
5
I.G., IV2, I, 691 of the mid-second century after Christ; for the name see Oliver, Hesperia, XI,
1942, pp. 86-87, note 32.
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One document contains a citation for the epimeletes of the city by the prytaneis,
granted at the end of the first or the beginning of the second century after Christ.6
His name appears in the topmost row of citations with that of the agonothetes of the
Greater Eleusinia and an official whose title is lost, while the hoplite general and the
tamias of the boule appear in the second row. In the second half of the first century
and the first half of the second this office appears in the cursus honorum of men who
were important enough that no minor offices were listed.7 Its position is usually at
the head of or at the end of the list of liturgies in the cursus, and it usually does not
take precedenceover the archon eponymos, the hoplite general, the herald of the Areopagus, or the herald of the boule and demos. In one instance the office is held 8La
/3iov (I.G., II2, 1990). The name of this magistrate frequently appears as a genitive

absolute on dedicatory monuments,8although the most important appearance of this
type is probably on the letter of Hadrian about fish sales (I.G., II2, 1103).

A monu-

ment to Berenike, the daughter of Julius Agrippa, was set up through the foresight of the epimeleteof the city, Tiberius ClaudiusTheogenes (I.G., II2, 3449, around
the middle of the first century after Christ).
The functions of the epimelete of the city are hardly made clear by the epigraphical sources from Athens. At one time Oliver 9 suggested that the office was a
parallel for the eparchia in an inscription from Cyme in Asia Minor, now in Leyden,'0
that is, a city prefecture instituted by Augustus to protect the sacred and public
property of Greek cities, but he has since decided otherwise," since " the epimelete or
epi tes poleos in a free city of the Roman Empire was a more permanentofficialchosen
from the local astoi," while the prefect was selected outside the astoi and was appointed by the consuls, and he was chosen to deal with cases occurring under special
circumstances. The epimeletehad a regular sphere of competence. When the office at
Athens was founded is not certain, but all the earliest epimeletai came from families
whose Roman citizenship was granted under the post-Augustan Julio-Claudians. One
might think that the office would be given only after a grant of Roman citizenship,
from the evidence of these Roman names, but by the time of Hermaios this can no
longer have been true (I.G., II2, 3542 + 3548 of the first century after Christ). The
appearanceof his name in the genitive case at the bottom of inscriptions publicly set
up might indicate some control over the erection of such monuments. J. H. Oliver has
6

Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 8, pp. 37-40.
XII, 1943, no. 18, pp. 67-68; I.G., II2, 3546; I.G., IV2, I, 691. I.G., II2, 1990 is
not a cursus, but a list of offices currently held.
8 I.G., II2, 3542 + 3548 of the second half of the first century after Christ; I.G., II2, 3185,
possibly an altar, of the mid-first century after Christ; Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 95, the Sarapion
monument of the third century after Christ.
9 Gr. Rom.
Byz. St., IV, 1963, pp. 119-121.
10H. W. Pleket, The Greek Inscriptions in the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden at Leyden, Diss.
Leyden, 1958, no. 57, pp. 49-66.
1 Oliver, A.J.P., LXXXIV, 1963, pp. 163-164.
7Hesperia,
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suggested per litteras that he served as the chief of police of Roman Athens.
A single inscription refers to the epimelete of the Peiraeus. In A.D. 41 the Areopagus, the boule of the six hundred, and the denios dedicated a statue of Claudius

which was set up by the son of Diokles of Peiraeus, who at that time was epimelete of

© American School of Classical Studies at Athens
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the Peiraeus for the second time.12 This officer probably was holding an office descended
from that of the epimelete of the waterfront of the Peiraeus, sometimes called epimelete
of the Peiraeus. In the pre-Sullan period he is recorded as having made annual contributions to the Delian Pythaid between 103/2 and 97/6 B.C. " and in the law concerning weights and measures (I.G., II2, 1013, lines 47 and 48) from the end of the
second century B.C. he is assigned punitive duties in the Peiraeus which in the city

belong to the prytaneis and the hoplite general, and at Eleusis to the hierophant and
the annual board appointed for the Panegyris.
A single inscription mentions the epimelete of the market in the region of the city.14
Phidias son of Phidias of Rhamnous is honored by the Areopagus, the boule of the six
hundred, and the demos because of his arete. Beneath the dedication on the stone are
cut representations of a pair of bread stamps. Graindor likens him to a Roman
aedile in charge of the cura atnnonaeand attributes to him the policing of the agora,
surveying of the provisioning of grain, and guarding the quality and weight of bread,
in conjunction with the agoranonoi.
There were also epimzeletaiof the dikasteria who are attested in four catalogues
from the end of the first century B..15 Each catalogue contains the date by archon,
the names of the four epiimieletaiof the dikasteria and of two secretaries. The office
must have been annual, since the dating is by archon for successive years and there
seems not to be any repetition of names. Graindor suggested that they presided over
courts which tried civil cases, but since our knowledge of legal procedure in Roman
Athens is so scanty, no definite statements can be made.
After the middle of the first century B.C. the epimelete of the Lykeion, Dionysios
son of Dionysodoros of Kropidai, set up a dedication to Apollo. Beneath the dedication the name of the gymnasiarch appears.'6 The epimelete, who supervised the
Lykeion, may have contributedoil for the gymnasium.7
The only evidence for the existence of the epimneletesof the prytaneion is a dediI.G., II2, 3268; see Graindor, Tibere a Trajan, p. 82.
13I.G., II2, 2336 + 2454 + several Agora fragments as edited by S. Dow, "The First
Enneeteric Delian Pythais," Harv. St. Cl. Phil., LI, 1940, pp. 116-124.
14 I.G., II2, 3545 from around the end of the first
century after Christ. See Graindor, Tibare a
Trajan, p. 81; Hadrien, pp. 88, 96.
15 I.G., II2, 1732, a catalogue for a single year; I.G., II2, 1733, catalogues for three successive
years. For this office see Graindor, Auguste, p. 123; Tibere a Trajan, p. 82 and addenda, p. 208.
16
I.G., II2, 2875; see Graindor, Auguste, p. 123.
17 For a
possible parallel, see T.A.M., III, 25 from Termessos, cited by L. Robert, Rev. Pt. Anc.,
LXII, 1960, p. 295, note 5. and below, p. 130 and note 16.
12
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cation made by Theophilos son of Diodoros of Halai upon his entering that office
near the end of the first century B.C. (I.G., II2, 2877).
The final class of epimeletai were those in charge of public construction assigned
individually to various projects. Their names appear on simple statue bases 18 or on
monumental gateways (I.G., II2, 3175). It cannot be asserted that these men paid
for constructing these monuments, for the dedication on one (I.G., II2, 3647)
indicates that the boule of the Areopagus and demlos constructed it, and another, that
of the gate of Athena Archegetis (I.G., II2, 3175), indicates that the demos constructed it with funds donated by Julius Caesar and Augustus, with Eukles of Marathon taking over the epimeleia of construction from his father Herodes while he was
serving as hoplite general. These last two citations clearly indicate that the epimoeletes
was an administrator who supervised the completion of a monument which was
decreed and financed elsewhere, just as epimeletai were appointed by foreign governments to erect statues of Hadrian in Athens which had been decreed at home.20 The
hoplite general and certain other magistrates often appear as epin,eletai of construction, and they appear also without other designation than their name and magistracy
as a genitive absolute 21 on certain dedications. Might this not be another way of
indicating an epimeleia? Although the epimeleia concerned monuments decreed and
financed elsewhere, doubtless, when the name of the epimeletes appears, it is to be
taken as an indication that he contributed something, probably by exceeding the
original specificationsat his own expense.22
It has been shown that the title of epieletes was applied in connection with very
nany different sorts of institutions: the city itself, the Peiraeus, an agora, publicbuildings, a gymnasium, public monuments, endowments and trust funds, etc. It would
seem that underlying this varied usage there was a constant principle with regard to
his duties. Suggestions haveebeen made of his function in a few cases, and most of
these seem to indicate a trustee or manager to whom funds and/or facilities for a given
project or institution were entrusted. In each of the cases discussed above the
epimeleteswas an Athenian citizen, which would indicate a fairly responsible charge,
especially considering that the responsibility for public weights and measures fell to
slaves and metics. In many cases it seems that the office may have outgrown its
original meaning, especially in the case of the municipal officials of the first category.
At least two of these officesinvolved a concern in the grain supply, those of the agora in
the region of the city and of the Peiraeus.23 As for the other offices where a case of
18

E.g., I.G., II2, 3261, 3266, 3271, 3277, 3283, 3287, 3551, 3689, 3690, 3798, 4779.

E.g. I.G., II2, 3297, 3299, 3300, 3301.
for example, the hoplite general, see above, pp. 24-25.
22
In this connection see the story of the aqueduct at Troas constructed on a grant from the
emperor by Herodes Atticus, Philostratos, Vit. Soph., II, 1, Kayser, p. 57.
23
If he is truly descended from the original ten epimeletai of the emzporion(Aristotle, Ath. Pol.,
51, 4).
20

21 As
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management was involved it would hardly be surprising if the system worked in
much the same way as the farming out of public works in democratic Athens, where
it was considered good figure to exceed the specifications at one's own expense.24
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B. FINANCIALOFFICERS
Most of the discussions of public funds have found their places in other chapters
where they fit more naturally. These include the public grain funds (see above, pp.
21-23), the funds of the boule (see above, p. 79), the funds of the prytaneis (see
above, pp. 98-100), the treasurer of the sacred diataxis (see above, pp. 113-114), the
treasurer of the stratiotic funds (see above pp. 114-115), the treasurer of the boule
(see above, pp. 115-116), public oil funds (see below, pp. 121-122) and the liturgies
(see below, pp. 128-139). Certain additional features of public finance also will have
to be cited.
First there are the argyrotamniai.Recent investigation by J. H. Oliver 25 tends
to confirm a similarity to the curatores Kalentdariiof the west, that is to the officials
responsible for lending public moneys at interest. Oliver argues that they were in
charge of one of the two attested public treasuries at Athens, the opisthodomos.
There are only three documents from Roman Athens indicating the activity of this
board of treasurers. The first is an inscription recording a bequest of Akousilaos 2
of one hundred thousand denarii for the purchase of lands. The document is fragmentary, and the meaning is not clear, but one line translated would read, " argyrotamiai, in order that they be bought." The argyrotamniaiappear in the oil law of
Hadrian.7 According to its provisions, when the civic quotas of oil are fulfilled,
those who were, as a result, released from selling a percentage of their crop to
the city had to make a declaration stating the amount of oil owned by them which
the elaionai and argyrotamiai did not wish to take from them. It has been suggested
that the argyrotamziailent public moneys and that this provision is concernedwith crop
loans to be paid back in kind. An argyrotamias of the oil funds is known from Prusias
(I.G.R.R., III, 68 and 1423), but the references are in cursus honorumnand hardly
shed any further light. Finally the argyrotamtiai appear in a document generally
believed to set regulations governing tax farming.28 The preserved portion describes

24Rather well known
examples are the Alcmeonid temple at Delphi, Herodotos, V, 62, or
the boasts of Demosthenes about his use of personal funds instead of public funds, De corona, 110-119.
25
( Athens of Hadrian," pp. 124-133. See also J. Oehler, R.E., II, 1896, col. 802; R.E., X,
1919, col. 1567; Graindor, Hadrien, pp. 96-97; Day, Ec. Hist., p. 192; see also D. Magie, Roman
Rule in Asia Minor, Princeton, 1950, II, p. 1513.
26
Hesperia, XXXII, 1963, no. 25, pp. 24-25, line 8.
27I.G., II2, 1100; see the text of Oliver, Ruling Power, pp. 960-963, lines 67-68 and his
comments, " Athens of Hadrian," p. 129.
281.G., II2, 1104, but see the augmented and corrected text and commentary of Oliver,
"Athens of Hadrian," pp. 129-130; see also Rostovtzeff, RomnanEmpire, p. 598, note 7; Day, Ec.

Hist., pp. 193-194.
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the procedure whereby the argyrotamiai and the herald were to dispose of securities
deposited with them by defaulting tax farmers. The argyrotamziaiwould appear to
have charge of a sizeable public treasury. The size of the board of argyrotamiai is
not known.
There is evidence for the continued existence of the opisthodomos as a public
treasury. A list of sums of money from ca. A.D. 180 29 includes that which the city

278 denarii, a sum second only to that of the donation
gave from the opisthodomnos,
from the sacred diataxis among the few preserved sums. A pair of inscriptions, one
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on an epistyle (I.G., II2, 5187) and the other known only from sketches (I.G., II2,

5213) indicate that the respective structures were built with public funds. The former
was built under the care of Aelius Homoullos as epitropos and the latter under Aristokrates son of Kallias as epistates. These positions must have been the equivalents of
the epinieleiaof work described above. Several fines for disturbing graves were to be
paid to the tameion or to the most sacred tameion."0The latter is the imperial fiscus,
so that these inscriptions do not concern us.
C. NOMOTHETAI

There are faint traces of a nomothesia in Roman Athens. Under Nero the office
was held by Tiberius Claudius Novius, according to the testimony of two cursus
honorum (I.G., II2, 1990, 3277).

In both cases the title occupies the last position

on the cursus. Under Hadrian the title belonged to Annius Pythodoros according to a
group of Delian documents32 which record that he was leader of the Delian Pythaid
for each year from 113/4 through 125/6. First in the year 119/20 he was titled
nomothetes, and he retained this title through the latest of the preserved documents.
Graindor 3 observes that the latest of these is one year too early to coincide with
his dating of the Hadrianic reforms. Since the office cannot have been connected
with the Hadrianic reforms, he believes that it involved codification of the common
laws. He refuses to see the title as purely honorary. A metrical inscription first published by Pittakis,84whom Dittenberger followed (I.G., III, 3849), was reported to
have contained in the third line the reading NOMO0ETOT.W. Peek,85having examined the stone, suggests that the first two letters were actually a restoration made
29 Oliver, "Athens of Hadrian," pp. 129-130, presents an attractive hypothesis that these are

the
payments to the fiscus for the use of imperial estates, and that in case of delays by private users
public opisthodomos advanced the money to the fiscus.
301.G., II2, 13211, 13215, 13220; and a pair of late examples, I.G., II2, 13219, 13224. A
group of monuments setting fines for disturbing graves are really not Attic: I.G., II2, 13212, 13218,
13221. See L. Robert," Hellenica,"Rev. Phil., XVIII, 1944, pp. 37-40.
32B.C.H., XXVIII, 1904, p. 172; XXXIV, 1910, p. 421, no. 88; p. 423, no. 90; XXIII,

1899,pp.85-86.

p. 32, note 1.
L'ancienne Athbnes, Athens, 1835, p. 93.
35 Ath. Mitt., LXVII, 1942, no. 63, p. 46.
33 Hadrien,
84
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by Pittakis, and would change the reading to 0eo-],uoO&ov.Finally there is a very
fragmentary document, lines 12 and 13 of which can be restored either as vopj]oOertrqavraor aycov]oOEro-avra (I.G., II2, 1122 = III, 50).
D.

POLICE OFFICERS, GUARDS, AND THE LIKE
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A very important function was filled by the agoranomos. His title begins to
appear in cursus honortumfrom the mid-second century after Christ.36 He is cited in
a prytany decree (Hesperia, XXXIV, 1965, no. 6, p. 96). Two statue bases honor
agoranomnoi,one because of his arete (I.G., II2, 3651, of the second century after
Christ), and the other for his arete and dikaiosyne (I.G., II2, 3493, of around 27 B.C.).
The latter was dedicated by a group of merchants, probably similar to that which
honored a hoplite general around 15 B.C.37Sometime in the first or second century
after Christ a man upon his becoming agoranomos dedicated a balance-bar and
measures to an unidentified divinity (I.G., II2, 2886), and a pair of measuring tables
found in the Roman Market were reported to have been dedications of agoranomoi."8
His duties cannot have been far different from the modern counterpart who sits at
the crossroads of the Athenian meat market with a public scale as an authority to
whom a buyer can appeal if he believes himself cheated. It would seem that the
agoranomzoi of the Roman period had absorbedthe functions of the metronomoiof the
period of Aristotle (Ath. Pol., 51, 2) as well as having retained the function peculiar
to them in the time of Aristotle, that of overseeing the genuineness and purity of
the goods for sale. Hellenistic tokens found in the Athenian agora bear the abbreviated title of the agorantonoos,and they seem to have been used as records of payment
of the agoranomikon or market tax.39 The agoranomniamust have involved a certain
amount of expenditure, otherwise Herodes Atticus would hardly have used it for his
debut into public life.40 Confirmation may be found in comparative material from
Ephesos 41 of the Roman period in which various agoranomoi were honored. Many
of the citations indicate the price of bread as reason for the honor and many add that
the bread was pure and plentiful. A document from Akraphaia 42gives some indication of how this might have been accomplished. The benefactors honored, when they
36

I.G., II2, 3621, 3649; I.G., XII, 8, 27; I.G., II2, 2223. The last two date to the thirdcentury.

Hesperia, XVII, 1948, no. 29, p. 41.
1890, p. 16; see also Graindor, Auguste, p. 193. I have found no reference to any
IpaKTKa,
dedicatory inscriptions from these tables, and it may be that the attribution to the agoranomoi was an
assumption of the excavators.
89 Crosby, Agora, X, pp. 112-113.
40 I.G., II2, 3602; see also Graindor, Herode Atticus, p. 55.
41Forsch. in Ephesos, III, Vienna, 1923, nos. 10-18, pp. 101-107; J. Keil, Oest. Jahresh.,
XXIII, 1926, Beibl., col. 282; for comments see Rostovtzeff, Roman Empire, p. 599, note 9.
42 L.
Robert, " Etudes sur les inscriptions et la topographic de Grece centrale," B.C.H., LIX,
1935, pp. 438-452. Robert's notes are not only an invaluable commentary, but supply additional
references, especially to lines 59 ff.
37

38
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were agoranonmoiat their own expense, gave grain to the bakers and to the others
(retail dealers and cooks) gave money for a year without interest, with the result
that there were constant cheap prices. Graindor summed up the functions of the
agoranomoi as policing the agora, assuring the bread supply, and keeping watch on the
quality and weight of bread,43while M. I. Rostovtzeff"4 compared them to the aediles
of the west. The burdens of this office must have been closely tied to those of the
hoplite general, although they cannot have been as great.
Aristotle records that in the fourth century B.C. (Ath. Pol., 51, 1) there were
ten agoranomoi, five for Athens and five for Peiraeus. For the Roman period
there is no epigraphical reference to those in the Peiraeus, but there were two at
Athens, according to a pair of dedications closely associated with the Roman market.
The first is a statue base for the deified Julia Augusta with the epithet Pronoia, dedicated by the Areopagus, the boutleof the six hundred, and the demos, set up by Dionysios son of Aulus of Marathon, when Dionysios of Marathon and Quintus Naevius
Rufus were agoratnomroi(I.G., II2, 3238). The second is the dedication of the
agoranomeion, or headquarters of the agoras omoi, to the emperor Antoninus Pius,
which was built when Antipater son of Musaios from Alopeke and Lucius son of
Lucius of Marathon were agoranzomoi(I.G., II, 3391).
It would seem that the agorazomoi functioned primarily in the Roman market.
Several documents which refer to the agoranonmoiwere discovered in the vicinity of
the gate of Athena Archegetis,45the main entrance to the Roman market. It has
been assumed that a building to the east of the Roman market was the agoranomeion.
In addition to its being dedicated to Athena Archegetis (I.G., II2, 3183) and its
proximity to the market, as evidence Graindor associated with it the arcuated lintel
block containing the dedication of the agoranomaneion
(I.G., II, 3391), but H. S.
Robinson would deny this attribution.47Finally, one dedicationof statues of the deified
Julia Augusta and another member of the imperial household has been restored so
as to make the dedicator an agoranomos (I.G., II2, 3239), although there are any
number of other magistracies, liturgies, or offices which could be restored with more
probability.48
The astynomnoiappear in only one Athenian inscription from the Roman period
which is dated to the first century after Christ. It is a stone block, hollowed out,
43 Tibere a Trajan, pp. 81-82.

Roman Empire, pp. 146-147.
451
I.G., II2, 3238 of after A.D. 29; 3602 of around A.D. 122; and 3391 from the reign of Antoninus Pius.
46 Auguste, p. 196, notes 2 and 4.
47 H. S. Robinson, " The Tower of the Winds and the Roman Market Place," A.J.A., XLVII,
1943, p. 304.
48 The original suggestion was made by Graindor, Album d' inscriptions attiques, Ghent, 1924,
and Tibere a Trajan, p. 4, who restored the title of agoranomos with a question mark.
19,
p.
44
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with three apertures on the inscribed face and one on the right side.49 Immediately
B
below each of the apertures of the fa;ade is an abbreviation, under the first M, the
A

<

second M and the thirdM. Wilhelm recognized that B, A, and < equalled 2, 1, and
/2, but he was puzzled by the rest. Kirchner concluded that M equalled 10,000, and
thus the abbreviations were for the numbers 20,000, 10,000, and 5,000. M. Tod 50
has suggested with much more plausibility that the M denotes p(Ec.tvoS) oor (erp-gnrhs). Thus the block is some sort of measuring device, but how it functioned and for
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what it was made remain mysteries. The apertures were placed at a certain level and
the names of the astynontoi were inscribed above and below in such a way that the
apertures cause the name of the final astynomos to be split between the name and
patronymic. Three lines are lost above the apertures, so that there is room only
for the names of two astynontoi on the block. Aristotle (Ath. Pol., 50, 2) indicates
that in his day there were ten astynomoi, five for Athens and five for the Peiraeus.
They controlled the prices charged by flute, psalter and kithara players, saw that the
dung-gatherers disposed of their burdens at a suitable distance from the city walls,
prevented obstructions to the public roads from the buildings bordering them, and
kept the roads clear of corpses. The Hellenistic astynomic law from Pergamon 5
reveals that astynomoi are responsible for keeping roads clear, for deciding cases
involving party walls, guarding sewers, springs and cisterns. Although the law was
Hellenistic, the copy which we possess was set up during the Roman period, thus
guaranteeing its continued validity.
During the period of the Julio-Claudian emperors after Augustus there are
extensive records of pyloroi for the Acropolis.52 Why they received so much notice
at this period is not known, but the continued existence into the third century after
Christ is attested by a single document (I.G., II2, 3691 of 238/9-243/4).

The office

was annual, since the lists are dated by archons, and it would seem not limited to a
single term, since Protogenes son of Protogenes of Azenia served eleven times
(I.G., II2,2302)."3 Others who appear in more than one list are Nikias son of Nikias
49
I.G., II2, 2878; for a photograph and description see A. Wilhelm, Beitrage zstr Griechischett
Inschriftenklunde (= Sonderschriften oest. arch. Inst. in Wien, VII, 1909), no. 68, p. 83.
50"
The Alphabetic Numeral System in Attica," B.S.A., XLV, 1950, pp. 128-129.
51See the edition of G. Klaffenbach, Die
Astynoweninschrift von Pergarnon (= Abhandlungen
Akad. Wiss. Berlin, 1953, 6). For more recent comments on this law see Oliver, " The Date of the
Pergamene Astynomic Law," Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, pp. 88-92; G. Klaffenbach, Varia Epigraphica
(= Abhandlungen Akad. Wiss. Berlin, 1958, 2), pp. 24-25; Oliver, "The Main Problem of the
Augustus Inscription from Cyme," Greek, Roman and Byzantine Studies, IV, 1963, p. 120, note 5.
52I.G., II2, 2292-2309; addenda, 2297a; 4719.
53
After the name of Protogenes in this document is the abbrevation -A ), which is generally
taken to represent a number, but one whose significance is unknown. M. Tod, "The Alphabetic
Numeral System in Attica," B.S.A., XLV, 1950, p. 138, interprets it as 1500, but admits that he
does not understand the reference.
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of Marathon (I.G., II2, 2292, 2293), Ktesikles son of Ktesikles of Araphen (I.G.,
II2, 2292, 2294), Aemilius of Kephisia (I.G., II2, 2296 [partially restored], 2297),
Timokles son of Timokles of Peiraeus and Primus of Halai (I.G., II2 2297 I and
2298, although it is possible that both lists represent the same year) and possibly
Sosinikos (I.G., II2, 2297, 2299). Publius Cornelius Satyros appears in two lists,
once alone (I.G., II2, 2292) and once with his partner (I.G., II2, 2297), but these
both probably are from the same year, since both indicate that they represent the
year in which the stairway was begun. Repeated terms need not have been consecutive,
since all of the repeated services listed above could not possibly be arranged so that
all were consecutive. The usual list contains two names of pyloroi and a trumpeter,
although sometimes the trumpeter is lacking. Although a demotic is usually given,
citizenship seems not to have been a prerequisite, since the pyloros Lastratos (I.G.,
II2, 2292) came from Itea and the trumpeter Plution (I.G., II2, 2292) was from
Hephaistia. The trumpeters were also likely to serve more than once, as Apollonios
of Lamptrai (I.G., II2, 2292, 2295, 2296) and possibly Demetrios of the deme Apollonia (I.G., II2, 2293, 2303). Some lists contain three names of pyloroi (I.G., II2,
2298, 2293) but neither of these lists a separate trumpeter. The pyloroi maintained a
cult of Apollo Agyieus, as is evidenced by the dedication of an altar to him (I.G.,
II2, 4719) and by the appearanceof a sketch of a statue of Apollo at the bottom of
one list.54 Opposite the statue is sketched a table under which are a jar and two
phialai as votive offerings. One of the trumpeters was given the added title of
hieronikes, indicating that he had taken a prize in their art at the sacred games
(I.G., II2, 2292, 2295). One board can be dated by the additional note that during its
tenure Gaius Caesar was proclaimed emperor (I.G., II2, 2292). Graindor observed
that the offce of pyloros was considered an arche, since one inscription calls them
syncarchontes."The pyloroi are called eusebeis (I.G., II2, 2292) or amenmptoi(I.G.,
II2, 2302) and on one occasion they and the akrophylakes are commended for their
pistis and eusebia toward the city (I.G., II2, 2309).
The pyloroi must have controlled access to the Acropolis, since it was there that
the vast majority of the lists were found, and since on one dedicatory monument from
the Roman period they are coupled with the akrophylakes (I.G., II2, 2309), just as in
a list from the fourth century B.C. both boards were listed together (I.G., II2, 2308).

Precisely which gate they tended is not clear. Graindor suggests that the beginning
of the large number of lists of pyloroi marks the construction of a gate at the foot
of the Acropolis,56but there is no evidence for this. Very many of the lists were
found around the Propylaia, and most of the rest on the Acropolis itself, not at its
base. The trumpeter obviously was responsible for announcing the hours of opening
54
I41.G., II2, 2304; see the edition and photograph of Raubitschek, "The Pyloroi of the
Acropolis," T.A.P.A., LXXVI, 1945, pp. 104-107.
55I.G., II2, 2299; see Graindor, TibTre acTrajan, p. 83.
"6Tib&rea Trajan, p. 83.
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and closing. Although two of the lists noted the beginning of the construction of the

new stairway (I.G., II2, 2292, 2297), Graindor 67 has shown that this cannot have
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been the occasion for the institution of the pyloroi.
The akrophylakesserved a separate function fronmthe pyloroi, since they were a
separate but contemporary board cited on the same inscription once in the fourth
century B.C. (I.G., II2, 2308) and once in the first century after Christ (I.G., II2,
2309). Otherwise they are recalled only twice, in a catalogue containing three names
from the mid-first century after Christ (I.G., II2, 2310) and an inscription containing
only part of the word akrophylakes (I.G., III, 3908, cited by Kirchner in a note to
I.G., II2, 2310).

Our material is even more scarce concerning the hierophylakes since

the fullest inscription contains the names of the three members of one board and the
date by archon from the heading of a second list (I.G., II2, 1739 of 181/2 or 182/3,
and 182/3 or 183/4). In this list one instance of repeated service is recorded. Is it
possible that the hierophylakes may have served an office similar to that of the
nyktophylakesat the temple of Artemis in Ephesos? 58 A single document,the inscription listing the rules of the Iobakchoi, mentions an eirenarchia, and this stipulates
only that an Iobakch attaining this office had to treat his fellows (I.G., II2, 1368,

line 134). The title as it appears here need not representa specific officeat Athens, but
it may be a general term for any police officer or magistrate engaged in the apprehension of criminals. In Asia the eirenarchia was introducedby the Roman emperors
as a municipal liturgy in order to help combat the rising brigandage in the latter half
of the second century after Christ,59but these appear to have been charged with
policing outside of the city limits and according to Hirschfeld were confined to Asia
Minor. The precise nature of the Athenian police force under the Roman empire is
not clearly attested and no conclusions can be firmly stated. In this connection J. H.
Oliver has suggested that the epimeletes of the city served as chief of police.
E.

MISCELLANEOUS

Certain references to civic functionaries are not precisely enough defined to be
able to be identified with any of those treated elsewhere. These include a secretary
(I.G., II2, 4764) and a pair of heralds (I.G., II2, 3719, 5191, the latter of which being
a participial form need not even necessarily refer to a civic official). Finally I.G., II2,
1086 contains the restoration rolZ 8uXto [vpyoiVs (line 9), but B. Keil 60 suggests that

it be read roZis
8Sr,uto[Trpa'Tro--

-.

57Tibkre a Trajan, pp. 83 and 161.
58 Oliver, Gerusia, no. 18, pp. 102-104.
59Rostovtzeff, RomnanEmpire, p. 739, note 17; see also Otto Hirschfeld, " Die Sicherheitspolizei
im r6mischen Kaiserreiche," Kleine Schriften, Berlin, 1913, pp. 602-612, originally published in
Sits. Akad. Wiss. Berlin, 1891, pp. 845-877.
60
Beitrdge, p. 62.
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Athens was a city noted for its brilliant annual round of games, processions, and
festivals. Although large sums of money were attracted with the crowds from all
over the world, they did not contribute directly to the costs of the festival. Rather this
financial burden continued to fall on individual public spirited citizens, if they were
available, or probablyon the boule and its officials. Beyond the festivals, there were a
number of daily requirementswhich were cared for in about the same manner, such
as the assurance of an oil supply in the various gymnasia and of an adequate cheap
bread supply for the populace. Any of these liturgies might be financed also by endowments. Certain aspects of this liturgical system have been examined already: the
eponymous archonship was considered a burdensome office (see above, pp. 6-10),
but aside from possibly the agonothesia of the Dionysia (see above, p. 9) there
are no indications of the nature of the burdens; the religious duties of the archon
basileus (see above, pp. 10-11) probably involved considerable expense, and it has

been suggested that he continued to pay for the celebration of the Lenaia (see above,
p. 11); the hoplite general concerned himself with the public grain supply (see
above, pp. 21-23), a particularly onerous duty, in which he was aided by the agoranomzoi (see above, pp. 123-124), the sitoiles (see above, p. 22) and others; the annual
series of prytany sacrifices was financedby the treasurer of the prytaneis, then by an
endowment, and finally by a wealthy member of the tribe to whom the title eponymos
was given (see above, pp. 98-100). In the cursus hotnorzutnof the Roman pleriod three
liturgies commonly occur which have yet to be treated in this survey: the gymntasiarchia, the agonothesia, and the painegyriarchia. There is limited evidence for a
continued or resurrected choregia of the dramatic contests. In the late second century
in an attempt to rearrange the financing of certain festivals a gerusia was founded.

A.

GYMNASIARCI

IA

Comparative evidence from the other Greek cities of the Roman Empire' and
certain indications from Athens show that the principal burden of the gymnasiarchy
was the provision for an adequate supply of oil for public uses. A dedication preserved only from the sketches of Fourmont (I.G., II', 3773) records that those who
used the oil honored the gymnasiarch. Among the ephebes, where a mock civic government was maintained, the gymnasiarchy was usually rotated on a monthly basis,
although occasionally a single ephebe might assume it for a whole year, or the members
examples see those cited by A. H. M. Jones, The Greek City, Oxford, 1940, pp. 221-222
and 351, note 23; L. Robert, Studes Anatoliennes (== iftudes Orientales, V, 1937), pp. 315-317.
1 For
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of a group might each take a certain number of days out of a month. These gymnasiarchs begin to be recorded regularly from the middle of the first century after

Christ (I.G., II2, 1990). Graindor,2 in pointing out the connection between the
gymnasiarchy and the oil supply, has cited one list of ephebes (I.G., II2, 2026) in
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which the three ephebic gymnasiarchs account for only two months out of the year,
while among the strangers each of several is reported to have provided oil for five
days. He concluded that in this particular year these foreigners were asked to contribute towards this liturgy, ordinarily defrayed by Athenians, but these foreigners
were not permitted to attain the honor of the title of gymnasiarch. It has already
been noted that the gymnasiarchy figured prominently in cursus honorurn3 and warranted the honor of a statue,4although in every instance involving the dedication of a
statue the liturgist was also hoplite general for the year. A man who undertook to
secure the public supply both of grain and of oil indeed performed an extraordinary
service. As with the other liturgies, service as a gymnasiarch was not limited to a
single term, and several served on more than one occasion.5 The name of the gymnasiarch was apt to appear in certain other contexts. Some dedications by victors
in games contain his name in the genitive case,6 as also do a dedication by an epimeletes of the Lykeion (I.G., II2, 2875) and a catalogue associated with the Lykeion
(I.G., II2, 1945).7 These documents might be taken as an indication that he possessed
a wider competence than that of mere oil supplier. Indeed it would hardly seem out of

place to credit to him the general supervision of all the gymnasia of the city and their
functions, probably excluding those dedicated to the ephebic corps. A connection
between the gymnasiarchy and the prytaneis is pointed out by Oliver in his edition
of the prytany decree of around A.D. 120 honoring Atticus 8 for having assumed
the burdenof treasurer of the prytaneis and of the gymnasiarchy. Oliver cites another
prytany decree whose heading contains the name of the gymnasiarch.9 There is also
a group of dedications made by gymnasiarchs, including one to Apollo (I.G., II2,

2
Tibere a Trajan, p. 91.
3 I.G., II2, 3531; Hesperia, XII, 1943, no. 18, pp. 66-71 - Hesperia, III, 1934, no. 71, p. 74
- I.G., II2, 3580; I.G., II2, 3546, 4071 line 24, 3592 (three times, lines 6, 10-11, 15), 3687; I.G.,
XII, 8, 27. All of these inscriptions can be dated from around the middle of the first century after
Christ into the third century.
4
I.G., II2, 3544, 3573, 3593, 3591 ranging in date from the end of the first through the middle
of the second century after Christ. The two other examples of service as hoplite general and
gymnasiarch are to be found in I.G., II2, 1072, 2883.
51.G., II2, 1072, 1945, 2883, 2998, 3531, all twice; Hesperia, XII, 1943, no. 18, pp. 66-71,
three times.
6 I.G., II' 2998, 2999, both of the mid or late first century after Christ.
7 See
Appendlix II, pp. 160-161.
8Oliver, A.J.P., LXX, 1949, pp. 299-308 and 403 (=-I.G., II2, 1073 + 1074 with new
restorations), especially 301 and 403.
9
A.J.P., LXX, 1949, p. 403, a corrected version of the reference in Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 7,
37.
p.
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3002) and the others to unspecifieddeities.'0 They resemble a number of dedications
by gymnasiarchs which have clear ephebic connections 1 and may themselves be associated with the ephebes. An unidentifiedcatalogue contains the name of the gymnasiarch in its heading.12 A dedicatory plaque contains the legend " the hoplite general
Antiochos son of Apollonios of Sphettos when he was gymnasiarch for the second
time," all as a genitive absolute (I.G., II2, 2883). The decree in honor of Antonius
Oxylos of Elis, who died while still a youth, was introduced into the boule by Titus
Coponius Maximus of Hagnous while he was hoplite general, gymnasiarch for the
second time, priest of Ares and Zeus, and hierokeryx (I.G., II2, 1072). I.G., II2, 1737
is a list of annual gymzasiarchoi, but it is hardly certain whether they represent the
civic gymnasiarchy or that of a private organization.
e
na chy occurred in the
A change in the financial
igymnasiars
arrangements o the
second century after Christ, for then there first appears the epimeletes of the gymnasiarchy of the deified Hadrian.'3 The regular gymnasiarch continues to appear, but
never on the same document with the epimeletes, and in many of the instances when
his name does appear it is also indicated that the funds came from his own resources.14
Obviously the emperor Hadrian had set up an endowed gymnasiarchy,'5 whose administrator was called epimeletes.'r Public spirited citizens still were permitted to
10 I.G.,

, 009. The last is inscribedon an oil jar.
3,3003a,
II2, 3001,
11See the section of the I.G., II2
containing the inscriptions numbered from 2993 through 3013
for several examples.
12 .G., II2, 1946. The name of the
hoplite general also appears. Those named all would seem
to belong to the tribe Kekropis, and this could be another list of prytaneis. Still its date is very much
before the period when the name of the hoplite general began to appear in the headings of prytany
lists. It was found in Salamis and the presence of the hoplite general and gymnasiarch relate it to
the pilgrimage documents (see p. 97 and note 50). If this is so line 5 might be restored [Tpvravetl]
KeKPOTdSo'.
18
II2,

I.G.,
2888, 3620, 1077, 3688; I.G., IV2, I, 691.
in I.G., II2, 3592, line 6, line 15; 3687, lines 25-26. Those on which this is not specified
include I.G., II2 3593, 3591, 3592, lines 10-11; I.G., XII, 8, 27.
15For
examples of endowed gymnasiarchies elsewhere in the cities of the Roman empire see
footnote 1 and Laum, Stiftungen, I, pp. 88-90, and II, nos. 9, 121, 122, 124, etc.; A. Wilhelm,
Beitrige zur griechischen Inschriftenkunde (= Sonderschriften oest. arch. Inst. Wien, VII, 1909),
pp. 193-195, no. 167.
16For the
epimeletai of gymnasiarchies or of a gymnasium see L. Robert, Rev. Et. Anc., LXII,
1960, pp. 294-296 and especially note 5 on p. 295; B.C.H., LIX, 1935, pp. 449-450. A further distinction probably can be drawn here on the basis of the Athenian material. Robert cites from
Termessos an inscription (T.A.M., III, 25) containing the name of a man who " served as epimeletes of the gymnasia." This case may be likened to that of an epimneletesof the Lykeion at Athens,
who made a dedication to Apollo in the latter half of the first century after Christ (I.G., II2, 2875).
This document also contains the name of the gymnasiarch. Although the relationship is not clear,
one would suspect that an epinteletes of a gymnasiarchy managed an endowment to pay for oil for
the whole city, while the epimeletes of a gymnasium, or of the gymnasia, had charge of the endowments relating to the physical equipment and operation of the gymnasium or gymnasia over which he
had charge. When Hadrian gave a gymnasium to Athens for the boys and youths, he supplied an
14 As
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assume the full cost of the gymnasiarchy, and that explains the continued existence
of the gymnasiarch and the specification in certain documents that the money came
from personal funds.17 The epimeleia of Hadrian's gymnasiarchy was considered of
sufficient importance to be listed in cursus honoruznt.l Marcus Aurelius Alkamenes
of Lamptrai, who was hoplite general when the decree for sacrifices in honor of the
household of Septimius Severus was passed, was also at the same time epimeletes
of Hadrian's gymnasiarchy and anctarchontof the Panhellenion (I.G., II2, 1077).
In the case of Athens we are singularly fortunate to have precise information
concerning the machinery for procuring oil. The oil law of Hadrian 19specifies that
one-third of the crop of each grower (or one-eighth in the case of the confiscatedlands
of Hipparchos) was to be sold to the city, probably at prices below those current on
the world market, until sufficient oil should be on hand to cover public uses for the
whole year (lines [10-11] and 63). This indeed must have been a large amount of
oil, especially since Athens was one of the leading producers in Greece (Pausanias
X, 32, 19). The law details the procedures for registering the crop and selling the
required third, penalizing those who disobeyed and releasing those whose oil would
create a surplus in the city's supply. The public uses for which such a supply of oil
was earmarked can only have been the supplying of the public baths and gymnasia,
the realm of services allocated to the gymnasiarch. Thus at Athens the burden of the
liturgy was lightened somewhat by a state control of the cost of oil. A possible clue
to the method of distribution can be found in a lead token, probably Hellenistic, found
in the Athenian Agora, which bears the legend EA AOYwithin an olive crown.20 Miss
Crosby suggests a reading either as eXa<I>ovor as the Attic deme 'EXa<L>ov(,). In
view of the absence of the final sigma the former seems more likely. This token
would probably entitle the bearer to a certain amount of oil, on the analogy of the
grain tokens cited above. It is tempting to associate it with the prizes awarded in the
Panathenaia.
The officers in charge of the purchase of oil according to the Hadrianic oil law
were called the elaionai. In other cities this official bore much of the burden of the
cost of oil.2t Their function is defined by Arcadius Charisius (Digest, L, iv, 18, 5):
Cura quoque emendi frumenti olei (nam harum speciarum curatores, quos arwvas
et EXatciva appellant, creari moris est) inter personalia munera in quibusdamzcivitatibus nunzerantur. At Athens since his name does not appear in cursus honorumnor
additional fund " for it that it become an ornament to the city" (I.G., II2, 1102). May not such
a fund have been an endowment for expenses outside of the oil supply?
17 The facts have
already been recognized by Graindor, Hadrien, pp. 45-47.
18 I.G., II2, 3620 = Oliver, Gerusia, no. 23,
p. 107; I.G., II2, 3688; I.G., IV2, I, 691.
19
I.G., II2, 1100; see the edition of Oliver, Ruling Power, pp. 960-963. See also Oliver, A.J.P.,
LXXXIV, 1963, p. 89.
20
Crosby, Agora, X, p. 89, L 38.
21
L. Robert, Ltudes Anatoliennes, Paris, 1937, pp. 317-318.
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on dedicatorymonuments,it would seem that the elaiones was primarilyan administrator. The relationship of the elaionzesto the gymnasiarch is probably analogous to
that of the sitones to the hoplite general; both were subordinate officers, probably
professional buyers, who purchased for the liturgist.
One documentfrom Roman Athens would connect the gerusia with the elaiothesia
(see Appendix IV). The context is not clear, but there are two possibilities. Either
the gerusia was required to guarantee the oil supply for the games it financed, or the
elaiothesia was that for the use of the gerusiasts themselves.
B. AGONOTHESIA
A major asset to the prestige of Athens was the brilliant round of festivals, both
quadrennial and annual. The staging of these involved tremendous expenditures
which again were taken care of through the generosity of the citizens. Ephebic lists
contain many names of agonothetai of various games, but our interest will center on
the citizens outside of the ephebes who were willing to undertake these liturgies. The
games for which an agonothesia is attested in Roman Athens include the Greater 22
and Lesser 2 Panathenaia; games in honor of the imperial house,4"including the
Hadrianeia; 2 the Eleusinia, Greater 2 and ordinary;2

the Dionysia; 28 the Olym-

and the Greater Asklepieia.3
The major agonothesiai at Athens were that of the Panathenaia, especially the
penteteric Greater Panathenaia, and that of the feasts of the imperialhouse. A certain
amount of information about the duties of the agonothetes of the Panathenaia is
preserved for us in the account of Herodes Atticus' elaborate preparations (Philostratos, Vit. Soph., II, I, p. 59, Kayser) and in an honorary decree from the middle
of the second century B.C. (I.G., II2, 968). Basically he had the responsibility for
outfitting the ship which was to carry the peplos and for paying the expenses involved
in the procession, the accompanying sacrifices, and the games. It seems probable
pia;29

22I.G.,II2, 3535; Insc. Delos, 1628; I.G., II2, 4207, 3650, 3649, 3416, 3198, 3669; these range
in date from around A.D. 57 through A.D.269/70.
23 I.G., II2, 3615, 4071, 3592; Oliver, Gerusia,
nos. 31, 32, pp. 125-142- Hesperia,XX, 1951,

pp. 350-354= Hesperia,XXXII, 1963, no. 27, p. 27, rangingin date from the mid-secondcentury
after Christto ca. 230.
24I.G., II2, 1069, 3270, 4174, 3531, 3535, 3571, 1077, from the end of the first century B.C.

through209/10.
25 I.G., II2, 3649; I.G., IV2, I, 691; I.G., II2, 3015, 3707; these range from the end of the
secondcenturyafter Christthroughthe middleof the third.
26
Hesperia,XI, 1942, no. 8, pp. 37-40; I.G., II2, 3605; secondcenturyafter Christ.
27
I.G., II2, 4071, mid-secondcenturyafter Christ.
28
I.G., II2, 3112 of A.D. 75/6-87/8 and I.G., II2, 3649 of the end of the second centuryafter
Christ.
9 I.G., II2, 4075, second half of the second century and I.G., II2, 3687, lines 14, 25, the
beginningof the third century.
soI.G., II2, 3614 of the mid-secondcenturyafter Christ.
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that some public work might also be involved, since Herodes undertook to build the
Panathenaic stadium, while the agonothetes of the honorary decree made repairs to
the roads, on the Acropolis, in the Odeion, and in the Anakeion. A more detailed
parallel is to be found in a series of decrees of honors for the agonothetai of the
Theseia which date to the middle of the second century B.C.,3' in which the agonothetes
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is praised for having sent off a well-ordered procession, completed the sacrifices to
Theseus in the ancestral manner, taken complete care of the torch race and gymnastic games, provided that no contestant should suffer injury, set up prizes for the
contestants with all zeal according to the decrees of the detmos,set up prizes for the
winning phylai in the contests involving cavalry and military teams, and likewise for
the companies of foreigners; for having given daily sums of money to the boule and
to the prytaneis for sacrifices; for having set up a hoplotheke in one case; and for
having paid for the stele with the names of the victors. For an agonothetes to dedicate
the ship, or part of it, as a public monument does not seem to have been unusual.32
There is also evidence that the agonothetes exercised a certain amount of jurisdiction
over the spectators (Lucian, Nigr., 14) as well as over the contestants (Lucian,
Herm., 33), and he appears to have had control over admission of spectators, according to the interpretation placed upon some lead tokens."3
There is some indication that during the reign of Hadrian there may have been
a contribution by the emperor to help pay the costs. Graindor'3 advanced this suggestion on the evidence of two cursus honorum: in one inscription,probablyHadrianic,
it is noted that the agonothetes contributed from his own funds (I.G., II2, 3592);
in the same inscription that man's father is indicated as having served upon appointment by the emperor. Graindor suggests that this may be a case of the emperor
undertaking the expenses, but through a local dignitary. This could hardly have been
a permanent arrangement, since there seems to have been no further occasion for
the boast that the money was supplied from the personal resources of the agonothetes
until the agonothesia of P. Herennius Dexippos in 269/70 (I.G., II2, 3669). A similar
device may have been used by Commodus, when he and the kosmetes of the ephebes
were said to have renewed the games of the Panathenaia.35 There is some evidence
31I.G., 112,956, 957, 958 are the best preserved examples.
32
Philostratos, Vit. Soph., II, I, p. 59, Kayser; I.G., II2, 3198. The nature of the dedication
I.G., II2, 3650 is uncertain. I.G., II2, 3416 is a dedication of the members of the imperial family,
but again it is not clear what was dedicated.
83 Crosby, Agora, X, pp. 82-83, 116-117.
84
Hadrien,pp. 47-49.
85I.G., II2, 2116 as restored
by Raubitschek, " Commodus and Athens," Hesperia, Suppl. VIII,
1949, p. 284, note 8. The transcription of Pittakis, as given by Kirchner, would see the games as
the Athenaia, which Graindor believes was another name for the Panathenaia (Musee Belge, XXVI,
1922, p. 209, note 4), citing Pausanias, VIII, 2, 1, and the problematical passage of Athenaios, XII,
561e, but which L. Deubner, Attische Feste, Berlin, 1932, p. 237, denies had any connection with
the Panathenaia.
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from the third century that this liturgy was not the most sought after in the community, since the decrees in honor of M. Ulpius Eubiotos praise the fact that he
undertook it voluntarily!36 Hadrian's contributions probably were an attempt to
revitalize the Panathenaic festival, probably languishing because of lack of wealthy
contributors. Oliver, basing his conclusion in large part on the decree in honor of
Eubiotos, suggests that part of the function of the gerusia founded after the visit of
Marcus Aurelius in 176 was the assuring of proper financing for the Panathenaia."'
In this way it would oversee the financing of a civic cult in much the same way as the
gerusia at Ephesos cared for the cult of Artemis. Of course private citizens who
wished to undertake the expense were still welcomed, and an agonothetes is attested
for the first decade of the third century (I.G., II2, 3416), nor should Eubiotos be
forgotten. Whether the continued existence of the gerusia was responsible for Dexippos' boast of having used his own money cannot be answered with the present state of
our evidence.
Next to the Panathenaia the best attested agonothesia is that of the games in
honor of the imperial house, the agones Sebastoi. The first attested agonothetes of
such games was Julius Nikanor at the end of the first century B.C. (I.G., IIf, 1069).
The next reference to these games is the identification of Novius son of Philinos of
Oion as the first agonothetes (I.G., II2, 3270) of the Sebastoi agones. Graindor38
thinks that Novius was the first agonlothetesunder the new emperor, and he refers to
another inscription where the games are called the "games of Tiberius Claudius
Caesar Augustus " (I.G., II2, 4174). On the other hand may it not be possible that
games of this name were not regularly celebrated under Tiberius or Gaius? Other
documents indicate that certain of these games were called the Greater Caesarca
Augusta.39 The Hadrianeia were a festival of great endurance,and an agonothetes is
attested as late as the mid-third century. One other agonothetes is attested with regard
to games in honor of the imperial household in the decree of a festival for the household of Septimius Severus (I.G., II2, 1077), Marcus Aurelius Alcamenes who was
agonothetes of the games of the August [household?]. Although later emperors had
games in their honor, there are no records of agonzotlhtaioutside of the ephebic lists.40
It was not at all unusual for a wealthy man to serve more than once as agoniothetes. The epigraphicalevidence indicates that Tiberius Claudius Novius was agorlo36Oliver, Gerusia, nos. 31, 32,
1 , pp. 350-354
Hesperia,
pp. 125-142 = Hesperia, XX, 1951,
XXXII, 1963, no. 27, pp. 26-30.
37 Oliver, Gerusia, pp. 1, 5, 28; Historia, VII, 1958, pp. 476-477.
38 Tibere a Trajan, p. 11, note 7.
89 I.G., II2, 3531 of before the middle of the first century after Christ; I.G., II2, 3571 of before
117/8 after Christ; on the other hand I.G., II2, 3535 does not use the adjective " Greater."
40 For summaries of these see the references in L.
Moretti, Iscrizioni Agonistiche Greche, Rome,
1953, for the Hadrianeia, p. 221; the Gordianeia, p. 203; and L. Deubner, Attische Feste, Berlin,
1932, pp. 236-237, who discusses in addition the Sylleia, the Antinoeia, the Kommodeia, the Severeia,
the Philadelpheia (honoring Caracalla and Geta), and others.
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thetes for games in honor of Claudius twice,41once in games in honor of Nero (I.G.,
II2, 3535) and once of the Greater Panathenaia (I.G., II2, 3535; Insc. Delos, 1628);
Tiberius Claudius Diotimos was twice agonothetes; 42 Claudius Demostratos was
agonothetes of the Panathenaia and the Eleusinia (I.G., II2, 4071); Aelius Praxagoras of the Panathenaia and the Greater [Asklepieia?] (I.G., II2, 3614, 3615);
L. Memmius of Thorikos, the altar priest, three times (I.G., II2, 3620); and an
unidentified Athenian of the late second century was agonothetes of the Greater
Dionysia, the Greater Panathenaia, the Hadrianeia Augusta and the Panhellenia
(I.G., II2, 3649). Service as agonothetes was appropriate for inclusion in a cursus
honorumnt or was a basis for a decree of honors or a statue, although usually only
when held in conjunction with another office.44
Certain additional contexts in which there appear the names of agonothetai
ought to be cited. In a prytany list of the first or early second century after Christ the
agonothetes is awarded a crown.45 The list of prytaneis who visited Salamis on a
pilgrimage contains the name of an agonothetes in its heading (I.G., II2, 1759), who
was probablythe master of the games occasioning this pilgrimage. Three monuments
contain the name of Tiberius Claudius Novius when he was agonothetes. A statue
of Publius Memmius Regulus was erected by him (I.G., II2, 4174) and a statue of
Claudius set up by the Areopagus, the boule of the six hundred, and the demos with his
name included in the dedication (I.G., II2, 3270) when he was hoplite general and
agonothetes, and the third statue, again of Claudius, was set up with Novius serving
as epinzeletes(I.G., II2, 3271) when he was herald of the Areopagus and agonothetes.
In the fourth century after Christ Flavius Septimius Marcellinus boasted that he
was an ex-agonothetes

(I.G., II2, 5206).46 Three further documents mentioned the

agonothetes, but in an obscure context. The first, which refers to an agonothetes for
the procession, may be a decree of honors, since an olive crown is mentioned, but a
reference to white clothing is unexplained (I.G., II2, 1060). The second contains parts
of a letter and of a decree of honors for an agonothetes who Kirchner believes served
for the Theseia (I.G., II2, 1095). The third permits only the conclusion that the title
of agonothetes is a likely restoration (I.G., II2, 1122, lines 11-12). A dedication by
the rhabdophoroiof a statue of the hero Polydeukion is dated by the agonothesia of
41

In A.D. 41 (I.G., II2, 3270 and 4174) and 42 (I.G., II2, 3271).
Hesperia, XII, 1943, no. 18, pp. 67-68.
43I.G., II2, 3531; Hesperia, XII, 1943, no. 18, pp. 67-68; I.G., II2, 3546, 4017 (line 25),
3614, 3615, 3624, 3605, 4075, 3592 (twice), 3620, 3649, 3687 (three times), 3707, 3669; I.G.,
IV2, I, 691.
44
For an agonothetes alone, I.G., II2, 4207; for an agonothetes who also undertook simultaneously another office: I.G., II2, 1069, 3535; Insc. Delos 1628; I.G., II2, 3571, 3668; Oliver,
Gerusia, nos. 31, 32, pp. 125-142 = Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 350-354 = Hesperia, XXXII, 1963,
no. 27, pp. 26-30.
45 Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 8, pp. 37-40.
46
For this interpretation see Oliver, Expounders, pp. 88-89.
42
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Vibullius Polydeukos, but this is probably a private agonothesia set up by Herodes
Atticus for a cult (I.G., II2, 3968). Similarly an inscription published by W. Peek 47
would seem to refer to an agonothetes for an eranos. The deified Hadrian is named as
agonothetes in a series of imperial letters to the Dionysiac technitai,48but the context
is unclear.
There is a single epigraphical reference to the athlothesia in the statutes of the
Iobakchoi.49Lucian shows the athlothetai acting as referees at games (Adv. Ind., 9;
Pisc., 33) and as a group having the right to special seats (Herm., 39). In the fifth
century B.C.they are attested as handling money for the Panathenaic festival.49 There
is no reason to believe that this custom changed very greatly, and we may assume that
they assisted the agonothetes in the financialadministration.
C.

PANEGYRIARCHIA

The third of the very common liturgies cited in cursus honorumlwas the pancgyriarchia.50The name of the panegyriarchos appears in the headings of two prytany
catalogues,5"in one of which the holder of the officewas no less than the emperor Commodus.52Our knowledge of the functions of the panegyriarchis limited to the fact that
he was expected to feed the visitors to the Eleusinian festival.53
D. CHOREGIA

Although the meaning of the word choregia had been broadened by the time of
the Roman empire to mean almost the same as litourgia,54the technical meaning of the
title choregos continued, and it is this aspect of the choregia which is of interest here.
Ath. Mitt., LXVII, 1942, no. 29, p. 30.
I.G., II2, 1105, B, b, line 15. The use of the form Oeov'ASpta[vov would exclude the compo-

47

48

sition of this letterduringHadrian'slifetime. Thereforethe lettersof side B must have been written

by his successor. Such series of letters spanning two reigns are not unexpected, e. g. see Appendix
IV.
49I.G., II2, 1368 - S.I.G3, 1109 =-Oliver, Gerusia, no. 22, pp. 106-107, lines 131-132. The
fifth century reference is in I.G., I2, 304A, lines 5-6, and is commented upon by B. D. Meritt,
Athenian Financial Documents, Ann Arbor, 1932, p. 97.
50I.G., II2, 3609, 3614, 3615, 3592 (four times), 3692, 3669, in which the dates of service as
liturgist range from the end of the first century after Christ to sometime before 269/70.
511.G., II2, 1792 = Oliver, A.J.P., LXXI, 1950, pp. 174-177; Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, no. 59,
p. 49; of the late second and third centuries.
1949,
52 As first noticed by Raubitschek, " Commodus and Athens," Hesperia, Suppl. VIII,
284.
p.
53 Plutarch, Quaest. Conviv., V, 5, 2, 679b; see Oliver, A.J.P., LXXI, 1950, pp. 175-176;
Graindor, Hadrien, p. 97.
54 See Delz, Lukians Kenntnis, pp. 55-56. A clear example of this usage is found in an imperial

letter to the gerusia: Oliver, Gerusia,no. 24, pp. 108-120,line 31 = Meritt,Hesperia,XXX, 1961,
no. 31, pp. 231-236and Olivertheretoon pp. 402-403of the samevolume;for the use of choregiato

mean elaiothesia see A. Wilhelm, Neue Beitrige zur griechischen Inschriftenkunde, V (Sitz. Akad.

Wiss. Wien, CCXIV, 1932), pp. 45-46; to describeEleusinianliturgiesI.G., II2, 1338.
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It would seem that the Dionysiac dramatic contests were in a state of decline
from the beginning of the Roman period through the latter half of the first century
after Christ. The only support for this statement is the lack of choregic dedications.
The festival undoubtedly continued, but without its former grandeur. The first
dateable choregic dedication was set up by the tribe Oineis (I.G., II2, 3112) to commemorate the games offered by Philopappos. These games have been dated to
75/6-87/8 by Graindor."5 This same choregia is recalled by Plutarch, Quaest.
Conviv., I, 10, 1, 628A, but a comparison of the two sources gives rise to problems.
First the dedicating tribe of the inscription was not the same as the tribe which
Plutarch mentioned as victorious; and second Philopappos was called choregos by
Plutarch, while the inscription ascribes this office to Boulon. Graindor*"notes first
that on the inscription the word ev'of the expression ev awovw-apevcovhas been erased,
probably indicating that Oineis was not the victor, and second that when Plutarch
indicated that Philopapposwas choregos for all twelve tribes, he was merely indicating
that Philopappos supplied the money for each of the tribes,57while Boulon had been
chosen, probably by Philopappos, to perform the actual duties of choregos for the
tribe Oineis. The evidence from Lucian (Icar., 17; Nec., 16; Sat., 19) would indicate
considerable duties for the choregos in staging a production. The inscription then
contains a list of participants. There seems to have been a reduction in the numbers
of the chorus from the former fifty to only twenty-five.58 One other choregic monument can be dated to the latter part of the first century.59This declares that the demos
of the Athenians was victor, since all the choregoi and choruses withdrew from the
competition and agreed to set up a statue of the deimos so that no one would have to
bear the onus of being a loser. Three other dedications from the late first or early
second century are too fragmentary for further comment (I.G., II2, 3113, 3115,
3119). The choregic contests of the second century 6 appear to have involved only
two contestants, each representing half the tribes according to the interpretation of
A. Brinck.6' A large triangular base inscribed in archaizing style indicates that it
holds a list of the choregoi of Oineis, but only a single name is subscribed.62The very
65

Chronologie,
pp.95-100,no. 66; Tibbe a Trajan,p. 51 andnote3.

66TibNre
a Trajan,p. 52; see alsoDelz,LukiansKenntnis,pp.54-55,note3.

67 For anotherexampleof a singleman financing
severalchoruses,see the SacredSpeeches
of AeliusAristides,L, 43, p. 436, Keil.
58As observed
Graecaead choregiam
Dissertationes
by A. Brinck," Inscriptiones
pertinentes,"
no.
157-159.
Halenses,VII, 1886, 71, pp.
Philologicae

9I.G., JI2, 3114, dated to 70/1-110/1 by Graindor,Chronologie,no. 72, pp. 108-109; see also

Hesperia,XVIII, 1949,p. 26.
Notopoulos,

601.G.,II2, 3116, 3117, but see the edition of M. MacLaren,"A ChoragicEpigram from

Athens,"T.A.P.A., LXVIII, 1937, pp. 78-83; I.G., II2, 3118; althoughthe secondof these
concernsgamesfor Antinoos.
61
62

Op. cit., p. 163.

I.G., II2, 3121; see Oliver,A.J.A., XLV, 1941, p. 539 for an improvedreading.Room was
left for morenames,butnonewereeveradded.
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latest testimony for the Dionysia occurs in a cursus honorum from the end of the
second century 3 which records an agonothesia. It must also be noted that dramatic
contests occurredin other games besides the Dionysiac under the Roman Empire, such
as during the Panathenaic festival (I.G., II2, 3157) and the games in honor of
Antinoos.64 Although it need not have reference to dramatic contests, there is evidence
now of the continuedproductionof plays in Athens into the third century after Christ
from a lead token bearing the name of Menander's Theophoroumene.6
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E. THE GERUSIA

The financing of the great festivals at Athens was becoming increasingly burdensome. Examples have been cited above, especially with reference to the agonothesia
of the Panathenaia and the lessened scale of the Dionysiac games. Various remedies
were undertakento alleviate the burden. Hadrian created an endowed gymnasiarchy
and seems to have undertaken the financial burden of the agonothesia of the Panathenaia. His oil law reduced the danger of speculation in oil causing the cost to rise
beyond what Athens could afford. Commodus also revealed himself a benefactor of
Athens when he undertookthe agonothesia of the Panathenaia and the panegyriarchia.
Probably the most significant item of imperial concern for the continuance of the
festivals was the organization of the gerusia to manage the financing of the imperial
cult and the Panathenaia. Very little can be added to the studies of this institution
published by J. H. Oliver.66 The problems concerned in the founding of the gerusia
can be studied in a series of imperial letters sent during its formative years (Gerusia,
nos. 24-26), from the foundation in A.D.176 through 184. It seems that the idea of a
gerusia for Athens came from Marcus Aurelius during the visit to Athens in 176, at
which time he became an Eleusinian initiate. Not until the third letter, sent in 178 or
179, can the gerusia have been functioning, since this is the first addresseddirectlyto it.
The gerusia was to be composed of 400 members from the Athenians of a status
sufficientto participate in the ekklesia. Eligibility was also based on age and wealth,
but the sources do not specify the norms. The gerusia was headed by an archon (GeruI.G., II2, 3649. Only the delta of Dionysia is preserved.
I.G., II2, 3117, but see the text of M. MacLaren, T.A.P.A., LXVIII, 1937, pp. 78-83.
65 Crosby,
Agora, X, p. 122, L 329; see also p. 116.
66
Gerusia, and "Gerusiae and Augustales," Historia, VII, 1958, pp. 472-496. The only
additional material has been the publication of new fragments of the documents contained in Gerusia.
These include the following. To Gerusia, nos. 24-26, pp. 108-122: Meritt, Hesperia, XXIX, 1960,
no. 29, p. 22; XXX, 1961, no. 31, pp. 231-236 and the comments of Oliver in the same volume, pp.
402-403; Appendix IV of this study. To Gerusia, nos. 31, 32, pp. 125-142: Oliver, Hesperia, XX,
1951, pp. 350-354; Meritt, Hesperia, XXXII, 1963, no. 27, pp. 26-30. Possibly one more document
may be added to the collection of references, although it contributes no new data, a metrical funerary
inscription which indicates that the deceased had left behind life, the demos of Kekrops, ipav
(I.G., II2, 13150, line 4). Finally there are the lead tokens found in the Agora,
PovX'v reCy[palpov]
63

64

see note 67.
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sia, no. 27) and many questions still unsettled were to be referred to the imperial
procurator. The income from holdings in land were to furnish the necessary financial
backing. References to the imperialbirthday and instructions on the sorts of images of
the emperorto be used are an indication of the concern for the imperial cult. In other
places references are made to the compositionof odes and distributions, both indicating
participation in festivals. Distributions or admission to events at festivals are probably explanations for a pair of lead tokens found in the Agora excavations,67one
inscribed rEP[OT]SIAI and the other IEPA, rEPOTI[I]AX. The connection of the
gerusia with the Panathenaia is made via the decree in honor of Ulpius Eubiotos
(Gerusia, nos. 31 and 32) and the parallel of the gerusia at Ephesos which financedthe
civic cult of Artemis in that city.
'7Crosby,AgoraX, pp. 82, 109,L 244, 118-119,L 310.
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APPENDIX I
This appendix contains a list of dedications, i.e. statue bases, herms, epistyles, and
theater seats, from Roman Athens, in which the formal wording of the decree as
passed in a meeting does not appear, but merely one of the common formulae of the
period. The division is according to formula, and is chronological within each section.
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A. DECREESOF THE AREOPAGUSAND OTHERCORPORATIONS
Ie 'Apdov rrayo/v /lov,

I.G., II2, 4106
4111
3786
3787
3788
3789
3907

cd
Kal

/ovXu r7yv 4, (or X) Kal ~ ~o

a. med. s. I a.

avOVTaTOV
rcLo[v .. ] KwVLOV

c. a. 45 a.

Claudius Marcellus and his wife

aet.
aet.
aet.
aet.
aet.

['Io]v'X[LOv Ncca]vopa
'Iov0Aov NLKCvopa
'IovAtov Nucxa[vopa]
'IovAtov NtKacvopa
- - A11TrpLov
[
]o[po
'AX,kou[O Jov]

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

aet. imp.
notna. a. 14 a.

3721
4126

2804
2805
2806
3551

I p.

s. I p.
s. I p.
s. I p.

no dedicatee
no dedicatee
no dedicatee

s. I p.
(&qrtAeXq6e'vro,

4199
4244
Hesp., XXVIII, 9
Hesp., XXIX, 54

s. I p. ut vid.

doAwva 'A~roXXwv&ovM [e,] r'a
/lViqOcva l&4''la'
avaeo'cw 3oi-rovarpo'g)
T[v)j]

rv 'Op[ptov]

s. I p. ut vid.

[- - - o]v vyaTxpa [- - - yvva,c]a

s. I p.
s. I p.

no dedicatee
no dedicatee

I.G., II2, 3238
(ava0&'vroq&C7v

3261

a. 14-37
(irLtXvAj0f!v ro'

3266B

a. 37-41
a. 41 p.

3449

p. a. 48 p.
Votia
(Ta7'Tij'S pova

( &lrtLfqOl'v

base
base
base
base

capital
statue base
statue base

statue base

d&vEao-ews]

fpf'U

7-ro i7-To

O'VT0S

Su\a [/ISov])

statue base

[V'girXWar
aCTpaT77vyo])

statue base

7rt/IXEqrevo-aVTo3]ir r;'v IIletpada)

Claudius
Claudius
[ ro]

statue
statue
statue
statue

Claudius
-i[

Claudius

a. 41 p.
a. 42 p.

statue base
statue base

statue base

([a] vaO[e[]v [To - - -

3270
3271

statue base

'IovAt[av O&ev cf3ao&v IIpo'votav
$1oW AtovvcrtOovoi; AbXov MapaOwvt'ov)

[- - - - - -]

(fT([UuX-qe'VTOS]

3268

TovpcKtac v

raXXov'vG'ra7Ov
no dedicatee

ro5vi ['yT'l4v IICdv1]
v IIa/qvov[ Mapa&9vcov]
(r& ?4v[os r&EjL5oX7r]t8Wv) is a fourth dedicator)

init.s.

base
base
base
base
base
base
base

[- - - - - - - - - -]

A 'AKV'XXLOV
(XhDpov

init. s. I p.

2803
3523

statue
statue
statue
statue
statue
statue
statue

Toy ~pyov Ttf3eplov

statue base

KXav&'ov Novorv)

'Iovhav BEpewvd&'vf3caat.crav
;
ETOZrL,.LEAqTOv
T)r: Iro'XkwC)
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4042
3273
4173
S.E.G., XII, 158
(- I.G., II2, 4176)
S.E.G., XII, 159
(- I.G., II2, 4177)
I.G., II2, 3927
3928
4043
4184
4044
3535
3277
3283b
4193

I

141

a. 41-54

'A,v[azSa]

a. 49-53

Claudius

statue base

a. med. s. I p.

[rva] ov AoF [erToo]v 'Arvo'ftapflov

statue base

a. med. s. I p.

A relative of Publius
Memmius Regulus leg. pro pr.
Son of Publius Memmius
Regulus, leg. pro pr.

statue base

med. s. I p.
med. s. I p.

r KautAtov KaLcov'AXapvea
AtOKXA
[a fUoroKAfovS]
'Ayvoua[Lov]

statue base

med. s. I p.

STaTX[Atav

med. s. I p.
p. med. s. I p.
c. a. 57 p.

MapKov Avwto[v] 'A4pedvov
KXa[vsav ArlP]Trptav
TLt,eptovKXav'&ovNov'ov

a. med. s. I p.

a. 61/2
69/79?

iplwVIV

statue base
statue base

IlaorXapa]av

statue base

Varov

statue base

Nero
Domitian

dedication on Parthenon
statue base

a. 85/6-94/5

KoLVTroTpefBIXtov 'Poi4ov

statue base

3545

fin. s. I p.

Aa/7rpEp'a
TOV[ 7]irqXArpv

statue

3731
4205
Hesp., VII, 27

s I/II p.
s. I/I p.

[- - -] va &7fio[v]
T[ - - -

c. a. 100 p.

Tt,f[ptov]

s. II p.

'AcrKXprlr/qv 'IovA[Lavv] HIlpya,7votv ppw)
[a]
vWlov
-]ou 'AXqp..v[a]
I[-A[LO]

I.G., II2, 3988
4078

s. II p. ut vid.

Kara [T]7v
7rqs
roAXyvayopas PLaSav [Ltj] 8ov

base

'Pal,vouvlov

statue base

KAavtLovK[vpeI'va]

[K]AavSiav ay[- - - i'Map]a-

cippus

OwvLwv

2021
3286
3284
3571

a. a. 112/3

TO [v]

a. 112/3
a. 113 p. ut vid.

II [e] pata
Hadrian as archon
Trajan

a. a. 117/8
(jrLp,X)e0vTo,

3573
3798

c. a. 119/20
a. 119/20

v HXACdcopov)
Koo(Tr/A7l

prefixed

[T Kw7rwvtov] Ma!q.uov
'Epptaoov ) KoXovFOev)
Kw7rvtLov Ma'/L,ov 'Ayvova'ov
~W'ovTaAaS&Kov:SovvLa Larpov
CaKopeVovTa

to

ephebic catalogue on a herm
statue base
statue base
statue base
'Ayvovalov
statue base
herm

'AcrKXrartOV Kal

'YYEta[S]
(&rt/LeAXrTeCovTosK(O7rovtovMaet'Aov)

3589

a. 122/3

TI

XAa['AX]KLtLapSv Ilauavta
f7rovw,ov

apxovTa

TOv

statue base

KaL epea

Apovaov v7rarov

3287

a. 124/5

3599

(each of four phylai irtXAeove`vrp)
a. a. 126/7
[TV aPpxte]peaTfi KX

3664

a. a. 126/7

series of four statue bases

Trajan
['ATTLKOV v]ra7rKoV

'Idaova ZrOovTOVKal Ao'ywcxov
'Ayvovaoov

CaKopeCOravTa

7/
'AcKXnprlov Kal TS

(Areopagus,

TOV

tYye'a

boule and demos ave8OrqKav)
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3799

a. a. 126/7

3800
3955
3956

AFTER SULLA
statue base

a. a. 126/7

AarvXov Z'i [vwYvo] STretpLIa laTpOV
Ca [Kcop] evraVTa 'AcrKAY7rwi[L]
Ko'VTov IIo,/7rfL KoAXXva
Ka7rlTova 7roLt7rvJepya,u.lvov
TOVKal 'AOrvalov

statue base

a. a. 126/7

AoyCv [

statue base

a. a. 126/7

BTrcAXMav
ElaSwLpav
[- - - 8]wpav 'sare[-

]

statue base
a. a. 126/7
'IobivTa
(her daughter and one other [av]eIOKav KaOa EvereTA[avro])
'A4 [,iav? 2e]Kco8vav
a. a. 126/7

4059
4064
4060
4208
3736
3958
3959

© American School of Classical Studies at Athens
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CONSTITUTION

a.
a.
p.
p.

-]
A Ocat[Tavov] Meaova[a]v
Eia'&opov ) [Ma]paO&vLov
[- ] O<v> 'ArraXovu AX[ve'] ?

a. 126/7
a. 126/7
a. 126/7
a. 126/7

p. a. 126/7

3963
3964 add.
4062
Hesp., XVI, 75
Hesp., XXIX, 57
I.G., II2, 3311
3617
3593

statue base
herm

'ArraXov[ --------]
averoKCvev Mvrrpw)
Ti [A,o?]?avTov

([----]
p. a. 126/7

base
base
base
base
base
base
herm
statue base

statue
statue
statue
statue
statue
statue

'AXap[vea]

Tt PX r[XAavKiav'A]xap[vea]
MowscKtav ESKovv8iXa[v]

p. a. 126/7
p. a. 126/7

p. a. 126/7
p. a. 126/7
c. a. 132 p.
a. 138-161

[ -]
no dedicatee
Hadrian
rTo a[pXLpepa?]

p. a. 139/40

Tt'rV <XA[ad]ovtov
IIatavtla

3594
3595

a. rned. s. II p.
a. med. s. II p.

KXav8tav 'AO9rvat8a
Herodes Atticus apXtepearwv

3612

remed. s. II p.

O@ftLrcTTOKXa
?ftoLiTOKX Ov [S]

'AX [Kt] /a8,lv

buildling epistyle
buildling epistyle

iBfpaarTv Sta fliov

statue base

MCAXrea
( [ frtic]

A7c[TOSr

cr
T7s ava] @Eawf

[-

-

--]

)

3622

p. med. s. II p.

M Avp 'EAcO[epov 2vJvrpo4ov
Ev [wvv,uaa] KrpvKEv'aavTaT7l' i

3625

p. med. s. II p.
(at bottom 4q(
p. ned. s. II p.

Ki;tvroV, 'AfA[A'to]v

'Apedov 7rayov povA9s

3629

(ava0etiS

3592
2103

a. 165/6-168/9
a. 172/3 aut

Hesp., XXIX, 58
Hesp., XXX, 108
I.G., II2, 4088
3712

aullo post
PC
s. II
s. II /III
/IIIP. p.
init. s. III p.
c. a. 211-218

Hesp., XII, 25

a. 2 15-217

statue base

'Ert'KT7rTo'

&orV
arTt) B (ovXA7))
EI;8/zov ['AOpo8etctiovI)v]Aa[oa] ov
lepea 8 [L] a 3tov 'A7ro'[AXwvos]

statue base

TIarpwov Prevpatov
T7r1'YVvaLKO'[aTroi])
[TTiroV A AW afoVfe'v IHIa]avlea
rOV Kor/lrjAlv Avp ?iXtwvaIIepat'a

statue base
prefix to
ephebic stele
stele
plaque
statue base
statue base

]
]
[_
A>[>_ _- __
KAavSlav MEvavSpav
Kaatavov 'Avriov TOV KaLL
Toy Movo'ov
rayv&rt
-rt TOV
:~vvf'utovTOV
SVVE(TLOV
MOVClo[V]
Ilav?eXrvvwv apXov
i[ra]

statue base

A Ato[IKTL v

].v [av
KXXtAavo'v
4o [a].\]v
K [aiuei7riXAov7TO]
Ilperr]

(aT7

1

[fTa]E`vovV

) 'Ya8o

See Oliver, AJ.A., L, 1946, pp. 247-250.
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fin. s. IV p.

2

I

143

[v] OVlraTov
'EAAXos 'PoV'tov .'4o-rovxca&

Tov Xatl7rpOTarov
TrS

'Apeoraycerrqv

Hesp., XVI, 8

Roman

no dedicatee

statue base

A group of fragmentary dedications from the I.G., III should also be mentioned, although in
some the use of the formula is not certain: I.G., III, 957, 958, 959, 960, 961, 963, 963a, 968.
This formula is sometimes varied by the omission of one of the corporations, or by the rearrangement of their order.
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4fie 'Apdov 7rdyovf3ovX)lKai ,' povX\ TrV X (or

b

)

2807
I.G.,
3931
3247
Hesp., X, 32

s. I p.
s. I p.
a. a. 4 p.
fin. s. I p.

no dedicatee

I.G., II2, 3957
3668 3

p. a. 126/7
med. s. III p.

Mevav8pov'AS[
[Io'] 'Eptc'vov [IIroXCAaZlov
'Ep,tJuov (with a list of

herm

magistracies)
[J-------] MoAtTea

herm

II,

III, 963b

i7 fovA] i7

]

S] S:O KIa 4f3ovX^ [rTv ?] aaKoaL'wv
a. 14-37 p.
TL,eptoL [KaLorapt] Ef(c

i? 'Ap4rovvrayov [Kai o

ov
t 'Apctov 7ra-yov IovX

I.G., II,

statue base

ov 'Povfov
[KOLVTOvTpeCAAXX]
[AaiTrTpe'a]

[

Hesp., XXVIII, p. 87
(= I.G., II2, 4209)

7

Tiberius

s. IV p.

37164

statue base
column base

'EparCva 'EpaTovos Birratca

4232
3446

Se^a([<rr]

Sxa
K o

jL

p. med. s. I a.
init. s. I p.

3920

init. s. I p.

3921
3550
4198
3258

init. s. I p.
s. I p.
s. I p.
a. 18 p.

3259

a. 18 p.

4171

KerOyAXXav
TOV8[flpov

TOYA] CX^ov
AcovT&lXov
'ErttctI,rqv
'AvTatLE'v-qv
NtKO'SrlIUOV
[. x..] XovO ?AXvta
[Ai]jVTptLOv

[---]

gaKopEua

TL'TOV Xaovto[v - - - -

statue base
statue base
statue base
epistyle

[vT.a]

capital

repiuavKcov Kaaaapa

repiavtKov Kaiaapa

c. a. 27-30 p.

[S ]cTov
[dvJ]

4183

large monument

>t

med. s. I p.

11nOj [tl]oV
VraTov

[r]AXX,ov 'Por'Xov

[A] orov

statue base

avJTarrov

4194
Hesp., XV, 65
(- I.G., II2, 4205a)
Hesp., XV, 66 5
I.G., II2, 3647

fin. s. I p.
s. I/II p.

aropvLVOTOv

Kpartarov

] a [ovv Sa]P,ivov

[......

s. II p.

fin. s. II p.
(&vfr)Ke

2
3

"Ayptov

lo'rXtov 'A7r7roX
rlov Ovapov

statue base
statue base
statue base

' otrlas
NtLKoorTpaTrvwtfv7OeZotav [a]q
E7rtuX'q76vTos T7 davae<crE>g TOy'
7r(tTpOTrv)

ce 'Apfov rcyov flovXj Kal 4 /ovXAj Tov

TptaKOutwv

Kal o 4S\os 6 'AOrvaiwv.

The names of the corporations are largely restored.

44-7

Ape'ov

dyov PovX^ Kca4tjovX;

rwcvrpLaKoowv.

Oliver, A.J.P., LXVIII, 1947, p. 160, would date this document to the first quarter of the
first century after Christ.
5
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s. III p.

4221

- - -]
- - -]

A OTr[,rov
vov Me,[-

([Ivcrice?v)
III, 969
o68fj,wuoica

AFTER SULLA

CONSTITUTION

aIOVT<t>a-

statue base

]

[-

fSovA i it 'Aptiov 7rayov KaL 7j/ovuA Trv X

I.G., II2, 3500

fin. s. I a.

r
TOV E7rlTOVSorAlc Tac arpanrryov

fin. s. I a.

OIreLTaS
rovs &Ae&,;
TOV
'rot,et
erTl TOVS

column

Ka-

TpcKopvaLov
XLXparlSrv lvvSpOAUOv

3501

arpaTMyov [ -

© American School of Classical Studies at Athens
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O SijFo,

KCa
a7 f3ovAf
)

-]

vayov
'A4petov

I.G., II2, 4104

c. a. 71 a.

4109
Hesp., VI, 128

c. a. 50 a.
a. 14p.

AcW[c]o[V] A[KC] V[ov]
AevKoX[Xov]
'Alrrtov KA'8LovYHAXep avToKparopa
'IovXtav :,8aaor,.v [WApT7,Uv]

statue base
statue base
statue base

BovXa[t] av

xara Ta 8sO4Soa-7i 4 'Apc'ov irayov fiovA icai Tr fovXA Trwv4 (or X) cal Tr 8,i}. (But the phrase
Ta
cKaTra
vcratis restored in both examples. In fact there is no certain instance of its use in a

dedication involving more than a single corporation.)
c.a. 112 p.

I.G., II2, 3008

(ave[hixcev

[
uirp

w[V 'AvOnf
e[pto

s. II/III p.
[
(ria't [- - - -]auLavo'[

Hesp., XXX, 109

herm

-]

T&o]lV(rVVe

Et&SaUpov])

-]

statue base

)

is preserved in only one
8ovf
al
<'Apltov 7rayov /3ovA aT7,>
above.
see
the
For
immediately
formula,
suspicions concerning
very poor copy.
3

Ka7ra Ta <8ot>aVTa

<(> []

a. a. 126/7 p.

I.G., II2, 3577

0-l0oapiVy TV7yi

X. This
TrWv

'Apetov wrayoV /3ovXF Kl 7

('

Hesp., XVI, 76

rTO[a'4' lI]ria<(>

/Avt0<I>vr[a
'AO9] vatov T[Ov] cKa 'Er [a4]po'SeLrov 4,Ava.

v

statue base

7ro 'AOvavd)v

a ro-v 87lov

p. a. 126/7 p.

KA IIpo'[xov

p. a. 126/7

AtiLX,ov 'Iovyrov 7rpcapfievrv

KO']vrov avO[vraTov]

(- I.G., II2, 4196)

I.G., II2, 4210

2eaoorrov

( KaC TOV 87j7ov)
TOWV
T77FPBOVuX?'

a. 148/50

Btiov'[AXXo]vIIoAXv8evKva

('Hpw8'sq)

fin. s. II a.

Hesp., X, 61

(A [-

KaT' E7repo,nt!La
T77

Hesp., X, 42

statue base

ica avriVLorparrlyov

i
(Tp'7roXATiv trj 4oLvEdKrF o apXovre .rcal flovuX Ka' 8-jato
g
4 Kal
fovk
T7r
rwayov
'ApeLov
averl7Kav E7rLO'iLOaa/ECvVS

39697

monument

sa[XK]wvlX[Xav]
[S)wt'a]v
av ]a [r aT,v] )

statue base
statue base
statue base

g 'Apeov 7rayov flovAXisKas rrog/ovXAs T7&v 4 Kal TOv 87/lov
- - -]o
epea
p. a. 125 p.
IIplo[- - Sua jt'o[v 'AprTp,Sos] KaAc'or,t
Ka, [--

( [ot 7rpVTa]YL

-[ - -

-]

- - - -vAxs]

)

6 See the edition of Oliver, " Livia as Artemis Boulaia at Athens," Cl. Phil., LX, 1965, p. 179.
7 As restored above, p. 69.
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c. a. 186 p.

145
statue base

Ti,8 KA Avcrlr/v MeXt&8a

(KoiKKc,a 'Ap&Ta rTOViavm; ;vSpa)
c. a. 269/70
nII 'Epiv ACenlrrov 'EpLmtov
(oL 7ras8[e] )

3669 8

B.

I

statue base

DEDICATIONS BY THE SYNHEDRIA, THE POLIS, OR THE ATHENIANS
' avivepv
' ,
a ?&

KQTa TO7VpTr/.La

TOjV OUVvpY)wv

p. a. 161 P.

T,8 KX [HoAvC]Aov 'Axapv[&a]
KA
([T],8
'AroXX[O88wpoq]
'AXapv,C [T0 ]v vi'v
c. a. 172/3
rvpo'po [V ('AoricXrno) ]

I.G., II2, 3748

© American School of Classical Studies at Athens
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3640

statue base
cylindrical block

9 lr6ls

Hesp., XXIX, 96
I.G., II2, 4172 9

aet. Rom.

no dedicatee

med. s. I p.

[raI]ov

s. I/II

no dedicatee

statue base
statue base

'Arv[vtov]

IIXaKICv7T[vov]

4942c1
3571 I"

p.

a. a. 117/8

TOV lepeCa Arlov

KCa Xa[pirTo

plaque
statue base

Kal

ayo)vo] 0TrrlVTrV

MycaAov KaLaaprov
[T Kowrwvlov]Ma'Itov 'Ayvova'ov

(er&,?LX7)6vros

361810

med. s. II p.

'Eptuaiov ) KoXowi cv)
[K,ipvKa] LfovXfjs 87/Lov TE

herm

(<iAL,?jAOva)

(advY7Ke-metrical)
a. 165/6
ca[7[

4779

]pt

/Oo[ Z]

statue base

Xta&aX4AOv

aVTOK [papopw]v

('Hpaov ar

4779

L[,JLeAX.rovroo] )

a. 165/6

statue base

[a]w['7Cpna] &cau[s iXa8X]4xo[v
aUVTOKpa7TOpwV]

( ['Hp] (8o [v

3409

lArc(77EVOVTO])

a. 176 p.

3620
3415

Hesp., XXX, 110
I.G., II2, 4215
3666

statue base

Kcuaapa MapKo]v
AVp [7iAtov 'AV'T] vivo [v ScBaa'ro'v]
( [& T,i KA] 'Hpa8 [ov 'ATTxov] )
A M ./Autov'Errt BoL't ?optKLov
a. 177/80
a. 195-198
'IovXlav Ao6Avav flBaaoryv
,urTrepaKao'rpov
s. II/III p.
[TL]f KA 'Erl BowA
[avTroKpropa

statue base
statue base
statue base
statue base

fin. II/init. III
init. s. III P.

Tqt KX KaXXar7ravov'IraXAKov
Tov K
IpvKa 7S i 'Apedov rayov

4216

a. a. 205 p.

3810
3690

c. a. 210 P.

IIo 'Epewlov 170oXeqjaZov
BovX
TOYv
cao4fr7v
ov`X#Lov [[IIAavrLav]ov
V
rp [o] aTa7qv Ka(t ] [7rapXo]
lo
LOVA
Trov IIoov
ov IIatavLa

a. 225-250

[KXa]v'Sov[..... I

statue base
statue base
statue base

X]Xvpt6v

(&Ertl,AXov,uLvov
MapKov 'Iowlov MLvovKLavov)
8

KaTa

TO 7irTpWTYf/Aa1
Trq'

'Aplov 7ryyov fpovur7

Kac
Kca

<YN<
'ArTvalwv.
Trjs povXvrf TWV

rov

0lAOV

Trov

9 For the date see Oliver, " The Descendants of Asinius Pollio," A.J.P., LXVIII, 1947, p. 150.

10

7ro'Xtsrestored.
11Dedication
"
by the Areopagus, the bomdeand the demos, with 7ro'Xs at the bottom.
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3689

AFTER SULLA

a. 225-250

statue base

rOv Xaa'7rporarov av'7Tarov
KXav8tov 'IAAvptov
(elrtpAovlui[evov MapKov 'Iovvl] ov Mtvo [vKta
a. med. s. III p.
TOV Aa/LTrpOraTO 'Hyctav
rvIv7raa aveanlofav)
( 7roAXts

3692
3696

CONSTITUTION

a. med. s. III p.

12

3700

229/30-230/1

])

statue base

XA"A,Bpouav
mrrv
a [ j]v]v
[Xa/a7rpo7r]

statue base

VTaTLCclv
MdpK? OovXri' EVWiOTTmKat

theater seat

7os
vci o^
aaLVToV
vov
TOTL
VLO'S
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3701

med. s. III p.

M OvA7rTov AXTetrapcLoevvTov

statue base

KpaTlrTTOV TOVYOEcToOelfq

med. s. III p.
s. III/IV p.

'
ecrTta ,aV'oanvKaaolavov
'TOv
Aipdplov Ywoal'arapovS8vovxov

4093

aet. imp.

3609

med. s. II p.
(ol BeAXcot)

AlA Ava[roaTpadr]Vrv Kepauw [v]
T,3 KA Avaltaclv MeXtTea

3707
3715

round base
round base

rwaJapuEvrvTrrs7roAews

I.G.,

II2,

Hesp., XXVI,

78

iK

plaque
statue base

a. 157 p.
Kei,uca Bapf,apov 'rarov
('tHp8rS Mapae6vtos 6 I'AXos)

cxa TOv87^fJLOv
vfrtaaLvcyjs -Tf 7roAcE(Os

I.G., II2, 3605

statue base

p. med. s. II p.

<XAAwpo'ecov
4slaXts V4eKvy)
(KA 'Hpsw'8s avCr)OK?v

'AwvaioL

I.G., II2 3410

C.

a. 176 p.

statue base

Kataapa
M&apKovAbvprXtov
TOV7rpooMarT7v

THE AREOPAGUS PASSING DEDICATIONS IN ITS OWN NAME.

? e 'Apecov -rayov flovX7

I.G., II2, 4113

3906

3906
S.E.G., XIX, 208
I.G., II2, 4010
4124
3431
4128
3522

3919

3932a
Hesp., XXXII, 3413

a. 42-40 a.
aet. Aug.
aet. Aug.
aet. Aug.
aet. Aug.
c. a. 22 a. ?
p. a. 20 a.
c. a. 9 a.

init. s. I p.
init. s. I p.
init. s. I p.

init. s. I p.

KqacrOpeZvov
[Acv' Klov MaIpKLOV
AivvaLov
PXAvea
'HXLSo,pov
'HXAo'opov 'HAXLoMSpovAXvea
?o'B[wp] ov Ein8&apov [Pj] TOpa
- - -]
'AcrKxrtapr8 [rv

[name lost, bits of cursus]
IIOTdrLOVIIarvivov

s. I p.
s. I p.
a. a. 4 p.
s. I/II p.

T[

=

...

- - - -]8ov

[

]

statue base

Kat av] o7ra [TOV

Nt [Kat]a

-]

TE[/CEpLovKXav']tov Ncp[(t]va
raLOv OV'TTLOV.apfivov rpavtavov
tra'av

12

ST eLpta
[

- -] toy a-- - - -]
[[:YErov AXAto]v Ka-TOV
[,rpEa,EvTrv

I.G., II2, 3932
Hesp., XXIX, 91
I.G., II2, 3243
Hesp., XI, p. 348

TptKopv'Lov

[nIo'7rA]to Ktvrwtaov Oi a[pov]
[faat3aa
[raTrpv]
'Ap]XeXaov t'LXO
IIavOXov daf/3ovMatlqov

statue base
statue base
statue base
statue base
statue base
statue base
statue base
column
statue base
statue base

Kal avrtarTpaTr?1ov

I.G., II2, 4053; see Oliver, Gerusia, p. 132, note 23.

"8See the re-edition of Oliver, Gr. Rom. Bys. St., VI, 1965, pp. 51-55.
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column
column

s. II p.

l.G., II2, 3197
3987
3744

s. II p.

med. s. II p.

147

I

APPENDIX

relief
henn
herm

['Ara]K7Xtruo[Lcal'Yyi4]
['Io] tVLov 'Aya0orosos Mapa&Ovtov
7TOVKoaAr7iv'Ovaaov Tpo4l4ov

IlaAXrve'a

3967

med.s. II p. ?

3630
4195
3809

p. med.s. II p.
fin. s. II p.
s. II/III p.

'Awro'AXwvTov( ?)
MapaAovLov
'v[ Xar] ov
'A)po8d [aL] ov Eviborov
*Ayptov :arovpvlvov Tov Kpa7,trov
[UipeI]a pwr,ov IIaLiovos ~oxov

4005
4217

init. s. III p.?
init. s. III p.

Aovriato[v ---] nIAXXv[Ea]
A 'Eyvar OilKTOpa AoXXuavov

3817

s. III p.

IIToXa^toyScpvov riaiov

i&oA6v
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herm

a,i,7rpLov

statue base
statue

base

[lijTpv

statue base
statue base

7ov bropa
(a4ttpo',voL

Hesp., IV, 27

paultopost
218/9

I.G., III, 962

Ir yo
i 'Aptov
II,ovXj
I.G., II2, 3791

statue base

/
&avEOTrlav o aevorT7aroL
'Apeo7rayiraa wapl Tar Oceat)

TOVvv

TO7V
Kooap'TO Ap

statue base

'A,4,caVwvMapao;vlov

[-

]

air roraatvov rov 8dtva

init. s. I p.

herm

'EXAKaMrIvoaIov IIAX
AvaC

aro&Vryv
'raparooov
(aiTrWagUvov roV raTpOs)

fin. s. II p.

3986

herm

KaAtwTov 'AcaXVrl4aov

'AXcwunri^v
(anwrpaidvov roV waTpos avirov)

ao&vl aryrvot

vupa 7ij it 'Apoeov oryO ovovAs

a. 126/7

I.G., II2, 3733

(o Iyat3i To

3804

p. med. s. II p.

rv Audxwtov
'ArrucovrapyVlrv Tov

statue base

ov

Ov83aoKaAXov

statue base

(radtos KcaMaOposarinpa,evot CrA.)
a. 136/7-169/70
rov 8&,iov at8oTpitfvv
'Aftoaaavrov EvX6Aorov K4tcmia
TOVKOvT
arArov tavrw[ OTIa.YOL rap *ApoTayCtrv)
(o I/4oflIo

3737
3672

s. II/III p.

(oaioapXOVTe

Tov []avur?

v rtv 'Apcorayer7v or trf i 'Apedov
also are xar&'rcp4ra r?j ftov\otv T
.)

aet. imp.

I.G., II2, 4091

([ &^])

aet. imp.

4012

Ppxov[i]

herm
herm

ICTX. &avOcaav)

at7(ToaLEvot

Kao tWopLav14

yo
V lovvXs. (Those markedwith an asterisk

[- ---]

t [a] v rv a [TOV OvryacEpa]

plaque
statue base

Etarl&opov

(Etar&wposTv vl ov)

3933*1'

s. Ip.

[-

4245
3946
3947

s.I p.

[

S. I/II p.[-

4The date

wPR

EautVr
fv
pvot xrA.)

s. I/II p.
( [A 4']XoX)

?_

-]

Mvypo[--]

assignedis open to question. See above,pp. 45-46.
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stele
hern
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148

AFTER SULLA

CONSTITUTION

statue base

fin. s. I/
init. s. II

3952

T[tr7] ov XaaiflovKvovva
(4AafAia Uoqla rov eavTr? vlov)

s. I/II p.

4052
4054

s. I/II p.

3578

c. a. 128/9

SovvLEa

[- - - - -]

[Ev] rvav

statue base
statue base

an Athenian woman

(6 7raTlp)

(- I.G., IP, 4080)

('A7roXAAavoos'AXapvcv[s T4v

av]rov

statue base

]

.rulTpa)

statue base
plaque

no dedicatee listed

aet. Hadr.
s. II p. (Hadr.)

3584
S.E.G., XVIII, 82
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['H] Aov lpea [v] A [- -

[darv Ktvaw ] peivov
MeveKp
? [akXvqpa]

med. s. II p.

I.G., II2, 4071

( [8e S?va]

p. med. s. II p.

3803
3982*

Hesp. Sup. VIII,
p. 243 (- I.G., II2,
3631 + 3796)
I.G., II2, 3984

3985

statue base

[Me]vav8p[a]v

s x[- - - - - - - -)
*.
'Iov'Aov SafZvov IIAaovLxov

LA.6ao,vov
'AOAvatov
OEo4SlXovIaLavta&
p. med.s. II p.
(o r[la]lp Ao O[v'],ov'XItos ?eo[frAo]s IIuazLaevs[
i [oLtvrv
p. med. s. II p.
[Sapari'ov]a XoXXAAedv
(Ko

herm
herm
.Vff7]

- -Kat cAt]6o'rooov STWuIC[ov]
T7a[T7L9] XoAAet7Ss Tovavrov -7ranroYvveC[litcyv )

EvuOvKxd
[av] IIatavLa
4iXAa,Lov
av[ a8pa])
To[v av]T[
(IIo[/]i7nta n[XAXMa]
TL'ovAIc,ftovMevav8pov
c. a. 166/7

c. a. 166/7

K?v)

statue base
statue base
herm

IIatavtea

TOv&avTrs vLov)
IITAXTa
( ) p,rqj7pHopntr7)a
s. II/III p.
LEpEauv
IIoALa8o0'Anva&'e
'AtXAA
afeLtYavUV
M v

3678*

( r YeYvo TOrIIpatLEpyLSt )

[-

III, 966a
966b*

[]--------

Ka' 'VroJvyrLaTcfJLOv Ka

KaTa

714LOtalaon

-]

theater seats

1.G., II2, 5101
5122

'OA/klas cpr-ac
'AXKiaS

5151

8ELrvo<oppo[v]

KcTa ETO
rCporLpa Twy 'ApcowrayELtcvor Tr7t
r

I.G., II2, 4200/1 1

'Apeov
'rdyov

s. I p.

3566 16

(Xp ir7[os. I/II p.

3607

med. s. II p.

--

povXIs

up] vov K)lvcr [pdivov]
KI [vcrw
])
Z, [CalIAVvIIa] rAXo[v - - Kav,oopaocrao] av ?

(6 .[aT.v])

2959

3635

'Arirt'av 'ArtX,lav 'PryytAXav
Ev
ietpac 7rpay,aaTevrat)
(ot
rTv apXOVTa (rwv EvtFoA7rt8wxv)
med. s. II aut
Ma&pcov'IovAXo[v] 'AircxAav
paullo post
Mapa4vtLov
(Evl/oAX7rSat))

p. med. s. II p.

[IavA] AXvav 'Ar[-

- - -

K]avqopjara[crav]
15

statue base

Date disputed in the text, pp. 45-46.
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plaque
statue base
statue base

statue base

I

APPENDIX
p. med. s. II p.

3637

149

7r'v &b' ECr&as Avp Mayvav 7Y7v

statue base

Kal 'Epuxtovqv

(or yovZe)
3652 16
3760
Hesp., XXXII, 72
Hesp., XXXII, 73
I.G., II2, 365617

p. a. 161 p.

TOV

s. II/III

Me[vavSpov]
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(X 'Ardep'rov Ilecpatea rov
yevo/Levov j4' earL'a

TOV VW

l?TJp

(Oiel

-]
]

-

TL'r

aet. imp.

18

XaaL[7rporaTov]

[- -[---

s. II/III p.
s. II/III P.
init. s. III p.
(1

4011

p.

[o

--

statue base
herm
herm
herm
statue base

TOW OlVZv)

[- - - r]CtALvoY
- -- av]8pos [&va7T]rjla[

III, 964
965c

?])

?-?------]

SoyptarT'ApeorayELTr&v

I.G., II2, 3995

s. II/III p.
)

(Er)x

a. med.

3697

s. III p.

3698

Avpov ra<p>y7[TTnov]
'ArwoxAwvos)

3705

IlaTpo]

[Aeivpov rap]yq7rTT
'A7rodAA)vo] )
rTOlepea TOV [Tpr]To[XA]Oxov
crrvv@w[ov] Tri Ailavrioos

o [v

med. s. III p.

Kal

statu' e

base

vX
vk
[Mapa-

['AOp] oSe'olov XrTeav'ov
V]wvLOV
TvqrafLevov TO7VErWV[v,'ov apx]OvTOS cIX 'AorKAXIpruaSov
[AiO] (P
TV a [vrov
Xov ?])
[8V] SA[ -..][..........]
/,[I [E] (c

([a]

Hesp., XVI, 9

stele

[rT7v XaFtrpoTaTOv vrattKcO Kal (rWt' ,Uov] aPX [ovTa M Ot'Xr E] OVOTOV

a. nied. s. III p.

( [tpepu

arch

Kal 7rVuwrTO Xa/xTrpoTarov {aTrKOv
pLov aPXovTa M OvXAr EvfOL0TOV

IIaTp43OV

(i?p?S

herm

'EIraQpooSetov

Roman

[

]

8oy/TarI TOV c9qLVOTaTOV vvve8plov Kal T7n 7roXaows (v/.Lracr)s

a. med. s. III p.

I.G., II2, 3699

KaTa

MapKov OVX7rtovEvloTov

TOV

statue base

Xap,TrpoTa'TOvVraTLKOV KatlE7rwvvpov

apxovra
(Avp 'EpuYvaw oK6 pve)
Ta 86oavTa

TOLS 'ApeorayedTau

I.G., II2, 3521 19
3989
3659

or rT i

'Apeov

7rdyov f3ovXj

Avp 'HpaKA[ riL8v]

init. s. III p.

'A7roXAA,vo[v.

TOV
a[Pte]pYa

efaa7TOV

ctKoOvsov'AT [TLKOv] EVo'[] ov
^S7TT

3812

aTOU

init. s. I p.
s. II p.
c. a. 200 p.

<O7t

[LOV]

rTO
EYvuoX7rtl7v
..........

T] o

herm
herm
statue base
statue base

[UT'v]

16 Re-dated on the basis of rov
Xapu
[rpOraTov], which does not appear as a predicate of rank

before the time of Marcus Aurelius, A. Stein, Wiener Studien, XXXIV, 1912, p. 162.
1. For the date see Notopoulos, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, Tab. I.
18The formula is mostly restored.
19Date questioned in text, see p. 47.
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med. s. III p.

3667

AFTER SULLA

CONSTITUTION

statue base

rTO KIpvKa TrjS; 'Ae'ov varyov
povX\S I 'Ep&viwmvIloXc1aiov

"Ep,cUtov
KpaT'0Iro5
('Epc'wos Aet7r7rogs

>waausLpd (f

aaLtant) -TS i^ 'Apdeov 7rayov 13ovXvjs

l.G., II2, 3945 20
3632 21
4073
4212

s. I/II p.
p. med. s. II p.
a. a. 160 p.
c. a. 160 p.
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TOV
Y

Ew[i-uo- - - - - ]

III, 965d

(KUWVT'Oa[bfaLOS

3806

fin. s. II p.

arepaacv

T
rois

o

)

statue
statue
statue
statue

Me'orpE6pacnwv
Ecpo'favrtv
(metrical)
MapKxav'A6v&i8a
[r 'I]ovXov xavirav
A&aaou']uos OcXiA K[v8a^iYvvc]v's

base
base
base
base

herm

noArvtavvov Ko[XA]XvreaTv
ovyypao4a

3643
Hesp., XXXIII, 74

(SOaty?v77iIIaAAjvcvs 6 aorta-rs)
IInrXtov Atiov [A] tKxov IlaXXvvea
II p.
s.
fin.
init. s. III p.
Kopviwto[v] 'Ovouapx[ov]

herm

I.G., II2, 3765

a. 226/7-234/5

herm

D.

(- I.G., I2, 4004)

rov VwvTOVKoa4.7rov) Aip
'A44xLwvov
XpijforovMapaoovLoy

(ot rept T Aoyc'wtov ovwapxov7rc)
400622

c. a. 230 p. ?

370428

a. med. s. III p.

IIo,rnwwvuv
Kovrov STrtL[ov] OCteo(roxAa
XoAclsdv
4p
MapA^<v(toe)7ror7t KQaU
?j
(T[ro ,Xa,vtosrXAavKo

[

III 965e

statue base
statue base
iKalt ,4Xo#4os)

]

DEDICATIONSBY THE BOULEAND DEMOS

Certain types appear to be carried over from earlier times, such as the simple award of a crown
(omitted in this list are the crowns mentioned in the texts of decrees and in prytany documents).

1l ,fovxA (xK<) i siaOt

I.G., II', 3220

3498

-

s. I a.

[-

s.I a.

xavr,4op raao v 'AKArXpo*t'
i
Kxav4OprujacavJLr' [p]Ic9v
Kavlrop'acacrav 'A6po8Trqt 'AAwirvicart
a&q'eorlas fwfOCetav

-]

'SapcLr7SL
KcLv27'<bopfjYTcTV

3489

24

p. a. 76/5

Kav*t4opto av ALowarot
KavVboprcaaa,v Mlyrpi,;E,v
Kavr4boploaacav &LovvgoLt

[-

20 Sole

]

surviving example of the use of ,ttra,rTL.

See Oliver, Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, 1949, pp. 248-250. ?jqx. tuv AApir.X,A ro poovA4,her
daughter and grandsons set it up.
I
21

22

Metrical: SfovukA,e 'Apeags
car' va8c&.
I/ifboq
28 See Oliver, " Two Athenian Poets," Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, 1949, pp. 246-248.

24 For the
date, see Notopoulos, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pp. 24-25. In this document the name
of the demos comes before that of the boule.
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3218 2

c. a. 79 a.

aPXovTa

I
[y]

151
TOV [y.]
'

CvoAVo

vovS

K-tpv'[Ki] )V
7rpeaTCev'avva 7rpo AeVKtov(IovpLov

355426

Kpaacrawnv

s. I p.

[(ppi]l [op]] r[a]aaav
4'

orltavs [ptrifOta]av

'EA?[vlvroLs]
[aoa]av
Kicaviopoacrav 'E7r,aLpVoLS
Kavoop aaaavV 'EVlavp&oT
Kavy7oprf

3221 27

s. I/II p.
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The boule and the demos also set up statues.
AG
09 3ovX x<a 6 873lO
s. I a.
Hesp., XXIII, 37

I.G., II2, 3490

med. s. I a.

PpaacrOvr

Ziva6Ya Z1vowvoSMapaO$vto[v]
7rpacB/vTepov
rT v
MijCLov M7tSctov eipaca layto-v
v
Ty7viK TOv yevovs Tov Evt,PoAXriLS

(aveO)Kav)

3885
3506

a. a. 31 a.
aet. Aug.

Aaxap7yvEvpvpuXAovAaxc8aq&toov
[TOv 8eva

'A]ptarrovlnov

[TaulcvrU]

3785

XAvca

aVTrL OTpa7T)TiLO7 [V]

aet. Aug.

raov 'lovXLov N[uc]avopa 'Apio[v]

4152
Hesp., XVI, 74
Hesp., XVI, 74

aet. Aug.
aet. Romn.
aet. Rom.

[Mier]ed.wv
[--]
[.. ] o [.. ]?,oy [E ] puoxrov

I.G., II2, 3437/8
3884 28
3504

p. a. 4 a.
fin. s. I a.
fin. s. I a.

[/3] aaA,ivcav rAcavpav

vlv

[IIpo ] PaAdoaov

[- - - - -

] oSpov 'AXacea
evoicX7v ?eTro.'jTrov 'PaAvov'lov
rov mrLToOVLKOV
olfTrfrv Y yvo/Evov
Tra/peov Kat oLTrwvcavra S8ts Kat

3887/8

fin. s.

I a.

(aVfOlKav)
s. I a.

capaTr7yov Irl TOVrO7rAe&Tcra
yevofLvov
yCVO/JlVOV
IIoXUaLvov [NLKaVYSpOV SOVVL]ea

Hesp., XI, 50

fin.

I.G., II2, 4149
3922
3923
4166
4167
4168
4240

fin. s. I a./init. s. I p.Ko'vrov MapLovNe'7Ta

KaALKcparTov [2T']eC[uV]vSpolaov
ptea a&yvo0Tr?cravTa 'EXtva [Lv'o]y
(K Twv ISlwv

init. s. I p. ut vid.

init. s.I p.?
init. s. I p.

NCLKOrpaTov 'ETraOp<o>8)T0ov vwOV

[- - - - - -]ov[o

- - - -]

ratov 'Au,itP,LovBaA[flov]
IIrXLOV
ov
[- - --] lo7rXtov[vlo'v]

init. s. I p.
init. I p. ut vid.

ACVKLOVKadrLov

init. s. I p.

a Roman woman

25These two are
among a group of nine other crowns.
26Four crowns which
are inscribed on a statue base for TeprTav
Acnvlo[v] 1ppqpop[ aaav 'AGO]
vIIoAXtaL.
27

28

With a second crown awarded by ol K TOVoyv/vaalov.
The names of the boule and demos are reversed.
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3549
3554 29

CONSTITUTION

s. Ip.

[ . ..

AFTER SULLA

ov IptK<jA> [ --

-]

Ctfyv71'qv ye [IVvov]

S.I p.

Avc'o v - TEprTAav

] ippr4ov$ lIooXAca&
'ArwoAo8o&pav
[] ppnooppqraoaaa
p ['aaaav

'A]

3556

s. Ip.

3257

p. a. 20 p. ut vid.
med. s. I p.
med. s. I p.
med. s. I p.
p. med. s. I p.
s. I/II p.
s. I/II p.

KXav8lav AvI,7Irptao
o acpiwv Trpea,Scvaaqirpos rTv [
XJE]SoVXWavTa
..tXAov [- --

s. IIp.
aet. Hadr.

['A] TaL [ov E - - - 'A] epov [Ja]
IIo' Op&8evtov AoAAtavov rv

fin. s. II p.
( [avtorn] av)

[ -]

4185
4185
4241
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4045
2809

3564

Hesp., XXIX, 104
I.G., II2, 4211
3649

Karaa T C
rwV 4 K
rv
ovWi
0js
7p,
7T19 'Apeov ircyot fovuAfv.)

Tov 8Opv.

p. med. s. II p.
(o w[a]rp

3678

s. II/III

TIopKlav

-]

Er[<iL8ovKal Sapa7rtSov]

i$

I.G., II2, 3982

'AOvi&t
nloA[cait]
Apovoov KaLaapa veov Oeov "Apr
MapKov Oit/ravov raXXov
AeVKLOV 03laravov radAov

p.

(Both here cited also were set up Kag

7OTp'vraTWfL7 v

'AO7vcuovOo4iktXovIIautvlca
Ao O[&L]jtovtXLo; Ofeo'[Ao]s nIIuavuv' [.v'] iKev)

herm
statue base

'AA vs
iepeia IIoXaG8og
a,ftEvcav7a'v'A.uAoXv

(7o

[ILIcraa,Iv-s

ft3o]v7fJs Kat 8S,p ov

I.G., II2, 2246
Kara

yYvos TO IIpatcepyt&YV)

undated
('A7ravos

statue base

7TOV [iSlovsJ] VvaPXOVTa[.]
) Ma [paeO)vtos avy'e] paW&e)

gtrwftaa (all theater seats).

I.G., II2, 5105
5121
5124
5138

Meytkrr

Mylar [r7S]

E. BOULEALONE.
It continued to award crowns (N.B. Crowns awarded as part of prytany decrees are omitted.)
aet. imp.
A 4,1OaVnyV
I.G., II2, 4013 30
{SA~LK(L}pLoV

4020
315S

-

[----

3727

(on a statue base)

"IlAS
t' acrrtaguvrUOivav

Kavrqopo'raaaav

s. I p.

Honorary monument for an
athlete. Lines 17/18: Trov?
vovx
aTe?[fv
a(8?cKa.

EVlrpe?reaTvoTrEavotrLv]

29 The monument also contains four crowns awarded
by the boule and
30 One of five crowns recorded on this monument for the same man.

the demos.
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I

It also dedicated statues.
I.G., II2, 3518
Hesp., XXX, 114
I.G., II2, 4139

c. a. I a.

MapKovAoAto [v]

[- - - - -

fin. s. Ia./init. s. I p.ati,ov
s. I p.A&e8Vov Alt[aiXov]
s. I p.Map-KovKvp-viov
SaucXKiv 'HaLdSov7 [TT,tov]

fin. s. Ia./init.
fin. . Ia/init.
init. s. I p.

4475a

© American School of Classical Studies at Athens
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['O]Kvliav []vrjtGo,faav&40'CialTa

aet. Rom.

4141
4142
4143

laBevvra 'AaKXvul,n)LKcai 'Y[y&lu]

3576
3735

vpoaur4aros TOU[Icou]
[rov ir]wvuAOV[a'PXOVTa]

a. a. 126/7 p.
p. a. 126/7 p.

awropovLTavTa e4i7jovm
ouAI T7V 4)
'Ep"' Kal 'v7r OoA r T77 aavALVOTaT71F
p. med. s. II p.
K8avro[p4l]aoaav
'AO,va[lt]a
'A,po8ScT [p] 'AX,ir'X,rt
)
( [a],,[f,7t]
(rc7epifAwfOV

3636

T)0 fovX7s rwv 4I

tcadw27s

I.G., IIP, 3960

3680 8

TOVCavrOs v[tl]ov rXa,OiovM[C]pAvovo[s 'Av] aCAXv'nov
[vov T70]v av8poS)

alrt7au

(TcXn7,

3961

rits

(all herms)

p. a. 126/7 p.

p. a. 126/7 P.
[- --?p7O [ vov--.--])
(nlIroXaco

-]

init. s. III p.

q/rTLOV [aL7T]wvqv

'AO, [v']owa )

ycvd,[f][e]v[ov]
(o [e] Trpvr7a'YCTa7 'Aca [uav] T8lsos

Hesp., X, 65 32
[rapa

aet. Aug.

a. a. 238 p.

ov].Xis

r[Wv]

I.G., II2, 3996

v7evTaIKoc[iwv]

'Awlav

raT[r

vX,;| [fa t]anoav]
- - - - -]cXav

aiT7caa/[vy]

s. II/III p.
([IIa]pa,o'va

u
[TaO avTrv]
v[tlv]
'A [pa(rTr]vos [&aveOrKev])

KaTarTOCrepwrtmr flOs
ovXis v'v (or X). I.G., II2, 3933 and III, 966b were decreed also KaTa
of the Areopagus.
rov V7rOvLVp.4v7LaUr
33
s.I.p.
I.G., II2, 3933
[- - - ----([ ]

s. I/II p.

4496

4521a

IXos 'HXA[o'Swpos]ave'eO(Kev))

no dedicatee listed

X?SA[
(EU,VX'It
s. II p.

-

statue base

] 'EXeAVaevos)
Aip ZaLcraLov
EqVr7pov 'Epota8lv

herm

aKcopevaavra TOv TrrT7pos

'AaKX7rt'ovO
(&irr [a]

a6 [ToV] lepeia' risj
Evorl T7S pLrqTpOS

'OXvv7ra [s] Avp

Zoa'l'p s)

S.E.G., XIV, 133

s. I]I p.

TOV[eavrov

v]LOv Zwartmo[v
EKo'Xov] Ev7rvptSq[v]
7r[aTpo5 EVcK]Aov TOv Z[oxatIov Ev]?7rvp'8ov)
([ar1v7na] .evov TrOV

31This herm also contains a prytany list.

type of monument is uncertain.
38The date of this is uncertain, see above, p. 45.

32 The
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Hesp., XXXIII, 64
Hesp., XXXII, 69
I.G., II2, 3962

CONSTITUTION

[- - - -'Ap]o
8I

p. ci. 126/7 p.
(o [l 7rpvuravc r7is]

p. a . 126/7 p.
p. a .

(

AFTER SULLA
X4a

herm

IIToAqctafoo [vuAsjq]

[r]aa

[- - -

herm

]

rara p Mo[ .. ](:ov 'Hpcc [v - - -] )
rnowv

126/7

p.

,LpfLuvLov AlyiaAo[v]

statue base

rOv

eavrrjixyovov
(alrtlTaavV

p. nned.s. II p.
a. a. 186/7 p.

Hesp., XXXII, 71

fin. s. II p.
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Hesp., XIII, 17 "4
I.G., II2, 3638
Hesp., XXXII,
pp. 48-49; cf. p. 318

'Lpp4pavlia

Ebya/upa Separas

[ -]

&ve'ao-l v)

TrY Swvfv Ofov)

[TOv] KcpvKa fiovX[i

herm

KaL87ov

[v --- -]
Avp] Al.oMXvtv,o

[roO avrUc7,pv-o] carov Avp 'Ovrr[itv
4v Jrwinv AlAo [v] E.p6awov

([al]Ti7aa,eov

paulllo post

I.G., II2, 1817

a. 200 p.

-

)

herm

irit. s. III p.

(a []T-7raftav

III, 965
966b

v Maa
Xap va N
ov
Xaplnova NcuctovMa,oa6(yvr

[[-

Kta
CaKopeaavrTa'AaXaKlrtoOv
lYyetas
- - - - - -I

[

3579

p. a

stat ue base

KaLKoa,rr, [v] TWvowv
ovroTOO [iA] ov Ap
A vpALov[io [v] Tov NemO -rparov

III
pe. . ?
medr.s. III p. ?

3815

II2,

-

iiS 'AVTrOXo[S] vA/V vaeTaorracv)
(ol 7rpvrapVLS
EbrvXuavovMapa6Ovtov Lepaortcevov
rj 'AXo?T?oxnc['A] [po]8driA

3683

I.G.,

-

HIaAr7va TOvlepOvypovra

herm
statue base

I

KaTa Ta o,o avTa T# [,ovAyTw, 4)

F.

herm
stele

T[Yv a&'] flTaa Avp IHapat[ov]av
rT[v Kvpv]Ka [Pf]ouXjs Kao8[rijLv]
"OX3,Lov wtlc,a[vov Mapaevwov]
(6 [,&vLt.],ipv a,Wov "Exf[iray]Xko [Ev]xacpov Bep[vuti].8

(all hennis)

r
rTOlepea TOo
OT,,poS; 'AAKrXLov T v
KAX7
[p]wrov nIo ATXtovalo [v]vao8wpov 'AXap [vea]
Ta oaVTa 2 aceYvoTaTnVflovA 7)wv
T
(KaTa T
)
med. s. II p.
Avp 'HpaKcXdSSlv
EinrvputpvTOV
SlaSOXo[yV] TWYVaro Zvwvo [S]

3801

.126/7

p.

Aoywv

(vuA/jaXos ) ZAvcMsTOVYoLtaSKaXov)

[---

III, 965f

]v

( ['A]vr~v[wo] )
DEMOS ALONE AS DEDICATOR.

It awarded crowns.
6 8-ijMo
I.G., II2, 4013 5

aet. imp.

A [vj1AoI,4'qv :hU [KptO'V]

34For the restoration of the name of the boule of the five hundred, see above, p. 45. The
name of the Areopagus is also possible.
85One of a group of five crowns.
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3639
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A metricalinscription,whose
seventh line reads: ' p"/dap,
ov
-KCU8i10os oaTCuvrWatcsr
ycpauspv.

The demosalso set up statuesand other dedicatorymonuments.
s.I a.?

I.G., II2, 3889

MapKov'Avrwv,ov ['ApJ]o[roKPl ]

Hesp;, XXIII, 36
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I.G., II2, 4103 8

Hesp., XXIII, 35
I.G., II2, 4105
4107

s. I a.

Ko'LvrovAVTrTOVKotvr

c. a. 83 a.
([a]vC,0.K?.)
a. 72/1 a.

[AcvKLoYKopv] ijov

MapKov [T] ePC'rtv O [apw] va

c. a. 71 a.
paullo post
a. 69 a.

Ae[vKcoA]o[v]
[]v
o[[v] Ac,oX [Xov]
[Aev] Atto
[Ko] LvrovKacuciXov
Me[reAXovavTOcpaTOp

3429

a. 63/2-52/1 a.
(a&v4*c
v)
p. a. 63 a.

3428

a. 52-42

4108

c. a. 50 a.

3427

p. med. s. I a.

S

p. med. s. I a.
p. med. s. I a.
p. med. s. I a.
a.
p.
p. med.
med.s.
s. I a.

4117
4230
4231
4233

S.E.G., XIV, 121 u
I.G., II2, 3222 7
4110
75 86

a. 48 a.

a. 47 a.
a. 45-27 a.
a. 44/3 a.

a. 43 a.

I.G., II2, 4112
4115

a. 37-27 a.
p. a. 34 a.

4116
4118

c. a. 30 a.
c. a. 27 a.

3440

3441
Hesp., XXI, 14 86
I.G., II2, 317988
3237
3514

fBaaoXa 'ApLofBaptoviv rtXoraropa

AcircTapov
ASXopyovraX[ar] v
ToXAra[]o6oyitwv [aolca]
(paacvXeaApwlo,Sptavrv

c. a. 27-4 a.
c. a. 27-4 a.
aet. Aug.
aet. Aug.

TiTOVIIVCLapOwv
fSalaXca 'PaoKcoVwopwV
raLov AItAov riXaao
AvryIapa
4virpov`av AcKvotov
o
ejnLrpoviavAevKOV
u[y]arcp
AuxcVIay AclvKdlovA(ucwiov
AecvcaoXov OVyare'pa
ratov IovAtov [Kaoaapa]
[r]iaov 'IovXtov Kauaa[pa]
raov KOKKxLovBIA,8ov aVroKpo pa
[Ko'vITov epjLAL]ov Bpovrov
AeVKloVM[o] wartov IIXaYKov
avToKpaTopa

/3aantAa'Hpwovv
Hav,Aov Ai,tAtov AereSov
avOveraTovavyopa
MapKov 'Aprwptov

Kp'cavov
MapKovAdLKviov
avV7rarTv KaI aroTKpaTOpa
'HpAosrv
[facrt]iA
[/aacXea
'Hpw8qv]
9eat'P/o47)t
Kcal
KaKaapc
S^aIYTO
Kauaapoq AOyov'orov coOV
'Iepo4avTLv

(ave67Kev)

restored.
8EAoS
87See Raubitschek,J.R.S., XLIV, 1954,pp. 68-69.

86 6
88

column

Zv'Aav

column

statue base
roundcolumn
statue base
statue base

(avi,~)

3442

S.E.G.,XVII,

statue base

[Tvv]

See above, p. 88, note 143.
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statue base
statue base
plaque
crown
statue base
column
statue base
statue base
statue base
column
statue base
statue base
statue base
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aet. Aug.

3904

CONSTITUTION

AFTER SULLA
statue base

IIoAvtXap,[ov loXAKprTov]
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'At-qV[L] 'a

3905
4070
4150
4151
4236

aet. Aug.
aet. Aug.
aet. Aug.
aet. Aug.
aet. Aug.

4237

aet. Aug.

4238

aet. Aug.

4102B
4260
3452
3173
4119

init. princ.
init. princ.
aet. imp.
p. a. 27/6
p. a. 27 a.
p. a. 27 a.

Hesp., XXVIII,
p. 67
I.G., II2, 4120

c. a. 25 a.

4121 86

Hesp., XI, 4,
p. 347
I.G., II2, 4123
4122
3430
3432
3443
4125
3175 "
3249
4129
4130

Al,oOTO KaGXL4A,TOS
v
a/flTorTaS,qv

KAcoj
raiov 'loutov 'AKvcav
AErKLov rpaT [,ov]

Ktcova

[oXAhrLiav
Kep]3i'ov
rAloX[uKClovraX],8a rvya[Teopa]
2oAud Kiav 2?p,8['ov]
YoAq(c/ov rApfta Ovyarip[a]

statue
statue
statue
statue

base
base
base
base

statue base

[II] ofurwv[Lav] McTrcAtov
'Pov' [ OI] yVValK [a
[InrXLov Kopv?ALov AEVATovaviyopa
[paoAxa ] 'AXe,avSpov
[rOv 87jov,L] Vro 'AvSptw
Ocai 'Pw,ULiaK(iZS, [c3aa]rw6 Kataapt
rov Ma[pLoy] MapCoAXov
Kaooapos
7rpe[oa riTpv]
[Avr] OKparo[pa Kaurapa SEcaorov]

statue base
statue base
statue base
epistyle
statue base
statue base

IInorAtov KopvAiLov IKtrtva
rapav sca &VTwarpIrvyov
[IIOAlrXoyKopAov XYSKrtwlva
'ra,ulav Kal d]vrlrpTpfyov

statue base

a. 25-1 a.

raTov'AAXMtvov

statue base

c. a. 23 a.
p. a. 23 a.
p. a. 20 a.
p. a. 20 a.
a. a. 16 a.
a.a. 15a.
a. 10/9-2/3
a. a. 9 a.
ca. a. 9 a.
ca. a. 9 a.

M&pKov'Ayplurrav

c. a. 25 a.

4131
4132
4133
4134
4234
4140
3433
3509

ca. a. 9 a.
ca. a. 9 a.
a. a. 8 a.
c. a. 3 a.
c. a. 2 a.
c. a. 1 a.
fin. s. I a.
fin. s. I a.

3513 36

fin. s. I a.
a&v v)
(fin
fin. s. I a.

M [KapKov] 'Ayplra

[IaatVa]

[v]

'A [pX Aaov ?} X4raTpv

['ApX]eAaov LXAo'raTpLv
3arLAseaKoirvv

HTorAtovONv&ov IlwWXwva
'Avati

'AApXyTtTLSL

statue
statue
statue
statue

base
base
base
base

statue base
gat(e to Roman market

Ne?pya Kkav'tov Apovaov
HIIavAov 4c8tlov Mat$/uov
[IIavAA]ov da[[,8cov Mat'cLwOV
lrpev,'EVT7)V S]?] a[crarov]
n
Mad
uAov
1J/a]
a#]tov
[IavApXov
[lIai-XXov
LOVMd4LbLOV
ov
[IIauAA] 4i/l3ov MtL.diov

statue base
statue base
base
base
base
base
base

AEV'KLOV [KopvrALov] Aev [TAov]
HoA'Xav 'Av [TIvtav?]

statue
statue
statue
statue
statue

[MapKov Aod]AXAto
faonAcrtaav IIvOo8owptla (LtXorL?Topa
[ 8a8ovov
6o'qfp
] aoro [v]

statue base
statue base

ratov MaLiKvav

(aV0KCv)

3513

[---

Bc] p?vcKt8ov [OvyaTEpa]

Er
AvtadSrlV BepEvtKir8qv

yr7TrJV

7rvOopr7<TOv yevotMvov

89 See above, p. 25.
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3513

fin. s. I a.

XpvcroJeuv 4aiSpov
Be [p(VLK'OV] OByaTep

3896
3897 o

fin. s. I a.?
fin. s. I a.

Ldtov'IOIOXLovNucav AaAr[rpTpea]
[ AIcKLo :4, ]JLOV

4135

fin. s. I a.?
fin. s. I a.
fin. s. I a.
fin. s. I a.
(aew,[fKv] )
fin. s. I a.
a. 51-54

plaque
statue base

(&64Olecv).
4136 86
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4137 86
4138
5179
5179
3436 38
4144
4145
4146
4147
4148 8
4235
3447
3527
3790
3912
3913
3914

fin. s.
fin. s.
fin. s.
fin. s.
fin. s.
fin. s.
fin. s.

I a.
I a.
I a.
I a.
I a.
I a.
I a.
. II p.
mnitf.
init. s. p.
I

init. s. p.
init. s. I p.
init. s.
s. II p..
(init.
init. s. I p.

MapKov Oa.e'p [Lov] MEo-rAav

statue base
statue base
statue base

[A] EV'KO[vK] avoX4tov KpL'rov
NatZo Kopv7Atov [A] vrAov
MacpKov

-

I [

-

-

-]

SCpoorvpa 'Arparlva IIavX[)a]
Ttfiiptos KXaa'os0 [KcaOrap

statue base
statue base

SecaarTOs rep],.avotCo's
[a]JoLXcAa *Iov[8avy]

statue base
statue base
statue base
statue base
statue base
-statue base
statue base

AcvxLOv AOrLtTtoV *A7Yvopapftov

rLdOV'AvOetrov Oe&repa
AeVKLtovAi,ktiov Iha[vAAov]
[AcEfto] v AlXlAov ImavOXo
- --]pov
'Av- ---Avraav r[- - - - 7OV 87&LOVTOV
Y'PrxuWV
L(pO,LaVTVMoo[X - - [Sc)Xp] aTr

-]

statue base

2ojKPaTOVs

?op&xo[v], a teacher
'AQx?avspov'Atvo8Upov
[A] LOVucrrov'AO'?vayopov MCXt7ea

statue base

]7rtLo 'HpaxcAS [ov

[.....

capital

....

]^TttOY
-pov[- [---] IIatav[Lia]
tov [- - - - - - - -]
Io
[-] 'Apctrcov
nIepya j],Uyo'v
--- 'Avrl] xou 4aX[,p
v
a]
'Ap[Aou'KLovOaA&.[ptov] KarvXAov

3915
3916
3917

init. s. I p.
init. s. I p.
init. s. I p.

3918
4159a
4159b
4161
4162
4162
4163
4163
4164

init. s. I p.
init. s. I p.
init. s. I p.
init. s. I p.
init. s. I p.
init. s. I p.
ilit. s. I p.
init. s. I p.
init. s. I p.

4165
4239
3448

init. s. I p.
init. s. I p.
init./ned.
s. I p.
s.I p.

[r7] 01'J

[P,].av

I-

s. Ip.

[- - -

] aXpt[ov

4047
4197

Tcpcvt'av "Io7rvXXav
YE.oY0 OLvtl8LOV Ovlppwva

ratov KaXkrTpvtov Tltava'Ipovyum

rvaiov KaAXropvtov
TIlawva
A,EtKLOVKaXro'pvLoveIIlawva

ALKLvvIov
Ma&pKov
<bpoviy
- - - KOL'VTOv

KdVTrov [-

[

--]

[-

statue
statue
statue
statue
statue
statue
statue
statue
statue

base
base
base
base
base
base
base
base
base

irpefA [evrv]

] ov avOv,raro
v

[....

statue base
statue base

-K]aoXav
jlOV

- -

[
TovY

[Aaj

]

KESaLoovL'o

statue base
column
statue base

- - - - -]
- - -]

40One of three dedications on the same monument.
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[ --

4246
3250
3251
3244
3245
3246
3248

s. I p.
a. 2 p.
non p. a. 2 p.
ante a. 4 p.
ante a. 4 p.
ante a. 4 p.
ante a. 4 p.

3253
3254
3255
3256
4154 "
4155

a. 4 p.
a. 4 p.
a. 4 p.
a. 4p.
c. a. 6 p.
c. a. 7 p.

Sc1aacrov Kataapa
T,ipepov KatIaapa
repJLavxov Katcapa

4156
4157
3444
3434
3435 86
3260
4158

p. a. 14 p.
a.a. 15 p.
a. a. 17 p.
p.a. 17p.
p. a. 17 p.
a. 18 p.
c. a. 20 p.

II,rXtov 'OKradov
raowv oXArItLov
&[v]6wraT'w

]

ratov Kaiaapa v4ov 'Aprl
Aovxiov Kalaapa
Teieptov KAavswv N4pxva
Te,fprov KAavtov Npowva
TepepLov KX[avSwovNecwva]

[Tcf [p]lov [K]Xav8,o[v]
N[ep]yov[o]s vhiwy

Apoa r[ov]
AoVK'to N[oviov] 'Aowrpi[vav]
IIhrAov KopvirntovAoXaaeAAav

a7rparyov
[fiaaoLia] 'Avrtoxov
'ApXcXaov

statue base
statue base
column
statue base

statue base
statue
statue
statue
statue
statue
statue

base
base
base
base

base
base

statue base
statue base

statue base
statue base

column

['ApxEXaov]
rrp [/] avuc[ov Ka] iapa
raLov 'AacvtovarparTyov

statue base
column

aroScrSELCy/vov
(avGerv)

Hesp., XV, 63 86

c. a. 20 p.

I.G., II2, 3926a36
3926b36
3445
418086
3532
3533
3534
3510 6

2 pv)
(pa.
p. a. 21 p.
p. a.21 p.
a. 23-40 p.
c. a. 43 p.
a. med. s. I p.
a. med. s. I p.
a. med. s. I p.
a. med. s. I p.

raLov 'A [oLVov] aTparT7[Yov
aroSeScly] /ievov

statue base

[ra]v ov 'IoAtv EVpvKXa

statue base

[rato] v 'I[o]vXtov ^AEL XOV
faaTA [] a IITroXE,aov
[AKcpov 'ovv] tov TopKovarov
[Ovif8i8Lav, L]epav irapOevov
OuaX?pLav epav 7rapOevov
AvpXav ipavpv 7rap[E ] vov

[

statue base
statue

base

statue base
statue base
statue base

]

([av^o' x]v)

a. med. s. I p.

3510

SaSov*Xov O?Lt [rTroK] XAiV

(avo)K?xv)

3510

a. med. s. I p.

4243
3242 4
4189
3792
3544 36

a. 50-100 p.
p. med. s. I p.
p. med. s. I p.
a. a. 52 p.
fin. s. I p.

(a&ve'Kccv)

statue base
architrave at Rhamnous
statue base
AudLtwov Kpaaorov 4povyt

KaAvtvav
AiLLK'Oav

Oeat Act/3fla(i)

Maprov
[Bap'av] S<p [avov]
KaL
aTpaT.7yOV
rTV 7 T0Vrs oIdrXela.
BovAtOS
Kac
ifpea
yvuvacraapXov
BovXala5 AovAaiov Kal 'AOr,1v&a
4 Xdovtov XAa.Lpiav
KLOV
KvSaOrvatea

statue base

See the edition of W. B. Dinsmoor, "Rhamnountine Fantasies," Hesperia, XXX, 1961,
pp. 186-194, and above, p. 26, note 59.
41
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3569

sI I/II

3752

s. II p.
ACVicov
(metrical, giving a cursus; 8 [iPos ocrioaa]')
a. 145/6
rOv KoaRTfv4
['A]O6vaQov
'Pajav[o] v ov
'AXEAavSpov

3741
3583

.

-

[

vOeior]av'4 o6eas

a. med. s. II p.

[IXal'tav]

4214

fin. s. II p.

[.......

3717 6

undated

TOV ipXOvra Kal

(unated
undated

[Mv]Xaov
[Mev] cXcaov

AXr., XI, 6, p. 131
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KaA]wirpv<o>v
[Icraova 'Op470rov
pEa 'HpcAiov
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On 23 August 1844 Ludwig Ross first saw in the garden of the queen at Athens
an inscription containing a list of names arranged according to phylai and demes.'
Of the heading he read only the date by archon. Graindor2 made a careful study of
the stone, read the whole heading, and noticed on the moulding below the pediment
the single word 'AroXXWcrtv.This, Graindor suggested, indicated that the document
was a list of the priests of Apollo under his various titles. Kirchner, whose edition
(I.G., II2, 1945) is the most recent, rejected this explanation on the ground that the
names would not be given in a tribal arrangement; he suggested that the inscription
might be a dedication to Apollo under his various titles. No one has thought to question the appearanceof the names of the gymnasiarch, a hyperetes and an anthyperetes.
Possibly a key to the explanation of the inscription is to be found in its place
of discovery. The royal gardens, where Ross first saw it, are now the National
Gardens. In antiquity somewhere in this general area was located the gymnasium
called the Lykeion.3 An association with a gymnasium would explain the presence of
the gymnasiarch, hyperetes, and anthyperetes.4 A noteworthy feature of the Lykeion
was a traditional cult of Apollo, for the gymnasium had been built on a spot sacred
to the god,5 and it contained a statue of the god.6 This explanation is reinforced by a
dedication to Apollo by a victor in the games (I.G., II2, 2999), which also was found
in horto regio, and which has the name of the gymnasiarch in the genitive case. Apollo
was not unusual as a divinity cultivated by those interested in athletics,7 as is evidenced from dedications found elsewhere in the city. I.G., II2, 1945, therefore, is
probably a catalogue of those who were devotees of Apollo by the fact that they
to be explained? Why can
exercised in the Lykeion. How then is the form 'ArroAXXo-rv
* The conclusions reached regarding this inscription are similar to those reached separately by
John Lynch and S. Dow. They intend to develop the ideas at greater length.
1
I.G., 12, 1945, first published as I.G., III, 1280.
2
B.C.H., LI, 1927, pp. 318-322, no. 87.
3
J. Delorme, Gymnasion (= Bibliotheque des Ecoles fran;aises d'Athenes et de Rome, CXCVI,
1960), pp. 43-44; it must be noted that points as far apart as Kolonaki Square and the Russian
Church have been suggested for the location of the Lykeion.
4Graindor, Tibere a Trajan, pp. 84-85, has already noticed that the hyperetes and his assistant
were citizens, not public slaves. They must have been servitors concerned with the operation of the
gymnasium.
5 Pausanias, I, 19, 3; Plutarch, Quaest. Conviv., VIII, 4, 724c. Delorme, pp. 45 and 346,
comments on the testimonia for the Lykeion.
6 Lucian, Anach., 7-8.
7
E.g., I.G., 1I2, 3002, 3006, 2996 (from the Roman period).
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it not be a locative of the type so often formed from the names of phylai,8this example
indicating that the stele was to be set up at the statue of Apollo.
The gymnasiarch is none other than Tiberius Claudius Novius, a man with a
very distinguished career.9 By the time of this catalogue, dated to A.D. 45/6 by the
archon's name,'0he had already served as hoplite general, herald of the Areopagus,
eponymous archon, and agonothete. This is the only indication of his having been
gymnasiarch, which otherwise would have been a conspicuous lacuna in his cursus
honorum.
B. I.G., II2, 1077, 1078 and Hesperia, X, 1941, no. 33, pp. 77-78.
I.G., II2, 1077 is a decree of the boule of the five hundred crvv'r4XO
irnL
roZs1

[Evayy]eXuotT

dvaSeFvXevTrov[Av'roKparopo Kairaapog HorrAiov ler/uzLov rera EVi"e3ovi

BEa<rTovo]. In this meeting of the council the gnome of the synthedria was made known

by the magistrates, with the hoplite general doing the actual reading. Certain items
in the heading of this decree seemed so strange to Keil " that he attributed the
irregularities to an attempt to make the document more impressive in the eyes of
the emperor. The major difficulty revolves around the word gnome, which should be
interpreted as meaning proposal, and not probouleuma as Keil took it. But there still
remains the question of how and why the Areopagus, the boule of the five hundred,
and the demos make known their gnome to this meeting of the boule, and do so KaTa
ra rpta.
TI
The answer is probably to be sought in the nature of the decree, honors for a
newly raised emperor. There is evidence that honors for the imperial family were
usually cleared through the emperor himself before they took effect.l2 The procedure
by which such approval was sought by the city begins to become clear in the light of
a document found in the Athenian agora.'3 This is a letter apparently from the
emperor Hadrian regarding divine honors for the dead Antinoos. The final line of
the letter reveals that this is an answer to an embassy which has brought for his
consideration and approval a gnome of the boule and demos, not a decree. In this
8

For examples see K. Meisterhans-E. Schwyzer, Grammatik der attischen Inschriften3, p. 146
and note 1260.
9 See Graindor, Tibere a Trajan, pp. 141-143; Oliver, Expounders, pp. 81-83; Sarikakis, The
Hoplite General at Athens, pp. 74-76. Graindor had restored in I.G., II2, 1945 Novius' second
hoplite generalship.
10Oliver,
Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 83.
11 Keil, Beitrdge, pp. 32-33.
12 The tradition of
refusing divine honors is discussed by M. P. Charlesworth, " The Refusal
of Divine Honors, An Augustan Formula," Papers of the British School in Rome, II, 1939, pp.
1-10, who catalogues the emples from the times of the Julio-Claudian emperors, but also shows
traces of the tradition continuing down to Marcus Aurelius and the later Christian emperors, although
his evidence for the approval of honors decreed by cities seems to be lacking after the Julio-Claudians.
13
Hesperia, X, 1941, no. 33, pp. 77-78.
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manner, apparently, approval could be obtained before the finality of an actual decree
was in effect. The gnome was the proposal read to a session of a corporation who
could pass it as a decree. In this respect the probouleuma of the boule had been
a gnome for the demos in democratic Athens. It would seem that in Roman Athens
the gnome was approved by all of the corporations whose names would appear
on the eventual decree, then this gnome was sent for imperial approval, and finally it
would be passed as a decree in the form which the emperor approved.
In the case of I.G., II2, 1077 J. H. Oliver has brought to my attention that a
curator civitatis was present in Athens at that time, indicating that Athens was not
financially independent. Thus the expenditures for the celebration would have to be
approvedbefore they could be decreed.
The use of the word gnome has caused difficulties in another document, I.G.,
II2, 1078, passed by the demos in the third century after Christ. It is a decree outlining the functions of the ephebes in the Eleusinian festival. Just after the last line of
the text of the decree and before the publication clause there is the stipulation (lines
36-38) that this gnome was to be revealed to the boule of the Areopagus, to the boule
of the five hundred, to the hierophant, and to the genos of the Eumolpidai. Schulthess 14recognized that the text of the decree and proposal must have been the same,
but that to be published on the stone it was necessary that the proposal be raised to
the status of a decree. Still, this does not explain the publication formula for the
gnome. May it not be possible that regarding religious matters of this sort it was
at least advisable to receive the approval of the other two civic corporations and of
those responsible for the celebration of the Eleusinia before making regulations
regarding them?
4

R.E., VII, 1912, p. 1496.
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(Plates 1-6)
In 1958 J. H. Oliver re-publishedtwo fragments of a rather unusual catalogue.
Since his work two new fragments have come to light, as well as two small pieces
related by their nature and script, but not definitely pieces of the same catalogue.
These latter two pieces will be discussed separately at the end of this appendix. The
four certain fragments are EM 5898 (Pls. 1, 3, 5) ; EM 3628 (Pls. 2-4) ;3 EM 8542
(Pls. 2-4) ; and Agora I 6889 (Pls. 1, 3, 5).5 They will be designated as follows:

FACEA:
a) EM 5898 + 3628 + 8542 (Pls. 1-3). The stones were found the first in the

Propylaiaand the third els Trs 7rpos TOava'TOX&KO-vOTLOV,upo

rTov,&08pov'rjs HIpojiaxov
6
the
is
the
of
second
unknown.
After its original
davaarcaKas;
apXaLoXoyKc&
provenience

publication by Dittenberger, 5898 was lost, and Kirchner's text is based on Dittenberger. It was rediscovered in the Epigraphical Museum by Mitsos, who recognized
that it belonged to the same document as 8542. Kirchner had already recognized that
8542 and 3628 probably belonged to the same document. Mitsos has since found
that the three stones join top to bottom. The fragment as joined together is broken
away at the top, at the bottom, and on the right side. On the left side for about
one-third the length of the stone from the top the smoothly dressed side is preserved.
It is of Pentelic marble and opisthographic.7 The total dimensions are height, 0.82 m.,
width, 0.28 m., thickness, 0.111 m. at the top tapering to 0.10 m. at the bottom. The
letter heights vary, lines 1-4, 0.02 m., but rising to 0.03 m., line 6, 0.11 m., but rising
to 0.02 m., lines 7, 8, and 83 are 0.006 m., 0.004 m., and 0.007 m. respectively; and
the list of names, column I, 0.003-0.005 m., column II, 0.003-0.004 m. at the top, but
0.005-0.007 m. near the bottom, column III, 0.005-0.008 m.
1Hesperia,XXVII, 1958,pp. 38-46.

2

I.G., III, 1279A (Koehler'stranscript);Kirchner,I.G., II2, 2339 A (based
Dittenberger,
upon Dittenberger'stext); Mitsos, 'Apx.'E+., 1950-51,pp. 29-33; and Oliver, op. cit.

3 Kirchner, I.G., II2, 2003; Mitsos, B.C.H., LXXIV, 1950, 218.
p.
4Pittakis, 'E+. 'Apx., 1858, no. 3398, pp. 1777-1778; Dittenberger, I.G., III, 1233 (Lueder's
transcript); Kirchner, I.G., II2, 1999 (with the assistance of Stade); Mitsos, 'Apx. 'E+., 1950-51,
pp. 29-33; and Oliver, op. cit.
5
Unpublished, but cited by H. Thompson, Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, p. 365.
6

7

Pittakis, whom Dittenberger misquotes eb

Taas ...

apXaLoXoyuKasEpevvas.

Face B will be discussed below.
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b) Agora I 6889 (Pls. 1, 3), a non-joining piece which can be aligned horizontally
with EM 5898. It was found on 14 May 1959 in late Roman fill at the southwest
corner of the Eleusinion. E. Vanderpool recognized that it belonged with this Eleusinian document. It is brokenaway on all sides, of Pentelic marble,and opisthographic.
Its height is 0.29 m., width, 0.255 m., thickness, 0.107 (top)- 0.104 m. (bottom). The
letter heights are lines 3 and 4, 0.02 m., line 5, 0.015 m., line 6, 0.013 m., but rising
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to 0.02 m., and the remaining lines ca. 0.005 m.
The stele is opisthographic and portions of the reverse text are preserved on
fragments a and b.
FACE B:

a) EM 5898 (Pls. 5, 6), 3628, and 8542.8 For the history and dimensions see the
description of Face A. The stone is broken away on all sides except for the upper one
third at the right, where a dressed side is preserved. There are only eight lines of
text and the rest of the face consists of a smoothly dressed surface.
b) Agora I 6889 (Pls. 5, 6), a non-joining fragment which aligns horizontally
with EM 5898. For a description and history, see that of Face A. The letter height
is 0.02 m.
FACE A
HEADING

KkXa&of]
"ApXcov [ro yevov, riv KIpv%KOv
'Er' Ba# [c MEX&Ti --]
T [ pVKCW]
Ko
,C]vo6racOv
^fr+<crapm[vwv rW o]
Tr ovo/LaTa a[7ravTcw]y Ev (r iAX7 6 r[TapiaS]

5

vac [at ]
vacat [eypa0e]v
'Ar' c-rTa T DX- [. .: 7. .'A]Xapvev; 6 i' ],s avrov]
COLUMN I
'EpexOE?Sos
'Apeoirayeitra
'E3ryovog
10

M

IvvTrpoov

lu
IITroKpar6ln

'EXEv0epo,s1vvrpc6ov

[AV]p eco.EVO6
8 The
bibliography is the same with the following exceptions: whenever Face A is indicated,
substitute Face B (i.e. I.G., III, 1279 B = I.G., II2, 2339 B) ; Oliver, op. cit. does not treat Face B;
Face B was known before Face A, having been first reported in LeBas-Waddington, Voyage Archeologique, I, Attica, no. 556, p. 159.
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['AXK]Qauevg
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qCapv
[3AXK]
r
NE(Cr?epo0)
.3
[ca A]?.7rPtao0
['AcrK
A]r/trmdLSr Kdprrov

[---

] traces [--

--]

Lines 18-21 are lost.
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[
[.

-

]KI

-]

A ] WO,iaov

[.c.5. ..
ca

:..]o

)

25 [-

])

[. C: . ]apevov
['AiroX]X6acpos KEXroov
KEXcrov
]r7yta7
['AO<rKX
[. . ..] ng KXcrov

30

[. .a:. ]pog Kapfrov
[. . . . ] Xos ['A] poS,Eotov
S ]

[...* 8....
...7
[..

] 'AiroXXovovv
] 'IToKpaTOVs

f. ..:
[*
35

'AroXXAvyov

7rdL8-7s 'A0po8e&a-ov
['AO-AKX1]

[. . Ca. . . ] 'AKXClrcTlaov

[..e?o&,]pvro0
40

. . :. .. ] os
[[...a..

opy/rov

]eoSc^TpO1rv

[ .c.44.

)
Aw oapo9

AV.]

[ --])
[ --- ]),
proov
-----]

I___

45

] 'ArTTKOV

[...A..8..
[... * .~.
[_ -_- - -

[50 [---

--

]oS

- ---

Swpov
---]
] traces [-]

Lines 51-54 are lost.
55 [- - -

[...c.

]ON....OPOY

-] T. N[- -- - -

[ ---[...

eo,Aov
] KVpOV

....]

-]

'ATrKOV

.... I.Iav
]

[.... ca:9*... ?]eoyis

to[v]

)
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[..

QOe]oyevovs

...

[ . ........

'ACKXo-

]

]O

[

[.
* . *]. 0],os
Crt?sblp/XOV
ipFov
[??~~~?
[
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65

.c.a.

[- --]

'A] 0rv68opos

[.c.'4. ]vs )
[ .ca. 5. ]
]
*.ca;5.
,o5

O1o OKc (

a

) 'Apo-T

[,B] ovX

)

Ke'XA-ov

].iei-to
L[......".
[vacat] vacat

70 ["Aity,]es8o
['Apeor] ayeitrat
.

.ca

.0
.....

]aLavo<?

[

--- -] vacat
[------------]o

75

[.c.....

.X.....[o]v

-C-- - - -- --]yrc^
L- po] ovyo
]oyyoq

[----------

80 [

.

.

..

[ ---......-lv
COLUMN II
[IIavS&ovios]
'Apeo [rra] yeTraL

85

AX [- - - - - -]
AtX S [- - - - - -vo
'IovX'Iepcov
'IovXSrparoXag
Avp Ar/LvAXos

Ka, E>DiXr7rog
90

'IovX Oe,ctrTov
A
a8X77S
'ACrKXtrLS

[-

- -

-

6 KpaCEpev'Pov-Oog
6 Kpa Kop Map [---

95

6 Kpa Kop Ma [---------]
[[
--]vap

-]

-]
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Lines 96-98 are lost.
B&/3oiX
0h64Mxot
100

'Errapo68ro#s 'AprEuLOv
'Af3d-Ka&vrn
'Apr"e/zvoo

'Evra/poSE [,ros] 'AOpo8EioTov
'A7roXXoOavrz 'AAXkEdvSpov

'Er/ya0os Kaorov
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105

ZoLXos QejLto-roKXEovS
'AyaO6vvw/ [o] 9 OQE.UrrOK

AloyEVs )
'AXE'av8po Hlap4,Xov

110

la,utXov)
IIdtz4,Xo~ )
'IovX'A6poSEuri&o
AvSos 'AXESavSpov
'OXvLurtoScpos EViaydOov
Atovvo-oS[copo9] )
'AOKXpT [ l ] 8opoS AltoV
v-ov

115

[ ]
0EAurKTOKX

ZcoiXov

A/z,uvXo 'AO-KXrVd8ov
Zy'rv [p] oS 'Ao KXrrLLasov
EvirxvX )
Aloyevri

120

)

MevvEas )
QIXwov)
XeLXLapXXLavoAtovvwotov

125

IIaoLXaptavob KaXXiov
Eivo8os 'AyaO [wolv]ivov
AELt4XosAEt [--]
S ['A7ToX]XcoYiov
AtLOyVVOKXX
S 'EyXEKTrov
'AcrOKX'TTlr8a

130

'Aya0owvv,los )
Me4'cov )
'AprEu [E] io'?o KeXaSov
rat [o ] 'HpaKXi8Elov

[----]

traces [----]

Lines 133-135 are lost.
Epar[-

---------]

- - --]
Mo[---Ar[-- - --

X
oe/UO-TOKc
[X?]

-]

[--- -
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KaXXkia 6

150

(cu) Kapiroiopog

ZworC,avo 'AXEa:sv8pov
Avroi,ovXo o6K(al) 'AprEcuA8p(os)
'AiroXXoovi8s3
Mewvovo,
AEwviSrv IIarlAtXov
MT/v6eopo, AloyEiovg
'AroXXyv&losAtoylvov[s]
KdorLos'E'rayadov

155

Zcirvpos 'AyaOc)vu,[ov]
KeXa8os; 'ApTreuoiov

Atovvc-oq 'Aprqcuorov]
'AvrioXo 'AkXefv [ Spov]

160

EvoSo0 'AyaOovvl[,ov]
B vrpvgA,vqXov

vacat
vacat
'Ao'KXAVir'S )

165

"Av0o 'AcrKX77rtd8
[ov]
'IovXtavos 'AorKXq[7rncSov]
ALKZdCriao,

1

[
COLUMN III

[

]

Er.[------Zorv [po

170

----------]

-

Bao-X-

-]

-- ---------]
Kap.[[- - - - - - - - - --]
BaX[
------]
MaKa[p

o0Xc[v--------175

MaK[-

-

--

-]
--]
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Ev[-

]
----

--- --]

]

- - ----------]

-]
K[
- -- -- -- -- -- -- EvZ[- - -- -- -- ]---]185 E.[
AL[----

]
---------]

T [---

----------]

na.[- --190 Ev[
Lines 191-196 are lost

]

'HpaK [--]

A, -[----]
?O[- _ _ __--- --

200

- - --

--]

Airo[-------------]
AMX[- -.----]

E[- - - -- - ---]

205

Fragment b, Column IV
i8o
['A8spav]
['Apeoiray]ei

at

[?]
COLUMN V
KeKpo1r1s8o~
'ApeorayeZTaL

210

6 KpA KX Blpactavo,d
Av,b MdapKeXXoq

reAInovoX;Xog
Av
lpoKArraXo%
IIpoKtX

Etlpr7vatov
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FACE B

[?]

[_- -_- - - - - - - ?K'p]iK:v
- - - - -_
[- -a--[-

5

-

-

?'r
-&-----

----t-a-

-

[---

- - KE^p]cKcy
vyyvp] apXov
o- va/&]
EI ovro9

] -- rov)

Map

v KrpV[KV - - - -]'O[. ] Ev C'Tj
[rfcap]evo
ardvrv
[----6v6]ara
To
yp] aHjva[t]
[Xa7
[WKTrEOi]
vat ev Tr 'EXev[ovtCvi 6 rai4]as

Ka&

v

v

a

a

c

c

a
t

a
t

The text here presented is based entirely upon a new reading of the stone.
Variant readings will be noted in the commentaryonly if they have significance in the
restorations or in the interpretation of the text. Previous attempts to restore the
heading have been antiquated by the discovery of fragment b (Pls. 1, 5). Probably
the greatest boon of this new fragment is the revelation that faces I and II say
about the same thing, but in a slightly different manner, permitting restoration by
comparison.
COMMENTARY
FACE A

Lines 1 and 2. Dittenberger "ApXov[rov yevovT r&v .....

Me/.q,iov] | 'Ert Bco[/L

ev r

r'
aCpXovrog

popiKtovevtavrw etc. Kirchner (based upon Dittenberger)

Mitsos correctedthis to ert Bc [jLuS],while
Oliver read and restored apxcov [r^ r&iv/lvTrrrqplov 8evTrpas travr^yvpewo ME,C/uos] |
'Emrt
Bo).L[' OOpiaKLO]. The reconstruction of the stone presented below would not
leave space for either Dittenberger's or Oliver's restoration of the first line. Since
this represents a decree of a genos the archon recorded is more likely to be the archon
of the genos (indeed the civic archon's name if it had been included probably would

[
gives the same except E rr p o() p].
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have been given in the formula for eponymity). Since the altar priest, if he were
included in a list with the archon of the Kerykes, would take precedence over the
archon,9 the title of altar priest probably belongs to this archon. At the period to
which we date this document the altar priest was KXavS&og
'EmTBo14 MeXLrEv.l10
The
office of Cr' Bcop.uwas traditionally filled from the ranks of the Kerykes. His priestly
office would be no hindrance to serving as an officer of his genos, since Memmius
while altar priest served as archon of Athens.10
v ---T-Line 3. Dittenberger and Kirchner -rq)lcraap'[vcaivyerTWE
v
-aX.];
Oliver 4nltcraiaE[vcovrj7S ,BovXijsrTv 1 Kal toV
the
first
ToV
'AOrvalcDv]. Only
Soj^ov
of
of
the
eta
is
vertical hasta
K7 [pvKa)v]
preserved, but for the restoration see Face B,
lines 2 and 6. Comparethis line with line 6 of Face B.
[$]\Lvorarwov is a common adjective in Athenian inscriptions of the Roman

period, used of the Panhellenes (I.G., II2, 1088 [restored], 1090, 3626, 3627 [restored]), of the synod of the eranistai (I.G., II2, 1369), of the boule of the five
hundred (or of the 750) (I.G., II2, 1817, 3579, 3638, 3680, 3735, 3962, Hesperia,
X, 1941, no. 65, p. 261), the boule of the Areopagus (I.G., II2, 2773, 3571, 3637,
3656, 3667, 3817). It is also applied to the demos (I.G., II2, 3625), to individuals
or individual magistrates (I.G., II2, 3198, 3802, 4067), and to the city itself (Hesperia, X, 1941, no. 37, p. 87). Therefore there seems to be no reason why the
hallowed family of the Kerykes should not have usurped it.
Line 4, Dittenberger and Kirchner ra ovozara [rcv yew,Tv v ........]
; 11 Mitsos
rT 6votLara a[vEypa ev-----];
Oliver ra ovo4taa a[veypa4e Trjv tLera toV AvroFor
the
restorations, compare Face B, lines 6-7.
KpaTopo .Lvrle'OVTcov].

6 r[aliafa]. See Face B, line 8. Probably the treasurer of the genos of the
Kerykes, just as the treasurer of the Eumolpidai saw to the erection of a decree of
the demos regulating the Eleusinian Mysteries which was passed upon the instigation
of the Eumolpidai (I.G., II2, 1078). In an earlier decree of the Eumolpidai and
Kerykes the publicationfell to the archons (I.G., II2, 1235). It would seem that there
was no specification regarding the material of the stele.
Line 5, [EypaqiE]v. The only trace of this are a vertical and a bit of the slanting
stroke of the nu on fragment b, and so former editors had no idea of the existence of
this line. The letter height of the nu is not in keeping with that of the lines above,
nor are the interlinear intervals above and below the nu. At one point the interval
between lines 4 and 6 is equal to that between lines 3 and 4, while in other places the
9 I.G., II2, 1092 B, lines 51, 45-46. For this section use the text of Oliver, Hesperia, XXI, 1952,
p. 382, and see his comments, pp. 392-395.
10For Tiberius Claudius
(Sospis) Meliteus, the altar priest, see Oliver, Expounders, pp. 78-81;
to Hesperia, XXX, 1961, no. 110, p. 273. Memmius the altar priest
403
Hesperia, XXX, 1961, p.
was archon of Athens in 161/2 (Oliver, Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 87).
"Although in his transcript Dittenberger records AONOMATA/.
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former is slightly greater. It would almost seem that the stonecutter had forgotten
this word and had to add it sometime after line 6 was cut. The nominative case of
rapuagdemandsa finite verb, and such an aorist is a common enough occurrence.
Line 6. Dittenberger and Kirchner 'AEccrias ///
X.....
This line was very
].
puzzling until Oliver's suggestion that it be read 'Ab' icrTay [T] 4X [ T (X [
'A]Xapveh o vi [s avrov]. The (X is clear and the sign of an
abbreviation indicates that probably there are no more letters in this name. Just the
faintest traces of the tau can be seen and they probably could not have been read if
they were not expected. The missing part of the name is the Greek cognomen, which
should be ca. 7 letters long. As is common, and without exception in this list, no
patronymic is included in the Roman names. It is not possible to identify this initiate
from the hearth with any attested in dedicatory inscriptions. On the restoration of
avrovsee the comments of Oliver, below.
The diaeresis on vi'osappears on the stone.
Line 9, 'EnmyovoIvvwrpo'ov. Descendents of

.vrvpo4o

of Ectvvwov are com-

monly attested in the second half of the second century after Christ. This inscription
is the first to mention Epigonos. For the family see the note to line 11, EkeXeepos
lvvr7poov, probably his brother.
Line 11, 'EXev'epogIvvrpo'ov. This may well be a brother of 'EIr&iyovov
(line 9).
He is probably the same man as the herald of the Areopagus honored by the Areo-

pagus, the boule of the five hundred and the demos (I.G., II2, 3622). By the time of
this honorary document he had become a Roman citizen M(apKov) Avp(rijXov) 'EXev0 [epov] I [Lvv]vrp6obovEvi[owmvca]. Therefore the honorary inscription as yet un-

dated will have to be placed sometime around or after A.D.200, since it surely postdates this Eleusinian list, in which he has not the prenomen and nomen. Another
relative, either a brother or nephew, depending upon how one constructs the stemma,
is EveAXruwTrogvvrpo'ov EvwovvPev (I.G., II2, 2068, ephebe in 155/6; I.G., II2, 2085,
hyposophronistesin 161/2; I.G., II2, 2086, again hyposophronistesin 163/4, although
in the same year I.G., II2, 2087 places him among the sophronistai).
Line 12. The name eo'eevos is clearly preserved. Mitsos first read the rho, while
every editor has seen the horizontal stroke above it indicating an abbreviation. In

an ephebic decree dated 238/9-243/4
(I.G., II2, 2239)12 a M(apKo9) Atp('XLto)
is listed as anticosmete. Whether he is the same man or a deOe6fevo, AapUTrpEvt

scendant is uncertain.
Lines 13 and 14, ['AXK]
C.a,E
) and ['AXK]C
.a/zv NE(&Trepo0). The names as
restored fit precisely the estimated length of the gap. As Oliver 13"has indicated, these
are members of a very well attested family. He cites the following documents: I.G.,
II2, 2191, an ephebic list in whose heading one encounters 'AXKaPLCVOV9
KOO-Cru7TEVovTo0
12
13

Notopoulos, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pp. 40-41, would date this to

A.D.

239/40.

Hesperia, XXVII, 1958, p. 39.
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Kat
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yocrc/J/qv
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riorov
7o'v
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this joining I.G., II2, 2131, which is dated to the last decade of the second century
after Christ) ; Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 29, pp. 63-64, a prytany catalogue of Erechtheis
datedaround A.D. 220 which lists the names A' p(WaXLo)'AX[Ka]CF44Vtq]and A' p('XLosq)'AX [ KIaued[ v-qgNE("rEpo9)] ; I.G., JJ2, 1077,a prytany catalogue datedto 209/10,
in which the proposer of the decree is (lines 8-9) [,r]oO ET5tra oaa-TPa7fl'oV
Kai,
a
fi7rL/.X,rq7o

yv [buvaPXr]ap
da

ay[cvOa roi
II]ravoXXvlov

Ka& a [v]raPXovTog
06[ot'] tASpL&[a]VOV

[M6] p(Kov)

Aitp('qXiov) 'AXKa/.Lovq

rov tepC)arov
AaCirTp'cav. To these

three documents there may be added: I.G., 112, 2119, an ephebic decree of the end of
the second century, in which the ephebe-archon and the agonothetes and victor roi
ir~p2 'XKngis A~p( 'X&oq)`AXK '

q (lines 24, 18 and 239); I.G., IJ2, 2081, another
is listed ['A] XKaq.&'vr7)ACqu
Erechtheis
on
which
under
list
[prrpeh]; possibly
ephebic
sale
the
and price of grain which reads (lines 3-5)
a
law
I.G., IP, 1118,
concerning
[&qre] Xet'airpov1)[8Oijva&
I [&4m]4opov? 'AXKa/4'V['q1] I [-]LueTa 70V) K77PVKeV'O[V7O0],
dates
to
which Kirchner
209/10;'" I.G., 112, 1104 with the fragment Agora I 5198,'"
whose second line reads []
`AXKqpdvqv AapIA,r'rpE a - - ?- - -]. The last two

citations have little effect in plotting the stemma. Here follows Oliver's stemma
II2,

Areopagitai II2, 2119
Alkamenes)

2081

Alkamenes)
Lamptreus,
ephebe

=

J12,

2191

II2,

1077

Hesperia, 1942

Alkanienes,
cosmete,
195/6

Alkamenes,
Jr.
Aur. Alkanienes, -

ephebe,
190/1-191/2

Alkamnenes

M. Aur.

(M. Aur.),
Alkamenes,
wouldbe
hoplite
anticosmete, general,
195/6

Aur. Alkanienes

prytanis

209/10
Aur. Alkanenes,
Jr., prytanis

slightly expanded. I.G., J2 , 2119 may be dated to the reign of Commodus, while the
Eleusinian list is later. Those members of the family recorded in the Eleusinian list
belonged to generations previous to that to which Roman citizenship was first granted.
Lines 18-21. Measurement indicates that probably four lines are missing. Calculations later will indicate that the list of Areopagites must have ended here.
14 64Einie Attische
Epbeben-Inschrift," Epigraphica, XIX, 1957,pp. 87-92.
15Alkarnenes was
hoplite general in 209/10 and would have had charge of the grain supply ex

officio (Philostratos, Vit. So ph., I, 23, 1).
1r-Associated by Raubitschek and Bodnar (see E. Bodnar, S.J., Cyriacutsof Ancona and Athens,
Brussels, 1960, p. 146).
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Line 22. These traces were unnoticed by Kirchner.
Line 26. Kirchner suggests [- - - - X] apeZvo,.
Lines 27-29 included three sons of Celsus: [Apol]lodoros, [Askl]epiades, and
[ ....]enes.
Lines 32 and 33, [......
]yos 'AiroXXwviov
are probably
and [.......]
'AroXXAoviov
brothers.
]XLine 35. Kirchner read only [--'A4poSeuriov, but the new readings
are clear except for the pi, whose traces are faint.
Lines 38-40. These are probably three brothers or a father and two sons.
Line 41. Kirchner [- - -]
AtovvroSopov; Mitsos - - - K Atovvno8wpoS. The
as
four unrestored spaces may have contained the predicate of rank o Kpa(,rU-ro),

suggested by J. H. Oliver (per litteras).
Lines 42 and 43. Kirchner would leave this vacat, but the traces of the lunas are
unmistakable.
Lines 46-49. The lettering tends to increase in size in these lines with the last.
line 49, being the largest, having letters 0.008 m. high. This may indicate that the
end of one list is at hand and the neat small lettering below is another group, but in
the light of the reconstruction of the stone presented below this would seem unlikely.
Line 48. Whether this is a blank line or whether it was filled by a very short
name is impossible to determine.
Lines 51 through 54. Because of the break in the stone these lines are lost.
Measurement indicates that a total of four or five lines is missing, and the smaller
figure seems the more probable if one allows for even one other single line as high as

line 49.
Lines 51-57. Fragment d has been subjected to very bad wear, probably from
fire, to judge from the nature of the corrosion, in this the upper left hand corner.
Only traces of the preserved lines are still present and occasional very clear letters.
Traces too doubtful to record seem to exist for the lines above line 54.
Line 54. Pittakis and Dittenberger both read [- - -] H

trace today.
Line 55. Pittakis and Dittenberger read only [---]ON
very faint.

- - -], but there is no

[---].

The traces are

'ArTTKOV.
Line 57. Pittakis and Dittenberger were able to read [---] ]
Line 59, [.........
]eoyE'v). Pittakis and Dittenberger were able to read the

theta. It is likely that the missing letters represented an office or priesthood held by
Theogenes, since the use of the luna would exclude his having a Roman nomen (nowhere in this list is a patronymic given with a Roman name). This name seems to
have been passed down from father to son in a family of the Attic deme of Kephisia,
of the tribe Erechtheis (I.G., II, 1759 and 2049). The son of Theogenes in line 60
probably is a brother.
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Line 60. All previous editors were able to read the epsilon.
Line 62, [ ...... ]oo ippov. Pittakis and Dittenberger read a slanting hasta
at the beginning of the line, interpreted as a lambda by Dittenberger. He is probably
a brother to the man listed in line 63.
Line 64. All previous editors read the alpha.
- -] \Eiao KrEacrov; Dittenberger ['A0poS8]ekros
Line 68. Pittakis [- Kirchner
and Oliver ['A0po]8eiaLos KeXcrov. The first four missing letter
KTed[T]ov;
are
spaces
unexplained.
Line 69. This was probably left completely vacant as a divider before the catalogue of Aigeis began.
Line 70. This restoration was first suggested by Oliver. Pittakis mistook this
for part of the list of names, [-M]EZ8oq.The reading of the following line confirmls
Oliver's suggestion. Aigeis is the usual second tribe in lists of the Roman period.
Line 71. Pittakis [- ] 'AyeZrat,which he considered a misspelling of
'Ayijra&.All subsequent editors have recognized the reappearanceof the sub-heading
'ApeolrayceTu.

Line 75. [ ..............
] TorXi[o]v. Pittakis [
]rorap.t; Dittenberger ['Ape]oTra[yyeTa ( ?)]; Kirchner ['Ape] oray [Erat] ; Mitsos ['Ap] EoTray/. The
new reading is unmistakable; of the first pi half the horizontal and the final vertical
hastas are preserved. Pittakis read it as tau, Mitsos as epsilon, and the others chose

to ignore this letter. All have read the lambda as alpha. Although there is no sign
of the horizontal bar, all interpret the clear iota as gamma. The omicron is obscured
by a crack in the stone, but the spacing is perfectly correct. Pittakis read the preserved
long stroke of the upsilon as iota and Mitsos as an abbreviation sign. Others chose
to ignore it. Oliver, who was dependent upon the readings of previous editors,
realized that the left hand portion of the line would not be filled up by the word as
restored, and that if this were true, there would be no need of the abbreviation. Therefore he completed the line as [ol OVK'Ap] Eorray
- -]oyyo.
Line 80. [ - All previous have read [- - - -]vo.
The

letters read as gaznima-gammna may be signta-sigma, but they do have straight backs.
The horizontal hastas of the two ganmmtasare suspiciously short. J. H. Oliver suggests

A] yyoo (per litteras).
Line 82. Ilav[L8ov'8o]q is the reading of Mitsos and Oliver. Dittenberger and
Kirchner IIav[Sv[&oi8o]. The present editor was unable to find any traces of these
readings, but to judge from the reconstruction of the stone, they must be correct.
The presence of a tribal name is guaranteed here by the reading of line 83. The loss
of line 82 is due to serious corrosion of the surface of the stone.
Line 84. Dittenberger AI(XLog)Ar//.. o; Kirchner At A7-/[viX]o; Mitsos A'X

N - - - ; OliverAMX
[- - -] .
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Line 85. Omitted by Dittenberger and Kirchner. Mitsos and Oliver AFX(o,)
t- -] evo. One gets different readings since there are many deceptive scratches.
Line 86. Dittenberger and Kirchner again omit. Mitsos 'Io[v] \ 'ICpov;Oliver
'Iov'IEpOv.
Mitsos
Line 89. Dittenberger [Kc-r(avos)] <ltiXtiros;Kirchner . . ./ 4>tIXvfrro;
and Oliver ['Io]vAX XtiXtrro;.Although this abbreviation is not usual for the name
Cassianus, it has been restored on the assumption that this man is to be identifiedwith
the hoplite general shortly after A.D. 200 (I.G., II', 1817), who probably was the
father of the archon of the same name (I.G., II2, 1832, A.D.225 or later) and grandfather of the ephebeof the same name (I.G., II', 2235, A.D.226/7-234/5).
Line 90. Julius Themison may be the same man as the eponymos of an unknown
tribe (Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 1, p. 31, A.D.169/70 or later).
Lines 90-93. A vertical line which may be merely a scratch, but which appears
intentional runs down the face of the stone in front of these four names.
Line 92. Dittenberger 'OK[par(Lo) ] 'PovioS; Kirchner 'OK[pa7] 'POfO;;OMitsos
'OKpSc'Epev 'Povios.

Oliver first saw the significance of this predicate of rank; see

below, p. 183.'1
Lines 93 and 94. Editors previous to Oliver again failed to recognize the
predicate of rank. These two are probably father and son.
Lines 96-98. Measurementindicates that the gap caused by the break in the stone
probably held three lines.
Line 99. The reading is clear, except for the final letter. The context seems to
guarantee the reading of the faint traces as a sigma. This letter is vital as an indicator
of whether or not the man held Roman citizenship. A BtSovAXX&o
0eoe&Xoqis attested
as prytanis of Paiania in a catalogue of 162/3 (I.G., II2, 1772, line 6) and again in
166/7 (I.G., II2, 1773, line 13, [B,/3] 0E6cotXo,); these documents may be too early
to permit identification with the man in the Eleusinian list, but in that case they
probablylist his father.
Lines 100 and 101. 'Eirawpo68eroand 'A/o'iKavroq are probably brothers. An
Abaskantos son of Artemon of Kydathenaion was prytanis in the early third century
(I.G., II, 1826).
Line 102. Although the names Epaphrodeitos and Aphrodeisios are very common, two possible identifications are offered. A man of the same name of the deme
Steiria was ephebe in 192/3 (I.G., II2, 2130). Another possibility is that he is related
17AlthoughL. Robert,Noms indigenesdans l'Asie Mineuregreco-romaine,I (- Bibliotheque
archeologiqueet historiquede l'Institute francais d'archeologied'Istanbul,XIII) 1963, p. 221,
believesthat these involvean abbreviationfor Ocratius,whichhe describesas " parfaitementatteste."
The name is hardly commonat Athens. Further, the Eleusinianlist, without exception, avoids
giving more than two membersof any name,Roman or Greek. Accordingto Robert an exception
wouldhave to be madein the case of namesbeginningin Ocratius.
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to Aphrodisios son of Epaphroditos of Paiania, the hieraules of ca. A.D. 180,18and
to Epaphrodeitos son of Aphrodeisios of Paiania, the pyloros of the first century
after Christ (I.G., II2, 2301).
Line 104. 'Emraya0oKaoriovmay be the father of Ko&ogo'Eirayaf0ov
(line 154).
Lines 105 and 106. Zoilos and Agathonymos must be sons of the same Themistokles. Themistokles son of Zoilos (line 115) is probably a son of the former of the
brothers.
Line 107. In 209/10 a certain Diogenes son of Diogenes of Paiania was a
prytany member (I.G., II2, 1077 line 47), but the name is very common and the men
need not be the same. For still another man of the same name, see line 119 below.
Line 108. Kirchner 'AXEav8 [p]os @paarvXXov. Alexander, son of Pamphilos, is
probably a brother of Pamphilos, line 109.
Line 112. Kirchner 'OXvtmrS[sop]os [A] au Xo[v].
Line 113. Kirchner Awvvco-8 [wpo,]. Avow-vvo8
[oro] is also a possibility, but the
former is the much more common in Roman Athens. The index of I.G., III has no
examples of the latter. He may be identified with the Dionysodoros son of Dionysodoros of Paiania, a prytanis of around A.D. 210 (I.G., II2, 1826, line 22). The same
man was hyposophronistes in an ephebic decree of around A.D.200 (I.G., II2, 2193).
The gramnlateus of the bouleutai of Paiania in 169/70 was Dionysodoros, although
there is no patronymic or demotic to make the identification more certain (I.G., II2,
1776).
Line 114. An Asklepiodoros son of Dionysios is attested by an inscription
found on the North Slope of the Acropolis (Hesperia, IV, 1935, pp. 186-188, line 28).
This is a list of names dated to the early third century.
Line 115. See the note to lines 105 and 106.
Line 117. The name Asklepiades son of Zopyros occurs on a grave stele found
in the Athenian Agora (Hesperia, IV, 1935, no. 30, p. 67=7 I.G., II2, 10888), but
no demotic is preserved.
Line 119. See above, the note to line 107.
Line 122. Cheiliarchianus is an unusual name, formed by the addition of a
common Latin suffix to a Greek word originally indicating the commander of 1000
men, but in the Roman period used as the equivalent of the Latin tribunus mnilitum.
For another person of this name at Athens, see I.G., II2, 2239, line 277.
Line 123. If this is the same man as an ephebe of Pandionis (I.G., II2, 2039 +
2076), he would be well advanced in years. The rareness of the name indicates the

18
lepavAXrl'A4poSrLoS 'EEracfpo&tTov: Hesperia, III, 1934, no. 43, p. 56
II2, 1794 (ca. A.D. 180). lepavAXv 'A4poSdalmo: I.G., II2, 1795 (the date is
A.D. 183/4, Oliver ca. A.D. 198).
'A,poSde'Lo
['E7raop]o8dTrov HIaL[aves] :
186/7).
[epav'XArw]4X 'A0poeSdtos: I.G., II2, 1797 (Notopoulos, A.D. 181/2;
'ETrapo'SeCros 6 Ka` 'A4poSe'atos: S.E.G., XIV, 92 (A.D. 182/3).

(ca. A.D. 180); I.G.,
disputed, Notopoulos
I.G., II2, 1796 (A.D.
Oliver, ca. A.D. 191).
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likelihoodof a relationship. It is formed by the addition of the Latin suffix indicating
a dependencyto the Greek name Pasichares, or the feminine Pasichareia. A Statilia
Pasichareia is known in a document from Roman Athens (I.G., II2, 4043).
Line 124. Euodos son of Agathonymous may be related to the man of the same
name in line 159.
Line 125. Kirchner read ACK[/z]o; Mv[ - - -]. One is tempted to restore
AEt0f[iXov], but it would be the only example of the non-use of the luna to indicate
homonymous patronymic.
Line 127. The standard spelling of the patronymic would be 'EKXEKrov. The
epsilon and gamma are very small, but clear.
Line 129. Kirchner read MEE[]X[Lx]o ). This may be the father of the ephebe
of Pandionis, Memnon son of Memnon (I.G., II", 2235, of the year 226/7).
Line 130. Kirchner 'Abp[o8e] i&og KeXdSov. He may be the father of Kelados
and Dionysios, lines 156 and 157. An ephebic list of 230-235 (I.G., II2, 2237) includes Artemeisios, also called Dionysis son of Kelados, and Tryphon son of Kelados,
as ephebes of Pandionis, who are probably sons of Kelados son of Tryphon of
Kydathenaion. The "also called " of Artemeisios' name was probably to distinguish
him from Artemisios son of Kelados, of the Eleusinian document.
Lines 133-135 have been lost because of the break in the stone, but measurement
indicates that there were probablythree lines.
Lines 136 ff. have suffered damage from fire. The writing tends to become taller,
but with no compensating increase in interlinear space. The result is that the top of
one line tends to run up into the bottom of that above. The hand of the stonecutter
does not appearto have changed, rather he seems to have been tiring. The letters reach
a height of 0.07 m. in line 158.
Line 136. Pittakis 4[ ] ; Kirchner [.]H[ -].
Line 137. Pittakis 'Iv[
-]; Kirchner M[
].
[ /]rtLadSr'E .... o.
Line 140. Dittenberger was able to read 'AOrKX
Line 142. Artemidoros son of Autoboulos may be related to Autoboulos, also

called Artemidoros, line 149.
Line 144. An Aelius Kallias Paianieus was prytanis in 169/70 (I.G., II2, 1776).
Line 147. Pittakis KaXXtias Kai 'Apwkrro;Dittenberger KaXXkta6 Kai.....;
6oK[a ..... ] to.
Kirchner and Oliver KaXX)tias
Line 148. Pittakis and Dittenberger Zcwo-.uavao MevdvSpov; Kirchner Zxr.utavyos
[Me]vdvSpov;Mitsos and Oliver Zco-rtutavo Oep(cr)avS[p] ov.
Line 149. See the note to line 142.
Lines 152 and 153. Menodoros and Apollonios are probablybrothers.
Line 154. See the note to line 107.
Lines 156 and 157. See the note to line 130.
Line 158. Antiochos son of Alexander may be the same man as the member of
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the deme of Paiania whose gravestone was found in the Kerameikos (I.G., II2, 7023).
Line 159. See the note to line 124.
Lines 160 and 161. Botrys and Demylos are probably brothers.
Lines 162 and 163 are completely blank and must represent a break of some
sort in the list, but the reason for it is completely unknown.
Lines 164, 165, and 166. 'AcrKXmrrLta7r), 'AvOos 'A-cKX1mrLdS[ov], 'IovXcav0w
'AorKX'c
[d7[ov] are probably three brothers or a father and two sons. The letters,
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which tended to become larger down to line 164, now resume a smaller size after the
double vacat. The hand appears to be the same as above, but in this section he has
more difficultykeeping the letters on an even line.
Line 167, AWK(ivvto)Z&rLt,oT. Pittakis AtX ZCrtI.Lo; Dittenberger Me(piu)to)
Zcgoquog.Kirchner first saw the correct reading.
COLUMN III

No traces of this column are preserved on the topmost piece of fragment a, while
on the other two pieces there are only the initial letters of each name. The lines of
this column are clearly the work of a new hand. For details see below.
Line 171. Kape [vos?- ---

].

Lines 191-196. Measurementindicates that six lines are missing from this gap.
COLUMN IV

In column IV the lettering appears to have been resumed by the first hand. For
more details, see below for the hands.
Line 209. Since Hadrianis was the seventh tribe in the official order, it ought
to be the first in the fourth column. For the reconstructionof the stone see below.
COLUMN V

Line 211. Kekropis is the ninth in the order of tribes in the Roman period. For
its use in reconstructing the inscription, see below.
Lines 210, 211, 212, 213, and 214. No abbreviation signs were used for the
first four names, since they represented common Roman nomina, but the abbreviation
for Procilius was so noted. Elsewhere in this list abbreviationsare indicated regularly
with a line over the abbreviation.
Line 212. Gellius Polyzelos was a member of a distinguished Delphic and
Athenian family,20and is attested in two other inscriptions (B.C.H., XX, 1896, p.
719; I.G., II2, 3706). His father was archon in the early third century and his
For the join see M. Mitsos, 'Apx. 'Eq., 1950-51, no. 3, pp. 19-20.
For the stemma see Oliver, Expounders, p. 164. See also G. Daux, Chronologie Delphique,
Paris, 1943, p. 119.
19

20
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grandfather around A.D. 183. When Gellius Polyzelos filled his own archonship is
not yet known.
Line 215 was left blank probably as a division between Areopagites and nonAreopagites.
Line 216. The name of Claudius Sospis of the great priestly family of the Claudii
of Melite 21 cannot be restored here, since he was altar priest at the time of this list
(see line 1). This coupled with the estimated size of the lacuna suggest an ancestor
of the Memmius Sospis, son of Memmius, who was an ephebe between 230 and 235
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(I.G., II2, 2237).

Line 218. It is tempting to assume a stonecutter's error and insert a rho,
No name spelled as it is on the stone is attested.
NLKoaT<p>ar(ov).
FACE B

Line 1. All editors previous to Mitsos read omega. The bottom horizontal and
the lower part of the slanting stroke of the sigma are preserved.
Line 2. Of the upsilon only the vertical hasta is preserved clearly, but there are
traces of what might be the tip of the right hand slanting stroke. The spacing is such
that upsilon would fit properly. Compare the restorations on Face A, lines 3 and 1,
and Face B, line 6. This may be the end of the title of the archon of the genos.
Line 3. For the restoration see the communicationof Oliver, below.
Line 4. For the restoration see the communicationof Oliver, below.
the kappa and eta are
Line 6. Compare Face A, line 3. Of the word KqpPVKcov
rho
the
and
of
hastas
vertical
the
but
clear,
upsilon remain, but the peculiarities
only
of their spacing suggest these letters.
Line 7. CompareFace A, line 4.
Line 8. J. H. Oliver suggests per litteras [eKTr7Ej]vat. It should be noted that
fragment b actually was found in the vicinity of the Eleusinion in the city. The restoration of [6 racu']as fits the space available precisely, and a similar restoration seems
correct on Face A, line 4. This is probablythe treasurer of the genos.
There is no trace of further lettering on this side of the inscription, although it
is clear from line seven that a list of names should follow. The blank face on fragment
a extends for over 0.56 m. J. H. Oliver has made the following comments on the
relationship of this unfinished face to Face B and offered the following restorations
per litteras.
" The expense of the catalogue was borne personally by the treasurer, because his son
was chosen for initiation

a+6' Er7ial.

When the treasurer saw a first version of the heading on

marble, it displeased him and he decided to discard it. Inscription No. 1 was ignored; the stone
was turned in such a way as to hide it probably. Inscription No. 1 and the heading of No. 2,
being variants of the same type, supplement each other.
21

This family is related to the Gellii. For stemmata see Oliver, Expounders, pp. 80, 164.
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"The surest restoration is that of No. 2 line 3. The phrase of No. 1 Jv mr4XTr&aovoLaTam
as you rightly restore it, reappears in No. 2. On No. 2 line 5 you have a verb in the
singular. Since the name of the treasurer in neither version accompanies the nominative Tapuas,

avrvrwv,

the name must be sought above No. 1 and below (at least by implication) on No. 2. That
Ejovro0 in line 4 of No. 1, and it suggests for No. 2, line 6 the
imposes the restoration Trau]
restoration 6 vw[s avrov]. The heading of No. 2 is much superior to No. 1 both in economy
and taste. No. 2, line 2 may have read 'Err Bwo [w demotic 7ravryvpLapXat]."
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Face A shows evidence of the work of two separate hands, the first cutting column
III and probably lines 1-5 of the heading, while the second did columns I, II, IV, V
and line 6 of the heading. The first hand may be characterized by the squareness of
his style, since he avoids curved lines. Note particularly the squared omega and epsilon
of column III versus the curved ones of the other columns. He uses a squared epsilon
and sigma also in the heading. He makes larger letters than the second hand. The
second hand tends more to curvilinear shapes and his letters tend to be broader and
shorter. The sizes and spacing of his letters are not always consistent (compare
lines 7-16 with lines 147-161).
Many different dates have been suggested for this document. Dittenberger dated
EM 5898 to 163/4 (or 162/3) on the basis of the archonship of Memmius the Altar
Priest, while Kirchner, using a different chronology, dated it to 161/2 for the same
reason, while he suggested a date at the end of the first century for EM 3628 and
8542, the former on the basis of letter forms, the latter on prosopographicalgrounds.
Mitsos, using letter forms alone, would have it as late as the second half of the third
century, while Oliver, in his attempt to fit the document into an historical context,
suggested 164/5.
Since letter forms cannot be used with any great accuracy during the Roman
period, the dating will have to be made on prosopographicalgrounds. One well attested
family is that of Alkamenes and Alkamenes, Junior (see lines 13 and 14 and commentary thereto). Roman citizenship is attested for the third generation listed on the
stemma. In I.G., II2 2191 the prenomenand nomen are given for M. Aur. Alkamenes,
the man who would have been anticosmete, but not for his father, the cosmete, probably indicating that the former had received the grant only recently from either
Marcus Aurelius or Commodus. This was the key for reconstructing the stemma.
This Eleusinian list must be dated either within the lifetime of the father of the
cosmete of 195/6, but not earlier than the archonship of that cosmete, or if we want
to identify the two in the Eleusinian list with a later generation, before the grant of
citizenship to the would-be anticosmete (and certainly before 195/6).
The family of Syntrophos (lines 9 and 11 and commentary thereto) is of little
help, since the relationship of Synthrophos son of Syntrophos to the rest is not clear.
Even if we assume that he was the father of Eleutheros, Euelpistos and Epigonos, the
range of possible dating could still cover over fifty years. The grandfather of Gellius

Polyzelos (line 212 and commentary) was archon in A.D. 183, but there is no indica-
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tiQnat what ages he, his son, and his grandson were archons. Because of the prominence of the family it may be assumed that at least the later generations served at a
relatively early age, and it would be possible for all three to have served by the early
third century.
The other indicators include Cassianus Philippos (lines 89 and commentary),
who was hoplite general in the early third century (but two other citations in the
commentary would have to be applied to some other man of the same name); Epaphrodeitos son of Aphrodeisios, who was ephebe in 192/3 (line 102 and commentary;
again note that one citation must be referred to another man of the same name). A
certain Diogenes son of Diogenes (lines 108 and commentary) and Dionysodor;s
son of Dionysodoros (line 114 and commentary) were prytaneis around A.D. 210. The
final decision must remain to find that point of balance between the tendency of the
family of the Gellii to make the document later and that of the family of Alkamenes
to make it earlier. In the light of the present evidence that point would seem to fall
in the early third century.
In plotting the reconstruction of the whole stone a beginning was made fromn
Face B, line 8 because of the greater consistency of letter size and spacing in order to
determine the distance between fragments a and b.22 The completion of the restoration and the allowance for margins indicated that the stele would be around 0.83 nm.
wide. The measurementsfrom Face B can be applied to Face A, permitting estimates
of the lengths of the lines. Except for a slight crowding in line 3, the restorations
suggested in the commentary all seem to fit, thus confirming the measuremnentsnlade
on Face B.
The plotting of the position of the columns is based upon two sorts of datathe preserved traces of columns I, II, III, IV and V and the estimated width of these
and of the missing columns. The distance from the left hand edge of column I to the
left hand edge of column II on fragment a is ca. 0.115 m., and from the left hand edge
of column II to the left hand edge of column III is 0.105-0.11 m. If the position of
fragment b is actually as it has been plotted above, then the distance from the left
hand edge of column III to the left hand edge of column V is 0.23 m. making an
average width of 0.115 m. for each of the two columns. The remains of column V
have been measuredto at least a width of 0.135 m., a full 0.02 m. wider than any other
column. Line 215, although not fully preserved, has traces of an abbreviation sign at
the end, thus indicating that the beginning of the next line is not far beyond. The
total distance from the left hand edge of the stone through the maximum preserved
width of column V is 0.615 m., leaving 0.215 m. at the right hand side. If 0.02 m.
2 The restoration was accomplished by the use of tracings of the preserved portions, and each
letter which has been restored, whenever possible, has been traced from the tracings of the preserved
portions. See Plate 3.
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is permitted for a margin, a width of 0.195 m. is left for the last two columns containing the last three tribes. If we assume that the last column, containing only half
as many names as any other column, allowed two lines per name (one each for name
and patronymic), this leaves ca. 0.125 m. for column VI and ca. 0.065 for column VII,
figures well within the maximum and minimum widths of the other columns.
At the time of this catalogue there were thirteen tribes, who were listed in a very
regular official order: Erechtheis, Aigeis, Pandionis, Leontis, Ptolemais, Akamantis,
Hadrianis, Oineis, Kekropis, Hippothontis, Aiantis, Antiochis, and Attalis. Since
each of the preserved columns is headed by the name of a tribe, and the fifth column
is headed by the nane of the ninth tribe, each column must have contained a list for
two tribes, thereby confirming the evidence of column I, where the names of two tribes
are preserved, while the second column, if we accept the readings of former editors,
begins with the name of the third tribe. Thus the restorations of the names of Aigeis
in line 70 and of Hadrianis in line 205 are assured. The stele would have contained
six full columns of two tribes each and one half column listing a single tribe.
Oliver, basing his readings on those of previous editors, restored line 75 as [ot
OVK 'Ap]eoiray- (see commentary). This, he judged, was the point of division between
Areopagites and non-Areopagites. Since it has been shown that the line actually contains a name, some other criterion must be found for making this division. Two
become apparent from a study of the stone. First, in line 215 there is a vacat following a list of five Areopagites. It seems natural that this probablyrepresenteda change
in the status of persons whose names appear on the list. But this is the only example
of such a vacat sufficientlyclose to the top of a column. Therefore a second criterion
might be applied. In the listing of Pandionis the ninth through eleventh names are
all Roman Knights. The list preceding them contains eight ordinary Roman citizens
and an Athenian citizen. Such a sharp contrast in the order of precedence would
seem to indicate that the equites were at the head of a new category of names, which
probablywould be that of the non-Areopagites. There is no other place in the inscription where this criterion can be applied, since elsewhere individual Roman citizens are
frequently mixed among the Athenian citizens, and since with a single exception in
line 210 there are no other Roman equites. It is also possible that a division was
indicated between lines 95 and 99 where three lines have been lost because of the
splitting of the stone.
Using these criteria for dividing the lists, it is possible to estimate the numbers of
Areopagites in each tribe. For the tribe Erechtheis the division is probably lost in
the break between the two upper pieces of fragment a (lines 18-21), since no other
indicator is to be found. This permits a total of 9 to 11 names of Areopagites. The
evidence from the tribe Aigeis is too scanty to permit any conclusions. Using the
criterion indicated above we may conclude that there were eight Areopagites from
Pandionis. The top portion of the list from Ptolemais is lost (col. III) and no names
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are preserved from Hadrianis (col. IV). There are five names preserved above the
vacat for Kekropis. The significance of these calculations for the study of the constitution of Athens has been discussed above (see pp. 56-57).
The major contribution of Oliver was the recognition that the stone was con-

nected with the Eleusinian Mysteries 23 on the basis of the appearanceof the initiate
from the hearth. This is confirmed by the recently found fragment which indicates
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that the stele was to be set up in the Eleusinion and permits the restorations of the
name of the geinos of the Kerykes. -Many other suggestions had been made previously:
an ephebic catalogue,24 in which the Areopagites would have been the ephebic Areo'
pagites;'" a list of men's names from Roman times, perhaps military officers; and
the catalogue of a genos.27 Oliver suggested that this is a list of initiates. He
assumed that because no other lists have come down to us, the ordinary records of

the initiates were kept on a perishable material, and, since this was on stone, it represented an extraordinary occasion. He therefore connected it with the initiation of
Lucius Verus in 164/5. The new chronological data has rendered this suggestion
improbable. If this is a list of initiates accompanying an emperor it would have to be
a later emperor, possibly Septimius Severus, although he was initiated before he
became emperor.28
Certain factors argue against the identification as a list of initiates. According

to Oliver's calculations 20 if all of the archons became Areopagites, the total of the
Areopagus would be less than 150 members, but it has been estimated that this list
has the names of around 100 Areopagites (see above, pp. 56-57). Is it possible that
over two-thirds of the Areopagus was initiated on one occasion? It also seems likely
that a disproportionatelylarge percentageof the populationof Athens was represented
on the huge stele.30 Finally, the stele apparently contains only the names of male
Athenians, while initiation in the Mysteries was open to anyone who desired it. Fromi
the heading as restored one might expect that it were a catalogue of a genos, butttlis
explanation is equally unacceptable. Two such catalogues are known from Roman
Athens, one of the Kerykes (I.G., II2, 2340 and B.C.H., LXXIII, 1949, no. V, pp.
359-360) and one of the Amynandridai (I.G., II2, 2338). In the former three tribes
whose catalogues are complete have a total of 25 names, and in the latter three com23Hesperia,XXVII, 1958, pp. 38-46.
24EM

8542: Dittenberger,I.G., III, 1233; Kirchner,I.G., II2, 1999; M. Mitsos, 'Apx.'E4.,
1950-51,pp. 29-33. EM 3628: Kirchner,I.G., II2, 2003. EM 5898: M. Mitsos,'ApX.,'EO.,1950-51,

pp.29-33.
26

As in I.G., II2, 1990.

26

Pittakis, 'E4. 'Apx., 1858, no. 3398, pp. 1777-78 for EM 8542.

Kirchner,I.G., II2, 2339A of EM 5898.
On his initiation,see Day, Ec. Hist., p. 200, note 141, citing the authorof the vita Severi,
III, 7 amongthe ScriptoresHistoriaeAugustae.
29
Hesperia,XXVII, 1958,pp. 45-46.
30There are
fifty-ninenameslisted for Erechtheisand seventy-eightfor Pandionis. Projecting
these figuresto all thirteentribesgives a total of eight hundredninetynames.
27
28
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plete tribal lists have 26 names. Projecting these figures, we find that the probable
total contained between 100 and 110 names. Further the former list has names of
the members of the same genos as that which would supposedly have been catalogued
in the list from the Eleusinion, and both of these are approximatelycontemporary.
In all, in the Eleusinian list, twenty-six Areopagites are listed. Among them there
is only one Ronan citizen entitled to the predicate of rank Kpa6crToR. Otherwise there
are 17 Roman citizens, four whose families are on the verge of obtaining Roman
citizenship, and only four for whom only Athenian citizenship is attested. Among the
others listed, aside from the three KparTroL, there are only eight Roman citizens from
among the 95 for whom a determination can be made.
Two other inscribed fragments are related to the Eleusinian list by their nature,
i.e. lists of names, and by the character of their script.
c) Agora I 6022 (Pls. 4, 6), a non-joining possible fragment which would align
vertically with EM 5898. It was found on 16 June, 1947 in a latest Roman-early
Byzantine context southwest of the market square, east of the great drain. It appears
to belong to the bottom left-hand corner of a stele. Broken away at the top, on the
right side and at the back, it does have the right side and roughly worked bottom
surface preserved. The bottom is chipped away probably where it was attached to its
base. It is of Pentelic marble. Height, 0.093 m.; width, 0.20 m.; thickness, 0.092 m.;
letter height, 0.005-0.007 m.
d) Agora I 6390 (Pls. 4, 6), a non-joining, non-aligning possible fragment. It
was found on 29 May, 1951 in an early Byzantine road fill northeast of the Temple of
Ares. It is broken away on all four sides and at the back. It is of Pentelic marble.
Height, 0.107 m.; width, 0.065 m.; thickness, 0.042 m.; letter height, 0.004-0.007 m.
Fragment c
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2
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Commentaryto fragment c:
Line 1. The reading was first seen by J. }H.Oliver and communicatedper litteras.
Line 2. Claudius Lysiades may be a member of the distinguished Claudii of
Melite, whose stemma has been worked out by Oliver, Expounders, pp. 76-81. If he
is, this fragment cannot be associated with the Eleusinian list, since the tribe of
Kekropis would not have been found at the end of the first column.
After line 3 the stone is blank for about three or four lines, and then the apparent
bottom is reached.
Fragment c is doubtful primarily because of the presence of Claudius Lysiades.
The length of the lines is greater than the width of the first column on the upper
part of the stele, although this would be likely if the second column had ended at a
higher level on the stele. The former objection might be answered if it were supposed
that at the bottom of the list there was a group of officials or dignitaries, but this is
tenuous.
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To a pair of joined fragments in the Epigraphical Museum in Athens (EM 9494
and 9497) the Agora Excavations have produced three new related pieces. Of the
fragments in the Epigraphical Museum the uppermost was first published by K.
Pittakis;1 both were published by W. Dittenberger.2 J. Kirchner 3 first saw that they
joined, and in this form they were republishedby J. H. Oliver.4 A. E. Raubitschek 5
republishedthe imperial titles as contained in this documentwith his own restorations.
The first of the Agora fragments (Agora I 2138) which joins the pieces in the Epigraphical Museum was published by B. D. Meritt.6 Two additional pieces (Agora I
6935 and 3703) are here published for the first time.7 In the course of this study the
following system of enumerationwill be used.
Fragment a: EM 9494 + 9497, Pentelic marble, now in the Epigraphical
Museum at Athens, but originally found on the Acropolis in the Pinakotheke and in
the Propylaia respectively. Each is broken away on all sides; the roughly worked back
is partially preserved.
Height, 0.43 m.; width, 0.17 m.; thickness, 0.09 m.
Letter height, 0.007-0.009 m.
Fragment b: Agora I 2138, Pentelic marble, found on 25 October 1934 in the
wall of a modern house east of the north part of the Odeion (N-O 10) and identified
by B. D. Meritt. It is broken away on all sides, but the roughly worked back is
preserved. The face is very badly worn. This piece joins the fragments in the Epigraphical Museum.
Height, 0.265 m.; width, 0.18 m.; thickness, 0.10 m.
Letter height, 0.007-0.009 m.
1 L'Ancienne

Athnes, Athens, 1835, p. 327.
2I.G., III, 43 (from the transcript of Koehler), 42 (from the transcripts of Koehler and
Velsen). He realized that both fragments came from the same stone, but not that they joined.
8 I.G., II2, 1112.
4
Gerusia, no. 26, pp. 122-123.
5 " Commodus and Athens," Hesperia,
Suppl. VIII, 1949, p. 286.
22.
no.
29,
XXIX,
1960,
p.
8Hesperia,
7
Although Agora I 6935 was noted in the annual report of the Agora Excavations for the year
1959; see H. Thompson, Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, p. 365.
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Fragment c: Agora I 6935, Pentelic marble, found on the first of July 1959
in the demolition of the foundation of the gymnasium above the front foundation of
South Stoa II, near its middle (M 15). The right edge and back are preserved, but
it is broken away on all other sides. Down the right side is a vertical groove, probably
decorative, and the angle where this side meets the front surface has been beveled.
Height, 0.36 m.; width, 0.43 m.; thickness, 0.09 m.
Letter height, 0.008 m.
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Fragment d: Agora I 3703, Pentelic marble, consisting of two pieces, P 112
and P 308, the former found on 7 March 1936 and the latter on 8 May 1936, both
in modern fill north of the Odeion. The two pieces were joined by Meritt. The right
side and the roughly worked back are preserved. A vertical groove runs down the
right side aligning with the groove of fragment c.
Height, 0.145 m.; thickness, 0.07 m.; width, 0.125 m.
Letter height, 0.007 m.
NON-ZTOIX. ca. 85.

A.D. 182-184
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The new fragment confirms the basic soundness of the restoration of the imperial
titles by A. E. Raubitschek.8 A few changes must be made in the titulature of individual emperors, but none is of major significance. Line 27 indicates that fuller
titulature was given for Marcus Aurelius, while a minimum was given for Antoninus
Pius. The lacuna at the beginning of line 18 is too short to permit both Evrefrj3s
and c/8ao-rC5, and so only the latter may be retained. That the addressee of all of the

letters in the series was the gerusia was first recognized by J. H. Oliver 9 who restored
it from line 11.
LETTER I

Because of its poor state of preservation few conclusions can be reached regarding the contents of this letter. Clues are found in the expression TCrv0pco[v (line 3)
and OptEL (line 5). The former probably refers to reserved areas of land,10but
whether sacred lands or property held or administered by the gerusia is not certain;
the latter is used of setting boundaries in the widest possible meaning of the word.
The letter has instructions that some person or other shall exercise supervision (line
4) but no other details are preserved. Line 7 has been restored on the basis of lines
14-15 and 26 below. The final tau-epsilon of E]VTVXELTforms a ligature ( ).
LETTER II

For the restoration of the opening words of the emperor's reply (line 12).
see Hesperia, XXX, 1961, no. 31, pp. 231-236, line 16. Such a restoration fits precisely the space available here. Kirchner, followed by Oliver, restored the next phrase
Commodus and Athens," Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, 1949, p. 286.
Gerusia, no. 26, pp. 122-123.
10For the
probable meaning of opos here see Oliver, " Horoi as Reserved Areas," Greek, Roman
and Byzantine Studies, IV, 1963, pp. 141-143.
8

"

9
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IV

[r]ov eXatov on the analogy of Hadrian's oil law,1 lines 2 (ol rov eXa&ov
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and 62 (TrXcov Et1 TO0EK T7V

but the difference in gender argues against

rpiwuv

this.

7X 6ySowv

Probably a

better precedent is to be found in an ephebic document (I.G., II2, 1028, line 79)
which honors a cosmete because he provided for r'73 rov eXatov 0E'erew.12 The phrase
KaLvorouLetv
wE[pt-(line

-L7)]

13) is commonly used in endowments to forbid altera-
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tions of customs or regulations.13This letter, then, is a reply to a letter of inquiry sent
by the gerusia concerning the oil supply. The emperor advises that they not alter their
former practise.14 Precisely what aspect of the public oil supply was allotted to the
gerusia is not known. Because of the brevity of the letter the phrase-ri]v

'XtKiav

(line 14) also must have reference to regulations regarding the distribution of oil,
but whether it refers to the age of those who might give it or those who used it
cannot be determined. For the restoration of line 15, see lines 7 and 26.
LETTER III

This letter apparently begins with a reference to ancestral practice (line 20).
Meritt (Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, no. 29, p. 22) reads the beginning of line 22 as

- --

a,]yS&vt TO p'[v

]v

EyKWL/UJt

r[-

- -.

The only textual

difference

between

his

reading and that given above is the interpretation of a single uncertain letter as either
tau or zeta, and either reading is possible. Since the encomium was generally given

in praise of the victors, one might restore TCrvEv ayo'wvo,uevov.'" It is also true that
contests in encomia were parts of the various games.'6 The word eyKwficwt has been

misspelled by the insertion of an iota after the first omega, a not uncommonmistake."7
Two themes predominate in the letter, that of participation in a contest and that of
gaining citizenship, with the latter dependent upon the victory in the contest. Reference is made to an example (line 23); and the emperor himself grants permission,
but for what precisely is not clear (line 25). Provisions concerning the conduct of

11I.G., II2, 1100, but see the edition of Oliver, Ruling Power, pp. 960-963.
This example comes from the year 100/99 B.C.; other examples of similar phraseology from
other Greek cities within the Empire are to be found in the following documents: S.I.G.,5 717, line
79; Laum, Stiftungen, no. 72, line 10; no. 136, line 10.
13
E.g. in endowments, see L. Robert, etudes Anatoliennes (=- 1tudes Orientales, V, 1937),
" ces formules, ....Kavorouojraat se retrouvent dans les documents relatifs a des fondations,
316,
p.
lorsqu'on precise l'interdiction d'innovation et les peines attachees a une telle tentative."
14
In the third letter note another probable example of a call to ancestral practice, line 20.
15For this phrase used with this meaning see I.G., II2, 3112, where it has been partially erased.
See the comments of Graindor, Tibere a Trajan, p. 52 and above, p. 137. For the dative after
aywovzotevwv see again I.G., II2, 3112, line 2.
16On the encomium as a part of the games see Johannes Frei, De Certaminibus Thymelicis,
Diss. Basel, 1900, pp. 36-41.
17 See K. Meisterhans-E.
Schwyzer, Grammatik der attischei Inschriften8, p. 67, no. 13; E.
Mayser, Graimmatikder Griechischen Papyri aus der Ptolemiierzeit, I, Berlin, 1923, pp. 132-137,
especially 136 b.
12
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games would naturally fall to the gerusia in its agonothesia of the Panathenaia and
games in honor of the imperial house.
LETTERSIV AND V

The final two letters are only preserved in fragments and no conclusions can
be drawn about the contents.
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Three accurate dates may be assigned to various portions of the text. The
second letter (see line 10) is dated by the fifth imperial salutation, which occurred in
the course of A.D. 182,18and this was supersededby a sixth acclamation in 183. Thus
a restoration of either the seventh or eighth tribunician power and the third or fourth
consulship is possible. The third letter is dated by the eighth tribunician power (see
line 18), which probably ran from 10 December 182 to 10 December 183.19 Since
the consulship was not assumed until the first of January, this letter might have
been written during the closing days of the third consulship (10 December 1821 January 183) or during the fourth (1 January 183-10 December 183). Either the
fifth imperial salutation (during the course of 182) or the sixth (during 183) may
be restored. The fourth letter can be dated only by its position between the third
and fifth. The fifth letter was written after the seventh imperial salutation (line 37),
but before " Brittanicus was added to the imperial titles, since the reconstructed
heading allows no room for its inclusion. Therefore it may be dated to sometime in
the year 184.18The ninth tribunicianpower and the fourth consulshipmay be restored.
The known number of imperial letters concerning the gerisia of the Athenians
now totals eleven.2 It has been shown that Gerusia, nos. 24 and 25 can be
joined and belong to the same stele.21 It is clear from the new fragments of
Gerusia, no. 26 that these five letters belong to a second stele. The two stelai can be
differentiated by thickness (Gerusia, no. 24/25, 0.07m.; no. 26, 0.09m.), by
letter height (no. 24/25, 0.007 m.; no. 26, 0.009 m.) and by the facts that no. 26 has
a smoother side surface into which a vertical groove has been cut and that the edge
where the face meets the side has been beveled away, while no. 24/25 has neither the
groove nor the beveling.
The letters preservedon the first stele 22 are six in numberand begin with the first
18 The dates are based upon H. Mattingly, Coins of the Roman Empire in the British Museum,
IV. London, 1940, pp. clvi-clviii and 770-796.
19For the date of the assumption of the tribunician power see Mason Hammond, "The
Tribunician Day during the Early Empire," M.A.A.R., XV, 1938, pp. 53, 60; H. Mattingly, " Tribunicia Potestate," J.R.S., XX, 1930, pp. 83-84.
20Oliver, Gerusia, nos. 24-26, pp. 108-123; Meritt, Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, no. 29, p. 22;
Hcsperia, XXX, 1961, no. 31, pp. 231-236; Oliver, Hesperia, XXX, 1961, pp. 402-403; and this
publication.
21
Meritt, Hesperia, XXX, 1961, no. 31, pp. 231-236.
22Gerusia, nos. 24 and 25; see the summary in Meritt, Hesperia, XXX, 1961, pp. 235-236.
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communication from the emperor regarding the founding of a gerusia. This first
letter was addressed to the boule of the Areopagus, the boule of the five hundred, and
the demos in the autumn of A.D. 176. It is not until the third letter of A.D. 178 or 179
that the gerusia was actually in existence, since the second, of A.D. 178, again was
addressed to the three governing corporations. The remaining three letters were sent
between some time in A.D. 179 and some time in 181 or 182. Since the second letter
of the second stele must be dated to sometime in 182 or 183, and since the average
frequency of letters is about one a year, it is hardly likely that the first stele held more
than one additional letter. It seems doubtful that there can have been more than the
single letter, partially preserved as letter 4 of the second stele, between the first four
letters of this stele and the fifth letter on fragment d because of the relatively small
lapse of time. Since the first stele has approximately four times as many lines of which
some part is preserved as are preserved for the second stele, it is possible that the
second stele contained additional letters for which no evidence has yet appeared.
Although the character of the lettering is remarkably uniform, it is probable
that the two stelai were set up at different times, if we may judge by the differences
listed above. Each stele was probably erected as it was needed. The series of letters
must have been on public display for well over ten years, since they were still standing
not only at the time of the damnatio memoriae of Commodus,but in 195, when Conmodus was restored to honor by Septimius Severus and his name reinscribedwithin the
erasure.
The identities and significance of the three men named at the end of each letter
will be discussed elsewhere by J. H. Oliver.
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(Plate 4)
The preserved portion of this list consists of six joining fragments, one nonjoining inscribed fragment which can be aligned with lines 6-8, and several small
non-joining uninscribed chips. The lot was found on 14 July 1954 in the wall of a
pithos of the Turkish period located west of the propylon of the bouleuterion in the
Athenian Agora. The inscribed surface is convex, as if the document had originally
been written on a large drum. The first three lines were inscribed within a pediment,
in the center of which there is a large boss. The pediment is separated from the body
of the text by a simple raised moulding.
a. The six joined fragments.
Height (overall) 0.45 m., (inscribed face) 0.35 m.; width, 0.22 m.; thickness, 0.18 m.
Height of letters, lines 1-3, 0.014-0.016 m., lines 4-10, 0.019 m.
Inv. No. I 6685a.

A.D.

b. The aligning fragment.
Height, 0.18 m.; width, 0.04 m.; thickness, 0.105 m.
Height of letters, 0.019 m.
Inv. No. I 6685b.
NON-ITOIX. ca. 18-19
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Lines 4-8 have been restored on the basis of I.G., II2, 1775, of the year 168/9,
a prytany list in which the same archon and hoplite general are named. A third
prytany list (Hesperia, XVI, 1947, no. 80, p. 178) of this same year makes it the
earliest year since the conquest of Sulla from which more than two boards of
prytaneis are honored (see above, p. 97). The hoplite general, Valerius Mamertinus,
had been archon two years previously in 166/7 (I.G., IP, 1773). Both the years 167/8
(I.G., II2, 1774) and 169/70 (I.G., II2, 1776, 1778, 2097, 3749; Hesperia, XI, 1942,
no. 19, p. 52) were years of anarchy.

The pediment, as reconstructed, would not admit the names of both Marcus
Aurelius and Lucius Verus. Therefore it may be assumed that the list was inscribed
sometime between the death of Lucius Verus in January or February 169 (see P.I.R.',
II, 1936, no. 606, pp. 138-141) and the beginning of the new Athenian year in Boedromion1 or October of 169.2
The restorations have been made without regard for syllabic division of words
principally because such restorations better fit the estimated lengths of the lines and
because syllabic divisions would cause disproportions in the lengths of the lines.
Beneath this heading there probably was a list of prytaneis.
Graindor,Hadrien,pp. 15-17.
For a discussionof these equivalenciessee Oliver, A.J.P., LXXI, 1950, p. 171. The new
und
moonwouldhavefallenon 7 October,accordingto F. K. Ginzel,Handbuchder mathematischen
2

technischen Chronologie, II, Leipzig, 1911, p. 552.
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43oi-
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apoLKov KaxL co

Nipova
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Mky?aros,

IV, 8-10, 16-18, 27-29, 35-37

Ewftcows vwos &coiw'A8puavov
ATHENIANS

'AXAcavyposHlajoiLov of Pandionis, III, 108
father of ['AAx]a?Piv of Erechx]a'dv
['AAl

'Afda,wazros'AprMUwvoof Pandionis, III, 101
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'Aya&wvvwvo

theis, III, 13

III, 128

['Ax]axac v

'AyaO[alv]vuosfather of EoS8os of Pandionis, III,
124
] father of Eio8so of Pandionis, III,
'AyaO4v^[Mo[

theis, III, 14
] of Ptolemais, III, 177
'Av[

III, 155

[ov] of Pandionis, III, 165
"Av8o, 'ATxA7,rla[8

III,

see rapyXi.to.
'AvYrxos,
'AvrYoXo'AAcadv
8pov] of Pandionis, III, 158

128

?U (iX(ovs) of Pandionis, III,
'AyaOvt,t [o] Oqrrov
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['AvYr]wapo;,

['AroX]Ad8wposKeAoov of Erechtheis, III, 27
'AroAAoXo4v 'AXActvspovof Pandionis, III, 103
'Aro,Aov(8r Meyvovos of Pandionis, III, 150
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'A7roXAAm
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---]
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... ] of Erechtheis, III, 32, 33

III, 84
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XwYVO
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-

] of Ptolemais, III, 198
[
AIX(ito) KaAXas of Pandionis, III, 144
AA (tos) 2 [- - -] vo, Areopagite of Pandionis,
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III, 85
AI[- - -

III, 126
'A7roXXMAwvos
IV, 7, 15, 26
'A7roAAwvtov,
'A7roXwvtoq AtoyEvov[s] of Pandionis, III, 153
x (a'), of Erech'Apa,rod[j8]ovA(o), [ .....] ]

- -] of Ptolemais, III, 176

'AA?^av[8pos] father of 'Avri'oXosof Pandionis,

theis, III, 66.

III, 158
'AAftavSpo

father of 'ArroXAoIrvvsof Pandionis,

'Aptc/S,p (os),

ATodfouvAos6 x(al),

of Pandi-

onis, III, 149

III, 103

'ApredioSpo' Avrof3ovXovof Pandionis, III, 142
KcAXSovof Pandionis, III, 130
'Apreqx[cE]oaLo
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father
'ApTe'qtcro

'AAt'avSpos father of ZWofouavo'of Pandionis,
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'AAeav8pos father of Av8os of Pandionis,
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of Pandionis, III, 138
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Aro[

'ABrfvaowMovowoo[v] of Pandionis, III, 141
[....
-] of Erechtheis, III,
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of
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of At^vAos
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Zo'rv[p]os

of Pandionis, III, 116, 117

'AaoxAprlamS ('AoraKAXrncov) of Pandionis,

III,

164
'Aqpo8eaw'ovof Erechtheis,

III,

35
- - -], Areopagite of Pandi-

'AacKXArc
-7VA[-

'HpaKXdA'ou of Pandionis, III, 131
rapyiXLAo 'AvrTKOF,O KpaTtfros, IV, 7, 14

raL[os]

rA(X(Ato) IIoAXv;Xos, Areopagite

of Kekropis,

III, 212
AeL,[- - - -] father of Adet#Aosof Pandionis,
III, 125
- -]
of Pandionis, III, 125
of Ptolemais, III, 179
------]
father of 'Aa#cXpraS8rlr
of Pandionis,
Anr[- - -]
AdEcLAo A?CL[-

onis, III, 91

ov of Pandionis,
'AaOtKrXvuLS 'EyAoKT

III, 127
'ST
of
]
Pandionis, III, 140
'A,KAXFrmu [['ArxA] ?7Ir-an KaKprou, Areopagite of Erech-

-

theis, III, 16

KeXoov of Erechtheis, III, 28
of Pandionis, III, 114
'A<rtX7v[t].OposFA&tovvaov
see
'ArraAov,
AOvf(iL&o)
of Erechtheis,
'ArrTTU father of [........]
['AaKAX]pIw&

III, 45
'AT-rtuxfather of [........]

of Erechtheis, III,

57

A':p(wAos) A^v'Aos, Areopagite

of Pandionis,

III, 88

,[-

III, 91
[... A] y4rTpto;, Areopagite of Erechtheis, III,
15
A7,Av)tAo,see Avp( 7Xto0)
of Pandia7,u;Aos father of B4tpvg and AW^AXo#

onis, III, 160, 161
A^7/LAosAo
'AoKXprr'Sov of Pandionis, III, 116

A,urxAos (Ar/,VAov) of Pandionis, III, 161

- - -] of Ptolemais, IfI, 199

o [--

Atoye?fs father

of 'ArroAXvLtos and M?v4,Spo'; of

Pandionis, III, 153, 152.

[A']p((Xktos) Ocdevos, Areopagite

of Erech-

theis, III, 12

Ai'ro/3ovXo father of 'ApLqd8wposof Pandionis,

III, 142
o K(al) 'Ap7Teu8Dp(os) of Pandionis,

III, 149

Ai'4(iS&os) #ArraXos, Areopagite

of Kekropis,

III, 213

[....
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BrqpaTrtavo',see KX(avw8os)
Bi/3ov'A(tos) Odo'qAos of Pandionis, III, 99

'Aa,KX,trtla8 father of 'AvOos, 'AcrKXpnvdtLSF
and
'TovXtav of Pandionis, III, 165, 164, 166

Ai;o'ftovXos

M [apa0^yvc,],

of Erech-

theis, III, 61

['ArKXAqJr/].,8

MaocpTyr [o]

of Erech-

KC6 EaoX/bmUv of Pandionis, III, 146
'ApXuLXc o

father of [ ........]
'AacKXrmprub7s

[BaXikpr] os

general in 168/9, V, 6-8
I of Ptolemais, III, 170
Bao,A[- - BatX[
-] of Ptolemais, III, 172

III, 101, 100
'AaKXTjrt
[ad8] father of [ ......] ]t

213
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Au] (l3tos)

ALovvwo'8posof Erechtheis,

III, 41
A4 (iStos) MapccXAXo,Areopagite of Kekropis,

III, 211

Atoyevwpfather of Atoyev7 of Pandionis, III, 107
Aloye'v

father of

of Pandionis, III, 119

Atoyevq (Aloyevovs) of Pandionis, III, 107
AloyVE'v (Atoyyvovi) of Pandionis, III, 119
of Pandionis, III, 143
IIlaavAcvov
Aioy, [f].
[0o]&)pos of PandiAlo?rvrtos father of 'AarKXpr
onis, III, 114
Alovi'oto father of XeCLtapXLtavo of Pandionis,

III, 122
ALtoVytoS 'ApreuTr/'[ov]
ALovvro8opov,

'AopoSedatos, see 'IovX(tos).

ALovvaoS [(pos]

['A] poSciatos father of [ ..... ]Xos and ['Aaof Erechtheis, III, 31, 35
KX7]7drta8n7s
of 'ETrafpdoeSt[ro] of Pandifather
'A4po8elrato

Atovvwro,d
[pos]

onis, III, 102

ALoyevq

of Pandionis, III, 157

see Avi(8too5)
father of Atovvwo'8[tpos]

of Pan-

dionis, III, 113
[pov] ) of Pandionis,
(atowvoao8

III. 113
Xovov of Pandionis, III, 126
alo1varoKxXi ['AroA]A
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of Ptolemais, III, 203

'EyAcKroS father of 'AoaKirXitaSr; of Pandionis,

III, 127
EiprjvaZio,see IIpoKiA(AXos)
'EACuLtposSwrpo'bov, Areopagite of Erechtheis,

III, 11
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father of ra [os] of Pandionis, III,
'HpaKAsxXdS
131

III, 140
E[
----]

-] of Ptolemais, III, 185
--] of Ptolemais, III, 189

'E7rayaBoq father of Kaatlosof Pandionis, III, 154

'EdrcyaOovKao'ov of Pandionis, III, 104
'E7ra4pSeuros 'ApTr4Xwv(oq) of Pandionis, III,

100

'A0po8eLo'ovof Pandionis, III,
102
Xvvrpo'ov, Areopagite of Erechtheis,
'ETrtyovos
III, 9
'Era4poeCL [ro]

Epar[- -

-

] of Pandionis, III, 136
6 Kpa (TorToS) of Pandionis,
'Epv (YvwO) 'POi.o,

III, 92
Ev[- -]E[- ------]
EV. [-- -

of Ptolemais, III, 182
of Ptolemais, III, 190
-] of Ptolemais, III, 168

of Pandionis,
Eva?ya0o father of 'OXAvA7rno&8pos

III, 112

Eio8os 'Aya,O[ov]vu/ov of Pandionis, III, 124
EvoSo? 'AyaOw4v[tuov] of Pandionis, III, 159
EaX7!owwv, 'ApxcLKI. os KaS, of Pandionis, III, 146

- - -

] of Ptolemais, III, 178
of
E3rvTX? of Pandionis, III, 118
EvtrnRxnfather
E Xrv77 (EV3TXOVS)of Pandionis, III, 118

Evrv[
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Z[- ------]
Zv[- -------]

of Ptolemais, III, 184
of Ptolemais, III, 181

ZntAXo father of ?/uLaTroKX
A[?]

of Pandionis, III,

115

?ELuaroKAeovof Pandionis, III, 105
ZowtAoko
Z,rv [pos - - -] of Ptolemais, III, 169
Zurvpo, 'AyaowvvS[ov] of Pandionis, III, 155
Zo7rv[p]os 'AaoKX7rtprov of Pandionis, III, 117
Zotcmtavos 'AXE6dvSpov of Pandionis, III, 148
Z&tciosv, see AtK(IvvtoS)
ZW.rCOssee OAX(7rtos)

of ZwoXosand 'Ayaowvv/A
[o]
of Pandionis, III, 105, 106
of Pandionis, III, 139
O?,EtaTroK[X1]s
[- - -]
of
?OEuLaToKA[rs] ZwoXov Pandionis, III, 115

?EL.aWTOKX\s father

see 'IovX (tos).
qzu'oawv,

father of [........],
III, 36
Ocoyevqc
.........
father
of
?] coyevp and
[?] eoyEv77s
[
of
Erechtheis, III, 59, 60
[......]
[.........
?]eoyiev ([O]eoycvovs) of Erechtheis and brother of [ ......
, III, 59, 60
and [.......s,
brother of [ .......]os
40
38, 39,
?Eo4vos, see App(rXAos)
see BtflovAX(os)
?EodCAXo,
father
of [ ........]
o4eot,Ao

-

-] of Ptolemais, III, 197

III,

o of Erechtheis,

III, 46
I [-

-

-

- of Ptolemais, III, 204

'Iepwv, see 'IovA(to)
'IovXtavo 'AoxAI[iruLaov] of Pandionis, III, 166
'IovA(Lo) 'A4poSeimo' of Pandionis, III, 110
of Pandionis, III, 90
?Euzatrov,
'IovA(tos)
'ToiAX(Lo) 'Iepov, Areopagite of Pandionis, III,

86
'Iov'A(to)

Areopagite of Pandionis,

SrparoXAa,

III, 87
'Ir7roKpaJrv, father of [........]

K[- --

,

III, 34

-] of Ptolemais, III, 183

KaXAAfa,see AtX(to)
KaIXX'a;afather of IlaotXaptavos of Pandionis, III,

123
KaXAtas o K(at)

147
Kap.t[- ---

Kap7roo0ppos of

Pandionis, III,

] of Ptolemais, III, 171

Kapnro' father of [.....]pos

of Erechtheis, III,

30
rrrtar7Sv,Areopagite of
Ka'p7roSfather of ['AaKX]

Erechtheis, III, 16
Kap7roodpo%, KaXXAa; o K(al),

of Pandionis, III,

147
Kaa(tavos)

'Hpa- [ -

and father or

?o&o8()]p7ro of Erechtheis

[..

44AcXriro%,
Areopagite

III, 89
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KaaLo father of 'Eiradya0os of Pandionis, III, 104
Kacros 'E7raya0ovof Pandionis, III, 154
KeAaSos father of 'ApTE.A[c] trno of Pandionis,

215

INDEX
-] of Ptolemais, III, 180

NeC[- NUKoara. [- -

] father of [.....

]rr

of

Kekropis, III, 218

III, 130
KX(Aa8oS
'ApTcElalov of Pandionis, III, 156
KeXraosfather of ['Aw7roX]
Aopov, ['AaKX]
jrlta8Sr

and [.....

]v

of Erechtheis, III, 27, 28, 29

KeXaos father of [.........

JerLno s of Erechtheis,

III, 68
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KXA(aV8'&o)B-qpartavos, 6

Kpa(T 7TTo)

,

Areopagite

of Kekropis, III, 210

III, frag. c, 3
OiXA(ros)ZooTKos,
IIa. [ --

-] of Ptolemais, III, 188

IlafJl4Xos father of 'AX4tav8poqand IIadiXoT of

Pandionis, III, 108, 109

[KXav'8&o] Err.Bwo/[1 MeAt-rev], archon of the

genos of the Kerykes, III, 1-2

KA(av8r&o) AvaaX'&Ss,III, frag. c, 2
Kop Ma[ ---], 6 Kpa(rtaToS)

IIHa,I/tXAo father of Aeov16-8 of Pandionis,

of Pan-

HalduixAo (TlatiAouv) of Pandionis, III, 109
IIaatXaptavos KakXXov of Pandionis, III, 123

HlavAdvosfather of Atoy[e']
7
Kpa(TtCoro)

III,

151

dionis, III, 94

Kip Map[-],-

of Pan-

dionis, III, 93

[- --

of Pandionis, III, 112
.. [.. ] 8os, III, frag. c, 1

'OAv/A7rtd8oposEvayadov
'OvalrLKpaTrfs father of

of Pandionis, III,

143
HlavAevo' of Pandionis, III, 145
II.avrtava[s] father of [.........]

K]opvXutav[6s], III, frag. d, 5

of Erech-

theis, III, 58
IIHtTOKpaC'r,see MlA(
(toS).
noXvtr)Xos, see reX(Atos)

Aeov;8?) HaI4iAXov of Pandionis, III, 151
of Pandionis, III, 167
Atl (wvvos) ZZCuot/LO

[IlovT] LKoS,see T[[tv?to].
IIoXr[o],s father of [............]

of Pandionis, III, 111
AVSos'AXAecvSpov
Avota8is,see KA(av8roS)
of Erechtheis, III, 23
[.....
A]vaL.LadXOV

IIpoKAd(XLto) Elpqrvalos,Areopagite

Ma[--

--],

of Kekropis,

III, 214

see Kop

MaK[- - - - - - -] of Ptolemais, III, 175
- - - -] of Ptolemais, III, 173
Maxa[p
o
Ma,upTr [o] , see [BaXCpti]
-], see Kop
Map [- --MacpKXoXO,see Ai (t&8os)
Mc4L(!uos) HIILroKpaCrs, Areopagite of Erech-

theis, III, 10

[MelU(tuos)

of Aigeis,

III, 75

S]W
7rLim Ne(o&Tcpos) of Kekropis,

III, 216

'PovOos, see 'Ep'v(vtos)
TPo0os, [ - - ] o K(aL), III, frag.d,

3

-]yvo, see AiA(Xos)
[- of Ptolemais, III, 174
o'AoA[v -------]
see
'IoXA(Los)
srparToXa,
SivTpo4os father of 'ETryovos and 'ETXcvpos of

Erechtheis, III, 9, 11
[S] CrrL, see [Me'L(tAtos)]

of Pandionis,
Me/.wv father of 'AroAXXwvlS&s

III,

150

T[ .......]

of Ptolemais, III, 187

Melvov father of Me.Lvwvof Pandionis, III, 129
Me4lvwv (Me'v.ovos) of Pandionis, III, 129
Mevveas father of Mewea' of Pandionis, III, 120
Mevvaas (Mevvcov) of Pandionis, III, 120
Mqv0o8Opos
Atoyevovs of Pandionis, III, 152

LKO, archon in 168/9, V, 4-5
T[ivtoLosIIOvYr]

Mo[

<IXwv
(,IXowvos) of Pandionis, III, 121
father of [ ......]
os and [ ......] a
Np,Pos?
of Erechtheis, III, 62, 63

] of Pandionis, III, 137

Movacr(vLo[s]father of 'AOr}vatosof Pandionis,

III, 141

Tp[- -

- -]

of Ptolemais, III, 202

I'XAriros,see Kaoa(tavo's)
'.,Xwv
father of ?\Xwv of Pandionis, III, 121
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]apevo of Erechtheis, III, 26

of Erechtheis, III, 68
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-]8pov of Erechtheis, III, 49
]o o, Areopagite of Aigeis, III,
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of Erechtheis, III, 46

Areopagite of Aigeis, III,

of Kekropis, III, 217
- - -] of Erechtheis, III, 22

Krov,III, frag. d, 4

of Erechtheis, III, 47
-]pov
[.....
]Xo ['A]4kpo8etctovof Erechtheis, III, 31
'AaxA,irt[aB]ov of Erechtheis, III,
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61
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]- -

] ov, III, frag. d, 6
oyyo,, Areopagite of Aigeis, III,

80
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This index contains proper nouns and important words. Greek names are entered only under
the name, i.e. patronymics are not listed separately. Roman names are entered under the nomen
except for the names of Roman emperors, where the most commonly used name in English is the
basis for entry (e.g. Augustus, Tiberius, Commodus, etc.). Names given in the epigraphical index
are not included unless they appear in the text outside of the Appendix in which the inscription is
published. Nouns designating a given office (e.g. agonothesia) are entered under the title of the
holder of that office (agonothetes). The designations for Greek and Roman offices are entered
usually in Greek or Latin, whichever was native to the land of origin of the term. Latin names are
given with Latin spellings in italics generally, and most Greek names are given in italics, transliterated from the Greek, regardless of whether the form in the text is in Greek, in italic transliterated
Greek, or in English translation.
son of Eumolpos of Kephisia: 147
49, 114, 125-127, 133
9,
Acropolis:
cave of Apollo: 8, 11, 12, 13, 16
North Slope: 177
Acta: 43
Aedile: see Aedilis
Aedilis: 119, 124
Aelia Lysistrate of Kerameis: 146
Publius Aelius Apollonios: 3, 10
Sextus Aelius Catus: 146
Publius Aelius Dionysodoros of Acharnai: 154
Aelius Euphrosynos of Pallene: 154
Gaius Aelius Gallus: 155
Aelius Homoullos: 122
Publius Aelius Lucius of Pallene: 150
Aelius Praxagoras: 135
Aelius pyrphoros: 111
Aemilius of Kephisia: 126
L. Aemilius Juncus: 36, 70, 89, 144
Aemilius Lepedus: 153
Paulus Aemilius Lepidus: 155
Lucius Aemilius Paulus: 157 (bis)
Agonothetes: 7, 11, 18, 94, 97, 123, 128, 132136, 138, 161

Olympia: 132
Panathenaia: 6, 132-134, 135 (passim), 138
(passim), 192
Panhellenia: 135
Sebastoi Agones and others involving the
emperor and his family: 25, 132 (bis),
134-135, 192
Theseia: 133
Agora, ancient: 85
Agora Excavations: iii, 22, 107, 119, 123, 131,
138, 161, 187, 194
Agora, Roman: 25, 78, 123, 124 (passim)
Agoranomeion: 78, 123, 124 (bis)
Agoranomikon: 123
Agoranomos: 105, 119, 123-124, 128
MiarcusAgrippa: 156 (bis)
Agrius Saturninus: 143, 147
Aianteia: see Games
Aiolion son of Antipater of Phlya: 20
Airarius Sosipatros: 146

ABASKANTOS

Tov 7rpl

AKl:

At'prafts:54

Aisitoi: 9, 14, 15, 72, 77, 78, 92, 94 (passim),
101, 102, 103-112, 115, 116, 195
Akousilaos: 121
Akraphaia: 123
Akrophylakes: 126-127
Alexander, king: 156
Alexandria: 76, 100
Alexandros son of Athenodoros: 157
Alkamenes son of Alkamenes: see M. Aurelius
Alkamenes
Alkia: 148

173

Antinoeia: 11
Asklepieia: 132, 135
Caesarea: 134, 145
Dionysia: 9, 17, 128, 132, 135, 138
Eleusinia: 118, 132, 135, 151
Hadrianeia: 11, 132, 134, 135
Lenaia: 9, 11, 17, 128
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Gaius Ambibius Balbus: 151
Anakeion: 133
Anarchies: 2-3 (passim), 6, 17, 56, 57, 96, 195
Andros: 156
Annia Stat[i - - - -]neila: 153
Marcus Annius Afrinus: 141
Annius Ammonios: 20, 26-27
Annius Pythodoros: 122
Antamenes son of Leontichos of Epieikidai: 143
Antarchan of the Panhellenion: 131, 173
Anthesterios son of Isidoros: 54, 144
Gaius Anthestios Vetera: 157
'AvOviraTro: see Proconsul

Anthyperetes: 160 (passim)
Antigonos the younger: 97
Antigrapheus: 97, 103, 108, 109, 111, 112
(bis), 116
Antikeryx: 105, 106, 107, 154 (bis)
Antikosmetes: 172, 173, 181
Antinoeia: see Agonothetes, Choregia, Games
Antinoos: 161
Antiochos, king: 158
Antiochos son of Apollonios of Sphettos: 130
Antipater son of Musaios of Alopeke: 124
Antipatros son of Antipatros of Phlya: 19, 23,
28
'AvrLtrTpaTd7yo':see Propraetor

Paulla Antonia: 156
Antoninus Pius: 32, 39, 78, 124 (bis), 188-190
Antonius: 154
Marcus Antonius: 22
Marcus Antonius Aristokrates: 155
Antonius Oxylos of Elis: 26, 74, 78, 79, 130
Apagoge: 60
Aphessias [- -] Flavius: 172
Aphrodas of Phlya: 154
Aphrodeisios: 177
Aphrodisios son of Epaphroditos of Paiania:
177
Aphrodisios son of Eudemos of Phyle: 147
Aphrodisios son of Kelados: 178
Aphrodisios son of Kteasos: 175
Aphrodisios son of Stephanos of Marathon: 149

Aphrodite: at Alopeke, 150, 153; see also
Hiereus of
Apollo: 52, 87, 113, 119, 129, 130; Agyieus,
126; cave of, on Acropolis, 8, 11, 12, 13,
16; cult by archons, 11, 12, 13, 16, 37; in
Lykeion, 160-161; Patroos, 98, 142; see
also Hiereus of; Prostaterios, 98
Apollodora: 152
Apollonios of Acharnai: 148
Apollonios of Lamptrai: 126
Apollonios the sophist: 85, 149
'A7roAdXAwLv:
160-161
Atillia
Appia
Regilla: 45, 46, 55, 148
Secunda:
142
Appia
son
of
Appianus
Appianus of Marathon: 152
Publius Appuleius Verus: 143
Apsines of Gadara: 74
Lucius Aquillius Florus Turcianus Gallus: 140
Archelaos Philopatris, king of Cappadocians:
63, 146, 156 (bis), 158 (bis)
Archiereus: 8, 47, 71, 78 (bis), 141, 142 (bis),
149
Archon eponyPmos:x, 2-3 (passim), 5, 6-10, 12,
13, 15, 17, 18, 19 (passim), 21, 30, 56-57
(passimn),70, 95, 105 (bis), 118, 128, 141
(bis), 147, 149 (passimn), 153, 159, 161.
171, 173, 176, 179, 180, 181-182; for
eponymity, 2, 6-10, 18, 19, 24, 25 (bis),
27, 56, 72, 82, 92 (bis), 94, 96-97, 115
(passini), 119, 125, 127, 160, 161,170, 195
Archon lists: 1-5, 10, 11, 12, 14-15 (passim),
17, 18, 31, 56, 57, 58, 61, 109
Archon of the Eumolpidai: 29, 86, 148, 171
Archon of the genos: 170-171
Archon of gerzsia: 138
Archon of Kerykes: 62, 151, 164, 170-171
Archon of the mysteries: 170
Archon of the Panhellenes: 142
Archons: 1-17, 37, 41, 56-57, 58 (bis), 60,
80, 109, 147, 152, 184
Areopayitai: 36, 39 (passim), 51, 53 (bis),
55, 56-57, 61 (passim), 71, 86, 143, 147
(bis), 164-186
Areopagites: see Areopagitai
Areopagus: 51, 53
Areopagus, Boule of: 4-5, 9, 12, 29, 32-61, 6264 (passim), 67 (bis), 69 (passim), 70,
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71, 80, 84 (passim), 85, 86, 89, 90, 106
(bis), 146-147 (passim), 161-162, 171
"The Boule of the Areopagus, the Boule of
the 500 (or 600) and the demos": 25
(passim), 26, 32-36, 38, 39 (bis), 40, 41,
42, 45, 47, 48, 51 (bis), 58, 62, 64, 69
(passim), 70, 72, 74, 80 (bis), 82 (bis),
119 (bis), 124, 135, 140-143, 144, 145,
161-162, 172, 193
"The Boule of the Areopagus and the Boule
of the 500 (or 600) ": 32, 35, 36 (bis),
47, 70, 143
"The Boule of the Areopagus and the demos ": 35, 64, 82, 120, 143-144
"according to the dogma of the Boule of the
Areopagus ": 37, 38, 42, 44-45, 46, 90, 94,
149
"according to the doxanta of the Boule of
the Areopagus": 36, 42, 47-48, 58, 144,
149-150
"according to the eperotema of the Boule of
the Areopagus": 36, 42, 45-47, 72, 91,
144-145, 148-149
" according to the hypomnematismos of the
Boule of the Areopagus ": 35 (bis), 42-44
(passim), 45, 46, 63, 91, 94, 147, 148, 152,
153-154
"according to the psephisma of the Boule
of the Areopagus ": 36, 42, 48, 144, 150
Ares: 152, 158, 185; see also Hiereus of
Ares and Augustus: 7
Argeios: 5
Argyrotamiai: 121-122
Ari[- -- son of Anti]ochos of Phaleron: 157
Ariobarzanes Philopator, king: 155 (bis)
Aristaios: 115
Aristides son of Theogenes of Phrearrhoi: 110
Aristokrates son of Kallias: 122
Artemis: 127, 134, 139; Boulaia, 98; Kalliste,
72, 95, see also Hiereus of; Phosphoros,
98
Marcus Artorius: 155
Asebia: 11 (bis), 29, 30 (bis), 73, 80, 89
Gaius Asinius: 158 (bis)
Gaius Asinius Placentinus: 145
Asklapon son of Hermon: 14
Asklepiades of Trikorynthos: 146
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Asklepieia: see Agonothetes
Asklepiodotos: 14
Asklepios: 25, 41, 68, 73 (passim), 141 (bis),
142, 145, 147, 150, 153 (bis), 154; see
also Hiereus of
Astynomic Law from Pergamon: 125
Astynomoi: 124-125
Asylos son of Zenon: 142
Athamas an Athenian at Alexandria: 76
Athena:
Archegetis, 25, 98, see also Gate of; Boulaia,
see Hiereus of; Polias, 5, 9, 24, 25, 62,
100, 151, 152 (bis), see also Hiereia of;
Promachos, 163
Athenaia: see Games
Athenaios son of Alexandros of Rhamnous: 159
Athenaios also called Epaphrodeitos of Phlya:
144
Athenai[os son of Eut - - - of A]thmonon:
152
Athenaios son of Theophilos of Paiania: 148,
152
Athenais, heroine: 141
Athenais, kanephoros: 153
Athenion: 22
Athenion son of Athenion of Sphettos: 153
Athenodoros son of Athenodoros of Aixone: 56
Athlothesia: 136
Attalos: 142
Lucius Aufidius Bassus: 25
Augur: 155, 156
Augustus: 10, 19, 25, 30, 47, 67 (bis), 68
(bis), 71 (bis), 72, 77, 78 (bis), 79, 8283 (passim), 91, 93 (bis), 99, 104, 113,
114, 118 (bis), 120, 125, 155, 156, 158;
Ares and -, 7; Roma and -, 7, 25, 155,
156
Auletes: xi, 2, 13 (bis), 14, 17 (bis), 97 (bis),
103, 107, 109, 111; see also Hieraules
Aurelia: 158
Aurelia Magna: 149
Aurelia Paramona: 154
Aurelia Zosime: 153
Aurelii: 92, 102
Aurelius: 54
MIarcusAurelius Alkamenes son of Alkamenes
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of Lamptrai (several generations bearing
the same name) : 23, 131, 134, 173, 181
Aurelius Apollonios: 154
Aurelius Appianus son of Chrestos of Marathon: 147, 150
Aurelius Dionysios, archon: 97
Aurelius Dionysios son of Nikostratos of Phaleron: 154
M. Aurelius Eleutheros son of Syntrophos of
Euonymon: 142
Aurelius Herakleides of Eupyridai: 47, 149, 154
Aurelius Hermonax: 13, 149
Aurelius Onesimos: 154
Aurelius Philon of the Peiraeus: 142
Aurelius pyrphoros: 111
Aurelius Zosimos son of Euhemeros of Eroiadai: 153
Aviroxparwp:144, 155 (passim)

BALLOT,see Voting procedures
Barea Soranus: 158
Basileus: x, 1, 3 (passim), 5, 7, 8, 9, 10-11, 12,
15, 16, 17, 24, 30, 56-57 (passim), 73, 80,
114, 128
Basilissa of the archon: 11
Beloch's law: 4
Berenike daughter of Julius Agrippa: 118
Boiotarchia: 21
Boule of the 500 (or 600): iii, iv, 11, 14, 23,
26 (bis), 28, 29, 33 (bis), 35, 36, 38, 45,
47, 48, 51, 53, 58, 59 (bis), 62-91, 92
(bis), 94, 95 (bis), 96, 97, 98, 101, 103
(bis), 104, 106, 108, 113, 114, 115, 121,
128, 130, 133, 152, 154, 161-162, 171; see
also Areopagus, Boule of
"the Boule and the demos": 22, 29 (passim), 32, 34 (bis), 35 (bis), 37, 38, 39
(bis), 40 (bis), 43, 44, 45 (bis), 47, 48,
53, 54 (passim), 59, 62-69, 72, 73, 74, 82
(bis), 84 (passim), 87, 88, 89, 90 (bis),
99, 103, 109, 114, 150-152, 161-162
" according to the doxanta of the Boule ": 45,
68, 70-71, 154
" according to the eperotema of the Bole ":
35, 42 (bis), 45, 46, 63, 70, 71, 91, 147148, 152, 153-154

"according to the psephisma of the Boule ":
43, 63, 74, 142, 152, 153
Boulekklesia: 38, 66
Bouleutai: 75-76, 77, 81, 101, 107
Bouleuterion: 48, 73, 77, 194
Boulon: 137
Bread, price of, supply of: 119, 123-124, 128;
see also Grain
Bread stamp: 119
Businessmen of the Peiraeus: 45, 46, 148
GAIUS CAECILIUS CASSIUS OF ACHARNAI:

141

Q. Caecilius Metellus: 155
Caesareia: see Agonothetes, Games
Caligula: 83, 126, 134, 158
Calpurnius Piso: 159
Gnaeus Calpurnius Piso: 157
Lucius Calpurnius Piso: 157
Gaius Calpurnius Piso Fruga: 157
Lucius Canuleius Crispus: 157
Caracalla: 134
Cassianus, initiate from the hearth: 7, 146
Cassianus Antios also called Synesios: 142
Lucius Cassius: 151
Catula I [--]: 157
Censorinus son of Censorinus: 148
Cethegilla: 143
Chariton son of Nikias of Marathon: 154
Choregos: 128, 136-138; Dionysia, 9, 136-138
Choros: 137 (bis)
Chrestos: 148
Chrysophoreia: 87
Chrysothemis daughter of Phaidros of Berenikidai: 157
Citizenship: Alexandrian, 76; Athenian, 14, 15,
17, 41, 76, 83, 86-87, 88, 110, 111, 120,
126, 160, 183, 185, 189 (bis), 191-192;
Roman, 41, 118, 172, 173, 176, 181, 183,
185
Civica Barbarus: 146
Clarissimus (Xaanrporaros):

143, 146 (passim),

149 (passim)
Claudia Athenais: 142
Claudia Demetria: 141, 152
Claudia Menandra: 142
Claudia Pan [- - - of Mar]athon:
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Claudii of Melite: 180, 186
Claudius: 7, 19, 25 (passim), 76, 83, 119, 134,
135 (passim), 140 (passim), 141, 157
Ti. Claudius Apollodoros of Acharnai: 145
Ti. Claudius Attikos: 72, 99, 100, 108, 141
Ti. Claudius Attikos Herodes: 28, 32, 38, 45,
81, 89, 99, 120, 132, 136, 142, 145 (passim), 146 (bis)
Ti. Claudius Demostratos: 96, 135
Ti. Claudius Diotimos son of Theophilos of
Besa: 19, 117, 135
Nero Claudius Drusus: 156
Ti. Claudius imrIBw- of Melite: 145
Ti. Claudius the Hierophant: 6 (bis), 105, 117
Claudius Illyrius: 55, 145, 146
Ti. Claudius Kallippianus Italicus: 145
Ti. Claudius Kyreina Asklepides Julianus of
Pergamon: 141
Ti. Claudius Lysiades of Melite: 145, 146
Claudius Marcellus: 140
Ti. Claudius Novius of Oion: 20, 25, 117, 122,
134, 135, 140, 141, 161
Ti. Claudius Polyzelos of Acharai: 145
Claudius Proclus Quintus: 144
Appius Claudius Pulcher: 144
Ti. Claudius Theogenes: 117, 118
Cleo: 156
Cocceia Areta: 145
G. Cocceius Balbus: 155
Codicillumr: 61
Coinage: iii, 51
Commentarii: 43
Commissions: 35, 86, 88; of Areopagus, 50-52,
53, 54 (bis), 55, 58
Conlmodus: 6, 32, 39, 81, 102 (bis), 133, 136,
138, 173, 181, 187-193; see also Index II
Constantine: 22, 30
Constitutio Antoniniana: 102
Constitution:
Antonine: iv, 40, 116
Democratic (of 410 B.c.): 48, 53, 59, 75,
86, 123
Democratic reaction (First Century B.C.):
21, 64, 69, 72, 79, 85, 90 (bis), 108,
113, 114, 115
Fourth Century: 61, 74-75
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Hadrianic: iii-iv, 45-46, 68 (bis), 69, 70
(bis), 74, 95-96, 100, 116, 122
Pre-Sullan: 7, 9, 104, 119
Sullan: iii, 1, 3 (bis), 5, 17, 61 (bis), 64,
72, 90, 92, 93, 95, 101, 103, 107, 110, 111,
116
Third Century: 1, 3, 74
Consul (rwaroV): 118, 141, 146
Consularis: 146, 149 (passim)
T. Coponius Maximus of Hagnous: 20, 38, 117
(bis), 130, 141 (passim), 145
P. Cornelius Dolabella: 158
Gnaeus Cornelius Lentulus: 157
L. Cornelius Lentulus: 156
P. Cornelius Lentulus: 156
Cornelius Onomarchos: 150
P. Cornelius Satyros: 126
P. Cornelius Scipio: 156 (bis)
L. Cornelius Sulla: iii, 31, 71, 82, 85, 155, 195;
see also Constitution
Courts of law: see Dikasteria
Crown (or wreath): 15, 16 (bis), 28 (passim),
62, 63, 68, 71, 78-79 (passim), 82, 83, 87,
92, 93, 100 (passim), 111, 115, 131, 135
(hbis), 150-151, 152, 154-155, 189
Cura annonae: 119
Curator civitatis: 162
Curatores kalendarii: 121
Cursus honorum: 6, 7 (bis), 10 (passim), 11,
12, 18, 19, 31, 36, 56, 57 (bis), 69, 81,
100, 105, 118, 121, 122, 123, 128, 129, 131
(bis), 133, 135, 136, 138, 159, 161
Cyme of Aeolia: 66
Cyme of Asia Minor: 118
Dadouchos: 65, 84, 86, 88, 103, 146, 156, 158
Damnatio memoriae: 25, 193
Decrees: see Ephebic, Honorary, Prytany
Decretiuim:43
Deiotaros Sinorigos king of the Galatoi and
Tolistobogioi: 155
Deipnophoros: 148
Delos: 27; Pythaid, 3, 20 (bis), 56, 61, 119, 122
Delphi: 121, 143, 179; Pythaid, 5 (bis), 13, 61
Demetrios, tamias of phyle: 100
Demetrios, zakoros: 143
Demetrios son of Apollonios of Marathon: 147
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Demetrios son of [- - - d] o [r] os of Halimous:
140
Demetrios of Apollonia: 126
Demiopratoi: 127
Demiourgoi: 127
Demoi: 16, 40, 75, 76, 86, 96, 101, 126, 160;
Besa, 102; Elaious, 131; Kephisia, 174
Demophanes son of Smikrios: 152, 154
Demophilos son of Dionysios of Sounion also
called Daphos: 79
Demos: 4, 9, 25 (bis), 26, 29, 34, 35, 38 (passim), 48, 51, 54, 62-91, 108, 113, 115, 120,
133, 137 (bis), 138, 152 (bis), 154-159,
162, 171 (bis) ; see also Areopagus, Boule
of, and Boole of 500
"the demos and the polis": 69, 146
" according to the psephisnmaof the demos ":
42
Demos and Graces: 145
Demosios: xi, 2, 5, 14-15, 17, 23, 28, 49, 110
(bis), 112 (passim), 120, 160
Demostratos: 96
Demotic: 4, 14, 15, 110 (bis), 111, 126
Diataxis, sacred: 114, 121, see also Tamias of
Diatheke: 60
Dikastai: 16
Dikasteria: 13, 14, 17, 29, 48, 51-52, 53, 55, 5960, 114, 119
Dike: 51, 59
Diodotos son of Kalliphron of Pambotadai: 156
Diogenes: 142
Diogenion: 27, 150
Diokles son of Themistokles of Hagnous: 19,
141
Dionysia: see Agonothetes, Choregos, Games
Dionysiac technitai: 136
Dionysios son of Athenagoras of Melite: 157
Dionysios son of Aulus of Marathon: 124, 140
Dionysios son of Dionysodoros of Kropidai:
119
Dionysios son of I[- - - -]o of Acharnai: 141
Dionysios of Pallene: 147
Dionysodoros son of Sophokles of Sounion: 19
Dionysos: 85, 150 (bis); Eleutherios, 26; see
also Theater of
Ti. Diophantos of Acharnai: 142
Diotimos son of Diotimos of Halai: 86

Dogma: 9, 38, 42, 43, 44-45, 61, 90; see also
Areopagus, Boule of
Domitian: 6, 69, 141
Gnaeus Domitius Ahenobarbus: 141
Lucius Domitius Ahenobarbus: 157
Domitius Arabianus: 97
Doxanta: 47-48
Drusus Caesar: 63, 152, 158; consul, cult of,
x, 8
Duioviri: 8
L. EGNATIUS VICTORLOLLIANUS: 147

Egregii (KpadrTro) : 55, 143, 146, 147, 150, 166
(passimn), 169, 174, 176, 185, 188, 189
Eirenarchia: 127
Eisagoge: 60
Eisangelia: 89
Eiskalesis: 98 (bis)
Eisidoros: see Isidoros
Ekklesia: 23, 28, 29 (bis), 33-34, 40, 59, 62,
64-67, 69, 76, 80, 81-91, 88 (bis), 98,
106 (passim), 113, 138
Ekpaglos son of Eukarpos of Bereneikidai: 154
Elaionai: 105, 121, 131
Elaiothesia: 128-132, 136, 188, 190-191
Election: 3-4, 17, 19, 109
Eleusinia: 15, 16. 24, 29, 30, 37, 53, 77, 81, 84,
85, 86 (bis), 90, 98, 136 (bis), 151, 162,
171, 184; see also Agonothetes, Games and
Epinmeletes
Eleusinian goddesses:

149

Eleusinion in the city: 77, 79, 163-186
Eleusinios: 14, 110
Eleusis: 12, 24, 53 (bis), 98, 119
Emperor, Roman: 3, 6, 9, 10, 22, 25, 29, 30,
33, 63, 80, 83, 84, 87, 88 (bis), 89, 94, 98,
102, 127, 133, 134, 145 (bis), 161-162, 184
Endeixis: 60
Endowments: iv, 6, 22, 37, 50, 56, 60-61, 75,
81, 88, 99-100, 107, 116, 121, 128 (bis),
130-131, 138, 191
Enkotion: see Games
Epaphrodeitos: 149
Epaphrodeitos son of Aphrodeisios of Paiania:
177
Epaphroditos also called Aphrodisios son of
Epaphroditos: 109, 177
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Eparchos: 118
Eperotema: 38, 41, 43, 45-47, 63, 70, 72, 90,
95,. 145; see also Areopagus, Boule of, and
Boule of the 500
Ephebic decrees and lists: 1, 10, 12, 18 (bis),
20, 21, 26-27, 28, 31, 38, 57, 59, 61, 64,
65, 69 (bis), 70, 72-73, 77 (bis), 78, 79
(passim), 85, 87, 90 (bis), 105, 108 (bis),
113, 114, 115, 132, 141, 142, 144, 172
(bis), 173 (bis), 177 (bis), 178, 184, 191
Epheboi: 1, 3, 10, 11, 20, 21, 25, 26-27, 38, 41,
50, 51, 54, 57, 70, 72-73, 75, 76, 77-78
(passim), 79, 85, 86, 87 (passim), 89, 97,
128-129, 130, 132, 134, 141, 144, 147 (passinm), 153, 162, 172, 176 (bis), 178, 180,
182
Ephesos: 123, 127, 134, 139
'E7rrlBwO)(: 103, 170-171, 180

Epicurus: 50
Epidauria: see Games
Epidauros: 29, 43, 51, 53, 54, 59, 86
Epigonos: 109
Epigraphical Museum: iv, 163, 187 (passim)
Epikrates son of Kallimachos of Leukonoion:
19
Epimeletes: 25, 117-121
of the agora in the region of the city: 117,
119, 120 (bis), 141
of the city: 25, 117-119, 120, 127, 140
of construction: 25 (passim), 26, 33, 64,
117, 120, 135, 140-142 (passim), 143, 145
(passim), 146
of the dikasteria: 117, 119
of the emporion: 120
of endowments and trusts: 117, 120
of the gymnasia: 117, 120, 130
of the gymnasiarchia: 10, 117, 130-131. 173
of the Lykeion: 119, 129
of the mysteries: 11, 15
of the Peiraeus: 117, 119, 120 (bis), 140
of the prytaneion: 117, 119
of the waterfront of the Peiraeus: 119
'E7r SKotaO:

see 'E7ri r^v

KLtaSa

Epistates: 59, 113
of the Areopagus: 54, 58, 59
of construction: 122
of the prohedroi: 103, 106, 113
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of the prytaneis: 59, 71, 95 (bis), 102-103,
113, 154
'ETrT7rv Kitada:14-15, 103, 110, 111, 112, 116
(bis)
Epi tes poleos: 118
Epitropos: 122, 143
Eponymity: 6, 7-8, 18-19, 24-25, 94
Eponymos: 93 (bis), 95-96, 100 (passim),
102, 149, 176
Eponymous hero: 58
Epos: 97
Equestrian order: 55, 61, 183
Eranistai: 171
Eranos: 136
Eraton: 16
Eraton son of Eraton of Besa: 143
Errephoros: 151-152 (passim)
Eucharistos: 14, 109
Eudemos: 150
Eudemos son of Aphrodisios of Phyle: 142
Euelpistos son of Syntrophos of Euonymon:
172
Eukles of Marathon: 120
Eukolos son of Zosimos of Eupyridai: 153
Eutyche: 149
Eutychia: 78
Eutychia Phi[-- -]: 148
Eutychianus of Marathon: 154
of Eleusis: 153
Eutychides son of L[- ----]
Exegetes: 102, 140, 151, 152; pythochrestos,
102, 156
THALESOFKYDATHENQ. FABIUSDASUMIOS
AION: 150
Paulus Fabius Maximus: 146, 156 (passim)
Falsumn:49
Ferguson's law: 108
Financial crisis: iv, 3, 17, 75, 101
Financial officials: 117; see also Tamias
Firmania Eugamia daughter of Serapeia: 154
Firmanius Aigialos: 154
Fiscus, imperial: 114, 122 (bis)
T. Flavia Glaukia of Acharnai: 142
Flavia Habroia: 146
Flavia Phainarete: 159
Flavia Sophia: 148
T. Flavius: 143
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T. Flavius Alkibiades of Paiania: 100, 141, 142
Fl. Aphrodisios: 177
T. Flavius Atimetos of Peiraeus: 149
Flavius Dorotheos: 38, 146
Flavius Euthykoma of Paiania: 148
L. Flavius Flamma of Kydathenaion: 158
T. Flavius Glaukos of Marathon: 150
Flavius Harpalianus: 96
T. Flavius Konon of Sounion: 148
T. Flavius Leosthenes of Paiania: 20, 142
T. Flavius Menandros of Paiania: 148
T. Flavius Mondon of Phlya: 3
Flavius Philostratos: 96
Flavius Septimius Marcellinus: 135
Flavius Zenophilos: 81
Flute player: see Auletes, Hieraules
Fulvius Plautianus: 145
L. Furius Krassopes: 151
GAIUs AND MAURUS: 57, 147

Gaius [..]conius: 140
Gaius [- --]sianus: 144
Gallienus: 6
Games: 88
Aianteia: 97
Antinoeia: 134
for Antinoos: 138
Athenaia: 133
Caesarea Augusta: 134
Dionysia: 88, 98, 136-138
Eleusinia: 151
in enkomion: 189, 191-192
Epidauria: 151
Gordianeia: 134
Hadrianeia: 134
Kommodeia: 134
Panathenaia: 131, 133, 134, 136, 138-139
Philadelpheia: 134
Severeia: 134
Sylleia: 134
Gate of Athena Archegetis: 25, 26, 120, 124,
156
Ge Olympia: see Hiereia of
Gellii: 180, 182
Gellius Rotilius Lupus: 143
Geminus: 149

Genos: 40, 170-171, 184, 185
Amynandridai: 184
Eumolpidai: 35-36, 45, 84, 140, 148, 149,
162, 171; archon of, 29, 86, 148, 171;
exegetes from, 151; tamias of, 90, 171
Gephyraioi: 142
Kerykes: 86, 164, 170-171, 180, 184 (bis);
archon of, 62, 151, 164, 171; tamias of,
164, 170-171, 180-181
Praxiergidai: 148, 152
Germanicus Caesar: 143 (bis), 158 (bis)
Gerusia: 36, 37 (bis), 39, 86, 128, 132, 134,
136, 138-139, 187-193
Geta: 134, 161
Gladiatorial shows: 88
Glaphyra, queen: 63, 151
Glaukos son of Memnon of Anaphlystos: 153
Gnome: 9, 26, 38, 54, 66, 72, 78, 80, 84 (bis),
85, 161-162
Gordianeia: see Games
Governor of province: 59
Graces, Demos and: 145
Grain: 6, 119, 124, 173; endowments, 22;
supply, shipping and price, 21-23, 26, 28,
29, 49, 60, 120, 128, 129; treasury, 22, 28,
121, 151; see also Bread, Sitones
Grammateus: x, 2, 12, 15-16, 111-112, 119, 127
to the archon: 16
of the Boule: 107, 116
of the Boule and Demos: 27, 59, 93, 103, 107
(bis), 108, 109, 111-112 (passim), 116
of the bouleutai: 94-95, 96, 101, 107, 108,
112, 177
of the Demos: 93
of the prytaneis: 79, 90, 102, 111, 112, 114
kata prytaneian: 94, 97, 101, 107-109, 112
of the synhedrion: 12, 15-16, 93
of the thesmothetai: 2, 8, 12, 13, 15-16
Lucius Grattius Cilo: 156
Gymnasiarchiaof the deified Hadrian: 130-131,
138, 173; see also Epimeletes
Gyminasiarchos:7, 18, 58, 94, 98, 119, 128-132,
158, 160-161 (passimn)
Gymnasion: 128, 129, 130, 131, 151, 188; of
the Lykeion, 119, 129, 160-161
HADRIAN:

6 (bis), 8, 9, 19, 22, 32, 37, 39, 40,
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45, 49, 55, 59 (passim), 68, 71, 78, 79,
86, 87, 91, 95, 96, 99, 100, 102, 103, 105,
106, 114, 117, 118, 120, 122, 130-131, 133,
134, 136, 138, 141, 142, 161, 188, 190;
Constitutional reforms, see Constitution,
Hadrianic
Hadrianeia: see Agonothetes, Games
Hegeia: 146
Hegemon of the Areopagus and Demos: 54, 58,
90
Heliodoros: 153
Heliodoros son of Artemon of Kydathenaion:
75
Heliodoros son of Helidoros of Peiraeus: 141
Heliodoros son of Heliodoros of Phlya: 146
Helios: see Hiereia of
Helix son of Menophilos of Pallene: 147
Herakles: see Hiereus of
Herald: see Keryx
P. Herennius Dexippos Hermeios: 3, 7, 8, 10,
12, 133, 134, 145, 150
P. Herennius Ptolemaios Hermeios: 11, 74,
143, 145, 150
Herm: 10 (bis), 18, 33, 41, 46, 54, 63, 68
(passim), 71 (passim), 95, 100, 102, 104,
140-159 (passim)
Hermaios son of Hermaios of Kolonos: 117,
118, 141, 145
Hermeias son of Hermeias of Azenia: 110
Hermes: 51, 53, 59, 87, 89, 106
Herodes, king: 155 (passim)
Herodes Attikos: see Ti. Claudius Attikos
Herodes
Herodes son of Eukles of Marathon: 28
Heroon: 60
Herulii: 3, 8, 12, 107
Hestia: 9, 25, 52; Boulaia, 98
Hestiouchoi: 112
'Icpav wrapOivov:158 (passim)

Hieraules: xi, 2, 14, 17, 109, 110, 111 (bis),
112, 177; see also Auletes
Hiereus (or hiereia): 7, 11, 24, 60, 71, 102,
112, 148, 149
of Aphrodite at Alopeke: 154
of Apollo: 160
of Apollo Patroos: 142, 149 (bis)
of Ares: 7, 130
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of Artemis Kalliste: 72, 95, 144
of Asklepios: 73, 77, 78-79 (passim), 154
of Athena Boulaia: 158
of Athena Polias: 24, 25, 148, 152
of the Demos and Graces: 145
of Drusus: x, 8, 141
of Eleusinian goddesses: 29, 30, 103 (bis),
104 (passim), 107 (bis), 111
of eponymous hero: 58, 94, 100, 102, 111
of Ge Olympia: 153
of Helios: 148
of Herakles: 159
of imperial cult: 25, 26, 30, 140
of Paieon: 147
of the Phosphoroi: 15, 93, 104, 110, 112
of Roma and Augustus: 7, 25 (bis)
of Triptolemos: 149
of Zeus: 130
of Zeus Boulaios: 158
Hierokeryx: 7, 103, 130
Hierophant: see Hierophantes
Hierophantes: 84, 88, 103, 117, 119, 162
'Iepo4avs: 150, 155, 157
Hierophylakes: 127
Hieropoioi: 73, 78, 79 (bis), 108, 115
'Icposyepwv:154
: 49
'IcpoavA'a
Hipparchos: 131
Hipparchos: 27
Honorary decrees: iii, 27, 32-40, 41-48, 52-55,
59, 62-64, 65, 68-71, 73, 75, 77, 81-83, 84,
85, 86, 90 (passim), 100, 108 (bis), 114,
132, 133, 134, 135 (bis), 139, 172
Hoplite general: xi, 2 (passim), 6, 7-10 (passim), 11, 13, 17, 18-31, 33, 40, 41, 57
(passim), 59 (passim), 60, 64, 73, 78, 79,
80, 82 (bis), 85, 86, 88 (bis), 89, 93, 94,
96-97 (passim), 100, 104, 105, 106 (passim), 107, 109, 114 (bis), 118 (bis), 119,
120 (passim), 123, 124, 128, 129, 130
(passim), 131, 132, 135, 140, 144 (bis),
151, 158 (passim), 161 (bis), 173 (bis),
176, 182, 195 (bis)
Hoplotheke: 133
P. Hordeoneus Lollianos: 22, 152
Hygeia: 41, 68, 73, 141 (bis), 147, 153, 154
Hyminagogos: 86
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Hyperetes: 160 (passim)
Hypogrammateus: 93, 97, 107 (bis), 109, 110111, 112, 116
Hypomnema: 43
Hypomnematismos: 41, 42-44, 50, 54 (bis),
59, 61, 90; see also Areopagus, Boule of
Hyposophronistes: 172 (bis), 177
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IASONson of Zethos, also called Logismos, of
Hagnous: 141
Imperator: see AvroKpaTWp
Imperial birthday: 5, 73, 77, 78, 85, 88, 139
Imperial cult: 5, 7, 9, 17, 25-26, 30, 38, 39, 52,
72, 77, 78, 132, 138-139, 161-162
Imperial donation: 22, 25, 100, 120, 130, 133
Imperial estates: 122
Imperial family house: 5, 25, 26 (passin), 33,
38, 41, 58, 72, 77, 78, 83, 124, 161-162
Imperial letters: 22, 32, 39, 50, 51, 60, 76, 81,
84, 86, 118, 136 (bis), 138-139, 187-193
Imperial titles: 190, 192
Initiate, Eleusinian: 138, 171, 184; from the
hearth, 7, 33, 62, 81, 140, 143, 144, 146,
149 (bis), 150, 151, 153, 154, 159, 164, 172
(bis), 180, 184
Inventory: 51
Iobakchoi: see Index I, I.G., II2, 1368
Iophon: 142
Isidoros: 147 (bis)
Isidoros son of Isidoros of Marathon: 142
Isis: 11, 45, 73-74, 77, 79, 80, 152 (bis)
JUBA, KING: 157

Judicial matters: 5, 11, 13, 23, 29-30, 37, 48-50,
53, 59-60, 61, 80-81, 88-89, 103, 106, 133
Julia Augusta: 30, 124; Artemis Boulaia, 144;
Pronoia, 124, 140
Julia Bereneike, queen: 140
r
Julia Domna: 64; 'p

xcPKacTrpOv,12, 145; see

also Index I, I.G., II2, 1076
M. Julius Apelles of Marathon: 148
Gaius Julius Aquila: 156
Julius Caesar: 25, 83, 120
Gaius Julius Caesar: 155 (bis)
Gaius Julius Deximachos: 158
Gaius Julius Eurykles: 158
T. Julius Herodianus: 117

Julius the Hierophant: 117
Gaius Julius Nikanor: 19, 23, 33-34, 35, 40, 67,
84, 134, 140 (passim), 151
Gaius Julius Nikias of Lamptrai: 157
Julius Philippos: 176
Gaius Julius Sabinus: 148
Gaius Julius Scapula: 150
Julius Theodotos: 10
Julius Zenobios: 15, 110, 111
Junius son of Agathopos of Marathon: 147
Marcus Junius Minucianus: 145, 146
Decimus Junius Torquatus: 158
KAKOURGIA:49

Kallias also called Aristios: 178
Kallikratides: 104
Kallikratides son of Syndromos of Trikorynthos: 144
Kallistos son of Asklepiades of Alopeke: 147
Kanephoros: 62, 148-151 (passim), 152, 153
Kelados son of Tryphon of Kydathenaion: 178
Kephalaion: 60, 61
Kerykes: see Genos
Kerykiskos: xi, 2, 13-14, 17, 18
Keryx: 11, 105, 106, 122, 127, 173
of the archon: xi, 2 (bis), 5, 13-14, 17 (bis),
18, 60, 149
of the Areopagus: xi, 1, 2, 4-5 (passim), 10
(passimn), 11, 13, 14, 18 (passim), 20,
21, 26, 27, 31 (passim), 34, 41 (bis), 43,
51, 53, 54 (passim), 55, 56-60 (passim),
61, 64, 73, 79, 88, 94, 103, 104, 105-106
(passim), 107, 118, 135, 142, 145, 150,
161, 172
of the Boule and Demos: 15, 18, 54, 59
(passim), 77, 89, 93, 94, 95, 103, 104-106,
107 (passim), 109, 111-112 (passim), 113,
118, 145, 154 (bis)
Kidnapping: 49, 51
King: see Basileus
Kleidouchos: 152
Klerotoi: 112
Kolonaki Square: 160
Kolonos: 85
Kosmetes: 20, 21, 27, 38, 51, 54, 72, 73 (bis),
77-78 (passim), 79, 85, 87 (bis), 105, 133,
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181, 191
Kostobokoi:83
Koutys, king: 156
KpCaTiLroL:see Egregii.
Kronos: 87
Ktesikles son of Ktesiklesof Araphen: 126
M. Kyrenios: 153
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LACHARESSON OF EURYKLESOF LAKEDAIMON:

151
Lakedaimon:157
Lamidios: 152
AapurporaTos: see

Clarissimus

Lastratosfrom Itea: 126

Law courts: see Dikasteria

Legatus (7rpeapcvrj')

: 146; Augusti,

144, 156;

Caesaris, 156; pro praetore, 141 (bis)
Lemnos: 27, 50, 51, 59 (bis), 106, 107, 114;

Hephaistia,7, 27, 50, 52; shrineof Kabeiroi, 73, 79, 108, 115

Lenaios son of Heliodorosof Phlya: 146
Leonidesof Melite: 28

Lexiarchikon: 87

Liciniadaughterof L. LiciniusLucullus:155
GnaeusLiciniusAttikos of Gargettos:147
M. Licinius CrassusFrugi: 155, 157, 158
L. LiciniusLucullus: 144, 155
ALrV: xi, 14, 15
Litourgos: xi, 2, 14-15, 17, 93, 94, 97, 109,
110, 111, 112, 113, 116
Liturgies: iii, 3, 6, 17, 18, 21, 35, 50, 88, 94,
118, 121, 124, 127, 128-139
Livia: 41; see also Index I, I.G., II2, 3242

Livius: 153
Lollianus:see P. HordeoneusLollianus
M. Lollios: 153, 156
L. Lucillius Pansa Priscillianus:142
Lucius: 159
Lucius son of Luciusof Marathon:124
Lucius Caesar: 158
Lucius Verus: 184, 194-195
157
LutatiaG[---]:
Q. Lutatius son of Quintus: 155
Lykeion: see Gymnasion

Lysiadesof Berenikidai:156
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GAIUS MAECENAS: 156

Marcia Athenais: 150
L. Marcius Censorinus: 146
Marcus Aurelius: 64, 102, 134, 138, 145, 146,
149, 161, 181, 188-190, 194-195
Gaius Marius Marcellus: 156
Q. Marius Nepos: 151
Maurus, Gaius and: see Gaius
Maximinus Thrax: iv, 75
Medeios: 5
Medeios son of Medeios of Peiraeus: 151
Megiste: 152 (bis)
Meilichos son of Meilichos: 178
Memmius: 50
L. Memmius crt Bwopwof Thorikos: 135, 145,
170-171, 181
P. Memmius Regulus: 135, 141 (bis)
Gaius Memmius Sabinus Peisandros: 19
Menander: 138
Menandra: 148
Menandros: 149
Menandros son of Ad[- --]: 143
Menekrates son of Censorinus of Phaleron: 148
Menelaos: 159
Merchants: 23, 123
Mestrios Euphrates: 39, 150
Meteilion: 151
Mrr7p O6Ev: 150 (bis)

Metro[----]:

147

metronomoi: 123
Metroon: 43, 142
Mithradates: 11
Mo[..]pon son of Eresion: 154
Moiragenes son of Dromokles of Koile: 100
Money, public: 79, 83, 88, 103, 113-115, 121
122, 128-139
Mos[ch - --]: 157
L. Munatius Plancus: 155
Munatius Vopiscus: 96

MundiciaSecondilla:142
Myron son of Myron of Lamptrai: 111
Q. NAEVIUS RUFUS; 124
Narbonne: 32, 36
National Garden: 160
Nauarchos: 62 (bis)
Naukleroi: 23
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Naumachia: 97
Neokoros: 10

Paula: 158

Nero: 25, 26, 135, 141
Nerva: 188-190
Nikias son of Nikias of Marathon:125
Nikodemosson of ... k]les of Phlya: 143
Nikostrate: 143
Nikostratos: 100
Nikostratosson of Epaphroditos:151

Peiraeus: 23, 29, 45, 46, 49, 85, 119, 124, 125,
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Nomothetes: 25, 117, 122-123
Noumenia: 61

L. Novius Asprena: 158
Novius son of Philinos of Oion: 134

Nyktophylakes: 127

OCRATIUSRUFUS: 176

P. Octaeus: 158
Odeion: 133, 187, 188
Oil supply: 119, 121, 128-132; see also Elaiothesia and Index I, Oliver, The Ruling
Power
Oiketai: 104

Oknia: 153
Olbia: 148
Olbius: see Orbius
Olympia: see Agonothetes

Onasos son of Trophimosof Pallene: 147
Opisthodomos: 121, 122

GnaeusOrarius: 140
Orbiusson of Thisbianusof Marathon:154
Orgas, sacred: 50

Paidotribes: 147
Paieon: see Hiereus of

Pammenesson of Pammenesof Marathon:140

Panathenaia: see Agonothetes, Games
Panegyriarchos: 18, 94, 98 (bis), 128, 136, 138,

170, 181

Panegyris: 24, 30, 119

Panhellenes:36, 37 (passim), 171
P. Papiniusof Steiria: 146
Paramonadaughterof Ariston: 153
Parhedroi: 11, 12, 16 (passim)
Parthenon:25, 141
Patronus decurionum et populi: 90
Patronus ordinis et populi: 90

Paul, St.: 50

Paulina Ant[- - -]: 148
148

Pergamon:142; Astynomiclaw, 125
see Agonothetes
IIepl \XKrcF:

Perikles,Odeionof: 85
Perikles: 152
[.....]us
IIcpl TOrl/xa: 97, 103, 107-109, 111, 112 (bis),
116; see also Grammateus kata prytaneian
Phasis: 80

Phidiasson of Phidiasof Rhamnous:119, 141
Philadelpheia;see Games
Philios: 152
Philopapposof Commagene:9, 137
Philosophos: 48, 148 (bis), 150, 154

Philoumenosson of Eros of Kephale: 101
Philoxenosson of Agathoklesof Phlya: 25
Philoxenos son of Philoxenos: 73, 74
ovtuca 8iKat: 49
Phosphoroi: 98: see also Hiereus of

Phrasisthenes:151
Phylai: 3-4, 16, 19, 40, 51, 53, 56-57, 70, 72,
74, 75, 94, 96-98 (passim), 100, 101, 110,

113, 128, 133, 137 (bis), 141, 144, 160,
161, 183, 185, 195
Aiantis: 3, 100, 149, 183
Aigeis: 56, 175, 183 (bis)
Akamantis:75, 96, 97, 101, 153, 183
Antiochis: 96, 154, 183
Attalis: 97 (bis), 183
Erechtheis:27, 56, 164, 173 (bis), 174, 183
(bis), 184

Hadrianis: 4, 57, 95, 102, 169, 179, 183
(bis), 184

Hippothontis:95, 97, 100 (bis), 183
Kekropis: 57, 130, 169, 179, 183, 184, 186
Leontis: 183
Oineis: 137 (passim), 183
Pandionis:56, 75, 76, 95, 97, 100, 166, 175,
177, 178 (bis), 183 (passim), 184
Ptolemais: 56, 97, 154, 183 (bis)
Pinakothekeon Acropolis: 187
T. Pinarios: 155
Pizos in Bulgaria: 12
Plutionfrom Hephaistia:126
Pnyx: 19, 51, 85 (passim), 86
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Poet: 142, 147, 148, 150

Prusias: 121

Polemarchos: x, 1, 2, 3, 5, 11-12, 56

Prytaneia in Rhodes: 21
Prytaneion: 60, 87, 88

Police duties, officials:23-24, 29-30, 117, 119
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(bis), 123-127
Polls: 32 (bis), 38-39, 40, 44, 48 (bis), 58,
62, 64 (passim), 69 (bis), 75, 76, 77, 92,

Prytaneis: 4, 14, 15, 23, 24, 27-29, 68, 71-72,

104, 122, 145, 146 (bis), 148, 149, 171, 189

118, 119, 121, 128, 129, 130, 133, 135, 144,
153, 154 (bis), 176, 177, 178, 182, 195
Prytanydate: 54, 94
Prytany decreesand lists: iii, 14 (passim), 15,
27-29, 52, 58, 68, 71-72, 73, 74 (bis), 7576, 79, 90, 91, 92-112, 113 (bis), 115, 116,
123, 129, 130, 136, 150, 152, 153, 173

Politeia: 48, 189 (bis)
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Polyainosson of Nikandrosof Sounion: 151
Polycharmosson of Polykritosof Azenia: 156
PompeiaPaula: 148 (bis)
Sextus Pompeius:143
Q. PompeiusColleinaCapito: 142
T. PompeiusDionysiosof Paiania: 145
P. PompeiusHegias of Phaleron:20, 96
Pompenianosof Kollytos: 150
Pomponiawife of MetelliusRufus: 156
Pomponianos:150
Porcia: 152
Poseidon: 113

Praetor: 30

Praxagoras:96

77, 78 (bis), 88 (bis), 90, 92-103 (passim), 109-110 (passim), 114 (bis), 115,

(bis), 194-195
Psephisma: 35, 36, 42-43 (passim), 44, 48, 54,

63, 69-70, 80, 90, 91, 146 (bis), 148, 150,
152, 164, 170; see also Areopagus,Boule
of, Boule of the 500, and Demos
Psephos: 48, 55, 69, 150 (bis)
Ptolemaios,king: 158
Ptolemaiosson of Serenusof Gaza: 147, 153
Public slave: see Demosios

Presbeis: 7, 34 (passim), 35, 43, 54, 59, 62, 73,

86, 90, 106, 107, 115, 151, 152, 157, 161162

see Legatus
IIpeavwrvTs:

Priene: 12, 38, 66

Priest: see Hiereus (or hiereia)
Priestess: see Hiereus (or hiereia)

Primo[ - - - -sion: 144
Primusof Halai: 126

Princeps: 58

Prison: 52

Publius S [- - -] son of Publius: 151
Pyloroi: 125-127, 177
Pyrphoros: 9, 104, 145

Pythaid: 3, 5, 13, 20 (bis), 56, 61, 119, 122
PythodorisPhilometora,queen: 156
146, 156 (bis)
Quattuorviri: 8
P. Quintilius Varus: 146
Quintus [- - - ] son of Quintus: 157
QUAESTOR(7alua):

Gaius Quintus Kleon: 97

Probouleuma: 65-67 (passim), 69, 79, 83, 84,

85, 161-162

RECORDS,PUBLIC: 103

Proconsul (av07raTo): 13, 29, 55 (passim), 80,
88, 140 (bis), 143 (passim), 144, 146
(passim), 155 (bis), 157, 158

Procurator,imperial: 139
Prohedros:46-47, 54 (passim), 58 (bis), 59,
65, 77, 87, 89, 103, 106, 113 (passim)

Propraetor

(avo.aTpar,yo;):

144, 156 (bis)

Propylaia:126, 163, 187
Prostates: 90, 146

Protion: 110
Protogenes son of Protogenesof Azenia: 125
Protoi: 54, 58 (passim)

Regilla: see Appia
Rhabdophoroi: 135
Rhamnous: see Index I, I.G., II2, 3242

Rhaskouporis,king: 155
TP7Tp: 146, 147, 150

Roma: 157; and Augustus,7, 25, 155, 156
RoxanaI [- - - -]:157
Royal Stoa: 53
Rufius Festus: 55, 143
Russian Church: 160
SABINIANA DAUGHTEROF HAMILLON: 148, 152
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Sacred elder: see 'Ipob y e'ov
Sacrilege: see Asebeia
Salamis: 27 (bis), 28, 97 (passim), 99, 109
(bis), 112, 135
Salpiktes: 5, 126
Samos: 152
Sarapion of Cholleidai: 148
Sarapis: 10, 150, 152
Seal, public: 34, 43, 54 (bis), 59 (passim),
103 (bis)
Sebastoi Agones: see Agonothetes
C/3alaro': see Augustus

Secretary: see Grammateus
Secundus Attikos son of Eudoxos of Sphettos:
149
Seilon son of Apollonios of Melite: 140
Sempronia Atratina Paula: 83, 157
Sempronia daughter of Lucius: 155 (bis)
Septimius Severus: 5, 13, 26, 49, 72, 78, 131,
134, 184, 193
Servilius
Brutus: 155
Q.
Severeia: see Games
Severi: 100
Severus Alexander: 92, 102
Sextus: 90

Shipping: 21-24, 29
Sitesis: 60, 87, 88, 92, 103
Sitones: 22 (bis), 23, 71, 95, 128, 131, 132,
151, 153
Sitonic tameion: 22, 28, 121, 151
Skias: 49, 110
Sokrates son of Sokrates of Thorikos: 157

L. Sopheios: 157
Sophist: 10, 74, 145, 149, 150, 152
Sophokles:158
Sophronistes: 51, 153, 172
Sosia Falconilla: 144
Sosigenes of Pallene: 150
Sosikles son of Hesiodos of Sphettos: 153
Sosinikos: 126
Sosis son of Sosis of Oe: 77
South Stoa II: 188
Sozon son of Ladikos of Sounion: 141
Stadium, Panathenaic: 77, 133
Statilia Pasichareia: 141, 178
T. Statilius Lamprias: 34, 35 (bis), 40, 42,

43, 54, 55, 65, 84, 86, 90

Q. Statius of Cholleidai: 148
Q. Statius Themistokles of Cholleidai: 150

Statues: 7, 8, 23, 25 (bis), 26-27 (passim), 3340, 41-48, 50, 52, 62-63, 68-71, 72 (bis),
78 (passim), 80, 81-83, 85, 87 (bis), 92,

95, 99, 104, 105, 106, 114, 120, 123, 124
(bis), 126, 129, 135 (passim), 137, 139,
140-159
Strategeion: 30
Strategoi: 20-21, 27, 64, 79, 89
for Hephaistia: 27
in charge of Lemnos: 27
for the Mounychia: 20
nauarchos: 20
in the Peiraeus: 20
of preparedness in the city: 20
for Rhamnous and the coastal lands: 20
in charge of Salamis: 21, 24, 27, 97
Strategos rt Tra orXa: see Hoplite general
Strategos, cult of: 30
Sulficia daughter of Servius Sulficius Galba:
156 (bis)

Gaius Sulpicius: 158
Summa honoraria: 6, 105
Sylleia: see Games
Symbola: 22
Symmachos son of Symmachos of Phlya: 154
Symzprohedroi: 113 (passim)
Syndikoi: 80, 88

Syndromosson of Kallikratidesof Steiria: 151

Syngrapheus: 150

Synhedria:8, 12, 32, 36-38, 39, 40, 44, 45, 78,
145, 161-162
TAMEION, SACRED: see

Fiscus, imperial

Tamias: 104, 112, 115

of Areopagus:61
of the Boule: 15, 93, 104, 111, 112, 113, 115116, 118, 121
of the Boule and Demos: 93, 116

of the genos: of Eumolpidai,90, 171; of
Kerykes, 164, 170, 171, 180 (bis), 181
of the phyle: see of the prytaneis

of the prytaneis:52, 71, 72, 77, 78 (bis), 79,
92-93, 98-99, 100, 101, 103, 104, 111, 116,
128, 129
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of the sacred diataxis: 11, 15, 26, 93, 113-114,
115, 121
of the sitonic funds: 22, 115
of the stratiotic funds: 20-21 (passim), 64,
65, 73, 79 (passim), 89, 90, 93, 107, 114,
115, 121, 151
See also Quaestor
Taxation: 88, 123
Tax farming: 81, 121-122
Teacher: 54, 147, 154, 157
Te [--] dion of Nicaea: 146
Telete: 153
Terentia Hispylla: 157
M. Terentius Varo Lucullus: 155
Termessos: 119, 130
Tertia daughter of Lucius: 151, 152
Tesserae: 107, 123, 131, 133, 138, 139
Theater of Dionysos: at Athens, 10 (bis),
38, 39 (bis), 42 (passim), 44, 63, 69, 77,
85 (passim), 88 (bis), 98, 146, 152; at
Mounychia, 85
Themistokles: 158
Themistokles son of Themistokles of Melite:
142
Theodoros son of Isidoros: 146
Theophilos son of Diodoros of Halai: 120
Theophilos son of Theophilos of Hybadai: 142
Theophrastos: 156
Theseia: see Agonothetes, Games.
Theseion: 77
Theseus: 133
Thesmothetes: x, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 12-13,
15-16, 17, 29, 36, 37, 56, 57 (bis), 123, 146
Thessaly: 22

Tholos: 68, 87, 92, 103, 110, 112, 153
Tiberius: 41, 82, 134, 143, 146, 158 (passim)
Timoklesson of Timoklesof Peiraeus: 126
Tineius Ponticus of Besa: 96 (bis)
Toulouse: 32, 36
Trajan: 141 (bis), 188-190

Tpav,/a: 49

Treasurer: see Tamias.
Q. Trebellius Rufus of Lamptrai: 36, 69, 141,

143

Tribes: see Phylai
Tribunus militum: 177
Tripolis of Phoenicia: 36, 144
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Triptolemos: see Hiereus of.
Troas: 120
Tryphon son of Kelados: 178
M. ULPIUS EUBIOTUS LEUROSOF GARGETTOS:

6, 12, 13, 22, 35, 38-39, 44, 46, 47, 54-55

(passim), 66, 67, 84, 88, 89, 98, 114, 134
(bis), 139, 146, 149 (passim)
M. Ulpius Flavius Teisamenos: 146
M. Ulpius Pupienus Maximus: 12
"Yrra7rs: see Consul
VALERIA: 158

Valerius: 157
L. Valerius Catullus: 157
M. Valerius Messala: 157
Valetudo: 25
L. Vet [ti - - - -] of Juventianus Mes [ ]:
144
P. Vettius Pollio: 156
Gaius Vettius Sabinus Granianus: 146
Vibidia: 158
Sextus Vibidius Viro: 157
Vibi[us - - - - - an]dros: 149
Vibullia Alcia: 72, 99
Vibullius Polydeukion: 135, 144
Vibullius Polydeukos: 136
L. Vibullius Theophilos of Paiania: 75, 148,
152
L. Vipsanius Gallus: 152
M. Vipsanius Gallus: 152
L. Vipsanius Messala: 142
Vitellia Isidora: 142
Voting procedures: 47, 54-55, 67, 87, 89, 90,
113 (bis)
WREATH: see Crown
XENOKLES SON OF THEOPOMPOSOF RHAM-

NOUS:19, 22, 28, 151
Zakoros: 7, 141 (bis), 142, 153, 154
Zeno son of Zeno of Marathon the elder: 151

Zeus: 51, 59 (bis), 89; Boulaios,98; Prytanis,
103; see also Hiereus of
Zosime daughter of Pamphilos: 148
Zosimianus son of Menandros: 178
Zosimianus son of Thersandros: 178
Zosimos son of Eukolos of Eupyridai: 153
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